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The purpose of this study is to present and analyse material in Antiquities I-IV where Josephus deals 
with the topic of female slaves and their relationships with Jewish masters, noting where Josephus 
agrees with the canonical versions of the Pentateuch and where he represents considerable variations. 
Much of the analysis is, therefore, concerned with an in-depth critical comparison between Josephus' 
material and the evidence of the laws and narratives of the Pentateuch. The analysis demonstrates, in 
particular, the extent to which Josephus' accounts represent a reordering, augmentation, fusing 
together of different texts, or omissions from the texts of the Pentateuch, and the extent to which he, 
like other writers of the Second Temple Period, engages in the rewriting of scripture. As for the 
significance of Josephus' rewriting of the Pentateuchal material on female slaves, special attention is 
given to the following issues. Firstly, Josephus' alterations to the characterisations of the main 
protagonists in the Genesis narratives, secondly, Josephus' attitude to slaves and slavery; and thirdly, 
his general attitude towards gender in his retellings of the laws and narratives. Looking more broadly 
in the wider context of Josephus' Antiquities, attention is also given to the questions of why Josephus 
rewrote as he did and to what extent his work on female slaves point to the identity of his readership, 
especially to an elite Roman readership? 

Chapter One focuses on Josephus as an interpreter of the Pentateuch. It concentrates on the various 
contexts and circumstances of his life that may have influenced his technique and agenda for rewriting 
the slave laws and narratives in the Antiquities I-IV. This introductory chapter is also concerned with 
what may have shaped Josephus' view of slaves and slavery, as well as his attitude to women and 
social class. 

Chapter Two is an analysis of Josephus' representation of the Pentateuchal laws that regulate marriage 
and sexual relationships between free Jewish men and slave women. This chapter looks at three 
examples of Josephus' modifications to the canonical Pentateuch in the Antiquities III and TV: a) his 
innovation of slave legislation that he represents as Mosaic law; b) his interpretation of the Levitical 
laws that prohibit priestly marriage to certain categories of women, including slaves; and c) his 
interpretation of the regulations for the acquisition of the 'beautiful captive' in Deuteronomy. 

Chapter Three looks at Josephus' interpretation of the Hagar episodes, paying particular attention to 
where he modifies the text and where he has altered the dynamics of the relationships between Hagar, 
Sarah and Abraham. This chapter presents a comparative critical analysis of Josephus' retelling of the 
stories and canonical Genesis: it also compares Josephus' version with other Second Temple Period 
sources that also deal with the Hagar narratives. 

Chapter Four attends to Josephus' treatment of the Jacob narratives, with special attention to his 
representation of Jacob's relationship with the slave women, Zelpha and Balla, and Josephus' 
alterations to the status of the slaves in relation to canonical Genesis. This chapter notes firstly, 
Josephus' considerable alterations to this section of the Jacob story, and secondly, his substantial 
modifications to the manner in which canonical Genesis characterises the main protagonists of the 
scenes. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Aims 

This thesis has as its central focus the nature of Flavius Josephus' retellings of Pentateuchal 

laws that regulate the sexual relationships between free Jewish men and slave women, and the 

narratives that speak of the sexual relationships between Abraham and the slave Hagar, and 

Jacob and the slaves Zelpha and Balla. This study engages with these laws and narratives in 

the light of Josephus' promises to translate scripture as he found it in the biblical books 

"neither adding nor omitting anything".' It is clear in these instances, however, that Josephus 

has in fact made many significant modifications to his source for the Pentateuch in his 

retellings. The contradictions between Josephus' claims for his reliability and his method 

have been interpreted by modem scholars in many ways and the debate remains open. It could 

be that the phrase "neither adding nor omitting" is not as important as it might first appear and 

that Josephus saw the Antiquities as more of an interpretation than a translation.^ I argue that 

this is evidence of his wider apologetic motivations as an author of Jewish history, religion 

and culture. 

Description of Chapters 

The following chapters of this thesis present three systematic studies of these narratives and 

laws. The first study addresses three issues in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities III-IV. a) 

Josephus' total prohibition of marriages between free men and slave women, which has no 

parallel representation in the Pentateuch {A. J. IV: 244-245). b) His representation of 

Leviticus 21: 7 and 13-14 where he makes several modifications to the Pentateuchal laws 

regarding priestly marriages {A. J. Ill: 276). c) Josephus' representation of Deuteronomy 21: 

10-14, the guideline for the treatment of the "beautiful captive", in which he makes frequent 

additions and omissions to his biblical source {A. J. IV: 257). The second engages with 

Josephus' retelling of both Hagar episodes at Genesis 16: 1-16 and 21: 1-21. In his retelling 

Josephus has made major alterations to the manner in which Genesis portrays the characters 

in these episodes, as well to how these characters interact in their domestic and social setting 

in the narratives (A. J. I: 186-191 and 215-221). The third chapter looks at Josephus' 

recasting of the status of the slave women Zelpha and Balla in the Jacob narratives at Genesis 



29: 15-35 and 30: 1-24, and at how and where he has made substantial alterations to the 

content and chronology of the narrative (J. J. I: 303-308). 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to present and analyse material in Antiquities I-IV where 

Josephus deals with the topic of female slaves and their relationships with Jewish masters, 

noting where Josephus agrees with the canonical versions of the Pentateuch and where he 

represents considerable variations. Much of the analysis is, therefore, concerned with an in-

depth critical comparison between Josephus' material and the evidence of the laws and 

narratives of the Pentateuch. The analysis demonstrates, in particular, the extent to which 

Josephus' accounts represent a reordering, augmentation, fusing together of different texts, or 

omissions from the texts of the Pentateuch, and the extent to which he, like other writers of 

the Second Temple Period, engages in the rewriting of scripture. As for the significance of 

Josephus' rewriting of the Pentateuchal material on female slaves, special attention is given to 

the following issues. Firstly, Josephus' alterations to the characterisations of the main 

protagonists in the Genesis narratives, secondly, Josephus' attitude to slaves and slavery; and 

thirdly, his general attitude towards gender in his retellings of the laws and narratives. 

Looking more broadly in the wider context of Josephus' Antiquities, attention is also given to 

the questions of why Josephus rewrote as he did and to what extent his work on female slaves 

point to the identity of his readership, especially to an elite Roman readership? 

Method 

This study engages with several methodological concerns. The first is to present substantial 

comparative analyses of Josephus treatment of the laws and narratives under discussion and 

their representation in the Pentateuch, hi so doing, this analysis establishes where Josephus 

deviates from the Pentateuch's representation of the laws and narratives, where he rearranges, 

supplements and expands his biblical source, and where he omits material. In addition, these 

comparisons show a) the extent to which Josephus recasts the Pentateuch's characterisations 

of the individuals represented in the texts, and the relationships between the patriarchs, their 

wives and their slaves and how he wished to portray this to his audience; b) his attitude 

towards slaves and slavery; and c) Josephus' attitudes towards social class and gender. The 

second aspect of my method is to compare and contrast Josephus' retellings with those of 

other Second Temple Period sources that engage with the relevant laws and narratives in 

order to establish whether Josephus' modifications of the Pentateuchal laws and narratives 



were influenced by sources other than the Pentateuch. These comparisons show that it is 

highly unlikely that any source other than the Pentateuch was used as a source for Josephus' 

retellings of the laws and narratives in question in this thesis. Thirdly, in the absence of 

evidence for Josephus' dependence on any known source for his modification of the 

Pentateuch, this study argues that his modifications were made to suit an elite Roman 

audience. 

But which version(s) of the Pentateuch did Josephus use for his retellings of the Genesis 

narratives and the Pentateuchal slave laws? The evidence of multiple variant manuscripts of 

the Pentateuch Jfrom the Dead Sea Scrolls has added to the already considerable evidence 

supplied by differences between the Masoretic Text (MT), the Septuagint (LXX) and the 

Samaritan Pentateuch (SP), showing that no standard text of these books existed in antiquity.^ 

On the other hand, the similarities are infinitely greater than the differences, so it is 

appropriate to assume that versions of the Pentateuch known to Josephus were close to MT 

and the other canonical versions/ hideed the ordering and content of the Antiquities I-IV 

point strongly in this direction. From the linguistic point of view, Josephus will have been 

able to read in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek so it is possible that he would have been able to 

employ any of these versions in his retellings. However, Josephus' paraphrase of the 

Pentateuch reveals very little to determine precisely which version of the Pentateuch he is 

closest to. As far as the comparative biblical material for this thesis is concerned, however, 

there are very few significant variations between the canonical versions. 

Josephus' Vorlasefn) fox Antiquities l-W 

The question of Josephus' Vorlage or Vorlagen for his retelling of the Pentateuchal narratives 

and biblical law in his Antiquities is a much debated subject. In some cases, such as the close 

relationship between Antiquities and the Letter of Aristeas, his primary source can be 

determined with some certainty/ However, for most examples, the problem of identifying the 

precise source or sources for Josephus' rewriting of the Pentateuch in Antiquities I to IV has 

proved far more difficult.® For the Pentateuch a variety of opinions prevails, with no clear 

consensus as to whether Josephus was reliant exclusively upon a Hebrew/ Greek® or Aramaic 

text, or dependent rather upon a combination of these sources (plus an Aramaic Tar gum) with 

a different primary source being used in a variety of sections of the Antiquities^ 



Evidence for his use of an Aramaic Targum as a source for the earlier books of his Antiquities 

is also rather unconvincing: most of the alleged evidence merely points to the unsurprising 

fact that Josephus spoke Aramaic. As Cohen rightly states, "not one of the [Schalit's] ten 

proofs for the use [by Josephus] of a Targum is decisive." Cohen also questions whether we 

should assume that just because Josephus shows a similarity to an extant Targum in Aramaic 

he was dependent on it, noting that all that the Aramaic transliterations concretely show is that 

Josephus was conversant with the Aramaic tongue and not that he used a Targum.There are 

only sections of eighteen passages that demonstrate stronger evidence for the author's use of a 

written Aramaic source as noted by Thackeray and Rappaport,'^ none of which correspond to 

the passages that are under scrutiny in this thesis. Feldman,'^ sets out all eighteen examples 

of Josephus' correspondence with an Aramaic Targum. Begg has summed up the reservations 

of many Josephus scholars who doubt that Josephus directly utilized targumim. These 

reservations are based on uncertainty about the dating of the targumim. It has been suggested 

that any terminological similarities may arise from independent extrapolations from elements 

in the biblical text whilst parallels in content may be derived from a lost common oral or 

written tradition of biblical interpretation.^^ 

It is also rightly assumed that Josephus supplemented his Pentateuchal Vorlage with other 

traditions and the evidence for this is stronger in some places than others. The relationship of 

Josephus' re-presentation of the Pentateuch to other Jewish traditions is contentious, in 

particular his representations of legal material. For the most part, in this field, the Antiquities 

have been compared to rabbinic tradition'"* and the instances where Josephus differs from 

rabbinic law in his retellings are attributed to his ignorance or fbrgetfulness of the appropriate 

piece of oral law or reflect his application of contemporary law.'^ This approach, however, is 

problematic for two main reasons. Firstly, the late date of the Mishnah and rabbinic material 

in general makes any conclusive connection with Josephus difficult to determine.'^ Secondly, 

this approach treats rabbinic literature as proof of the existence of a monolithic or normative 

Judaism in the Second Temple Period, a view that the diverse nature of sources from the 

period does not s u p p o r t . T h i s study, therefore, takes the view that where Josephus' 

retellings have parallels with rabbinic tradition, the similarities do not reflect Josephus' 

dependence on oral law but that both sources are indebted to a common tradition.'^ In the 

case of the often free and creative nature of Josephus' reworking and interpretation of 

Pentateuchal slave law and the Hagar and Zelpha and Balla narratives it is impossible to know 



with any certainty whether he consulted a different text or texts, or whether he has simply 

substantially recast his biblical source.'^ 

Assertions such as these have been made in an attempt to identify precisely Josephus' source 

for the occasions where his retellings are directly parallel to the scriptural text. This, of 

course, does not account for the numerous occasions where Josephus' interpretation deviates 

from any known biblical text?° In practice, however, Josephus' version is usually compared 

with the Masoretic Text, which fails to account for Josephus' intention to write in Greek for a 

Greek speaking audience (A. J. I: 5) or his admiration for the translation of Scripture into 

Greek (A. J. I: 10; XII; 85 f ) . These factors suggest that it is likely that Josephus would at 

least have consulted a Greek version of the Pentateuch for his rewriting of the slave laws and 

narratives. Thus, the comparative analysis in this thesis compares the Antiquities I-IV 

primarily with the Septuagint, to compare the Greek, but also refers to the Masoretic Text. 

Importance 

The importance of this thesis to the wider field of Josephus research is in its presentation of 

the first detailed investigation of the subject of slavery in Josephus. It does so through an 

analysis of case studies of the representation of female slaves, drawn from Josephus' version 

of the Pentateuch in Antiquities I-IV. What httle has been written on this subject previously 

falls into three main areas: a) studies focussing on isolated details where the main subject is 

not slavery;^' b) studies of Josephus' terminology for slaves, which, as I suggest, are of 

limited value because they lack attention to the varied contexts in which they appear;^^ and c) 

studies where the main aim is to compare Josephus' work with rabbinic teaching on slavery, 

in which Josephus serves only as a source to either confirm the antiquity of rabbinic law or to 

show Josephus' 'deviant' approach to Jewish law.^^ This thesis takes a new and different 

approach, looking at how the evidence for Josephus' interpretation of slavery illuminates our 

understanding primarily of Josephus, as well as where Josephus stands in relation to Jewish 

tradition, on the one hand, and his Roman context, on the other. Because this thesis focuses 

on Josephus' presentation of slavery in the Pentateuch, one of the central issues is to 

understand Josephus as a biblical interpreter, and a large part of this thesis is concerned with a 

detailed account of the relation of Josephus' representation of female slaves to the canonical 

versions of the Pentateuch. Because it also focuses on female slaves and their relations to 

their masters, it also sheds new light on Josephus' representation of women. 



The main part of this thesis is divided into three distinct sections: Josephus' representation of 

Hagar; his account of Zelpha and Balla; and his account of the Pentateuchal laws which deal 

with female slaves. In this introductory chapter, however, I begin with a brief consideration 

of the main critical questions with which this thesis engages. Firstly, let us look at Josephus 

as a writer of the Antiquities, its genre and purpose, especially as regards books I-IV. The 

Jewish Antiquities, Josephus' magnum opus, represents the history of the Jewish people from 

the beginning of creation to the war against Rome, completed towards the end of his life in 

93-94 CE.^^ Because of its genre and length. Antiquities has been compared to Dionysius of 

Halicamassus' Roman Antiquities, which may have been a model for Josephus' work.^^ The 

subject matter of Antiquities is divided into two nearly equal parts, the dividing line being the 

close of the exile at the end of Book The first ten books constitute a paraphrase of the 

biblical narratives, while subsequent books recount the later history of the Jewish people, 

concluding with an account of the death of Agrippa I in 44 to the outbreak of the revolt under 

Gessius Floras in 66?^ Accordingly the sources fox Antiquities follow this division: scriptural 

sources of various kinds for books I-X, and non-scriptural historical sources from Jewish and 

non-Jewish authors for books XI-XX. Further distinct sub-divisions may also be seen in the 

work as a whole. At Antiquities I-X there are two sections, I-V recount the foundation of 

Israel, whilst VI-X describe its realisation. 

The question of the aims and audience of Antiquities is clearly crucial to understanding the 

context in which Josephus rewrites the Pentateuch's traditions on slavery. For many modem 

scholars, the Antiquities is most often categorized as 'apologetic' historiographical literature, 

similar in this respect to the works of other Hellenistic writers including Berossus, Manetho, 

Demetrius, Artapanus, Eupolemus, and Pseudo-Eupolemus.^^ The case for viewing the 

Antiquities as apologetic historiography is argued vigorously by Sterling who offers this 

definition of the apologetic genre of history writing as: 

The story of a subgroup of people in an extended prose narrative written by a 
member of the group who follows the group's own traditions but Hellenises 
them in an effort to establish the identity of the group within the setting of the 
larger world.^° 

But is this what Josephus does in his Antiquities! Most scholars of Josephus' works express 

the view that Antiquities was aimed at a non-Jewish audience in the wake of Judaea's defeat 

in the Jewish War, and that its purpose was to heal some of the rifts that Josephus felt had 

emerged after the conflict.^' Accusations, criticisms and persecutions apparently levelled at 



Josephus after the war are viewed as having led him to offer an explanation of his conduct 

during the hostilities?^ Moreover, the personal discomfiture experienced by Josephus 

coupled with the social and political disaster that befell the Jews in the wake of the conflict 

provide a persuasive explanation for why he perceived that an extended literary record was 

needed to offer a favourable account of the Jewish people to the non-Jewish world in the face 

of increasing suspicion and hostility. 

Josephus' stated aims in another of his later works, Against Apion, were to demonstrate as he 

puts it "the extreme antiquity of our Jewish race, the purity of the original stock, and the 

manner in which it established itself in the country we occupy today". The term used here 

to denote the ancient history of his people is apxaioXoyxa (archaeology)/^ the term used in 

the title of Josephus' Jewish Antiquities (looSctiKf] ApxcaoXoyia), emphasising the 

importance of the establishment and antiquity of the Jewish p e o p l e . T h i s is also how non-

Jewish Greek writers such as Dionysus of Halicamassus and Roman historians like Livy 

presented histories of Rome as PcondiKf] ApxccioXoyia.^^ In Against Apion, Josephus goes to 

great lengths to criticise the unreliability of Greek historians, accusing them of a 

preoccupation with style above accuracy, in contrast to his claims to great accuracy.^^ 

However, in Antiquities he cites and praises the same Greek writers, reflecting the need of his 

writing context, as evidence for the reliability of his own narrative^® also Josephus, 

occasionally, used non-Jewish sources to strengthen and support statements he made about 

scripture and events in Jewish history.'^^ For example, he establishes the historicity of the 

Flood narrative by equating a Greek flood story with that of Noah's Ark. Here Josephus uses 

the word for Noah's Ark, following the usage of Apollodorus/^ Lucian,"^^ and 

Plutarch,'^ as opposed to KIPWTOS,'^^ used in the Septuagint/^ which Philo follows."^' 

Josephus' practice of avoiding distinctively Septuagint Greek terminology characterises his 

version of the Pentateuch, though it does not preclude his knowledge of it. He also cites 

external non-Jewish sources'^^ as evidence to refute claims that the biblical Flood narrative 

was a myth.^^ In another example the historicity of the building of the Tower of Babel is 

established by citing the highly venerated Sibylline Oracles (A.J. I: 118). It appears that the 

establishment of Abraham as the founder of the Jewish people was also important to 

Josephus' drive to prove the historicity of people and events. Here again he turns to non-

Jewish sources to achieve this. In all Josephus cites three non-Jewish authors in his attempt to 

establish the historicity of Abraham, and also to show his own impartiality as an historical 

researcher. 
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Josephus' contribution to the interpretation and reinterpretation of ancient Jewish tradition in 

the post-70 CE period is to be found most extensively in Jewish Antiquities. Josephus' efforts 

in this regard can be seen in terms of his using his position in the Flavian court as an 

opportunity to acquaint the educated Roman elite with the history and culture of his people 

via the vehicle of Jewish Antiquities.^^ The apologetic content of his work is also discernible 

in the moralising tone of the biblical paraphrase and his strenuous defence of Jewish rights, 

especially as safeguarded by Roman authority, in the post-war era. The didactic dimension of 

the biblical material in the Antiquities is at its most obvious when Josephus deals with the 

lives of the Patriarchs and other biblical heroes. There is high praise for characters such as 

Saul,^' David^^ but particularly Moses^^ wherein their courage, wisdom, tenacity, piety and 

endurance are given great emphasis. Josephus also singles out traits that lead to moral 

degeneration and rejection of Jewish Laws i.e. sensuality,ambition^^ and presumption.^® 

The apologetic in the didactic function of Antiquities may be indirect but it does show that 

Jewish tradition is underwritten by the highest ethical and religious ideology and as such is 

allied with the ethical ideals of the Graeco-Roman philosophies. Moreover, Josephus' 

argument also shows the deep roots of his theology in Deuteronomy's understanding of 

history - namely that the abandonment of Mosaic law "ends in irretrievable disasters".^' 

Interpreted in this light, Josephus argues that the conflict between the Jews and Rome 

occurred only after the Jews had abandoned their traditions, the result of which could have 

been foreseen by anyone with a proper understanding of Jewish history. 

One of the most obvious signs of Josephus' expected audience can be seen in his introduction 

to Antiquities I: 5 where he states, "And now I have undertaken this present work in the belief 

that the whole Greek-speaking world will find it worthy of attention; for it will embrace our 

entire ancient history and political constitution from the Hebrew records". The aim of 

Antiquities is even more clearly stated at XIV: 186, when he provides details of the Roman 

documents that detail the privileges granted by them to the Jewish people throughout the 

years: 

And here it seems to me necessary to make public all the honours given our 
nation and the alliances made with them by the Romans and their emperors, 
in order that the other nations may not fail to recognise that both the kings of 
Asia and of Europe have held us in esteem and have admired our bravery and 
loyalty. 



tdo^ev 5' avayKaTov elvai poi nnoag EKGeaGai Toq YEyEvqiJEvaq Pwpaioiq Kai 

ToTg auTOKparopaiv auiwv Ti[jag Kai auppaxiaq np6g to cGvog lipwv, iva (jq 

Aavddvr] Toug aAAoug afiavTag, on Kai oi Tqg Aaiag Koi oi rng EupcuTrn? 

(BaaiAeTi; 5ia aTTOuSfĵ  Eoxov qpaq Tqv te avSpsiav qpcov Kai Tqv nfoiiv 

ayaTTnaavTEg. 

This passage amounts to a response to what Josephus terms the "enmity" against the Jews 

expressed by persons who refuse to believe the genuineness of such documents/^ Indeed in 

another work, Jewish War, Josephus speaks of the "hatred of the Jews" in the works of Greek 

h i s to r i ans .The following passage from Antiquities XVI: 174-175, explains the purpose of 

citing pro-Jewish legislation: 

Now it is necessary for me to cite these decrees since this account of our 
histoiy is chiefly meant to reach the Greeks in order to show them that in 
former times we were treated with all respect and were not prevented by our 
own rulers from practising any of our ancestral customs but, on the contrary, 
even had their co-operation in preserving our religion and our way of 
honouring God. And if I frequently mention these decrees, it is to reconcile 
the other nations to us and to remove the causes for hatred which have taken 
root in thoughtless persons among us as well as among them. 

TaOra psv ouv TrapE8E}jr|v e^ avayKns, EnEiSti pEAAouaiv ai Twv npETEpwv 

rrpa^Ecov avaypacpai to ttAeov Eig roug 'EAAnvag isvai, GsiKvug auToTg oti 

TTaaqg Tipfi'; avwGEV ETUTuyxavovTEg ouSev twv Trarpiwv EKwAuGnpEV uiro twv 

dpxovTWv rrpaTTEiv, aAAa Kai auvspyoupEGa to Tng GpnoKEiag EXOVTcg Kai twv 

Eig Tov 9e6v Tipwv. rroioOpai Se ttoAAokî  auTwv n iv pvq^nv ETTiSiaAAarrwv to 

yEvq Kai Tag EprrEcpuKuiag roTg aAoyioroig qpwv te kokeivwv piaoug airiag 

UTTÊ aipOUpEVOg. 

It is clear in this passage that Josephus' motive for citing these decrees is the very existence of 

conflict between Greeks or non-Jews and the Jewish people. From this citation, and from the 

other apologetic references throughout Antiquities, it seems clear that the purpose of the work 

is to defend the Jews and their rights within the Roman w o r l d . J o s e p h u s ' agenda was, 

therefore, to both exonerate himself personally and the Jewish people as a whole. Specifically 

within the general scope of the apologetic genre, Josephus needed to provide a favourable 

account of who the Jews were, what they represented, and to extol the virtues of the 

foundations of their religious and legal structures. Moreover, and this was the overarching 

aim of his apologetic, it would need to convince the Romans that Jewish culture and their way 

of life was not fundamentally at odds with their own and, moreover, that Greek literary 

sources endorsed this. Jews and Romans, according to Josephus' method of constructing his 



history/apologetic, could live together in peace and understanding. If the objective of the 

apologetic were achieved the hope was that the status of the Jews would shift from that of 

enemy to partner, with the memory of the war becoming irrelevant to the future of Jewish-

Roman relations/^ 

Josephus' Method: Jewish Antiquities I-IV. 

a. Josephus' Educational Context 

Nineteenth century scholarship of the works of Josephus was often sceptical of the extent to 

which a Judaean Jew such as Josephus could have mastered the degree of Hellenistic learning 

that is evident in his writings. The starting point of this misconception assumed that Josephus 

was simply a plagiarist and compiler and, as such, scholars engaged with isolating and 

identifying the multiplicity of sources present in Josephus' w o r k s . M o r e specifically, 

Josephus' retellings of the Pentateuchal laws and narrative were considered to have been 

appropriated from an Alexandrian source, or sources, which had already re-presented the 

Pentateuch based on an composite of Hebrew and Greek biblical material and non-Jewish and 

apocrypha.^ These theories did not take into account, as have some subsequent historians, 

the evidence in Josephus' writings that demonstrates his competence as a historian and 

biblical interpreter in his own right rather than a plagiarist subordinate to his sou rces .The re 

is a current, and in my view correct, tendency in Josephus scholarship to accept his testimony 

on matters of his education and his suitability to interpret and convey scripture to his 

audience. 

Indeed, Josephus' account of his academic prowess suggests he was a child genius possessed 

of an excellent memory, understanding and analytical skill especially in Jewish biblical 

t r a d i t i o n . S o great, in fact, were these attributes that, according to Life 9, Josephus, at the 

age of fourteen, was consulted by chief priests and the city elders on points of the Law.®^ 

Josephus elsewhere claims to be well versed in the (piloaocpia (philosophy) of the writings of 

the bible {Con. Ap. I: 54). His use of the term cpiXoaocpia in this context suggests that his 

knowledge extended beyond that of written scripture to include supplementary traditions, 

whether written or oral.^° Furthermore, he also claims that his education was supplemented 

with training in all the major schools of Jewish thought of his time by the age of sixteen; the 

Sadducees; the Pharisees; and the Essenes, rounded off with a three year stint with a hermit in 

the desert {Life 11).^' At the age of nineteen, Josephus returned to Jerusalem {Life 11-12), by 

this time deciding to follow the Pharisaic school that, in his view, resembled the philosophy 
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of the Greek Stoics {Life 12)7^ Josephus' account of his education and his intellectual 

prowess may contain elements of exaggeration but it indicates that an important element of 

his schooling was knowledge of interpretation of the Bible. Moreover, the complexity of 

Josephus' treatment of the biblical laws and narratives in his Antiquities indicates that he was 

very familiar with a variety of traditions of biblical interpretation of his time. 

b. Josephus' Stated Purpose and Method: 

Josephus' confidence in his abilities as well as his stated methodology for the presentation of 

the laws and narratives of the Pentateuch is expressed in Antiquities I: 17, where he promises 

to set out the precise details of the scriptures "neither adding nor omitting anything" of the 

content of the biblical books. This claim is repeated elsewhere: "I have recounted each detail 

here told just as I found it in the sacred books" (A. J. II: 347). He tells us that he has recorded 

each event and person "as I have found them in the ancient books....I was only translating 

(fLSTa(j)pdi!^8ivy^ the books of the Hebrews...promising to report their contents without 

adding anything of my own to the narrative or omitting anything therefrom" (A. J. X: 218). 

Again, just prior to his retelling of the biblical laws he repeats the same claim: "All is here 

written as he [Moses] left it: nothing have we added.. .nothing which has not been bequeathed 

by Moses" (A. J. IV: 196). Josephus emphasises that he is merely making a 'translation' of 

scripture and he tells his audience that his Antiquities "will embrace our entire ancient history 

and political constitution, translated fi-om the Hebrew records", (A. J. I: 5 and A J. XX: 261). 

In another of his works he repeats this claim. Referring to his previous work he tells his 

audience for Against Apion that "in my Antiquities as I said, I have given a translation of our 

sacred books" {Con. Ap. I: 54). 

There have been numerous explanations for the apparent inconsistency in Josephus' claim to 

'translate' the biblical narratives and what he actually does, but none are particularly 

satisfactory. For example, Basser, in his study of Josephus' interpretation of the Garden of 

Eden story concludes that what appears to be an omission is in fact Josephus' novel reading of 

the text. Moreover, the fact that Josephus considers Moses as the author of the Bible, and not 

God, allowed him to interpret the narrat ive.Secondly, it has been suggested that Josephus 

simply relied on the literary ignorance of his audience who were unlikely to be able or 

bothered to cross reference what they had read in Josephus with the appropriate primary 

manuscript.^® However, some non-Jews demonstrate a high degree of familiarity with Jewish 

traditions, Pseudo-Longinus (first century CE) in his On the Sublime 9. 9, for example, 
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paraphrases Genesis 1: 3 and 1: 9-10 and refers to Moses as simply "the lawgiver of the Jew", 

presumably because he assumed that more concrete identification for his readers was 

unnecessary. Moreover, it is not unfeasible to suggest that Diaspora Jews would have been in 

a strong position to compare Josephus' treatment of the biblical books with the Septuagint/^ 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that the phrase "neither adding nor omitting anything" was 

a cliched Graeco-Roman literary formula that was intended to convince the reader of the 

authors' accuracy. If this is the case the precedent for this kind of claim had already been 

made by, among others, the Greek Dionysius of Halicamassus {Thucydides 5 and 8); and the 

Roman Pseudo-Cornelius Nepos in the introduction to Dares Phrygius, both first century 

BCE historians.^® Josephus uses similar phraseology in other contexts at other places in his 

writings. In his summary of the Letter of Aristeas (A. J. XII: 109 ff.), he tells us that after it 

had been agreed that the Septuagint should not be altered the leaders of the Alexandrian 

community proclaimed that "if anyone saw any further addition made to the text of the law or 

anything omitted fi-om it, he should examine it and make it known and correct it. 

Furthermore, as proof of the accuracy of the biblical text Josephus tells his audience that 

"although such long ages have now passed, no one has ventured to add or to remove or to 

alter a syllable" (Con. Ap. I: A2)P 

Moreover, there are early precedents for the modification of the biblical text: fundamental 

examples are the Book of Chronicles as compared to Kings, and crucially, the Greek bible 

corpus as compared to the Hebrew and Aramaic original. It could be, therefore, that the word 

'translation' was understood in antiquity to mean something very different to its meaning 

t o d a y . A n o t h e r possibility is that Josephus equated this phrase with the commandment in 

Deuteronomy that nothing was to be added to or subtracted from the commandments of 

scripture (Deut. 4: 2 and 12: 32).®' Furthermore, the phrase may mean that it was forbidden to 

make additions to the content of the biblical narratives but that it was acceptable to make 

modifications to the consonantal text.®^ Also, some scholars have interpreted the word 

to mean not only the written bible, but also the whole Jewish tradition embodied 

in the Midrashim. Thus Josephus' statement would not be at odds with his method.®'̂  Finally, 

the various words used by Josephus for 'translate' are all ambiguous and seem to include 

techniques such as the paraphrasing and amplification of established texts. 
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Despite the various explanations for the contradiction between Josephus' stated method and 

writing style it is clear, however, that his methodological approach is not simply to provide a 

translation of scripture. On the contrary, as Franxman notes in his investigation of what 

Josephus has retold and how he has shaped what he has retold in his treatment of the Genesis 

narratives, he has added and subtracted material, and has amplified and modified his sources 

throughout his r e t e l l i n g . A t t r i d g e ' s study concentrates on understanding Josephus' 

theology. He notes that theology was not done by Josephus in a systematic or dogmatic way 

but by "tendentious, interpretative retelling of history". Josephus' theology can be seen by 

the way he reworks scripture, transform some key scriptural motifs and by employing specific 

Greek terminology and it is this methodology "which distinguishes the Antiquities fi-om its 

scriptural s o u r c e " . M u c h scholarly activity focuses on this aspect of Josephus' writings 

interpreting sections of his Antiquities in relation to the whole work. Foremost here is the 

work of Attridge who seeks to interpret sections of the Antiquities in relation to the wider 

work. Attridge has identified several themes in the Antiquities, most notably God's watchful 

care over human life, and Josephus' interest in the moral lessons which can be learned from 

Jewish history, demonstrating how Josephus constructed his retelling of the Bible in 

Antiquities I-XI to convey these c o n c e p t s . J o s e p h u s ' many variations &om the canonical 

biblical narrative are exhaustively assembled in studies by Feldman, noting for example, that 

Moses' campaign in Ethiopia (A. J. II; 238-253), does not appear in the Pentateuch, whilst the 

Judah-Tamar episode (Gen. 38), is not retold m. AntiquitiesF 

It could be that Josephus derived his claim to accuracy from similar examples from Porphyry, 

preserved in Eusebius' Preparatio Evangelica IV. 7. 1, and Aristobulus, PE XIII. 12. 7. 

Although referring to very different subject matter these authors also make inconsistent 

statements with regard to accuracy of translation and actual method. It is likely that writers in 

general in antiquity perceived accuracy and faithfulness to their source text in a manner 

different to ours.®° And this is certainly bom out in analyses of Josephus' writings. Detailed 

studies of Josephus' treatment of various parts of the canon including Genesis,®' 1 and 2 

Samuel, Esther, the Letter of Aristeas, Ruth^^ and 1 Maccabees, all agree that Josephus, 

despite the fact that he modifies rather than "translates" biblical texts, is nevertheless careful 

to preserve, to a large extent, the content, order and meaning of his biblical source. Outside 

this fi-amework, however, Josephus' technique also makes free use of language, style form 

and composition.®^ On language, for example, Cohen reveals inconsistencies in Josephus' use 

of vocabulary throughout the Antiquities showing that overall, the treatment of Antiquities I-V 
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is markedly different from that of Books VI onwards.^ In particular, Cohen concludes that 

Josephus' method of retelling the biblical narrative in books I to V is much freer both in 

vocabulary and stylistically compared to books VI to For the Book of Ruth, Sterling has 

catalogued five types of material that Josephus omits or reduces in his version of the story; 

redundant or non-essential material; textual difficulties; direct speech; references to God and 

genealogical m a t e r i a l . H e also isolates four categories of alterations to the narrative; 

stylistic improvements; changes in sequence; changes in actor; and changes in actions,^' and 

six categories of expansions and additions; temporal markers; explanatory glosses; filling of 

narrative lacunae; dramatic expansions; moralizing additions and interpretative colophon. 

Despite the number and variety of alterations Sterling has discovered in Josephus' treatment 

of the Ruth narrative, he concludes that Josephus has preserved the integrity of his biblical 

text.®^ This agrees with Franxman's earlier summation of Josephus' technique. Franxman 

rightly states that Josephus' promise not to add or subtract from scripture "is a bit of 

hyperbole"'®" but also concludes that he is careful to "toe the line of the text of his original 

[Genesis] quite faithfully". 

ii. Retelling of the Laws. 

As in the retelling of the narratives so too with the laws of the Pentateuch, Josephus assures 

his audience that his presentation of Jewish law is given as it appears in the Pentateuch. Thus 

at Antiquities IV; 196, Josephus states, "All here is written [regarding the laws] as he [Moses] 

left it; nothing have we added for the sake of embellishment, nothing which has not been 

bequeathed by Moses". He further claims that his only deviation from this tradition has been 

to classify the laws thematically "because he left what he wrote in a scattered condition." 

This course of literary action is justified by Josephus' statement "I have thought it necessary 

to make this preliminary observation, lest perchance my fellow countrymen who read this 

work should reproach me for having gone astray," {A.J. IV; 197). The first statement is 

similar to Josephus' other claims to the accuracy for his version of the Penta teuch ,whi l s t 

the second statement is similar to a comparable disclaimer his makes in Antiquities XIV in 

attempting to justify the additions and omissions he makes to his presentation of historical 

events. Whereas in the narrative material Josephus generally adheres to the sequence of the 

Bible, the legal material is rearranged in places to produce a cohesive discourse on the 

laws.'°^ The statement anticipating a Jewish readership contradicts that made in the proem to 

Antiquities (A. J. I; 5) in which Josephus anticipates primarily a non-Jewish audience and may 
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be intended to deflect potential criticism from fellow Diaspora Jews who may have been 

inclined to read a work in Greek by a Jewish author/ 

Attridge was among the first to recognise the significance of Josephus' conflicting statements 

about his intentions as set out in the prologues and speeches in his Antiquities as compared to 

what he actually p r o d u c e d / A s with Josephus' treatment of the biblical narratives, his 

deviations from the legal material in scripture should not be seen as translation in the sense 

that they represent a verbatim copy of the MT or LXX, rather they, like his narratives, are 

interpretative. As is the case with Josephus' treatment of the biblical narratives various 

explanations have been suggested for the contradiction between his stated method and his 

actual practice.'"® It may be that it is misleading to SGQ Antiquities IV: 196 f as simply a claim 

to accuracy as it is possible that his rearrangement of the legal material is derived from other 

parts of Scripture, thus, to Josephus, he has indeed included "nothing which has not been 

bequeathed by M o s e s " / R e g a r d i n g Josephus' rearrangement of Pentateuchal material in 

Antiquities I-IV, for example, Feldman concludes that the result of Josephus' modifications is 

to provide a more systematic summary of the laws and that Josephus has organised them in a 

more orderly and logical manner than they appear in his biblical source: specifically Josephus 

demonstrates the connection of each law with its preceding law and with those that follow on 

from it.'"' Other studies correlate parallels in Josephus' interpretations of Pentateuchal law 

(and the narratives) with other Jewish traditions, especially from the rabbinic corpus, 

concluding that the modifications to Scripture in Antiquities is a vehicle by which Josephus 

gave his implicit approval of the Pharisaic-rabbinic movement at Yavneh. Thus, S. Cohen 

argues that Josephus' methodology in the Antiquities sets out to interpret Judaism in terms of 

rabbinic thought for a Jewish audience whilst simultaneously advocating the merits of the 

movement to his Roman a u d i e n c e . M o r e recently, Schwartz's proposal advances Cohen's 

view, claiming that the Antiquities amounts to a propagandistic treatise on behalf of the 

emerging rabbinic movement which was connect indirectly with the Pharisees.'" Proponents 

of this view argue that examples of Josephus' deviations from rabbinic law indicate his failing 

memory, or his ignorance of, specific rabbinic oral traditions''^ or, alternatively, that he is 

referring to the practice of a contemporary law."^ 

Although I have drawn attention to only a limited sample of scholarship on these issues,"'' a 

review of scholarship in general shows many absences in the discussion of specific aspects of 

Josephus' biblical interpretation with regard to the subjects discussed in this thesis."^ The 
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laws of slavery have received very little attention, likewise Josephus' interpretation of the 

patriarchal narratives about Hagar and Zelpha and Balla. Of the few studies on Josephus' 

interpretation of Pentateuchal slave laws, most focus on comparisons between his 

interpretation and rabbinic tradition."^ Where parallels are in evidence, Josephus' alterations 

to Pentateuchal law are seen as representative of rabbinic tradition."^ Thus, Olitzki and 

Weyl"^ have compared, and found similarities with, Josephus' slave laws and halakhah from 

the Mishnah to Maimonides and Nachmanides."^ Cohen's comparative study of Jewish and 

Roman law also argues for many similarities between Roman law and Josephus and the 

Mishnah in matters of slave law and the practice of s lavery . 'Al though Cohen was reluctant 

to "make any statement on the question of whether the Jews and the Romans had profited to 

any great extent from each other's legal experiences", Josephus' reliance upon rabbinic 

discourse on slaves and slavery is accepted.'^' There is, however, little evidence in Josephus' 

retelling of the biblical laws to suggest his reliance on any particular textual or oral fraditions, 

other than a version of the canonical Pentateuch such as the MT or LXX.'^^ 

Studies that presuppose the normative status of rabbinic Judaism in Josephus' time suffer 

from the same methodological flaw that others, focussing on representations of slave law and 

tradition in a variety of Second Temple Period Sources (Pentateuch, Josephus, Philo, New 

Testament, manumission inscriptions, papyri and so on), do not. In general terms, these 

rightly conclude that we must be wary of using rabbinic materials in the reconstruction of 

Jewish social institutions of the Roman p e r i o d , s u c h as slavery, because these sources did 

not intend to "reflect actual practice or historical reality, but depict an imaginary or Utopian 

world". They also suggest two other important things. Firstly, that Josephus' 

modifications to biblical slave law, when compared to those of Philo and other sources, show 

that there was little consensus on the Jewish treatment of, and interaction with slaves, and that 

a variety of practices existed; and, secondly, that, although biblical slave law was respected by 

Jews such as Josephus, it was not implemented in p r a c t i c e . I n d e e d , one strand of thought 

concludes that, by Josephus' time, Jewish and non-Jewish slave tradition and practices were 

the same in many, if not most r e s p e c t s . L i k e w i s e , Gibbs and Feldman'^^ provide an 

exhaustive survey of Josephus' use of slave vocabulary and conclude, as does Wright,'^® that 

his application of slave terms accords with Hellenistic usage, thus, slave vocabulary is used 

by Josephus randomly, rather than to denote a particular status or function to the slave. 

Moreover, for Wright, Josephus' use of Greek slave terminology demonstrates that by the 

first century CE Jewish and Roman slave traditions were virtually identical. 
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We must, however, remember the Umitations of the evidence on which such conclusions are 

based - rabbinic l i terature/Greek literature written by Jews^^° and documentary 

e v i d e n c e . E v e n a study that claims to have included all of the available evidence of the 

relationship between Jews in antiquity and slavery reaches the same conclusion and must be 

treated c a u t i o u s l y . T h e various types of evidence predominantly reflect the views, 

traditions and practices of elite Jews in a wide variety of contexts - Judaean and Diaspora. 

These sources do not represent the traditions and practices of all Jews of during the whole of 

the Second Temple Period which are either unrecorded or no longer extant. For this reason 

my analysis does not take Josephus' representation of the Pentateuchal slave material as 

representative of the wider Jewish engagement with slaves and slavery in his time, but as an 

expression of a meeting of his own views and agendas which must be understood as the 

product of a specific location and time-frame. 

Hagar, Zelpha and Balla: 

The relationship between Abraham, Hagar and Sarah, and the characters in the parallel 

narrative, Jacob, Rachel, Leah, Zelpha and Balla are the subject of a considerable body of -

especially feminist - research. Some'^^ look at their representation in Genesis alone; while 

o t h e r s c o m p a r e the nature of Josephus' narratives with those of the biblical narratives. 

Trible's work on Hagar is particularly useful as she draws out of the narrative the social and 

legal dynamics of the conflicts between Sarah and Hagar that are played out around Abraham, 

Ishmael and Isaac. Teubal's monograph also engages with this complex set of relationships, 

but her study is essentially an alternative reading of what she considers to be narratives 

blighted by centuries of androcentric editing that has submerged the "true" meaning and intent 

of the biblical s t o r y . A l t h o u g h Teubal, like Trible, provides an insightful assessment of the 

power structures of the relationships between Hagar, Sarah and Abraham, her analysis is 

marred by her reliance on evidence from ancient Near Eastern sources which leads her to 

make assumptions with regard to the status of Hagar (not Abraham's concubine or Sarah's 

slave, but her heir) and Sarah (a priestess) that are not evident in G e n e s i s . N e i t h e r Trible 

nor Teubal include any substantial analysis of the Zelpha and Balla narratives in their studies. 

This thesis, however, does not assume that Josephus would have been aware of the pre-

biblical traditions that form the basis of the Pentateuchal narratives, especially because his 

versions reflect the events and characters as they are portrayed in Genesis of MT and LXX -

that is the form of the story which essentially informs his interpretation. 
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Brenner's study takes as its starting point the "birth of a hero" myth or paradigm which 

appears in the Hterature of many ancient cultures telling of the birth of a hero, of many 

hardships that attend his birth and early life, and how he spends his formative years. The 

biblical paradigm possesses its own specific features and circumstances. Thus, in the case of 

the Hagar and Sarah/Rachel, Leah, Zelpha and Balla stories these are as follows: a) at least 

two heroes are bom one of which, generally the first bom, proves to be the 'false' hero, while 

the second child emerges from the narrative as the 'true' hero who carries the divine promise, 

b) two mothers produce between them one hero.'^^ Brenner's discussion looks at how the 

"birth of the hero" paradigm is played out against the backdrop of the social and legal aspects 

of the behaviour and interaction of the women, noting also the absence of the father of the 

hero in the paradigm's episodes. 

Baily and Amaru also provide detailed analyses of Josephus' portrayal of Sarah, Rachel and 

Leah and emphasise the high degree of Hellenization of the women and their respective 

narratives but without sufficient comparisons with examples fi-om non-Jewish Hellenistic 

literature. Both studies are useful for two principal reasons: Baily, in particular, provides a 

table of the modifications Josephus has made to the narratives, most of which were already 

available in Franxman's'^^ appraisal of Josephus' treatment of the Genesis n a r r a t i v e ; t h e 

strength of Amaru's study is in her assessment of Josephus' "idealised abstractions" of the 

Genesis narratives.Neither, however, goes very far to examine Josephus' portrayal of the 

relationships between Sarah, Rachel and Leah, on the one hand, and their slave women, on the 

other, nor for that matter, do they attend, to any great extent, to how Josephus represents 

Hagar, Zelpha and Balla in his narrative. On the whole, the analyses of Baily and Amaru treat 

Hagar, Zelpha and Balla as incidental to their main themes, namely Josephus' idealisation of 

the matriarchs, and as a result they omit several important aspects of the slave women's story. 

Previous scholarship of Josephus' Antiquities often fails to be completely satisfactory because 

it looks at wider themes of Josephus as a writer with little analysis of the smaller details, or 

examines restricted contexts of his works at the expense of encompassing all of the factors 

that may have informed and shaped his retelling of the various contexts, characters, laws and 

narratives in books I-IV. For example, Franxman'"*' and Feldman'"^^ show us how and where 

Josephus has modified his biblical source in the Antiquities I-IV, but pay very little attention 

to the question of why and for whom the texts have been reshaped. Others have concentrated 
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on analysing very limited subject areas, such as Josephus' Hellenizations of individual 

characters or scenes in the Pentateuch and beyond, generally at the expense of looking at 

the wider context of the narratives in which these characters or scenes appear in the biblical 

text/'*'* The analysis in this thesis differs from much of previous scholarship because it 

provides a detailed assessment of Josephus' sources, method of biblical interpretation and 

agenda within limited, specific contexts of Antiquities I-IV, namely female slaves and their 

Jewish masters, rather than looking at the wider themes and contexts as have Franxman, 

Attridge, Feldman, Sterling and others. This study also advances the scope of the discussions 

by Trible, Teubal, Brermer, Baily and Amaru in several ways by looking at all, rather than a 

limited portion of the evidence for the representation of female slaves in the Pentateuch and 

Josephus' Antiquities. Beginning by developing the themes of the legal and social interaction 

of all the characters instead of focussing primarily on the female figures, I go on to compare 

my analysis of the MT and LXX Genesis narratives other sources that mention the characters 

with a comprehensive summary of the modifications of Josephus' retelling to see how and 

where Josephus differs from his source of the Pentateuch and whether he was reliant on other 

traditions. Thirdly, I compare Josephus' Hellenizations, additions, omissions and expansions 

with concrete examples of Hellenistic-Roman slave traditions and practices rather than with 

loosely defined "Hellenisms". Fourthly, my discussion concentrates on the topic of slaves, 

slavery and the relationship of slaves to the biblical characters and how Josephus portrays 

these contexts to his audience. By the very nature of the discussions in this study issues other 

than slavery arise from the analysis. We are also given an insight into Josephus' view of 

women, not in isolation as is the tendency of Baily and Amaru, but in the context of their 

relationships with their husbands and other social interactions. Given the current high level of 

scholarly interest in the representation of women in ancient Jewish literary sources over the 

past few d e c a d e s , i t is surprising to find that very little work been conducted on women in 

the works of J o s e p h u s . T h e only monograph that I am aware of is a comparative study that 

focuses on representations of Deborah, Jephtha's daughter, Hanna and the Witch of Endor in 

Josephus' Jewish Antiquities and Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities}'^^ This oversight is 

despite Daily's assertion that: "A careful examination of Josephus' writings could yield 

important results for the study of women in antiquity since these works [Antiquities] offer 

depictions of Hasmonaean and Herodian women of the post-biblical period and Josephus' 

own reworked portraits of women from the biblical tradition". 
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The analysis which follows confirms the findings of scholarship on Josephus that concludes 

that he freely interprets the narratives and legal material as we know them from the 

Pentateuch like that of the MT and LXX, often substantially modifying the characters, 

contexts and chronology of the biblical text in accordance with his apologetic agenda and, 

despite the sometimes radical changes to the biblical narratives, the basic fi-amework of the 

stones is retold and the outcomes preserved. However, the general tendency of much of 

previous scholarship on Josephus' methodology in his retelling of scriptural narratives and 

laws is to investigate large sections of Antiquities in order to discover how he interprets 

biblical material and also to identify his sources. 

Section Two: Josephus & Slavery: Jewish & Roman Tradition and Practice 

The purpose of this section is to set out the context for Josephus' life experiences that may 

have helped to shape his retellings of slave narratives and law in his Antiquities. Accounts of 

Josephus' early life, his education, his career in Rome, and the authorship of his works are all 

topics covered in general studies of Josephus, and what follows does not attempt to repeat 

what has been well said e lsewhere.Instead, my discussion will focus on two key questions. 

Firstly, I look at the Jewish context: what aspects of Josephus' socio-economic background, 

education, and life experiences in Judaea may have helped to form his attitude towards slaves 

and slavery? Here I summarise Jewish slave law fi-om the Pentateuch, going on to discuss the 

wider context of Jewish slavery using the evidence of Josephus and elsewhere. Secondly, I 

look at the Roman context: what aspects of Roman slave law and tradition would Josephus 

have been familiar with? Thirdly, I look at how the combination of his life experiences and 

knowledge of Jewish and Roman slave laws is reflected in his retellings of the Pentateuchal 

laws and narratives in Antiquities I to IV. 

a) The Jewish Context: 

Josephus presents us with an impressive picture of his wealthy and aristocratic origins in 

Judaea. He represents himself as bom to a wealthy and distinguished Jewish family who 

were directly connected to the Jemsalem priesthood during the reign of the emperor Gaius 

(37-38 CE).'^° Moreover, he reinforces his illustrious ancestry by claiming royal descent via 

the Hasmonean dynasty on his mother's side {Life 2-4), and Suetonius' description of him as 

'one of the captured noblemen' in his history of Vespasian {et unus ex nobilibus captivus) 

lends credence to Josephus' own claims.'^' Josephus tells us that he was in a position of great 
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diplomatic authority at the age of twenty-six (c. 64 CE) when he went to Rome as part of an 

embassy to free Jewish priests imprisoned by Nero {Life 13), Josephus provides an account 

of his participation as a general in the Jewish War which, for the most part, was led by and on 

behalf of aristocrats, the prevailing attitudes of whom are reflected, to a large extent, those 

of the aristocracy of the Graeco-Roman world in general. 

This information suggests that Josephus belonged to the traditional Judaean social, religious 

and political elite of his time who were associated with the first of twenty-four priestly 

courses who managed the Jerusalem Temple service in r o t a t i o n . U n f o r t u n a t e l y it is 

impossible to say with any certainty whether Josephus' family were slave owners as he makes 

no specific references to slaves in his paternal household in any of his writings. However, we 

may make some assumptions on this point, based on the evidence available for the slave 

practices of elite Jewish families in Josephus' time. For example, we know that virtually all 

wealthy families in the Graeco-Roman world owned domestic and agricultural slaves. 

There is evidence from the eighth century BCE that noble Jewish families, including those of 

the priestly orders, were landowners that used slaves. 

According to Seth Schwartz, both the high priesthood and lower priests enjoyed a high social 

status that was inextricably linked with their connection to the Temple and that was conferred 

by the possession of Moreover, he concludes that part of the reason the high 

priesthood failed to re-establish itself as a political force in the post-70 CE period was 

precisely because its power had evaporated after the Romans confiscated its landholdings.^^' 

In order to increase the productivity and profitability of these estates it is likely that 

agricultural slaves, rather than salaried employees, worked this land. As members of the 

Judaean priestly elite it is probable that Josephus' wealthy and aristocratic family would have 

been no different to their contemporaries in this regard. 

The bulk of the biblical legal guidelines for the acquisition, release, and sexual relationships 

of slaves are amalgamated into blocks of legislative material in different books of the 

Pentateuch: Exodus 21: 2-11; Leviticus 25: 39-55; and Deuteronomy 15: 12-18. The content 

of these texts raises many questions regarding the socio-economic history of ancient Israel 

and the history of the redaction of the Pentateuch with which this thesis is not directly 

c o n c e r n e d . A m o n g the principal sources informing Josephus' Jewish context is the slave 

legislation on slaves set out in the Pentateuch. These laws present two types of slave law; 
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temporary slavery which applied to Hebrews and permanent slavery which applied to 

foreigners. The distinction occurred because the chief sources for slaves in the Ancient Near 

East were war captives who, as foreigners, could be enslaved for life.'^® However, economic 

conditions also ensured a regular supply of native-bom slaves, minors, for example, could be 

sold by poor or indebted parents, or adults could sell themselves into slavery through debt or 

i n s o l v e n c y . T h u s an attempt to minimise slavery among Israelites, as opposed to 

foreigners, based perhaps on the memory of their enslavement in Egypt and the belief that 

Israelite society should be made up of free men,̂ ^^ restricted the tenure of the Hebrew 

enslaved for debt. 

Exodus: 

Within the oldest biblical legal collection of the Pentateuch, Exodus, appears a series of laws 

on slaves. The first part of the slave legislation (Exodus 21: 2-6) provides guidelines for 

the ownership of a male Hebrew slave, stating a time limit of this service of six years, after 

which he is to be set free without debt.'^^ If the Hebrew slave was married at the time of his 

enslavement his wife would also have been enslaved but would be released with him. These 

slaves could expect to maintain family ties so there service, therefore, can be seen as more 

akin to that of an indentured servant rather than chattel s l a v e . T h e r e was the option for the 

Hebrew slave to remain with his owner after the six years and the transition of the status from 

temporary slave to permanent slave is marked by a ritual described at Exodus 21: 6.*^^ 

Exodus 21: 7-11 focuses on the female slave sold as a concubine by her father.'®® If the 

master declined to take her as a concubine for himself the woman was to be given to his son 

or freed. Although her ethnicity is not specified, the fact that she was not to be sold to a 

foreigner implies that she is of Hebrew origin.'®^ Exodus, therefore, provides explicit 

legislation for the ownership of a Hebrew slave. There has been much scholarly debate with 

regard to the term 'Hebrew', its etymology, and its referent in early biblical texts. Some 

conclude that originally the term 'Hebrews' did not denote Israelites and contend instead that 

the term is derived from the Semitic root habiru/hapiru, which designates foreigners, but not 

a specific ethnic g r o u p . I t is thought that the term habiru/hapiru was gradually superseded, 

and by the time of the monarchy the Hebrew term nny became the designation of the Hebrew 

peoples.'®^ Thus according to Gibson this passage from Exodus may have originally provided 

legislation for the enslavement of foreigners among the ancient Israelites. However, Exodus 

21: 2-6 was eventually interpreted, even by the Deuteronomist, to refer to Israelites. 
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Leviticus: 

The slave legislation in Leviticus appears in the context of the Holiness Code, a collection of 

legal material that has been incorporated into the Priestly Source and is generally given a date 

prior to the E x i l e . I t is generally agreed that the compilers of the Leviticus material were 

also aware of and employed the Covenant Code within their c o r p u s . I t appears that the 

treatment of slaves and slavery in the Holiness Code was intended to clarify the circumstances 

set out in Exodus in which a Hebrew could serve another Hebrew. Thus, according to 

Leviticus, a Hebrew who was forced to sell himself because of debt was not to be treated as a 

slave but as a kind of indentured servant. The conviction is expressed in Leviticus that 

Hebrews must not be enslaved to foreigners and that fellow Hebrews must redeem their 

countrymen if they sold themselves as slaves to non-Hebrews.'^"^ With respect to the release 

of slaves Leviticus provides separate guidelines for Hebrews and non-Hebrews. Hebrews 

enslaved to other Hebrews or resident aliens, and temporary slaves such as debtors and 

paupers could expect to be released from their servitude in the Jubilee year.'^^ Foreign slaves 

could be slaves for life and did not benefit from the Jubilee clause. 

Deuteronomy: 

The slave laws of Deuteronomy represent the final form of a collection of legal material 

originating in both Exodus and Leviticus and date from around the seventh or sixth century 

BCE."^ Several indicators show the Deuteronomist's dependence on the previous legislative 

material, especially E x o d u s . F o r example, the period of service of six years is derived from 

E x o d u s , w h e r e a s , derivations from Leviticus are less obvious. The reminder that God 

brought the Hebrews out of Egypt (Lev. 25: 55) is presented between two clear derivations 

from Exodus: the six year release rule, and the slave's option to remain with the master (Dent. 

15: 12-18).'^° The Deuteronomist also avoids using the precept from Leviticus that Hebrews 

should not serve as slaves at all. Instead it is recast to support Deuteronomy's specific 

emphasis on the charity to be shown to the outgoing slave.'®' Moreover, the Deuteronomist 

rejects the separate regulations for men and women that are a distinct feature of Exodus, 

instead Deuteronomy applies equally to both sexes (Deut. 15: 12, 17). 

How does Josephus deal generally with these laws? For example, in books HI and TV of 

Jewish Antiquities Josephus, like Philo'®^ and the rabbis,'®^ provides his audience with a 

systematised restatement of Mosaic slave law in one paragraph in accordance with his claim 
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to only have classified what he found in the Pentateuch (A. J. IV: 197). Within this short 

statement of slave law he combines the laws of Exodus, Leviticus and Deuteronomy on the 

acquisition and release of slaves but shows no particular preference for any of them. In the 

excerpted sections of Exodus and Deuteronomy he shares their expectation that a slave will 

serve for six years and that, as with Exodus, a slave can opt for permanent slavery if he so 

wishes, but Josephus omits the reference to the ceremony with the awl that marks the slave's 

transition from temporary to permanent slavery. Josephus also omits Deuteronomy's 

charitable instruction to supply the outgoing slave with provisions for his regained freedom. 

He does, however, include Leviticus' instruction to release slaves in the Jubilee year but 

makes an innovative comment that this clause relates only to a slave who has chosen to 

remain with his master. 

Despite Josephus' inclusion of elements of Leviticus in his statement he omits the reference to 

the special treatment a Hebrew slave of a Hebrew master can expect i.e. that he be treated as 

an indentured servant. Finally, Josephus does not include either of the biblical phrases, 

'Hebrew' or 'kinsmen' to identify the ethnicity of the slaves in question. Instead he opts for 

the more neutral term "onocpvXoq" ("of the same race") as a substantive.'^"^ The fact that 

authors such as Josephus, Philo before him, and the later rabbis, continued to comment in 

response to the Pentateuchal slave laws shows that these laws remained of fundamental 

importance to Jewish writers in the Graeco-Roman period. But how far did the attitudes 

towards slaves and slavery of later Jews, such as Josephus, reflect the Pentateuch's precepts 

even if they did not act upon them. In the case of Josephus this question can be addressed by 

looking at how he perceives slaves and slavery in incidental remarks in his writings rather 

than in the set pieces of his biblical re-presentations. 

Let us look at a few examples of Josephus' treatment of the legal material in Antiquities. At 

Antiquities IV: 219 Josephus tells us that the testimony of one witness is insufficient in court 

and women, due to the "frivolity and rashness of their sex", and slaves, because of the 

"ignobility of their souls", are also prevented from giving testimony. A study of Josephus' 

representation of the witness laws of Deuteronomy has shown that although Josephus has 

linked the subject matter in the same manner as his source, probably the Septuagint's version 

of Deuteronomy 19: 15-20, the details of the biblical laws have been ignored in favour of re-

presenting the material in accordance with the traditional values of the Roman e l i t e / M y 

own research in the preparation of this thesis shows that Josephus has modified many aspects 
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of Jewish slave law in order to appeal to the taste of his non-Jewish audience. For example, 

we have already seen that in his re-presentation of the biblical laws regulating the acquisition 

and release of slaves at Antiquities IV: 273 Josephus has made no additions to the scriptural 

material, instead he has amalgamated excerpts of similar laws from three books of the 

Pentateuch, Exodus 21: 2-5, Deuteronomy 15: 12, 16 and Leviticus 25: 10, 40, 41. 

Furthermore, Josephus has also made many omissions as follows. Although Josephus is 

similar to Exodus and Deuteronomy in his opening sentence that the Hebrew slave serves a 

master for seven years only, he has omitted the Deuteronomic expansion of Exodus that 

specifically includes female Hebrews in its legislation (Deuteronomy 15: 12). Josephus omits 

Exodus 21:3, which states that a single man or one who is married must leave his master's 

service at the end of seven years either alone or with his wife). Missing from Josephus' text 

is the reference to enslavement in Egypt (Deuteronomy 15: 13-15). Although Exodus 21: 4 

states that a male slave given a slave wife from his master's house must leave his wife and 

any children from that relationship behind in the seventh year, Josephus omits this from his 

rendering: instead he offers a combined version of Exodus 21: 5 and 6 and Deuteronomy 15: 

16 and 17. Here he tells his readers that the slave who has made a family in his master's 

house, or the slave who is content to remain with the master may do so until the Jubilee year, 

at which time he and his family may go free. This notion of release in the Jubilee year does 

not occur in either Exodus or Deuteronomy but has been appropriated from Leviticus 25:39 to 

41. Also omitted from Josephus' account is any reference to the ear-boring ceremony, an 

event that features in both Exodus and Deuteronomy. Antiquities IV 273 makes no mention 

of Exodus 21: 7-11 that makes provision for the treatment of the female Hebrew who is sold 

into slavery by her father. Josephus may have made these changes because Exodus, 

Deuteronomy and Leviticus no longer accurately represented the manner in which first 

century Jewish society went about acquiring and releasing its slaves. As Gibson, Martin and 

Wright have suggested, Josephus' representation of these laws may well reflect the Jewish 

practice current in his time.^^^ If this is the case then it is likely that other Second Temple 

Period written sources will have recorded these updated practices in a similar manner. The 

only extant source other than the Hebrew and Greek Pentateuch to Exodus 21: 2-11 is in 

4Q156 fragments 7-8 from the Qumran caves. This document, however, repeats its 

Pentateuchal source almost verbatim. In the absence of further comparative evidence we may 

assume that Josephus' alterations and omissions in this instance were executed to simplify the 

various biblical accounts, but also to make the text conform to elite non-Jewish sensibilities 
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towards acquiring and manumitting slaves, in which case Josephus would be in complete 

accord with his aims as a Jewish apologist. 

The above summary of Josephus' omissions shows that what has been left out of his text falls 

into three thematic categories, hi the first category, Josephus disregards the biblical 

legislation that is inclusive of, or provides specifically for, the acquisition, emancipation and 

treatment of female slaves. Josephus refers only to the rights extended to male Hebrew 

slaves. Roman law does not distinguish between the sexes in this regard. In the second 

category, Josephus has removed references to God's redemption of the Hebrews from slavery 

in Egypt, and the reference to a religious ritual for the making of a permanent slave. The 

minimization of the role of God is common to Josephus' apologetic technique. The third 

category pertains to the compulsory periods of time after which the Hebrew slave must be 

manumitted. In this case Josephus has simplified slave releases to six years for the single 

male slave and to release at the Jubilee year for the male slave who has gained a wife and 

family during his period of enslavement. 

Boaz Cohen's comparative study of Jewish and Roman law has also isolated instances where 

Josephus' interpretation of the Pentateuch's slave law has been harmonized to bring it in line 

with Roman law. For example. Exodus 22: 2 tells us that a convicted thief who could not 

afford to compensate his victim was to be sold into slavery, whereas in Josephus' version, the 

thief compensates his victim by becoming his slave (A. J. IV: 272).'®^ Furthermore, Josephus 

tells his readers that at the time of the Jubilee when "debtors are absolved from their debts and 

slaves are set at liberty, that is to say those who are members of the race and having 

transgressed some requirement of the law have by it been punished" {A. J. Ill: 282). Josephus 

was aware that Exodus 21: 2 set the emancipation of Hebrew slaves after six years of service 

whilst Leviticus 25: 40 and 54 set emancipation at the Jubilee year. Josephus sought to 

resolve this contradiction by assuming that Jewish law, as in Roman law, an individual could 

be reduced to penal slavery for committing a capital offence. In Roman law there were a 

number of capital crimes for which an individual could be punished by becoming a servus 

poenae (penal slave). Moreover, individuals sentenced to death would also endure servus 

poenae due to the often long delay between sentencing and execution. Inasmuch as in Jewish 

law executions took place on the day of sentencing, Josephus was thus compelled to explain 

that criminals sentenced in Jewish law could be sold into slavery for crimes that did not incur 

the death penalty and were then freed in the Jubilee year.'̂ ® 
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If we turn to the subject of the value of slaves to their masters and of how slaves should be 

treated by them, Josephus is selective of the sources he uses and material he omits to 

demonstrate Jewish practice, and presumably his own views, to his audience. For example, 

he is content to show his readers that the Pentateuch'^' legislates that if a slave is killed by 

another person's ox the animal is to be stoned and its owner must pay cash compensation to 

the slaves' owner (A. J. IV: 282). It may be no coincidence that this piece of legislation is 

retained by Josephus as it has direct parallels with Roman prac t ice 'whereby an injury to a 

slave by a third party was considered an attack on the owner's rights that he was liable to be 

compensated for.'®' 

Josephus, however, omits from his retelling of Pentateuchal slave law the statute that should a 

Jewish master murder his male or female slave, that master is to be punished for his crime 

(Exodus 21: 20). Furthermore, Josephus also omits the legislation in Exodus that promises 

that "if [a master] smite out the eye. ...tooth of his manservant or his maidservant . . the slave 

is to be freed as compensation for his or her injury at the hands of their master (Exodus 21: 

27). It is likely that Josephus has omitted this piece of humanitarian legislation either because 

he disagreed with it, or it had fallen out of use, or because his elite Roman audience would 

have baulked at such an infringement of the rights they enjoyed over their slaves. In the early 

Republic, the right for an owner to treat his slaves exactly as he pleased was absolute. Under 

the Empire there emerged a general tendency for the state to restrict, or at least monitor, the 

rights of slave-owners to beat their slaves,''^ whilst the owner who killed a slave could be 

charged with homicide.''^ However, as Bradley demonstrates the theory of these so-called 

humanitarian laws did not necessarily match actual practice and most often, because slaves 

could not testify against their owners, protection from maltreatment was not great. 

Josephus' general attitude towards slaves can be ascertained from the scattered references to 

slaves and slavery throughout his writings. These give us an insight into his thinking on 

slavery and show that his view, probably representative of all elite Jews, was no different to 

that of aristocratic Romans. That his view of slaves is not complementary is suggested by his 

inclusion of them in his description of the "dregs of society and the bastard scum of the 

nation" (B. J. V: 443). It is also clear from his statement at Antiquities XVIII: 21 that 

Josephus considered slaves and slave ownership a normal and natural occurrence in Jewish 

society. In this passage he tells us that the Essenes were notable in the fact that the 
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community eschewed slave ownership. Philo, too, finds this practice noteworthy but adds the 

Therapeutatae to the Essenes as non-slave owning sects of Jews/^^ The evidence from 

Qumran also suggests that the Jewish community there were required to forfeit their slaves on 

entry to the sect. An ostracon discovered at the Qumran site records how Honi gave up all of 

his property, including his slave Holon, on entry to the community.'®^ The implication of 

Josephus' statement is, however, that from his perspective the refusal to keep slaves was an 

unusual trait in his contemporary Jewish social s e t t i n g . E l s e w h e r e , Josephus' view that 

slaves were intellectually, morally and socially inferior to free persons is amply demonstrated 

at Antiquities IV; 219. Here Josephus tells his audience, contrary to Pentateuchal tradition, 

that a slave's testimony cannot be accepted in court "because of the baseness of their soul, 

since whether from cupidity or fear it is like that they will not attest the t r u t h " . H e r e we 

can see that according to Josephus slaves, as opposed to a free man, cannot be depended on to 

speak the truth because they lack intellect and moral integrity. This stereotypical view of the 

slaves pervades Graeco-Roman thought and is certainly not unique to J o s e p h u s . F o r 

example, testimony extracted under torture was considered to be the only reliable, although 

not i n f a l l i b l e , m e t h o d of obtaining the truth from a slave witness in Roman legal 

prac t i ce .Al though Josephus has not gone so far as to recommend torture it does seem 

likely that he has in this instance modified Pentateuchal law to conform to Roman elite 

sentiments on the admissibility of slave testimony. 

b. The Roman Context: 

In the Roman period the supply of slaves was guaranteed by an empire wide network of slave 

markets and later by the number of slaves that were bred within slave societies by other 

s l a v e s . J e w s and Romans were the inheritors of slave traditions, which for the Jews, had its 

beginnings in the Ancient Near East. Sources from this period confirm that slaves were 

obtained as war captives, as debt slaves or were acquired abroad - foreign slaves were sold as 

a commodity by merchants who also traded in wheat, cattle and so Piracy too played a 

large part in the ancient Graeco-Roman slave supply. Strabo (XIV, 5, 2) speaks of the second 

century BCE pirates of Sicily and Crete who supplied the slave market of Delos with many 

thousands of slaves. This figure may not accurately represent the sum of the activities of the 

pirates alone, and probably includes slaves brought to market by other means, but it does give 

some indication of the numerical scale of just one centre of the Greek slave trade. Aside 

from external sources of slaves, which probably dwindled as the empire peaked, slaves were 
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sourced internally by the collection before death of exposed infants but primarily through self-

renewal (slave breeding).^°^ 

It is probable that Josephus was familiar with Roman slave practices even whilst living in 

Judaea. Gibson, Wright and Martin have shown that Jews followed the slave practices of the 

dominant Hellenistic culture in which they l i v e d , s o it is likely that Josephus would have 

been conversant with much of the elite Roman traditions on slaves and slavery before taking 

up residence in Rome after the Jewish Revolt of 66-70 CE. Josephus hints in his writings at 

his first-hand knowledge of slaves and slavery from a Roman perspective. Vespasian ordered 

him to marry a female war captive from Caesarea {Life 414), his son was tutored by a eunuch 

slave {Life 429). Furthermore, Vespasian granted him a tract of land in Judaea, the income 

from which was exempt of tax.^°^ We may surmise that controlling his estates in absentia 

would have been impossible, so salaried managers and slave workers are likely to have run 

them. Whilst in Rome Josephus would have had contact with court slaves and the slaves of 

the Roman aristocracy: he was doubtless able to observe closely the interactions of elite 

slave/master relationships and to perhaps gain some insight into Roman slave law. 

However, it is difficult to know the precise nature of Roman slave law in Josephus' time as 

our knowledge of it generally is constructed from a variety of sources both legal and literary, 

and extant legal sources are mainly from the period after the first century The jurist 

Florentinus defined slavery as "an institution of the ius gentium whereby someone is subject 

to the dominium of another contrary to nature".^'° Thus, because slaves were considered to be 

property, as much as one would consider a chair or a book to be property, Roman law had to 

deal with them more than with any other single subject. Every act or relationship, whether 

civil or criminal, contractual or delictual or familial, required special guidelines and 

adaptations to existing laws if slaves were involved. Roman law did not deal expressly with 

slaves and slavery en bloc as we have seen was the case with the collections of slave law in 

the Pentateuch, apart from the rules that determined a man's status and there were only 

special provisions with respect to slaves within the laws of contracts, sales etc. Any 

modifications specific to slaves varied, within rather narrow limits, between Gortyn and 

Athens or between Rome of the XII Tables and the Rome of Cicero. As Roman society and 

its economy expanded and grew more complex with the growth of the empire during the 

second and first centuries BCE^" more slaves were used in higher status managerial and 

semi-independent roles which required new legal regulations with regard to peculium, for 
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example. These changing roles led inevitably to new recognition of de facto personality, to 

quasi-marriage rights or to the rights of asylum. At best this amelioration of the slave's lot in 

life barely altered the social and legal attitudes of most Romans towards their slaves. It is 

notable that Justinian's lawyers had to fill the Corpus Juris with classical slave legislation.^'^ 

There were few Roman laws that legislated for the slaves' protection from abuse by their 

masters. Every aspect of the life of a slave was under the control of the person who owned 

them: simply put, slaves were n o n - p e r s o n s . I n Roman law slaves were frilly owned by their 

masters who could inflict any punishment, even death, upon them: there were no legal limits 

to the power of the master over their slaves, although the emperor Hadrian removed the 

right to kill slaves in the second century The Roman playwright, Plautus, provides us 

with an exaggerated, but none the less realistic, idea of the kind of floggings and beatings a 

slave could expect from his/her m a s t e r , C a t o the Elder, on the other hand, speaks of a kind 

of rustic idyll for the slaves in his country estates.^'' Roman law, as embodied in the Twelve 

Tables, did not recognise slaves as persons, so that they could not enter a legally recognised 

marriage, although a marriage-like relationship {contubernium) was recognised in law. This 

regulation did not favour the slave couple so much as their master. Even though anyone who 

bought a 'married' pair of slaves was compelled to return both should one of them prove in 

some way faulty, individual slaves could, however, be sold without their married partner.^^^ 

The killing of a slave, even by someone who was not their master, was not considered to be 

an act of murder in early Roman law, later, however, there were moves to make owners more 

accountable.^'^ 

Roman law, like Jewish law, recognised the rights of action of the master in seeking financial 

recompense for injury to a slave caused by a third party. In the Twelve Tables restitution was 

calculated at half that for a free person assimilating the compensation to a free citizen. Later 

law assimilated compensation for injury of a slave to that awarded for injury to an animal 

(Chapter III Lex Aquila). According to Dionysius, however, Roman law provided for the 

protection against excessive cruelty towards a slave by his master. He asserts that the actions 

of Roman individuals were open to the authority of the censor who would ensure that "a 

master [should not] be cruel in the punishment doled out to his slaves" {Roman Antiquities 

XX: 13). Dionysius provides no examples of punitive measures taken against citizens who 

were cruel to their slaves. In fact other evidence demonstrates that punishments for cruelty 

did not happen at all. Censors were appointed every four to five years and according to the 
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Lex Aemilia served for only eighteen months. For three and a half years out of every five 

there were no censors. 

Moreover, slaves had no access to the legal system at all and a high level of physical control 

by the master over his slave would have prevented a complaint coming to light in the first 

p l a c e . I l l - t r e a t m e n t of a slave, unless blatantly public, was unlikely to have attracted 

witnesses of the citizen class who, because of their status, could act in court. And in any case 

the class solidarity would probably have ensured the cruel master's immunity from 

prosecution.^^' In any case, the fact that legislation may have existed to protect slaves from 

cruel treatment does not presuppose that such legislation was being applied in the wider 

society: Finley and Bradley both question how easily or often slaves were able to obtain legal 

redress under Rome's supposedly humanitarian legislation/^^ 

It is impossible to speculate on how far the laws of Rome were applied in the rest of the vast 

Roman Empire but in general terms, the Romans allowed the conquered provinces to continue 

with their legal life in accordance with their own traditions.^^^ However, it is fair to say that, 

in some areas at least, there were substantial similarities between Roman and provincial 

practice. There is significant evidence to show that formulae which are faithful to the 

practices attested by the juristic writings for Rome were in operation in Roman Arabia, Spain, 

Transylvania and Southern Italy.^^^ In a Jewish context, the Babatha archive shows that a 

non-Roman citizen sued in the court of the Roman governor at Petra, where Roman law was 

applied, this appears to have been a voluntary decision on her part. Apparently the Jewish 

population there made use of foreign laws and practices as well as their own. Within the 

empire there were local variations, thus, in places such as Arabia and Egypt where indigenous 

legal orders survived they were tolerated by the Roman administration.^^® If Babatha, a non-

elite Jew, had knowledge of, and access to the Roman and Jewish legal systems, then it seems 

to me highly probable that, given Josephus' educated, elite status, he would also have had a 

sound understanding of both Jewish and Roman law. 

' See ,4. y. I: 7; E: 347; IV: 196; DC: 214; X: 218; XIV: 1; XX 260-263. 
^ See G. Sterling, Historiography and Self-Definition: Josephos, Luke-Acts and Apologetic Historiography 
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^ For discussions on the text of the Old Testament see B. S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as 
Scripture (London: SCM Press, 1979); J. A. Soggin, Introduction to the Old Testament, Third Edition (London: 
SCM Press, 1989); J. T, Barrera, The Jewish Bible and the Christian Bible: An Introduction to the History of the 
Bible (Leiden, New York, Koln: E. J. Brill; Grand Rapids, Michigan, Cambridge University Press: Eerdmans, 
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Chapter Two: Josephus on Marriage & Sexual Relationships 

between Free Men & Slave Women 

Introduction 

At three places in his Jewish Antiquities Josephus comments on marriages between free men 

and slave women. In the first instance, at Antiquities III: 276, Josephus tells us that slaves and 

female prisoners of war, among other types of women, are prohibited in marriage to priests 

and high priests. These categories of prohibited women are additions to what we know of the 

marital and sexual practices forbidden in Second Temple sources of Jewish law to ordinary 

men. In the second instance, at Antiquities IV: 244-245, Josephus again includes female 

slaves among the categories of women forbidden in Jewish law to marry free men. On this 

occasion he is not specific as to whether this applies to lay men or the priestly class, or both. 

Because of this lack of specificity it may be legitimately presumed that Josephus' prohibition 

applies to all men. In the final example, at Antiquities IV: 257-259, Josephus describes the 

process to be followed by a free man when taking a female war-captive as a wife, thus 

indicating to his audience that fi-ee-slave marriage is permissible under Jewish law. 

If we are to judge from the passages cited above, it would appear that Mosaic law, as retold 

by Josephus, is inconsistent in its view of the propriety and legality of marriage and sexual 

relationships between free Jewish men and female slaves. In the first passage it is marriages 

only between the priestly order and slave women that are strictly forbidden, whereas in the 

second passage the prohibition applies to all free men. In the third passage, however, 

marriages between female slaves acquired as war captives are permitted providing certain 

rituals have been observed. In each case Josephus promulgates these passages as law fi-om 

Moses. 

The Pentateuch, however, does not forbid such unions nor does it prohibit marriages between 

male Jews and many of the other categories of women that Josephus says were unfit for 

marriage that he includes in his statements. Josephus has added material to and subtracted 

material from the Pentateuchal marriage laws and, in some cases, as I will argue, he appears 

to have completely invented laws for which he claims have biblical origins. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to analyse these three Josephus texts in order to discover why 

Josephus has constructed his narratives in this manner and to suggest what he hoped to gain 

by doing so. This will be approached by addressing two important issues. Firstly, I will 

explore Josephus' method of retelling the biblical text, by providing a systematic analysis of 

his techniques and his agendas, by comparing his version of the biblical laws with their 

presentation, where possible, in the Masoretic Text, the Septuagint, the Temple Scroll and 

Philo. This enables us to ascertain whether Josephus followed an existing tradition of biblical 

interpretation, or whether his treatment of the texts was unique to him. The second issue 

follows directly from this. If Josephus' interpretation of the laws relating to free-slave 

marriages is inconsistent with any known source, is it possible to reconstruct his agenda for 

writing his passages in this manner from sources other than biblical interpretation? Isolating 

and identifying Josephus' agenda necessitates comparisons of his passages with non-Jewish, 

specifically Roman, laws and cultural traditions. The resulting analysis will show that, 

although all three passages from Antiquities contain similar subject matter, each must be read 

and understood independently of the others. The passages have been shaped for different 

purposes and were meant to convey different messages to their target audience, which 

accounts for the apparent inconsistency. 

In conclusion, I will argue that Josephus' presentation of the laws demonstrates a profound 

understanding of his biblical material and that his alterations and inventions to the Pentateuch 

are carefrilly measured examples of his apologetic instincts as a writer of Jewish religion and 

history. Josephus appears to be unconcerned that his contradictions about free-slave 

relationships might attract criticism from his audience. Our first example is separated from 

the second by one whole book and, because of the distance between the statements, the 

inherent contradiction may have escaped the attention of his audience. The second 

contradiction, however, is separated from the third only by a few paragraphs and was likely to 

have been detected by his audience. I will argue that his overriding concern was not 

consistency. Rather Josephus' aim was to demonstrate, by using the example of free-slave 

marriages (and other forbidden sexual and marital unions) as metaphors for what was good 

about the Jewish elite, that the upper stratum of his society and that of Rome were compatible 

and non-threatening. 
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Section One: Josephus & Marriages between Free Men & Slave Women 

Josephus' view on the propriety of marriage between free men and slave women is at its most 

plain at Jewish Antiquities IV; 244b. Although this is not his first reference to the subject, his 

prohibition of free-slave marriage is most clearly stated in this context and as such it is 

appropriate to begin with this particular passage. On marriages between free Jewish men and 

female slaves Josephus tells us: 

Female slaves must not be taken in marriage to free men, however 
strongly some may be constrained thereto by love; such passion must be 
mastered by decorum and the properties of rank. 

6ouAag 5e (jq ya|j£Ta6ai loTg EAEuGepoig, pqG' av UTT' epwTog npoq TOOTO 

Tivcg EK|3ia(wvTai, KpaiEiv Be Tfji; ETriGuplag TO EUTrpeire^ Koi loTg aSiwpaoi 

TTpoacpopov. 

This statement forms part of the introduction to Josephus' discussion of biblical marriage 

laws which begins at this point and continues by detailing marriage to women who have lied 

about their virginity (IV: 246 f ) , bigamous relationships (IV: 249 f ) , divorce laws (IV: 253), 

and Levirate marriage (IV: 254). The discussion ends with the law regarding the 'beautiful 

captive' that is dealt with later in this chapter. 

The marriage laws are located within Josephus' wider narrative on how the Jews received 

their laws and constitution from Moses in the form of a book (A. J. IV: 194 f f ) . Josephus 

tells us that his purpose is to relate all of the laws handed down by Moses to his readers so 

that he can return to documenting his historical narrative (A. J. IV: 196). It is here that 

Josephus makes his famous claim that nothing has been "added for the sake of embellishment, 

nothing which has not been bequeathed by Moses", and that his only "innovation" has been to 

treat the subject systematically because Moses left the law in a "scattered condition" {A. J. IV: 

196-8), which, as I have shown in my introduction, is not the case. Josephus here, as 

elsewhere in his retellings of the biblical laws, makes many modifications to them.^ In 

Antiquities IV: 244 Josephus clearly states that no matter how emotionally attached a master 

was to his slave he, because of his social position and free status, is forbidden in law to marry 

her. This prohibition has, however, no basis in scripture and, as we shall see at other places in 

his discussions of biblical law in Antiquities, in his autobiography, as well as in his historical 
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narratives, such marriages are recorded without comment as to their supposed illegality and 

impropriety (Zz/e 414). 

So how can we account for this seemingly fictitious statement of Josephus? In order to 

answer this question we must examine Josephus' prohibition within the context of the 

passages in which it appears. At Antiquities IV; 244-245 Josephus cites Moses as follows; 

244 Let your young men, on reaching the age of wedlock, marry virgins, 
freebom and of honest parents. He that will not espouse a virgin must 
not unite himself to a woman living with another man, corrupting her or 
wronging her former husband. Female slaves must not be taken in 
marriage to free men, however strongly some may be constrained 
thereto by love; such passion must be mastered by decorum and the 
properties of rank. 
245 Again, there must be no marriage with a prostitute, since by the 
reason of the abuse of her body God could not accept her nuptial 
sacrifices. For so only can your children have spirits that are liberal and 
uprightly set towards virtue, if they are not the issue of dishonourable 
marriages or of a union resulting from ignoble passion. 

rajjEiTOjaav 56 ev wpg yapou y£v6|J£voi TrapGcvoug EAeuSepag yovewv ayaGwv, 

6 56 nn pcAAwv ayEaGai TrapGcvov pq (EUYvuaGw auvoiKouaav aAAto voGEucrag 

pn^E Aurrwv TOV rrpoTepov auiq^ dvSpa- SouAag 5E (JI) yapsTaGai roTg 

EAEuGEpoig, pqG' av UTT' EpwTog npog TOOTO TIVE^ EK|3ia(wvTai, KPQTETV DE TFJ^ 

ETTiGupiag TO EUTRPETTEG Kai roTg a ^ i w p a a i T rpoacpopov . ETI p n & E n r a i p r i P E v r i q 

Eivai ya|jov, fjq 5i' u|3piv TOO owparog rag Eiri TW yapip Guaiag 6 Gcdg OUK av 

r rpoaoTTo- yEvoiTO yap av OUTOJ TOOV rraiGwv TO cppovn|jaTa eAEuGspia Ko i trpoq 

DPETTIV opGia, D pq TUXOIEV EK yapcav CPUVTEG aiaxpwv, pq5' E^ cmGupiag OUK 

eAeuBep iag o u v E A Q o v T w v . 

If we look at these paragraphs in the context of the entire introduction to his discussion on 

marriage in general we can see that Josephus' prohibition of slave-free marriage is only one of 

a cluster of categories of women that Josephus claims are debarred from marriage to Jewish 

men. These categories are juxtaposed with references to the types of women and women's 

families that are desirable in wedlock to Jewish men. It is within this context that his 

statement regarding free-slave marriage must be judged. Jewish Antiquities IV: 244-245, 

broken down into its most basic components, presents three interrelated themes to its reader. 

Firstly, it sets out the qualities required from the ideal prospective bride for the Jewish man of 

marriageable age, and secondly, it lists the qualities in women that are to be avoided in 

marriage at all costs. Desirable brides should be free-bom virgins of good parentage: the 
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undesirable ones are to be found among the ranks of divorcees, slaves and prostitutes. The 

final component is the justification given by Josephus for these prohibitions: that children 

resulting from these prohibited relationships would be shamed by being bom to sexually 

violated and thus ritually impure women.^ Our two passages are promulgated as Mosaic law, 

but do Josephus' comments follow biblical tradition or do they represent contemporaneous 

practice, or neither? 

As we have seen, Josephus attributes his words as coming directly from the mouth of Moses, 

leading one to expect to find parallels for each of the statutes in the Books of Leviticus and 

Deuteronomy where Pentateuchal marriage laws are located. This, however, is not the case. 

Instead only a small fraction of the passage may be compared to what we know of biblical 

marriage laws. The majority of the text appears to be of Josephus' invention into which 

portions of recognisably scriptural material (Lev. 21: 7; Deut. 22: 22) have been inserted. 

Following his largely non-biblical introduction the remainder of Josephus' discussion on 

marriage and divorce continues following the laws of Deuteronomy, although not in the same 

chronological sequence as the canonical versions of the book. This, however, is not the 

concern of the present study and will be pursued no further here. 

Why, we must ask, has Josephus created a non-biblical introduction to important Jewish laws 

and presented it as the words of Moses? This, I believe, has much to do with his aims as a 

Jewish apologist. There can be no doubt that by Josephus' time there was little to 

differentiate between Jewish marriage practices and those of other Graeco-Roman cultures, 

indeed, around 300 BCE Hecataeus of Abdera noted this phenomenon shortly after the 

conquest of Alexander: his comments, preserved in Diodorus Siculus' Biblical History, wrote 

of the Jews under Persian rule and of the conquering Macedonians who followed them that; 

He [Moses] also made their customs with regard to marriage and the 
burial of the dead, which differ considerably from those of the rest of 
mankind. But when later they fell under foreign domination as a result 
of mixing with outsiders, under the rule of the Persians and 
Macedonians who overthrew them, many of the ancestral customs of the 
Jews were disturbed.^ 

K a i TQ i r e p i TOUG Y O P O U G K a i TAG TWV TEAEUTCOVTCOV RACPAI; TTOAU TO 

TTAPRJAAOYIJEVOV c x E i v ETTOINAE v o p i p a N P O G TO TWV a A A w v a v G p w n w v . 

Kara 5i mq uorepov ysvoiJEvag ETRIKPATEIAG EK Trig Twv aAAocpuAcov ETTipî i'ag ETTI 

TE Trig TWV riEpawv liyEpoviag Kai Twv TQUTQV KOTaAuadvTwv MQKESOVIJOV rroAAa 
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T u j v T T Q T p i w v ToTg'louSai'oiq vojjipwv EKivnGr).... TTepi p s v TWV 'louSaitjov 

"EKoraTog 6 ApGqphnG TaOia iaropHKEv. 

Generally speaking, Hecataeus' writings on the Jews stress the differences between the laws 

of Moses, whom he considered to be outstanding in 'wisdom' and 'bravery', and the practices 

of other peoples. However, the confluence of traditional values, as stated by Hecataeus, with 

regard to marriage customs, particularly free-slave marriages, must have been a great bonus to 

Josephus as he set out to show that there were few differences between Jewish and Roman 

practice and tradition. This may also have presented Josephus with an opportunity, in advance 

of writing his Contra Apionem, to subvert the somewhat more scurrilous allegations made 

against the Jews by Graeco-Roman writers such as Manetho,'^ Lysimachus,^ and Apollonius 

Molon® among others. These authors attacked Jewish monotheism and accused Jews of social 

isolationism, hatred of religion, iconoclasm, and portrayed them as lepers and polluted 

persons. In some cases the works of these authors pre-date Josephus by several centuries and 

related to the cultural hostilities of their native lands, but, crucially, their writings had the 

potential to be transmitted in Greek to a much wider audience/ Nevertheless it is evident by 

Josephus' rebuttal of their negative views in all of his works, especially in the Contra 

Apionem, that their antipathy towards Jews and Judaism resonated in the non-Jewish literary 

circles of the first century CE. But how did he achieve his goal of demonstrating cultural 

unity in the face of such criticism at Antiquities IV: 244-245? 

In order to answer this we need to unpack his comments further and identify where Josephus' 

so-called Mosaic laws might compare favourably to Roman law and tradition. To this end I 

will take each of the statutes Josephus attributes to Moses and compare Jewish and Roman 

attitudes and traditions on the subject. Analysis of this evidence will show that Josephus has 

created a highly condensed version of Hellenised marriage regulations that would be 

recognisable to both Jews and non-Jews as their marriage traditions shared many features in 

common. In addition I will show that Josephus has compounded his efforts to show 

conformity between the two traditions by representing Moses' objections to free-slave 

marriages, within the context of his introduction to the marriage laws, by adopting a Greek 

philosophical, namely Stoic, style. Josephus is certainly not unique in this kind of 

representation. The familiarity of first century Jewish writers with this particular strand of 
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philosophy is evident in the works of Philo^ and Paul whose discussions of slavery are 

imbued Stoic doctrine/ 

Part One: The Suitable Bride. 

a) Marriageable Age: 

Antiquities IV: 244-245 opens by describing the categories of women suitable in marriage to 

Jewish men. In the first of Josephus' non-biblical innovations he speaks of a 'marriageable 

age' for Jewish men (ev &pa ydfiov). Scripture, however, recommends no minimum or 

maximum age for individuals, whether male or female, at which to contract a marriage. 

Furthermore, the available evidence for the ages at which figures in ancient Jewish tradition 

married differs in the sources." For example, in some cases the Bible mentions characters 

who married very young such as Joiakin at age sixteen and Amon and Josias even younger at 

the ages of fourteen.'^ In other sources biblical characters get married for the first time rather 

late in life. According to Jubilees, Abram married Sara at the age of forty-nine^^ whilst it has 

Jacob marrying at seventy-six years of age/'* Somewhere in the middle of these age ranges 

the Testaments tell us that Levi was twenty-eight at the time of his marriage, whilst Issachar 

was thirty. By the first century CE we find that Philo recommends that the proper age for 

marriage should fall between the ages of twenty-eight and thirty-five:'^ coincidentally 

Josephus' first marriage was contracted within this time-fi-ame at around the age of thirty. 

We can take it, therefore, that Josephus' recommended age for marriage falls somewhere 

between the ages of late twenties and mid-thirties. 

If we look at the evidence of age for Roman men at the time of marriage we find a great deal 

of similarity with Jewish traditions. Officially the legal minimum age at which Roman boys 

and girls could contract a marriage was fourteen and twelve respectively.'® Literary and 

epigraphical evidence, however, does not support this as the norm. It is generally thought that 

most Roman men in the imperial period were married for the first time in their late twenties to 

early thirties'® to girls in their late t eens .Sena tor ia l and other aristocratic men may have 

married slightly earlier than their less well-off contemporaries because they needed the 

support of two families to assist them in gaining influence and political office, although 

Marcus Aurelius was at the later age of twenty-four when he married F a u s t i n a . L a t e 

marriage was common enough to cause imperial concern. Thus, Augustus implemented 

legislation that penalised men and women if they had not married by the ages of twenty-five 
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and twenty respectively, although how much of a concern this was in Josephus' time is 

difficult to gauge. 

So, although Jewish tradition of the Second Temple Period, unlike Roman tradition, is not 

specific about the proper age for Jews to marry, it is clear that Josephus intended to equate 

Jewish practice with Roman tradition. Although Josephus was almost certainly aware that on 

average high-status Jewish and Roman men in the first century CE tended to marry for the 

first time somewhere between their mid to late twenties, it is likely that his 'marriageable age' 

for Jews is meant to imply a correlation with Augustus' legislation. 

b) Virginity: 

Josephus' second innovation, in comparison with the Pentateuch, is to tell his readers that the 

bride of all Jewish men must also be a virgin (napOhvog). Although this is not mentioned 

specifically as a legal prerequisite in Scripture, it is a preference that is frequently stated in the 

Bible, in other non-biblical sources and by Josephus himself These sources are primarily 

concerned with female virginity, rather than male (there is no word in either Greek or Hebrew 

for a man who has not had sexual intercourse).^'^ 

The sources, however, do not agree on the reasons why female virginity was so highly prized 

or what virtues were associated with it. Ben Sira, for instance, closely allied virginity with 

beauty.^^ On the other hand Jewish groups such as the Therapeutae, the authors of the Dead 

Sea Scrolls and the early Christians placed high value on the virginal status of both men and 

women, associating it with ritual purity and purity of the soul. The story of Joseph and 

Aseneth makes as much of Joseph's chastity and his beauty (8: 1) as it does that of Aseneth's 

(1: 4-6), as opposed to Egyptian licentiousness. Philo tells us that Moses required the taking 

of a virgin b r i d e , a n d he, like Josephus, followed Leviticus in stating that the priesthood 

must marry v i r g i n s . F o r these authors, female virginity and abstinence from sexual activity 

was equated with the possession of ritual purity and high moral values. 

The traditions of other Graeco-Roman cultures were no different in this respect to those of the 

Jews: female virginity throughout the Mediterranean and the near east was highly prized for 

several reasons. Firstly, the paternity of any children from the sexual relationship between a 

man and his virgin bride was assured. Secondly, female virginity had a significant symbolic 
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value, and thirdly, the notion of virginity was connected to the notion of good moral 

character.^® 

It is clear, therefore, that the preference for female virginity was not unique to the Jews in the 

Second Temple Period; indeed, in the Hellenistic Period there was not much to distinguish 

between the traditional expectations of Jewish and Graeco-Roman culture in this respect. As 

there is no specific legal requirement for male Jews to marry virgins in the Pentateuch, the 

later developments whereby virgin brides were considered to be desirable probably indicates 

that the Jews accommodated Hellenistic values in this respect. The Roman social and legal 

view of virginity in women followed this pattern. Pre-marital sex for women was considered 

to be a sexual offence and the loss of virginity made it very difficult for a girl's parents to find 

her a suitable partner; she was in effect devalued. This was less of a problem for the upper 

classes whose closely watched daughters had little chance of engaging in premarital sexual 

intercourse.^' Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the sources show that the reverse was expected of 

Roman boys.^^ Indeed it was common practice that they would take a slave as a concubine 

until such times as they married. 

In sum, in the Graeco-Roman Period virginity was universally expected fi-om women who 

were to be married for the first time. Josephus' inclusion of this extra-biblical statement in 

his introduction to the Jewish marriage laws is wholly in keeping with this tradition, and it 

seems likely that he was recording contemporary Jewish practice as a requirement of Mosaic 

law. 

c) Legal & Social Status: 

Josephus' third and fourth innovations are the extra-biblical recommendations that the brides 

of Jewish men should be 'freebom and of honest parents' (s/leu0spag ysvacov ayaO&v), but 

what does he mean by this? Let us treat these Greek terms individually. 

Firstly, his anticipation that the bride must be 'fi-eebom' in order to marry, we have already 

seen, has no basis in scripture: there is no biblical law that forbids marriage between free men 

and slave women or the daughters of slaves. In fact, Mosaic law refers to an institution 

whereby free-slave relationships could properly exist. At Exodus 21: 7-11, for example, a 

slave woman can be 'designated' as the wife of her master or his son. Marriage through 

'designation', according to Satlow, is essentially the same as fi-eeing the female and then 
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marrying her; thus, the designated marriage "counted as any other"/"^ Women too were 

theoretically legally entitled to free their male slaves and marry them, although it is likely that 

in practice society may have disapproved of women acting in this way. Leviticus 19: 20-22 

speaks of punishment for a man who has sexual relations with a slave woman who is 

betrothed to another man. This betrothal presupposes that marriage is imminent. 

This, as Josephus must have been aware, was not the case in a Roman context: slaves were 

incapable of contracting legal m a r r i a g e s . S o , in the context of Josephus' statement, and 

bearing in mind the Roman legal requirements at the time of writing, the adjective, 

E?iEv6epos, applied to the prospective bride may imply that the woman was eligible to 

contract a legal marriage to a fellow free citizen so long as she fulfilled the following criteria: 

she must be at least twelve years of age; 

she was not to be involved in occupations such as prostitution, acting, tavern keeping or to 

have been convicted of adultery; 

she must not be a blood relative of the man; 

she must not be the ward of a guardian; 

she must be of free or freed status. If she was of the senatorial class she could not legally 

marry a freedman.^^ 

This brings us to the fourth of Josephus' innovations, his concern with the social status of the 

bride's parents. The freebom bride in question is clearly high-ranking because of the qualities 

expected to be present in her family. The status marker that Josephus applies to the girl's 

family is ayaBos, a very commonly used adjective in Josephus' writings but with varied 

connotations. In general dyadog as an adjective or substantive expresses the significance or 

excellence of a person or t h i n g , a n d in this specific example I suggest that the translations by 

Thackeray and Feldman have somewhat underplayed its significance by translating d/ados 

as respectively 'honest' or 'good'. This can be demonstrated by looking at other places in 

Antiquities I-IV where Josephus applies the adjective to describe the attributes of many 

individuals of exemplary character; their generosity and graciousness; their sagacity, justness 

and skill^^ and especially to exemplify their virtue, particularly in connection with biblical 

characters or their offspring.''® It is also used by Josephus to indicate an abundance of wealth 

and possessions and personal good fortune."" Unsurprisingly, therefore, it appears that what 
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Josephus is telling us about the parents of the ideal freebom bride of the Jewish man is that 

they should be wealthy, of good breeding and of high social status. 

The desirability of high-status wives and in-laws for Jewish men and their importance to 

Josephus is evident elsewhere in his works. For example, at Contra Apionem I: 31 he tells us 

that a priest must maintain the purity of the ancestral line by marrying "...a woman of his 

own race, without regard to her wealth or other distinctions; but he [the priest] must 

investigate her pedigree, obtaining the genealogy from the archives and producing a number 

of witnesses". Josephus, speaking of his own domestic situation in his autobiographical work 

{Life 427), is at pains to point out that one of his own wives, a Cretan Jew, was bom to 

"distinguished parents, indeed the most notable in that country". The marriages to which 

Josephus alludes in Contra Apionem I: 31, Life 427 and Antiquities IV: 244-245, most likely 

refer only to high status individuals and represent the extent of his frame of reference on the 

subject. There can be little doubt that the rules Josephus is applying in these statements, 

whether they originate in biblical law or as a socially accepted tradition, were those followed 

by his elite Jewish and non-Jewish contemporaries. Lower class families, about whom we 

know very little, were unlikely to have had the opportunity to be so particular about the 

quality and status of a girl and her parents when contemplating marrying off their sons. 

A Roman reader of Antiquities IV: 244-245 is likely to have understood what Josephus 

intended to convey by his juxtaposition of the status markers of sXsvdepo's and ayaOos- The 

notion that the girl and the parents of the girl should be of the highest standing, or possess the 

qualities encapsulated by the notion of ayaOos as Josephus put it, would very likely have 

resonated strongly with Josephus' readers. Aristocratic Roman males and females were not 

expected to marry for love but to gain the highest financial and political advantages for their 

parents and for the brides' potential husband.''^ The primary purpose of Roman marriage was 

to forge familial alliances and it was also the legal institution within which a large amount of 

property transfer was conducted in the form of dowries and inheritances/^ In accordance 

with Josephus' use of ayaOog, what mattered in Roman marriages was the character of the 

bride and her husband, their status in society, their family background and their respective 

families' wealth and political affihations.'^'^ 
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Part Two: The Unsuitable Bride. 

a) The Divorced Woman: 

Following his statements regarding the status of the prospective bride and her parents, 

Josephus begins to outline the categories of women who are unfit to many Jewish men. Here, 

at his fifth apparent innovation, his statements begin to resemble biblical laws on marriage 

(Lev. 21: 7; Deut. 22; 22) but even this connection, in my view, is doubtful. Josephus tells us 

that "He that will not espouse a virgin must not unite himself to a woman living with another 

man, corrupting her or wronging her former husband". The content of this sentence is 

somewhat confusing. In the first half of it Josephus tells us that a man must not have sexual 

relations with a woman who still lives with her husband', although not explicit in the text this 

implies that the woman is committing an adulterous act. In the second half of the sentence 

Josephus qualifies this by telling his audience that this is because this action would "wrong" 

her former husband. This surely means that the woman is divorced. So what are we to make 

of this somewhat confused part of Antiquities IV; 244 - is the woman in question an adulteress 

or a divorcee? 

Thackeray attributes the biblical origins of this statement to two sources. 1) Leviticus 21; 7 

which states "They shall not take as a wife a woman who is a harlot and profaned, nor a 

woman who repudiated by her husband; he is holy for the Lord his God"^^ (GK and HB), 2) 

Deuteronomy 22; 22; "And if a man be found Ij^ng with a woman married to a man, ye shall 

kill them both, the man that lay with the woman, and the woman" (GK and HB). But is this 

correct? Leviticus, referring only to the marriage requirements of priests and not lay men, 

forbids them to marry a prostitute who, by virtue of her mode of employment, is a sexually 

impure non-virgin. As such she is rendered unsuitable as a prospective bride for a member of 

the priestly class. Furthermore, Leviticus forbids priests to marry a woman who is "put 

away" or divorced from her husband as this would imply that she too is no longer a virgin and 

is thus rendered unsuitable to make a priestly marriage. The Deuteronomic regulation, on the 

other hand, pertains to lay men and not solely the priestly class. It tells us that the husband of 

an adulterous wife has the legal right to kill his wife and her lover in recompense for their 

transgression against him. 

Not only are these regulations mutually incompatible but neither appears wholly compatible 

with Josephus' passage either. Louis Feldman's commentary on this passage, however, may 
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resolve the confusion. According to Feldman, quoting G a l l a n t , M s . reads Xinovoav, 

thus rendering the statement, "Nor let him marry one who has left her former husband". If 

this reflects the correct reading then the relationship under discussion in Josephus' passage is 

between a man and a divorced woman and not a couple committing an adulterous act. 

Nowhere does the Pentateuch forbid a man's marriage to a divorced woman, indeed, 

Deuteronomy 24: 2 states "And when she is departed [divorced], she may go and be another 

man's It could be that Josephus is applying the Levitical^^ prohibition on priestly 

marriage to divorcees to the general populace in his passage/^ Contrary to Thackeray's 

assertion it is unlikely that Josephus used Deuteronomy 22: 22 as a source here because even 

if Josephus is indeed referring to adulterers in Antiquities IV: 244, he was unlikely to have 

omitted to state that the Jews' punishment for the perpetrators of adultery is death. Although 

such a punishment may have seemed harsh to a Roman reader it would have been 

recognisable with parallels in Roman tradition. Adultery in later Roman law attracted severe 

penalties such as banishment and the retention of a portion of the d o w r y . D u r i n g the 

Republic, however, a man discovering his wife's adulterous act was entitled to kill her 

without fear of legal retribution.^' Physical violence was curtailed by Augustus' Lex Julia de 

adulteris coercendis which promulgated recourse to law, but there is evidence of private 

violence after this. If a daughter committed adultery on her father's property and was caught 

in the act, the father was obliged to kill both parties or neither. Hence, I would speculate 

that if Josephus had meant this part of his passage to refer to adultery, the punishment for it 

would have been retained in his passage rather then left out. 

So, Josephus is referring to divorced women and it is on this point, as Josephus must have 

been aware, that the similarities between Antiquities IV: 244-245 and Roman tradition and 

law diverge. Jews and Romans differed greatly in their attitude to divorce and the ability of 

women to obtain a termination of their marriage. Generally speaking in Jewish law the right 

to instigate divorce was in the domain of men. It is they who have the right to issue a bill of 

divorce, or get.^^ Josephus confirms this at Antiquities 5: 259 when he interrupts his account 

of the divorce bill sent between Salome^^ and Costabarus to tell us "It is only the man who is 

permitted by us to [instigate a divorce], and even a divorced woman may not marry unless her 

former husband consen t s " .Desp i t e this evidence, Jewish divorces appear to be relatively 

rare in the surviving sources because, perhaps, of the high cost to the husband of repaying the 

dowry. Divorce was a wealthy man's privilege. 
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Compare this to the Roman parallel. By the first century CE divorce between Romans was 

quite straightforward and could be instigated by either party. Men and woman were equally 

entitled in law to end their marriage.^^ Divorce could be implemented simply by the wishes 

of the individual partner or by mutual consent and necessitated the return of the dowry. One 

restriction that affected women and not men was that a divorced woman had to wait twelve 

months before remarriage was allowed in case she was pregnant by her former husband. This, 

however, was about ensuring paternity rather than punishing the woman/^ 

Precisely why Josephus chose to allow such a glaring example of incompatibility between 

Jewish and non-Jewish tradition, in a context where emphasising compatibility seems to be a 

key factor in his writing, is puzzling. It is not hard to imagine, however, that there were many 

unhappy Roman men who had been relieved of substantial dowries because their wives 

decided to terminate their marriage by invoking a law that, unusually for the period, favoured 

the sexes equally. Josephus' comments here may well have provoked the admiration of his 

non-Jewish readers. 

b) The Slave Women: 

Our next example of Josephus' forbidden women in Antiquities IV: 244-245 is his extra-

biblical prohibition against free-slave marriage. This statement is presented in two parts. The 

first part is the prohibition itself, and the second is the reason for the prohibition. Neither part 

of the statement can be attributed, as Josephus attempts to do, to the laws of Moses as 

represented in the Pentateuch.®" If we examine the first part of the statement we see that 

contrary to Josephus' bold assertion, as I have already discussed in my previous section on 

'Status', scripture contains no such prohibition. In fact, there are examples in Exodus and 

Leviticus that clearly assume that free-slave marriages may occur and that it was lawful to 

contract such unions.®' The absence of an explicit ban on free-slave marriages in Scripture 

implies, theoretically, that there was no restriction on free-slave couples forming legal 

marriages. Whether such unions ever occurred in reality is open to conjecture. 

In the Pentateuch, 'marriage' was also anticipated and legislated for between slaves. Exodus 

21: 4-5 allows a master to give his slave a 'wife' with whom the slave is permitted to have 

children and presumably live as a traditional family group. That a loving relationship is 

expected to grow out of this situation is made clear at Exodus 2 1 : 5 when the male slave is 

given a stark choice. Either he can leave his master's home when his period of slavery has 
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expired, leaving his 'wife' and children as the property of his master; or, because of "love for 

my master and wife and children", he can opt to stay in servitude and keep his family 

together. So Jewish law, as represented by the Pentateuch, allows marriage between free men 

and slaves, implied by the fact that there is no explicit prohibition, and between committed 

slave couples. But what of Roman law? Simply put, Roman citizens could not contract a 

legal marriage with a slave. Moreover, Roman law had never formally recognised sexual or 

familial relationships between slaves, or between slaves and free persons.®^ The law was 

emphatic; a legal marriage could only take place between free citizens with the consent of 

their respective paterfamilias^'^ 

Although marriage between slaves was impossible in a legal sense, the adoption of a 'normal' 

family life by slave couples was encouraged by a legally recognised form of quasi-marriage 

{contuhemium)^^ It was hoped that this relationship would produce stability in the household 

and produce children who would become the property of their parents' owner. In fact, 

imperial legislation positively encouraged slave 'families' to produce offspring. By the 

middle of the first century CE slave women, like free women, could be rewarded for bearing 

children presumably to boost the number of home-bom rather than purchased s l a v e s . S o 

here we can observe that Josephus was faced with diametrically opposed legal and cultural 

traditions. The difficulties he faced in demonstrating cultural similarities between Jews and 

Romans on this point were overcome simply by ignoring biblical tradition. Moreover, 

Moses' supposed explanation for this non-biblical prohibition accords completely with elite 

Roman social expectation. In the second part of Josephus' statement, he tells us that despite 

the fact that there might be strong emotional ties between a free man and his female slave 

"...such passion must be mastered by regard for decorum and the properties of rank" 

(Kparsiv 5e rris sm9of/ia£ T O sonpsnss KCCI tdig a^icofuacn np6o(j)opov). In other words an 

elite free man's regard for his breeding and high social standing should be reason enough for 

him to abandon any thoughts of attempting to marry his slave woman. 

That is not to say that such a marriage was legally impossible. In the event that a male citizen 

of Rome insisted on marrying a slave he could do so provided he freed her first. This 

provision, however, was not available to a man of the senatorial class^' and the available 

evidence shows that it was mostly freedmen and former soldiers who freed and married slaves 

and not members of the upper classes.^® Free-slave marriages may have been legally possible 

but, for the elite in society, contracting one would have amounted to social suicide. Even if 
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upper-class men were desperate to marry their slaves, social mores would have prevented the 

wives' acceptance into society and would have precipitated his social downfall and that of his 

family. It was better that he took his slave as a concubine until such times as he married the 

girl of his parents choosing. 

In my section on the status of the desirable Roman and Jewish bride and her family I showed 

that high status individuals were expected to marry other high status individuals in order to 

maintain or promote the social standing of the husband and of both families. Again, 

Josephus, in prohibiting free men's marriage to slave women because of "decorum and the 

properties of rank", is demonstrating this expectation. By smoothing out the biblical 

irregularities that contradicted Roman law and tradition, such as the scriptural permissibility 

of free-slave marriages, Josephus is demonstrating to his readers that, according to Moses, 

biblical law like Roman law, promoted the idea that legitimate marriages created a "union 

between social equals, an alliance not only of two people but of their families, intended to 

produce children whose legitimacy and status were not in question and who could fittingly 

succeed to their parents' property and role in the social order". 

c) The Prostitute: 

Immediately after his rejection of free-slave marriages Josephus presents us with his final 

prohibition against marriage to prostitutes. In this statement at Antiquities IV: 245 Josephus 

resumes his loose re-working of Leviticus 21: 7 writing: 

Again, there must be no marriage with a prostitute, since by reason of 
the abuse of her body God could not accept her nuptial sacrifices. 

This statement, like the previous two examples, has two parts: the prohibition and its 

explanation. Despite Josephus' universal ban on marriage to this category of woman, this 

prohibition, according to Leviticus, applies only to priests and not explicitly to non-priests.'^ 

Thus, we can infer from this that there is no scriptural recommendation against lay Jewish 

men's marriage to prostitute women. Moreover, dA Antiquities V: 259 Josephus shows that he 

is well aware that in other places in the Bible Jewish men legitimately married harlots. In his 

retelling of Judges 11: 1, he also appears happy to relate to his audience that harlotry was the 

occupation of Jephthah's mother. Later in Book V, however, his opinion changes as he is 

damning of the judge Samson for violating the 'law of his forefathers' by having sexual 

relations with a prostitute {Antiquities V: 306). 
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Jewish literature of the Second Temple Period identifies three kinds of prostitute. These 

were: 1) the gentile with whom Jewish men could come into contact, 2) the Jewish prostitute 

servicing Jewish clients, and 3) the Jewish captive woman made to prostitute herself against 

her will. Contact with prostitutes was never viewed as a good thing in the sources as the 

following references demonstrate. Thus, Ben Sira recommends to his fellow male "Never 

surrender yourself to prostitutes for fear of losing all you possess" (25: 16-17). The 

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs see the avoidance of prostitutes as the mark of virtue in 

men. Levi, for example, admonishes his descendents, accusing them of adultery {Test. Levi 

14: 6). Benjamin tells us that a good man looks at no woman other than his wife {Test. Ben. 

8:2) and Issachar, it is said, led a pure and innocent life because he had no relations with 

women other than his wife {Test. Issach 7: 1-2). The Qumran fragments include a poetic text 

entitled by its translator, John Allegro, as "The Wiles of the Wicked Woman" .Al though the 

proper context and purpose of the poem is unknown, the text describes a symbolic but evil 

woman using her wiles to seduce an innocent man. It is clear from these sources that the 

prostitute is viewed with fear and suspicion. She is to be avoided at all costs as she could 

bring about a man's downfall/'* 

Of course, the expression of disdain for prostitutes in literary sources is not a specifically 

Jewish phenomenon; the wider cultural world would have sympathised with such sentiments. 

Josephus' non-Jewish readers would have identified with the sentiments he expresses in 

barring Jewish men in marriage to prostitutes. Roman sources are, however, less damning of 

'working women' than Jewish sources. In Rome prostitution was common and the existence 

of large numbers of brothels in the city passes largely without comment in any other extant 

ancient Roman s o u r c e . M o s t prostitutes who worked the streets and brothels were foreign 

women, mostly acquired through slavery or the poverty of the woman who catered for the 

sexual needs of the lower classes and other slaves.'® Rich men had free sexual access to their 

own slaves and concubines and did not have to resort to visiting squalid whore-houses. Yet 

despite the sexual privileges of class it was considered quite natural for upper-class unmarried 

youths to acquire their sexual education in brothels, although social mores dictated that too 

frequent visits were frowned upon.' ' 

In the context of Josephus' statement it must naturally be said that visits to prostitutes by elite 

youths are very different from the notion of them contemplating marrying one. Attempting to 
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do so would precipitate the same social disgrace that would have followed any attempt to 

marry beyond class and, although Jewish law does not expressly forbid marriage to 

prostitutes, Augustus' laws, enforced in the first century CE, certainly placed this prohibition 

on the statute books/^ 

Part Three: The Justification. 

a) Children Bom in Shame: 

Josephus concludes Antiquities IV: 244-245 by commenting on the negative effects on the 

children bom from the shameful unions that he has set out here. Such concern is without 

parallel in the Bible.'® He tells us "For so only can your children have spirits that are liberal 

and uprightly set towards virtue, if they are not the issue of dishonourable marriages or of a 

union resulting from ignoble passion", hi the first half of this sentence Josephus concludes 

that children bom of marriages contracted between free men and the suitable women 

discussed in Part One of this section will be free in mind and body and, as such, will follow 

the path of virtue. Josephus, in the second half of the sentence, infers that the opposite 

conclusion is reached. By definition the children bora of unions with the women discussed in 

Part Two are destined to follow slavish, non-virtuous lives. 

Part Four: A Stoic Influence? 

Throughout these two passages a member of Josephus' elite audience in possession of even an 

elementary knowledge of Greek philosophy would be likely to recognise that the comparisons 

and juxtapositions that Josephus has set in place have a distinct Stoic philosophical 

complexion. Stoic thought developed the notion of moral slavery in contrast to the 

Aristotelian notion of natural slavery. The theory of natural slavery promotes the idea that the 

mass of humanity is by birth physically, intellectually and morally subservient to a 

comparatively few virtuous and morally superior i nd iv idua l s .Mora l slavery, on the other 

hand, divides humans into two categories; the wise and the good; and the inferior or bad. 

Thus, it is the mind and the temperament, rather than the body, which is enslaved.®' 

The only major difficulty in equating Josephus' comments with these ideas is that for the 

Stoics external forces such as wealth, poverty, high and low status, are beyond the control of 

the individual and of no significance; these were termed as 'indifferents' as they made no 

impact on the happiness or unhappiness of an individual or their capacity for good or evil. 
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Slavery and freedom, on the other hand, are conditions of the soul and not the body and are 

thus within the individual's control and are all important . ' Indifferents ' , however, although 

unnecessary could be useful. If a wise and virtuous individual was wealthy and of high status 

these attributes could be considered as 'preferred indifferents'. Attributes in the bad, evil, 

poor and low status categories were considered 'non-preferred indifferents'. Thus, 'preferred 

indifferents' such as wealth and status were favoured over their opposites because they 

facilitated the attainment and proper use of virtue and w i s d o m . B u t how does this fit with 

Josephus' agenda in Antiquities IV: 244-245? 

Superficially, Josephus' description of desirable and undesirable brides appears to be based on 

external forces such as wealth and status, or lack of them, and as such it rests somewhat 

imperfectly within the framework of Stoic slave theory. However I acknowledge, as has been 

noted elsewhere, that it is unwise to overemphasise Josephus' understanding of Graeco-

Roman philosophy or how far such philosophical constructs have been incorporated into his 

w r i t i n g s . I n all probability Josephus had no more than a passing acquaintance with Stoic 

discourse but what little he did know would have been enough for him to express ideas that 

would have resonated with his educated Greek-speaking readers. If, therefore, we look at 

the evidence in Josephus' passage with this in mind, I suggest that the classic Stoic free-slave 

paradox®^ is recognisable in the context of his own paradox. The freebom, morally virtuous 

bride is 'good' especially if she possesses 'preferred indifferents'; the enslaved, morally non-

virtuous bride is 'bad', particularly as she possesses 'non-preferred indifferents'. 

The sexual purity through abstinence and firee status of the women in Josephus' first category 

are accommodated comfortably within the first part of the Stoic paradox. The soul of the wise 

and the good person is free regardless of wealth, health and status. The woman's 'preferred 

indifferents' are supplied in the virtues inherent in the dyaOo^ of both her own parents and of 

the family of her prospective husband. Likewise, the divorcee, the slave and the prostitute of 

Josephus' second category fulfil the criteria of the second part of the Stoic paradox. The soul 

of the inferior and bad person is enslaved. Josephus' explanations for each prohibition in 

marriage to elite young men attribute 'non-preferred indifferents' to each woman; the 

divorcee's actions corrupt both herself and her former husband; the free man must resist the 

temptation of his base and degenerate, morally and socially inferior female slave; the 

prostitute, so morally and spiritually corrupt that God must refuse her sacrifice. 
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Part Five: Summary 

At first reading, Josephus' prohibition of free-slave marriages in Jewish Antiquities IV: 244-

245 appears to be part of an attempt to precis Mosaic marriage laws in the form of an 

introduction to his main statements on the subject. A close analysis of these passages, 

however, reveals that Josephus' agenda at the time of writing was somewhat more 

complicated. This introduction is a carefully constructed apologetic that contrives to impress 

upon its reader that Mosaic and Roman laws on marriage between free men and female slaves 

and other categories of undesirable women are virtually identical. As such, Antiquities IV: 

244-245 outlines the qualities that are required from the ideal bride for the young Jewish man 

and provides details of the type of women who are unfit for the purpose. 

We have seen that Josephus, in comparison with the canonical Pentateuch, falsely attributes 

the laws of his passage to Moses. Comparisons between these passages and scripture show 

that little, if any, of what Josephus has written here is based on any known biblical law. As I 

have suggested, it is more likely that some time prior to the advent of the Hellenistic period 

the cultural diversity of marriage laws in Graeco-Roman world had developed more or less 

the same characteristics. This cultural standardisation, as shown by Hecataeus' observations, 

resulted from both internal cultural changes and through the influence of the dominant 

Graeco-Roman culture. So, Josephus drew upon contemporaneous Jewish, but distinctively 

Hellenistic, practice and presented it in his Jewish Antiquities as the ancient laws of his 

Hebrew ancestors. These laws of course would have been instantly recognisable as current 

tradition to non-Jewish readers. 

I have also suggested that Josephus went further than to simply outline the Jewish customary 

practice with regard to free-slave and other marriages in a manner that he already knew was 

compatible with Roman traditional values. Structurally, Antiquities IV: 244-245 mirrors the 

Stoic paradox of the qualities that constitute free and slave personalities. Although free-slave 

marriages are not the sole focus of Antiquities IV: 244-245 the Stoic influence suggests that 

Josephus regards the forbidden categories of woman, other than the explicitly mentioned 

female slave, as 'slavish' in character as opposed to being chattel slaves in the legal sense. 

This too would have resonated strongly with educated readers of Josephus' work. 
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Section Two: Josephus & Marriage between Priests & Slave Women 

At Antiquities III: 276 Josephus informs his audience of the types of women that made 

suitable and unsuitable brides for members of the Jewish priesthood and high priesthood. 

Among the undesirable categories of women Josephus has included female slaves and slave 

women acquired as prisoners of war. The passage is as follows: 

From the priests he exacted a double degree of purity. For not only did 
he debar them in common, with all the others, from the aforesaid 
practices but he further forbade them to wed a harlot, he forbids them 
to wed a slave or a prisoner of war, aye or such women as gain their 
livelihood by hawking or inn-keeping or who have for whatever 
reasons been separated from their former husbands. As for the High 
Priest, he would not suffer him to take even a woman whose husband 
was dead, though he concedes this to the other priests: none but a 
virgin may he wed and withal one of his own tribe. {A. J. III. 276) 

Twv 5' iepewv KOI 5iTrAaaiova TQV ayveiav ETROINAE- TOUTOOV TE yap AIITOUG 

opoiwg ToTg oAAoig EipyEi Kai rrpooETi yoijeTv rag nraipriKuiag EKdjAuae, phte 

5ouAriv MRT' aixpoAwTOv yaiJETv auroug KEKOJAUKE KQI TAG EK KaTrnAEiag Kai 

ToO TravSoKEUEiv TTETTOPIGIJEVAG Tov piov [JHSE TAG TWV rrpoTEptov dv5pu)v ECp' 

aiaSnrroTouv airiaig drrriAAaYlJEvag. TOV A P X I E P S A (JEVTOI OUSE TEBvriKOTog 

dvSpog N ^ I W C E YuvaTKG TOUTO roTg oAAoig kpeOai auyxcopwv, povqv 5' Q U T W 

[SeScjOke] yapETv rrapSEvov Kai TauTqv qiuAarrEiv-

This passage forms part of Josephus' excursus on Jewish purity laws sX Antiquities III: 258 f f , 

beginning with the consecration of the Levites and running through the purity laws relating to 

food, lepers, menstruants, childbirth and the ordeal of suspected adulteresses. At Antiquities 

III: 274 Josephus begins his discussion of marriages and sexual practices forbidden to men in 

Jewish law. These include adultery, sexual relations with mothers, stepmothers, aunts, sisters, 

and daughters-in-law, sex with menstruants, sodomy and bestiality. Josephus then proceeds 

to the passage in question. Here he tells his readers that under biblical purity laws priests and 

high priests are forbidden to involve themselves in certain marital and sexual practices in 

addition to those that we have seen above that apply solely to non-priests. Specifically he 

tells us that ordinary priests were forbidden to marry harlots, slaves or war captives, hawkers 

and inn-keepers and divorced women. The high priests, according to Josephus, are subject to 

even greater restrictions than the ordinary priests. These men were, in addition to the above 

restrictions, prohibited from marriage to widows. The passage concludes that the only 

suitable bride for the high priest was a virgin of his own tribe. 
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Josephus presents his words as Mosaic law and as such it would be reasonable to expect 

Antiquities III: 276 to closely resemble a Pentateuchal primary version that also debarred 

priests and high priests in marriage to prostitutes, slaves, female war captives, hawkers, 

innkeepers, divorcees and w i d o w s . T h i s , however, is not the case. If we compare Josephus' 

passage with his most likely source we can see that our author has amalgamated two passages 

from Leviticus. 

In Leviticus 21; 7 of the MT and LXX it is clearly stated that members of the priesthood may 

not marry certain categories of women. Later, at Leviticus 21: 13-14 the Pentateuch 

addresses the additional marriage regulations that relate to members of the high priesthood. It 

states: 

13 [the high priests]... shall take a wife in her virginity. 
14 He shall not take a widow, or one put away, or a polluted one, a 
harlot, but he shall take a virgin of his own people for a wife 

13 ouTog yuvaka TrapGevov EK TOO yEvoug auroO AiipipETai-

14 XHPav 6£ Koi eK(3£pAriMevr|v Koi (3ePn^w(j£vqv Koi Trbpvqv, raurac; ou 

AnijqjETai, aAA' N TrapSevov EK TOO yEvoug auTou AnfjqjETai yuvaTKa-

n f x xini 13 
:nm np'' VDVD -̂ 3 np"- x"? n'px-nx nit n t t n i 14 

IT • I f - ' \ T ~ / T : V ' K T • J V \ " V T J T T ~ T : < T T : ~ 

Leviticus 21; 7 tells us that ordinary priests are forbidden to marry harlots, polluted women or 

women who are 'put away' from their husbands (yuvaka iropvriv Kai pcPnAwpcvriv ou Anfjipoviai 

Koi yuvaTKQ EK|3EpAr||JEVR|V arro avGpog auTqg- ayioi; EOTIV TCI) KU-picij GECI) OUTOO / 

xin 0 ' ip - ' 3 inp"" kS nd-'Ko inp"" ny ' rm n:? 
^ \ / K R J ^ /T : ? T ' : N - J <T 

Leviticus 21; 13-14 adds widows to this list specifically in relation to the categories of women 

that the high priest is barred from marrying. The only suitable bride for a high priest is a 

female Israelite virgin. A ban on marriage between ordinary priests and widows is not 

explicit in Leviticus 21:7, allowing the interpretation that these unions are permissible. 

The Pentateuch, therefore, clearly provides four categories of women disallowed in marriage 

to priests. The precise definition of two of these categories, however, is not immediately 

clear. The first and fourth categories, widows and harlots, need no explanation. However, the 
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women who are classed as "... put away, or profaned" are less easy to define. It is likely that 

what is meant here are women who have been previously married and who have had sexual 

relationships,^® which would make them ritually polluted in the eyes of the priestly class: 

Leviticus 21: 13-14 re-emphasises that the virgin status of the bride of the high priest is of 

paramount importance. If we make a comparison between the Pentateuch and Josephus' 

version we find that to a significant degree Josephus' text closely resembles elements from 

both of the biblical texts. Both Josephus and Leviticus prohibit priestly marriage with harlots, 

divorced women (women who have been 'put away') and both sources contain the additional 

prohibition forbidding marriage between the high priests and widows. 

There are, however, significant differences between the texts. Leviticus contains the category 

of "polluted" women that is absent from Josephus' passage. Josephus, on the other hand, 

speaks of a Mosaic requirement that the priestly class observe a "double degree of purity" 

{SiKXaodiva zrjv ayvsiav ETtovqos) in matters of marriage. Josephus has also added slaves, 

female prisoners of war, women employed in hawking and inn-keeping to the biblical list of 

women forbidden in marriage to priests. 

So, what can we make of the anomalies that this comparison between Josephus' passage and 

the biblical text brings to light about the nature and purpose of Antiquities III: 276 and 

Josephus' attitude to priestly marriages? I have argued in the previous section that there were 

many similarities between Jewish and non-Jewish marriage practices by the time Josephus 

was writing and that Josephus was primarily concerned with writing about the social elite, for 

the social elite. It is the marriage practices of this group that are represented in his works. I 

have also shown previously that elite social groups, both Roman and Jewish, rejected the idea 

of legitimate marriage or acceptable sexual relationships with slaves, prostitutes and other 

social inferiors. It is these categories of women that Josephus appears to be referring to at 

Antiquities III: 276 in relation to the marital traditions of the priestly classes whether or not 

they are prohibited in biblical law. Josephus, therefore, appears to be consistent in his opinion 

as to the types of women who were acceptable in marriage to elite Jews, whether they are 

priestly {A. J. Ill: 276) or non-priestly {A. J. IV: 244-245). 

The above summary of Josephus treatment of the laws of the Pentateuch, however, is 

inadequate to explain his method and intent. Whereas Josephus' entirely non-biblical 

formulation of his introduction to the marriage laws of lay men at Antiquities IV: 244-245 
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was intended to show that elite Jewish and non-Jewish customs and laws in that respect were 

compatible, the present context has an altogether different style and purpose. Josephus 

composed Antiquities III: 276 with two aims in mind. Firstly, he interprets his primary 

version with additional material that was intended to amplify and explain Leviticus to a non-

Jewish audience. Secondly, the passage was intended by Josephus to authenticate, glorify and 

legitimise the Jewish priestly class. As such it is formulated as a piece of educational 

propaganda directed at an audience that would have been largely ignorant of the subject 

matter. Josephus has achieved this by subtly shaping the biblical material in such a way as to 

make it conform to both Pentateuchal laws as well as to contemporaneous elite Jewish and 

Roman practice. 

In order to illuminate Josephus' agenda and methodological process, the remainder of this 

section will demonstrate two things. Firstly, I will show how the addition of slaves, female 

prisoners of war, hawkers and inn-keepers to his interpretation of Leviticus aided his 

apologetic motivation to demonstrate conformity between Jewish and Roman traditions. I 

will also assert that these additions were carefully selected by Josephus because the negative 

imphcations of elite marriage to these categories of women would have been very familiar to 

his Roman audience. Secondly, I will endeavour to recover, as far as is possible, Josephus' 

perception of the status of the priesthood in the Jewish social order and how he wished this 

group to be perceived by the non-Jewish world. The net result of these analyses will show 

that the intention of Josephus' re-working of Leviticus 21: 7 and 13-14 at Antiquities UI: 276 

was to impress upon his Roman readers that the morality and integrity of the Jewish 

priesthood in matters of marital and sexual relationships with a variety of categories of 

women, including slaves, could be measured alongside or even beyond that of their parallel 

Roman social and cultural counterparts. 

Part One: An Analysis of Josephus' Interpretation of Leviticus 21:7 

The following analysis will look at where Josephus corresponds with his primary version and 

will examine in detail each of his additions to his text of Leviticus. 

a) "double degree of purity" 

The regulations regarding priestly marriages and sexual relations in Leviticus 21: 7 and 13-14 

place a greater emphasis on the need for a higher degree of sexual purity from the prospective 
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wives of the priestly and high priestly class than was required in non-priestly marriages. 

Josephus' first addition to the biblical text in his interpretation reflects this notion but in an 

exaggerated form. The assertion that priests were compelled to conform to "a double degree 

of purity" is an innovation of Josephus. 

The precise meaning of this statement is unclear; however, as it is made after Josephus has 

written on the regulations for marriage between non-priestly couples, we can assume that he is 

implying that the brides of the priesthood must possess greater ritual purity than those 

engaging in non-priestly marriages. Leviticus, however, makes no mention of the need for a 

higher degree of purity in marriage from ordinary priest as opposed to lay men, it simply 

states that priests are to be holy to God.^' This insertion is clear hyperbole but, as a literary 

device, it serves two distinct and important purposes. Firstly, it immediately sets the Jewish 

priesthood apart from ordinary male Jews at the same time as reinforcing the social 

superiority of the priestly group. Secondly, as an introductory statement it requires an 

explanation of how and why this group is superior. This is supplied by Josephus by the 

addition of the subsequent categories of prohibited women. 

b) "a harlot" & women "separated from their former husband" 

At Antiquities III: 276 Josephus has retained Leviticus' first category, that of the harlot and its 

tliird category, the woman who has been "separated from her former husband". Let us look at 

these categories individually. Josephus' retention of the category of 'harlots' (rag 

•^zaiptjKoias) is self explanatory if we view it in the context of the notion of sexual purity 

expressed in both sources. The term •qmiprjKvias is Josephus' normal euphemism for 

nopvT] (prostitute)®^ and Josephus, like his Levitical source, juxtaposes this category with the 

statement that high priests must marry a virgin (napOsvos).^^ Evidently, virginity is not a 

status applicable to women engaged in prostitution; hence, such women are barred in 

marriage to members of the priestly order. This term advocates that priests were forbidden to 

marry divorced women and is similar to the rule expressed in Leviticus 21: 14 that prohibits 

marriage to a woman who "is put away". 

c) "a slave or a prisoner of war" 

The issue of the prohibition against priestly marriages to a SovXrj (female slave) and 

aixpidXcoros (female war captive)®'̂  also overlaps neatly with Josephus' emphasis on sexual 
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purity as well as the cultural rejection of elite free-slave marriages in the traditions of both the 

Jewish and wider Graeco-Roman worlds. It is well documented that one of the principal 

sources of male and female slaves in antiquity was that of prisoners taken during wars, who, 

as such, were liable to become victims of the sexual advances of their captors .Moreover , 

we know from Josephus himself that he expects women taken captive during wars to have 

been sexually molested by their captors {Con. Ap. I: 35), an event that would, in the words of 

Leviticus, render the woman ritually impure or "profaned". She would, therefore, be totally 

unsuitable in marriage to a priest according to biblical law as well as social custom. 

Josephus' consistency of thought on this subject is clear by criticism of John Hyrcanus in his 

account of Eleazar questioning Hyrcanus' legitimate right to hold the title of High Priest. He 

writes: 

And when Hyrcanus asked him (Eleazar) for what reason he should 

give up the high-priesthood, he replied, "Because we have heard from 

our elders that your mother was a captive in the reign of Antiochus 

Epiphanes". (y4. J. XEI: 292) 

Tqv 5' alr iav auroO TTU6O|J£VOU, 6I' qv ATTOBOTTO IRIV apxiEpwauvrjv "OTI, 

cpHCTiv, aKouopEV rrapa Twv TTpEa(3uT£pajv A I X P A A W T O V CTOU yeyoveva i Tqv 

jjriTEpa P A M A E U O V T O G AVTIOXOU TOO 'ETTicpavoug." 

There is another event recorded in Josephus' autobiographical work, not mentioned in 

Antiquities, that illustrates his objection to marriages between priests and captive women well. 

Here Josephus admits that Vespasian, by way of an honour bestowed on him, compelled him 

to marry a woman taken captive at Caesarea. This behaviour is decidedly un-priestly and 

constitutes a clear infringement of his statements regarding such unions. Josephus, however, 

is at pains to distance himself from the obvious contradiction between his words and his 

actions. He immediately states that the woman in question was a virgin thus assuring the 

reader of her purity and appropriateness as a wife for a member of the priesthood and adds 

that she left him as soon as he became free and moved with Vespasian to Alexandria {Vita: 

414-415). Armed with the knowledge gathered thus far about Josephus' attitude towards 

priestly marriage to captive women, we can read into this passage from Vita that, although 

forced into a marriage that had the potential to compromise his priestly ritual purity, Josephus, 

according to his self-representation, actually emerged from the experience unpolluted. 
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d) "hawking & iim-keeping" 

There is no specific statement anywhere in the Bible that says a priest, or any other Jewish 

man for that matter, is forbidden to marry a women engaged in either of these occupations. 

Josephus' additions, however, replace Leviticus' phrase that states that a woman who is 

'profaned' or 'polluted', (and we can assume this to refer to sexual pollution or the loss of 

virginity), is prohibited in marriage to a priest or high priest In this context Josephus' 

choice of vocabulary can be seen as a deliberate attempt to define for his audience precisely 

who was barred from marriage to priests and, by inference from their occupation, why they 

were barred. 

Let us first look at the category of hawker. The word KaTz-qXsia is associated with retail 

traders often in connection with tavems.^^ In lower class Roman society, according to 

Pomeroy, it was not uncommon for many women who worked as waitresses in inns or at 

counters selling food and drink to find additional employment and income from offering 

sexual services to male clients in the rooms used for prostitution in some t a v e r n s . I f we now 

look at Josephus' category of innkeeper connoted by his use of KOvdoKSveiv, meaning 'to 

e n t e r t a i n ' J w e find elsewhere in his writings that harlotry and inn-keeping are synonymous. 

At Antiquities V: 8 Josephus speaks of Rahab as an inn-keeper, whereas biblical sources refer 

to her as a harlot (nilT (MT) and nopvr] (LXX))/°^ The association of women engaged in 

these occupations and prostitution is not unique to Josephus. We may compare his statements 

with evidence from the author Horace's Epigrams which shows that innkeepers and owners of 

bakeries and cook-shops often kept slave women for the enjoyment of their c u s t o m e r s . I n 

Horace, like Josephus, women in the retail and tavern trades are synonymous with 

prostitution. 

Horace's observations suggest that Josephus' elite Roman audience would also have equated 

the categories of female hawkers and women involved with inn-keeping with immorality and 

sexual licentiousness. The Roman elite may have availed themselves of the services of 

prostitutes, but marriage to one would have been unthinkable. In showing that Jewish law 

forbids its priests from marriage to women engaged in, as Feldman puts it, "an unbecoming 

occupation",Josephus is demonstrating to his audience that the priesthood maintains its 

ritual purity in the same manner as the Roman aristocracy regulated its marital and sexual 

behaviour. 
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Part Two: The Apologetic Motive of Antiquities III: 276 

The priesthood and its concomitant status in Jewish society may have been displaced after the 

destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 CE but, if we are to judge from Josephus' 

description of Judaism at around 93 CE, it appears that he anticipated its rebuilding and the 

restoration of its cult {Con. Ap. 2: 193-6)/°^ If this is the case, then it was within Josephus' 

apologetic aims in writing the Jewish Antiquities to promote the interests of the social and 

cultural class into which he was bom. 

I have stated earlier in this section that Josephus was eager to promote the interests of the 

Jewish priesthood in his writings and that he took the opportunity to do so in his interpretation 

of Leviticus 21: 7 and 13-14. But how has he achieved this in the context of a comment at 

Antiquities III: 276? If we compare the categories of women forbidden in marriage to priests 

and high priests in Antiquities III: 276 and in our previous passage, Antiquities IV: 344-245, 

we see that Josephus' additions to the former passage match almost identically the prohibited 

categories of women in the latter. The passage from Antiquities IV, as I have demonstrated, 

shows Roman readers that elite Jews and non-Jews shared the same legal and social values 

with regard to their choices of brides. 

But why should this have preoccupied Josephus? Let us ask two questions of Josephus. 

Firstly, how are his perceptions of the priesthood and high priesthood represented in his 

writings, and secondly, how, according to Josephus, do its members compare with the social 

hierarchy of the dominant Roman cultures? It is clear that for Josephus the priesthood 

represents the peak of Jewish society past and present. The priestly class was set apart from 

other classes by the need for a greater degree of ritual purity in all aspects of their lives 

particularly in relation to the purity and integrity of the priests' familial lineage. We have 

seen already two examples of Josephus' emphasis of the purity required of priests and priestly 

families - one at Antiquities III: 276, where the sexual purity of prospective brides is at issue 

and another in his description of the dispute between Hyrcanus and Eleazar in Contra 

Apionem I: 35. In that instance it is also the purity/virginity of Hyrcanus' mother that is in 

question due to her being a former war captive, thus compromising the purity of Hyrcanus 

himself and his eligibility for the high priesthood. 
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The evidence of the following passage from Josephus demonstrates that both purity and social 

status are key features in contracting a priestly marriage. At Contra Apionem I; 30-31, 

Josephus tells us that the priestly ancestors of the Jews: 

Not only did our ancestors in the first instance set over this business 
men of the highest character, devoted to the service of God, but they 
took precautions to ensure that the priests' lineage should be kept 
unadulterated and pure. A member of the priestly order must, to beget 
a family, marry a woman of his own race, without regard to her wealth 
or other distinctions; but he must investigate her pedigree, obtaining 
the genealogy from the archives and producing a number of witnesses 

1:30-31). 

Oil yap povov apXHC Eiri toutwv toug apiuTOug K o i rfl O e p a T r e i c ? toO 6eo0 

TTpooEGpEuovTag KaTEOTtiaav, aAA' cmwg to ysvog Twv ispEwv oijiktov Koi 

KoGapov siajjevei Trpouvoriaav. 5eT yap tov ijetexovra %% lepwouvng zi, 

opoEGvoOg yuvaiKog Trai6oTroi£ra8ai KQI [JII npog X P H M Q ™ P Q & E TAG aAAag 

ATTOPAETTEIV Tijjag, aAAa TO YEVOG E^ETQ^EIV EK TUJV apxaicov AapPavovra TI^V 

5ia6oxnv Kai TToAAoug TrapExopevov paprupag. 

So, collectively, these statements tell us that, according to Josephus, it is the virginity {A J. 

Ill: 276: Con. Ap. I: 35), ethnic and genealogical purity and social position even above the 

girl's wealth, that determines the appropriateness of the priests' bride. These sentiments 

compare favourably with the Roman elite's preference for contracting marriages between 

their sons and young women with well-connected families with pure senatorial bloodlines. 

Just like the Roman system, slaves, captives, prostitutes and women engaged in 'unbecoming 

occupations' such as hawking or inn-keeping were hardly likely to advance the career of an 

elite Jewish priest or bring political influence and prestige to his family. 

Is it possible to detect in Josephus' writings whether he perceives the social position of the 

Jewish priesthood to be equivalent to the higher stratum of the Roman social hierarchy? One 

passage from Josephus provides a neat and concise answer to this question. In the opening 

lines of his autobiographical work. Vita, Josephus states: 

Different races base their claim to nobility on various grounds; 
with us [the Jews] a connection with the priesthood is the 
hallmark of an illustrious line. Not only, however, were my 
ancestors priests, but they belonged to the first twenty-four 
courses - a peculiar distinction - and to the most eminent of its 
constituent clans. Moreover, on my mother's side I am of royal 
blood; for the posterity of Asamonaeus, from whom she sprang, 
for a very considerable period were kings, as well as high 
priests, of our nation. Vita: 1-2 
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Epoi 6e YEVOG ecrriv OUK aaqpov, aAA' kpewv Q V W B E V KOTapcpriKog. 

(Larrep 5' Q Trap' ^Kocrroig A A A N TIG EOTIV EUYEVEI'AG UTTOBECTI^, ouTwg 

Trap' npTv n Tqg lEpwauvng pcTOuaia TEKpnpidv scrnv ytvouq 

AapTTpoiriTog. epoi 5' ou povov I E P E W V EOTIV TO yEvog, aAAa Kai EK 

TNG TTPWTQG EcpHMEpiSog T w v EiKoaiTEoaapwv, TroAAti 5 6 KQV TOUTCO 

5ia(popa, Kai Twv EV TOUTn SE cpuAwv EK Trig apiorng. urrapxw 5E Koi 

TOO paaiAiKOU YEVOUG arro TFJG PQTPOG- oi yap Aoapwvaiou rraTSEg, wv 

eyyovog EKEivr), TOO sGvoug qpwv ETTI piiKionrov xpovov tipxiEpoTEuaav 

Kai EpaaiAEuaav. 

It is clear from this passage and elsewhere in his writings that Josephus considered the 

Judaean priesthood, of which he claims to be a leading m e m b e r / t o be at the top level of 

Jewish society and thus equal in status to the highest aristocratic class of other Graeco-Roman 

societies. Parallels between the Jewish and Roman systems demonstrate that in this 

connection Josephus' assumption was wholly justified. The following should suffice to show 

that the priesthood in the Jewish context mirrored the Roman experience. 

hi antiquity, readers of the above passage would have observed that Josephus greatly 

enhances the status of the priesthood and his own status for that matter, by stating connections 

between the royal house and the priesthood. It is clear that Josephus places too much 

emphasis on the role of priests in ruling the Jewish p e o p l e / N e v e r t h e l e s s , there is little 

doubt that priestly families did indeed make up a high proportion, perhaps the majority, of the 

Jewish ruling c l a s s . A c c o r d i n g to Josephus (Con. Ap. I: 30-31), entry into this elite group 

was possible only by an individual's birth into a family with priestly descent; its purity was 

maintained by intermarriage with other priestly families. 

The priestly title brought with it a social status far beyond that attached to their functions at 

the T e m p l e . ^ I t is significant that in most of Josephus' references to the priesthood his 

emphasis is placed on the status conferred by that association rather than the functions of the 

group. By Josephus' time, the title of high priest retained a status unique to the office but 

the name also applied to an entire social class made up of the families of its title holders. It 

is unlikely, however, that his family was one from which the office of high priest was 

traditionally appointed."'^ That the Jewish priesthood prior to, as well as during, the Roman 

occupation of Judaea held high political and military office is beyond d o u b t . ' J o s e p h u s tells 

us that he himself and other young men of the priestly class were military commanders during 
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the war against Rome; one of the two supreme commanders was of high priestly descent {B. J. 

e: 568; 569-76; 577-584). 116 

It is on the basis of this evidence that Josephus could make the direct connection between the 

Jewish priesthood and Rome's ruling senatorial class. If we compare the Jewish experience 

set out above with the following, we notice that in Roman religious institutions there was no 

such homogenous body as a 'priesthood', nor a single definition of the 'Roman priest'. 

The priests who officiated in the numerous colleges of the various cults were principally 

drawn from the senatorial class. As I demonstrated in my previous section in this chapter, this 

class, like the Jewish priestly elite were concerned to maintain the purity and integrity of their 

bloodlines. An imperial attempt was made to ensure this in 18 BCE when Augustus' Lex 

Julia de maritandis ordinihus was placed on the statute books designed to strictly regulate 

against marriages across the social classes."^ 

It is clear from Roman sources that membership of priestly colleges facilitated an individual's 

rise through the political ranks. The evidence for this can be found in the surviving lists of 

college members. These lists show that the offices of the cult priests were monopolised by 

male members of the best established elite families who are known in literary and 

epigraphical evidence to have gone on to become Rome's most powerful generals and 

politicians.'^^ Priestly status among Rome's aristocracy was a career stepping-stone. Young 

Roman men who aspired to political offices such as consulships used the priest's colleges as a 

form of patronage to achieve political success and p o w e r . I n short, Roman priests, like the 

Jewish priestly class, formed the bulk of the ruling elite in the Roman social system. 

Part Three: Summary 

In the preceding analysis I have shown that Josephus' account at Antiquities III: 276 can be 

viewed primarily as an interpretation of Leviticus 21: 7 and 13-14 to which he has added a 

selection of categories of women prohibited in marriage to priests and high priests. These are 

in addition to those already plainly stated in the biblical text. It is clear fi-om this analysis, and 

from that of my previous section on marriage between free lay men and slaves, that his 

prohibition of female slaves, war captives and other undesirable women in marriage to priests 

is wholly consistent with the contemporaneous social conventions that governed these 

relationships, irrespective of whether or not they are specifically prohibited in biblical law. 
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Josephus' agenda in interpreting Leviticus in this manner is also consistent with his aims as a 

Jewish apologist. Antiquities III: 276, I have argued, has two functions both of which are 

implied in the text rather than explicitly stated. Firstly, by his modifications of the 

Pentateuch, Josephus aimed to show that the conduct of the male members of the uppermost 

social strata of the Jewish aristocracy in matters of marriage and sexual morality was the same 

as that of the comparable Roman counterpart. To this effect Josephus presents Jewish 

customs to his audience in the knowledge that an elite Roman audience could equate the 

regulations, that Josephus has informed them were reserved especially for the Jewish upper 

classes, with their own practices and laws. Moreover, Josephus has deliberately 

overemphasised the high degree of purity expected from the brides of priests in Antiquities 

III: 276 compared to his source, Leviticus 21: 13-14, in order to impress upon his readers the 

special nature of the priesthood and the status conferred upon it within the context of Jewish 

society. 

It is certain that Josephus regarded the Jewish priesthood as comparable in stature to the 

Roman senatorial class. It makes sense, therefore, that he would have felt it necessary to look 

to Roman legislative principles on marriage within that class when formulating the laws that 

represented, what was in his view, a socially comparable group of people. During his time in 

Rome Josephus must have been aware that slaves in the empire could not be parties to a 

lawful marriage.'^' Roman marriage {iustae nuptiae) could only legally exist if both parties 

were citizens or, at the very least, peregrines with conubiumP^ Even Augustus' (63 BCE-14 

CE) relaxation of this law still prohibited the senatorial class from marrying slaves or 

freedpersons. Moreover, Augustus, on moral grounds, also prohibited the senatorial order 

from marrying women whose occupations and activities could be considered dubious that is 

prostitutes, their procurers, actors and actresses. 

This brings us to the second function of Josephus' treatment of Antiquities HI: 276, the 

implied propaganda that the priestly class, his class, were, even after the destruction of the 

Jerusalem Temple, the aristocratic elite who were most naturally qualified to rule the Jews. I 

have suggested that Josephus' method of interpreting Leviticus 2 1 : 7 and 13-14 at Antiquities 

III: 276 is yet another example of his aims to promote both his own specific interests and 

those of the priestly class in general through the medium of implied and explicit propaganda. 

Although I accept that compared to some of his more obvious statements on the priesthood. 
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the message in this context is unclear. The fact that he has included all of the categories of 

women that were forbidden martially and sexually to the Roman elite indicates subtly to his 

readers that the traditions of the two cultures are mutually compatible with the power they 

were entitled to hold as a class. 

Section Three: Josephus & Marriage between Free Men & the 'Beautiful 

Captive' 

Josephus writes for a third time on the subject of marriages and sexual relations between free 

Jewish men and slave women at Antiquities IV: 257 as follows: 

Should a man have taken prisoner whether a virgin or a woman who 
already has been married and wish to live with her, let him not be 
permitted to approach her couch and consort with her until such time as, 
with shorn hair and in mourning apparel, she shall have made 
lamentation for the kinsmen and friends whom she may have lost in the 
battle, in order that she may satisfy her grief for them before turning to 
the festivities and ceremonies of marriage. For it is honourable and just 
that, in taking her to bear him children, he should respect her wishes, 
and that he should not, intent solely on his own pleasure, neglect what 
may be agreeable to her. But when thirty days for the mourning are 
passed - for that period should suffice sensible women for tears for their 
dearest ones then let him proceed to the nuptials. Should he, however, 
sated with his passions, disdain to keep her as his spouse, he shall have 
no right thenceforth to make her his slave; let her go whither she will 
and have that liberty granted to her. (A. J. IV: 257-9) 

av 6 ' aixpaAwTov rig AAPN TrapGevov av TE Kai YEYapipEvriv, pouAo|jevco 

QUVDIKETV (jf) TTpoTepov E^EOTW EUVQG aipaaBai Kai Koivwviag, rrpiv fi ^UPAJJEVNV 

QUTiiv Kai TTEvBipov axniJa avaAopoOaav aTToSpnvfjaai auyyEVETg Kai cplAouq 

TOUQ aTToAwAoTaq EV Tf) |JAXN, CMWG TO ETT' auroTg K o p s a a a a Autrripov ETTEIG' 

OUTWG ETT' E u w / i a g TpaiTriTai Kai y a p o u g - KOAOV y a p Eivai Koi SIKDIOV 

Trai50TT0i6v T T a p a A a | j ( 3 a v o v T a GepatTEUEiv a u T q g TO POUAQTOV, a A A a p i i Tqv i 5 i a v 

n G o v q v S i w K o v T Q |J6VOV TOO KGT' a u T q v OIJEAETV K E x a p i a | J £ v o u . TPIDKOVTO 6 ' 

n|j£pd)v TW TTEVGEI SisAGouawv, aurapKEig yap ETTI roTg GoKpuoig OUTOI TWV 

(PTATQTWV ToTq (ppovijjoig, TOTE xwpEiv Arri TOV yajjov. s i 5' EfJTrAnaGEiq Trig 

ETTIGUFJIAG UTTEpncpavEuaeiEV auTqv yapETiiv EXEIV, [JHKET' E^ouaiov EXETW 

KOTOSOUAOOV auTqv, aAA' orrn POUAETOI xwpcTv anww TOOTO eAeuGEpov Exouoa. 

These statements form the conclusion to Josephus' treatise on the biblical marriage laws that 

were introduced in Antiquities IV: 144-245, the first passage to be discussed in this chapter. 

Here Josephus tells us that Hebrew men who have taken women as an aixjJ.aXcoTO's (war 

captive), whether virgins or previously married, can make them their wives. The man may 
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not, however, attempt to have sexual relations with the woman before the marriage takes 

place. Indeed the man must allow thirty days within which the woman must shave her head, 

wear mourners' clothes and grieve for her husband and family from her former free life. 

Josephus explains that because the woman has been taken to bear children for her captor he 

must show kindness to the woman and contain his sexual desire for her. Once the thirty days 

has passed, enough time, according to Josephus, for 'sensible' women to have recovered from 

their losses, the wedding and sexual relations may take place. Should, however, the Hebrew 

captor tire of the captive women, she is to be given her freedom and must not be retained as a 

slave. 

So, in contrast to his comments at Antiquities III: 276 and Antiquities IV: 244, where 

Josephus tells us that free-slave marriages are disallowed in Jewish law, it would seem that 

here he is informing his readers that, under a specific circumstance, biblical law permits free 

Hebrew men to marry female slaves. This law even protects the woman from neglect by 

guaranteeing her freedom should her usefulness to the man wane. The most likely source for 

Josephus' statement is Deuteronomy 21: 10-14. The law set out in this p a s s a g e f o r m s part 

of a sequence of four laws from Deuteronomy 20:1-21:14 concerning the laws on warfare. 

Although now separated from the sequence by Deuteronomy 21: 1-9, our passage was once 

probably preceded by chapter 20 as the first lines are exactly the same.'^^ 

A comparison of the Hebrew and Greek versions of this passage, both of which are set out in 

my Source Appendix, reveals that, although the texts are very similar, there are slight 

variations between them. Both state that when God delivers enemies into their hands as 

captives and one of the victors is smitten by a particularly attractive captive woman he is 

permitted to take her as a wife (vs. 10-11). There is, however, a ritual process that must first 

be followed, described in verses 12-13. Here the Hebrew and Greek texts differ. In the 

Hebrew version it is the beautiful captive herself who must shave her head cut her nails and 

remove her clothes, while in the Greek Deuteronomy this ritual is the responsibility of the 

captors. 

Deuteronomy also recommends that the woman mourns her mother and father for a period of 

one month. Once this has been completed, her captor may formally treat her as his wife.'^' 

Verse 14 tells us that if the captive woman should displease her husband in any way she is to 
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be released but not sold for money: it would seem that her slave status is nullified because 

she has been mistreated by her captor. 

Before presenting a detailed comparison and analysis of Josephus' statements, it is necessary 

to comment on the status of the female war captive mentioned by Josephus in Antiquities III: 

276 and IV: 257-9, particularly as the passage from Antiquities III: 276 presents the slave and 

the prisoner of war as separate categories. In antiquity Jews, like most others in the Graeco-

Roman world, considered war captives to be slaves, indeed, most scholars of slavery in the 

ancient Near East conclude that one of the principal sources of slaves was war captives. 

These slaves were treated as chattel slaves and were used in domestic settings as well as in 

state building p r o j e c t s . A n c i e n t Jewish tradition abounds with stories of the acquisition of 

slaves through war, in the context that ancient Israelites became, and also acquired, slaves as a 

portion of the spoils of war. 

Moreover, both Josephus and the parallel scriptural passages use language that confirms the 

status of the women as slaves. At Antiquities III: 276 Josephus designates the categories of 

forbidden women as a slave {SovXr]) or a prisoner of war (aixp-aX^coTos:), the same word used 

to describe the 'prisoner' in our other passage, A. J. IV: 257-9. Both of these terms, as I have 

discussed in my introductory chapter, refer to chattel slaves - SovXrj referring to a house-bom 

slave whilst aiXfĴ ocAcorog specifically relates to a female reduced to slave status through her 

capture during war. In the context of Graeco-Roman usage an individual's status 

characterised by these two words would be unmistakeable. They were slaves in the sense that 

they were the property of their owner. 

Deuteronomy 21: 10 refers to a woman taken as part of the spoils of war and, although not 

explicit in either the Masoretic text or the Septuagint, the context tells us that the woman 

referred to in the text is a prisoner of war. Moreover, once married to her captor the woman 

cannot be sold but must be 6eed (v. 14). This implies that if he had not married her she could 

be sold off in the manner of any other slave. However, the existence of a prohibition against 

selling the woman strongly suggests that even during her marriage to her captor this victim of 

war retained her slave status. 

Finally, the phrase, "send her out free" (s^aTtoorsMis avrriv sA,sv6spav) at Greek 

Deuteronomy 14 is resonant with similar phrases in biblical contexts where an individual's 
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slave status is not in q u e s t i o n / S o , for example, identical cases appear in Exodus 21: 2, 5 

and 11, and also Exodus 21; 8, where a Hebrew slave woman who fails to keep the attention 

of her husband/master is to be freed and not sold on to another as a slave. If we apply the 

above evidence to the contexts of the female war captive in the parallel passages in Josephus 

and Deuteronomy under discussion here, I believe that we can justifiably assume that the 

women represented in both passages are chattel slaves in the proper sense. 

We may now compare and contrast the biblical texts with Josephus' rendering. The results of 

this comparison show that Josephus has made several alterations, in the form of additions and 

omissions, to his Deuteronomic source. These are as follows: 

a) Josephus omits Deuteronomy 21: 10 which acknowledges God's role in helping to 

deliver the Hebrew's enemies into their hands from amongst whom the female 

captives can be selected. 

b) Josephus tells us that a man may marry a captive woman whether she is a virgin or has 

been previously married. Deuteronomy 21: 11 makes no such distinction mentioning 

only that the woman is "beautiful": Josephus omits this term.'^^ 

c) Josephus omits Deuteronomy's reference to the paring of the captive woman's nails 

and the removal of her captive's clothes (vs. 12-13). Li common with Deuteronomy, 

Josephus' captive must shave her head but instead of removing her captive's clothes, 

he has the woman wear the clothes of mourning. The latter alteration to the text, 

however, assumes that the clothes the captive wore have been removed. 

d) Josephus' reason for conducting the ritual "...that she may satisfy her grief..." is 

Josephus' innovation. 

e) At A J. rV: 258 Josephus omits the Deuteronomic requirement that the woman grieves 

specifically for her mother and father (v. 13). Josephus broadens this to include her 

"kinsmen and friends" lost in the battle. Josephus adds an extra-biblical comment that 

once the mourning period is completed the woman can concentrate on the preparations 

for her marriage. The remainder of this sentence is Josephus' addition. 

f) At A.J. IV: 259 Josephus specifies the timeframe of the grieving period as 'thirty 

days'. Deuteronomy is less precise stating that this period should last for "the days of 

a month" (v. 13). In contrast to Deuteronomy which is silent about the reasons for 

limiting the grieving period, Josephus states that this is sufficient for "sensible women 

[to shed tears] for their dearest ones". 
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g) Josephus agrees with Deuteronomy that the captive woman is to be freed if she falls 

out of favour with her husband/master. He omits, however, that she is not to be sold 

for money or treated 'contemptuously' because her condition was caused by her 

captor. 

h) Both Josephus and Deuteronomy agree that the captor may not satisfy his sexual lust 

in the immediate aftermath of the battle. Rather both suggest that the mourning 

process must be completed as a prerequisite for the marriage. Sexual relations must 

wait until after the event. Josephus, however, suggests that captive women are taken 

for the express purpose of providing children for the captor. The man must marry the 

woman before she produces offspring. The legitimacy of the children from this kind 

of relationship appears to be of concern to our author {A.J. IV; 258). Deuteronomy on 

the other hand makes no mention of children. It is the issue of sexual relations before 

marriage that is of importance. 

None of Josephus' embellishments or omissions differs significantly from the details of 

Deuteronomy. The chronology and conclusions of the biblical text in Josephus' version of it 

remains largely intact. In fact, Josephus' modifications all serve to clarify what the 

Deuteronomist has written: a) specifying virgin and married captives instead of just 

'beautiful' women; b) his widening of the categories of people she is to mourn instead of just 

her mother and father; c) his specific thirty day mourning period and; d) his invention of the 

notion that the woman must be well treated as she will bear the captors children. His 

omissions, on the other hand, have no real bearing on the readers' ability to understand the 

biblical narrative, such as: a) Deuteronomy's reference to God in the opening line; b) 

Deuteronomy's reference to paring the woman's nails and; c) the reference to not selling the 

captive woman. 

As we can see, the core of Josephus' paraphrase of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 has its roots 

firmly in the biblical tradition, but are his omissions and additions unique to the historian? If 

these are not Josephus' innovations is it possible to detect influences from other, non-biblical, 

sources in his paraphrase of this law? In order to discover whether this is the case we must 

look at other extant sources that deal with this portion of Deuteronomy that Josephus may 

have known, or that may reflect similar methods of biblical interpretation. Outside rabbinic 

tradition which deals extensively with this subject, and is excluded from this discussion for 
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reasons outlined in my introduction, there are only two possible extant sources: the Temple 

Scroll (11QT), and Philo of Alexandria's De Virtutibus. 

Part One: The Temple S c r o l l a s Josephus' Source? 

The Temple Scroll, discovered in 1956, is the longest surviving manuscript to be found in the 

Qumran caves measuring twenty eight feet in length. Smaller fragments are also believed to 

have been among the finds in Cave 11 (11Q20).'^^ Most scholars date the composition of the 

scroll from some time during the late second century BCE to early first century BCE placing 

it firmly before Josephus' w r i t i n g s . M o s t of the legislation in the Temple Scroll is derived 

from an Exodus and Leviticus source, with the majority from a source of Deuteronomy, much 

like that in the Hebrew Pentateuch from MT, though variations are also shared with LXX or 

SP. The Temple Scroll deals with a range of topics: the Temple building and furniture; 

festivals and sacrifices after the conquest of the Land of Israel; the Temple courts and 

installations; sanctity of the Temple and the Temple cult; uncleanness from the dead and the 

commands of Deuteronomy 12:2 - 23:1. The scroll's authors have arranged the main subjects 

in the document largely in the same order as they appear in the legislative material in Exodus, 

Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy. 

The Temple Scroll is a product composed from a variety of sources that were originally 

independent. Its dominant literary features, particularly when comparing its methodology 

with that of Josephus, are its textual emendations and the insertion of words or phrases into 

the biblical text. The authors of the various parts of the Temple Scroll have modified, 

expanded and abbreviated biblical quotations, and material of a similar nature has often been 

merged together in both form and content to make a single coherent text from subjects that are 

often dispersed between verses and even chapters throughout the Pentateuch.'^® The authors 

have generally followed the sequence of the subjects as they appear in scripture but they have 

made a concerted effort to systematise, harmonise and reinterpret the Pentateuchal laws.'"*® 

This process of interpolation can be found in almost every column of the scroll that contains 

Pentateuchal material, although the source for this material is debated by some scholars. M. 

Wise, for example believes that the redactor may not have used a biblical source for the 

Deuteronomic portions of the Temple Scroll, but may have relied on an unknown source 

based on the Book of Deuteronomy.'"'' Generally speaking, however, the majority of scholars 

assume a Deuteronomic source. 
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The Temple Scroll discusses the beautiful female captive in column LXIII: 10 f when it 

reaches the subject according to the thematic arrangement in Deuteronomy, directly after 

Deuteronomy 21: 9:**̂  the biblical text can be easily isolated from the previously unknown 

textual additions to it/'̂ '̂  Column LXIII, verses 10-15 of 1IQT are as follows; 

10 When you go out to war against your enemies and I place them 
in your hands and you make prisoners, 11 if among the prisoners 
you see a woman of beautiful appearance, you desire her and you 
wish to take her as a wife for yourself, 12 you shall bring her into 
your house, shave her head and cut her nails; you shall remove 13 
the prisoner's clothes from her and she will live in your house. A 
full month shall she weep for her father and mother. 14 Then you 
shall enter her, marry her, and she shall be your wife. She is not to 
touch pure foodstuffs, for 15 seven years, or eat the peace offering 
until seven years pass; afterwards she may eat. 

row m nmsui rorzi nmm mmi ^5 
nvK^ OD"? i n p D m i x i n nvK r r a n a i m x n 

F i i n nzax n x i n x i n a a i r r a u n x 

11' mnm m n s iVt twk' n m m a n S s n ' nmn i n x CFKP 

n n n D W l o t ? m a r •%$ n a n o ' l r m t ? 

As we can see, the authors of IIQT LXIII: 10-15 closely followed the text of Deuteronomy 

21; 10-14 as, for the most part, the two texts are identical. There are however, three 

differences worth noting. Firstly, this passage from 1 IQT is written in the first person 

singular, God is speaking directly to the reader. The biblical text is formulated in the third 

person p l u r a l . S e c o n d l y , in IIQT LXIII: 12-13a, like the corresponding verses in Greek 

Deuteronomy, the man is the s u b j e c t . M T Deuteronomy 21:12-13a, however, has the 

woman as the subject. 

If we compare this with Josephus, we see that he is not clear as to whether the captive must 

perform the ritual upon herself, as in The Masoretic text, or whether the man must perform it 

upon her, as in Greek Deuteronomy: The Temple Scroll agrees with the latter. Thirdly, the 

Temple scroll prohibits the captive woman from partaking in certain ritually pure foods until 

she was married to her captor for seven years (1 IQT LXIII: 14-15)/^^ This has been inserted 

before verse 14 of the biblical text. It is Yigael Yadin's behef that verse 14 was once located 

at the top of column LXIV which is now lost due to decay. Josephus does not include this 
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prohibition. Thirdly, the MT, LXX and Temple Scroll set the period for the captive woman's 

mourning at 'a month', Josephus, on the other hand, specifies this period as 'thirty days'. 

So, apart from sectarian interpolation and other minor differences, 1IQT LXIII: 10-15 quotes 

Deuteronomy 21:10-14 with little change/^° Therefore, a comparison of the Temple scroll 

with Josephus' passage yields the same discrepancies as the previous comparison between 

Deuteronomy and Josephus. 

Is the Temple Scroll a likely source for Josephus? In general terms Josephus and the 

Deuteronomic source of the Temple Scroll apply the same methodology to their 

compositions. Both merge similar subject matter that is dispersed throughout their source 

material, they omit and add material and they amplify difficult passages. However, any direct 

connection between the authors, where their treatment of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 is 

concerned, is dubious.'^' Although we can safely assume that Josephus' methodology was 

influenced by other sources there is little evidence to link Josephus' passage with the Temple 

scroll if we are to judge them solely by their very different styles, purposes and content. 

Added to this we must bear in mind the apparently sectarian nature of IIQT. It was not 

intended for consumption by outsiders. Josephus, on the other hand, wrote his works for a 

very different audience and we cannot assume that he had knowledge of the group and its 

literature. Thus, 11QT was almost certainly not a source for Josephus' interpretation of 

Deuteronomy 21; 10-14 in his Antiquities. 

Part Three: Philo as Josephus' Source? 

Let us now turn to Josephus' second possible source, Philo's De Virtutibus, which also 

mentions the relationship between the beautiful war captive and the fi-ee Hebrew man. De 

Virtutibus is presented in four component parts, on courage, on humanity, on repentance and 

on the nobility of birth. Philo's comments on the beautiful war captive are found in the 

section De HumanitateP^ Here, his opening comments describe the last actions of Moses, 

acting as a kind of addenda to Philo's major treatise on the patriarch, De Vita Mosis, the 

purpose of which was to exemplify Moses' humanity ((piXavOpcoma)}^^ The chapter 

subsequently proceeds through the main classes of human society, to include plants and 

animals/^'* Philo's primary concern in the De Humanitate section of De Virtutibus is to 

demonstrate to the reader the humane nature of the Mosaic law {De Virt. 80-81). Thus, 
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according to Philo the purpose of the Mosaic law is to increase peace and a sense of 

community. In this context, he asserts that the humanity of the code is to be rendered to both 

free persons and slaves equally {De Virt. 124)/^^ 

The intention, therefore, of Philo's paraphrase of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 is to show the 

compassion of Jewish law towards the beautiful captive women. He expresses this as 

follows:*'^® 

Further, he says, if you find among the booty a comely woman for whom 
you feel a desire, do not treat her as a captive, and vent your passion on 
her, but in a gentler spirit pity her for her change of lot and alleviate her 
misfortunes by changing her condition for the better in every way. And 
you will give this alleviation if you shave the hair of her head and pare 
her nails and take off the garment which she wore when captured, leave 
her alone for thirty days, and allow her without fear of disturbance to 
mourn and weep for her father and mother and the rest of her family, 
from whom she had been parted either through their death or because 
they are suffering the pains of slavery, which are worse than death. After 
this, live with her as your lawful wife, because holiness requires that she 
who is to enter a husband's bed, not as a hired harlot, trafficking her 
youthful bloom, but either for love of her mate or for the birth of 
children, should be admitted to the rights of full wedlock as her due. 
Each of these regulations is quite admirable. First he did not allow 
rebellious desire to go unbridled, but curbed its violence by the thirty 
days grant of liberty. Secondly he tests the man's love is wild and giddy 
and wholly inspired by passion, or contains an element of reason and so 
has something of the purer kind. For reason will fetter desire and, 
instead of allowing it to commit an outrage, compel it to wait for the 
appointed period of a month. Thirdly, he shows pity for the captive, if 
she is a maiden, because there are no parents to plight her and make fast 
the union which they have longed to see, if she is a widow, because 
bereft of her wedded mate, she is about to make trial of another, menaced 
too be the dread of a master, even if he deals with her as an equal: for the 
subject condition always fears the might of the superior even though it be 
tempered with gentleness. 
And if anyone, having satisfied his desire to the full and surfeited 
therewith, is no longer minded to continue his association with the 
captive, the law imposes what is not so much a loss of property as an 
admonition and correction leading him to improve his ways. For it bids 
him not to sell her, nor yet keep her as his slave, but grant her freedom, 
and grant her, too, the right to depart in security from the house, lest if 
another wife comes in to supersede her, and quarrels ensue as they often 
do. this jealousy, with the master too under the sway of a new love and 
neglectful of the old, may bring her some fatal disaster. De Virtutibus 
110-115. 
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Stylistically and methodologically, Philo's representation differs greatly from that of both 

Josephus and the Temple Scroll's representations of Deuteronomy 21:10-14. Philo presents a 

paraphrase of a short section of the biblical text and then proceeds to demonstrate how 

admirable the regulation is with an amplification and explanation of it. In order to effectively 

and graphically demonstrate Philo's method in the passage above I have presented his 

paraphrase of the biblical material in italics whilst his expansions have been underlined. 

Despite their stylistic and methodological differences, a comparison of Philo's treatment of 

the biblical material, 11QT and with Josephus' reveals some striking features. If we look at 

the italicised portions of his passage it is clear that Philo, like the author of the Temple Scroll, 

has followed the biblical text (in Philo's case Greek Deuteronomy) very closely. Philo's 

dependence on a Greek text is demonstrated most clearly in that he, like Greek Deuteronomy, 

places the man as the subject of the ritual described in Deuteronomy 21: 12-13. 

If we compare Philo with Josephus' paraphrase we see that the Alexandrian has included all 

of the elements that Josephus omitted. Firstly, unlike Josephus, Philo refers to the captive's 

looks (110). Here he uses the adjective sv/u6p(j)Os, meaning fair of form or comely (Greek 

Deuteronomy has KaXr]v T(5 siSsi (beautiful in form)).'^^ Secondly, in Philo the captive is 

required to pare her nails (111); whereas Josephus omitted the regulation. Thirdly, Philo 

includes the biblical requirement that she grieve for her father and mother (111) while 

Josephus does not specify. Finally, Philo tells us that the woman must not be sold for money 

(115), but Josephus omits this regulation. 

It is noteworthy, however, that Philo, in his amplification of the biblical text also includes all 

of Josephus' additions to Deuteronomy 21: 10-14. For ease of identification these are set out 

in Philo's passage above in bold type. Firstly, at De. Virt. I l l Philo, like Josephus, specifies 

that the captive must grieve for thirty days. This is in contrast to the traditions of Masoretic 

text, Greek Deuteronomy, and the Temple Scroll that provide the looser timeframe of 'one 

month'. Secondly, in the same paragraph Philo adds, as does Josephus, the extra biblical 

comment that the beautiful captive must mourn her extended family in addition to her parents. 

Thirdly, at De Virt. 112 Philo, in common with Josephus, states that if the union between 

captive and her captor is to produce children, a marriage must precede sexual relations. For 

Josephus, doing so is an honourable act by the captor, in Philo it is a pre-requisite for the 

captor to attain 'holiness'. Finally, at De Virtutibus 114 Philo also makes the distinction 

between a beautiful virgin (napdsvos), the same noun used by Josephus) captive, translated 
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by Colson as 'maiden', and a captive woman who had previously been married or was 

widowed. 

Does the existence of any of these similarities mean that Philo's De Virtutibus can be 

considered as a source for Josephus' adaptation of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 in his Antiquities? 

Feldman attempts to argue that the degree of Josephus' indebtedness to the works of Philo is 

"substantial" and "s t r ik ing" ,providing numerous examples of where the two authors' 

interpretations of scripture are parallel in form and structure in a manner found in no other 

extant literature.'^® It is possible, therefore, that the marked similarities between Josephus' 

retelling of the story of the 'beautiiul captive' and Philo's rendering suggest Josephus' 

dependence on Philo in this instance. 

However compelling this variety of evidence is, this connection remains doubtful. Feldman is 

clear that Josephus' debt to Philo is unacknowledged by Josephus, who in other instances 

gives credit to many of his sources. All that we can be certain of is that Josephus knew of the 

existence of Philo, not that he knew his w r i t i n g s . A n d in any case, even if Josephus had 

known Philo's De Virtutibus this would only account for his additions to the biblical text and 

not his omissions. These omissions are not attested in any other known source of the period 

such as the Temple Scroll or in later sources that include versions of our passage such as the 

later Aramaic translation of our text in Tar gum Onkelos'^' or the much later Midrash Rabbah 

on Deuteronomy.'^^ Thus it is unlikely that Josephus and Philo possessed an interpretation of 

Deuteronomy that differed significantly irom any other that we can consult today from which 

Josephus decided to make deletions when constructing his passage on the captive women. 

Part Three: Summary. 

Philo's treatment of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 is wholly consistent with his intention to show 

the humane and philanthropic nature of the laws of Moses. Josephus' interpretation too 

appears concerned to show the patriarch and his laws in a positive light. But this still leaves 

us with the question of why our author made his alterations to the biblical text as listed above. 

Let us return to this list to discover possible motives. 

a) Josephus' omission of God's role in delivering the enemy of the Jews into their hands 

(v. 10). This comment was likely to have brought a wry smile to the face of a non-
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Jewish reader, particularly a Roman, considering the Jews had been soundly defeated 

by Rome in 70CE. This is a prudent and understandable omission 

b) In the light of Josephus' wish to emphasise, as demonstrated elsewhere in this 

chapter, that the ideal bride for a Jewish man was a virgin, his addition that captives 

could be "a virgin or a woman who has already been married shows inconsistency of 

thought. However, we may assume that the type of soldier likely to take a captive as a 

wife would have been of low status and as such the rules that applied to high status 

marriages in both the Jewish and Roman context would not have applied to this class 

of man. 

c) Taken together these omissions and adaptations demonstrate Josephus' technique in 

dealing with difficult parts of his source. Unnecessary descriptive detail such as the 

paring of the captives nails has been removed. The biblical text at verses 11-13 is 

constructed in short, almost staccato phrases. Josephus has smoothed the narrative to 

provide the reader with a flowing description of the mourning process - nothing 

important of the bibhcal passage has been lost in the process. In specifying "thirty 

days" Josephus is probably clarifying the rather woolly biblical timeframe of "the days 

of a month". 

d) It could be that Josephus omitted the biblical comment that a woman was not to be 

sold "for money" (v. 14) simply because most readers would have equated the word 

'sold' with 'money'. Josephus' form is stylistically more appealing.. 

e) The idea that the purpose of marriage is to produce legitimate offspring appears 

frequently in Josephus' works and is reiterated by other Graeco-Roman writers. 

Josephus' depiction of the kind treatment of women captives over and above that of 

the biblical text may be his attempt to show his readers that Jews, through Moses' 

laws, were civilised in their treatment of prisoners of war. This was also the technique 

of interpretation employed by Philo in his treatment of our passage in De Virtutibus. 

The addition of this material compromises the integrity of the biblical text, rather it 

reinforces to the reader the high moral values of the society that produced the text in 

the first place in matters of marital and sexual purity. 
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Conclusion: 

Let us return to my initial issues: a) what was Josephus' methodology and agenda? b) How 

representative of the biblical texts or biblical interpretation are Josephus' passages? c) If not 

representative of scripture, were the views in his passages influenced by outside traditions? 

Let us begin with Antiquities IV: 244-245. Here Josephus provides his audience with a 

detailed, but straightforward account of the types of women that were to be avoided in 

marriage to young Jewish men - divorcees; female slaves; and prostitutes. These women were 

to be eschewed in favour of high bom virgins. Josephus was, as I have shown, referring only 

to the expectation of the Jewish upper class in this respect knowing little and probably caring 

even less about the marital arrangements of the lower classes. Methodologically speaking 

Antiquities IV: 244-245 is very different from the other passages under consideration. It is 

not a retelling of an identifiable passage of scripture despite being promulgated as such in 

Josephus' presentation i.e. the dialogue is written erroneously as the words of the lawgiver, 

Moses. Thus no comparisons with any other known sources can be made. As I have shown, 

however, there can be little doubt that the traditions described by Josephus in this passage 

were those in current practice by upper class Jews in the first century CE regardless of biblical 

traditions. 

Josephus' agenda can also be simply stated. The passage is pure rhetoric aimed at convincing 

Josephus' audience that in matters of marriage and sexual relationships, Roman and Jewish 

law and practice were highly compatible. I have demonstrated that the qualities required from 

the ideal Jewish bride and the characteristics of Jewish women to be rejected in marriage 

exactly match the Roman parallel. 

I have also suggested the possibility that the good equals free and bad equals slave 

formulation of his passages was meant to mirror the basic elements of the Stoic free-slave 

paradox. If this is the case then an educated non-Jewish audience for Antiquities IV: 244-245 

would have experienced little difficulty in understanding and identifying with Josephus' 

passage. 

Next, Josephus' treatment of Antiquities III: 276 is altogether different from our first example. 

I have shown that Josephus' technique here is to use the statutes from two passages from 
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Leviticus 21 and interpret them in a manner that would conform to the expectations and 

understanding of his reader. He achieves this by adding material that he considers to be 

relevant and that would clarify the vagaries of the scriptural laws. It is highly probable that 

his rewriting of Leviticus 21: 10 and 13-14 also conforms to the practices of the elite 

priesthood of his day. 

His agenda in Antiquities III: 276 is also apologetic. Josephus' over-emphasis on priestly, thus 

aristocratic Jewish, sexual purity in the avoidance of certain women in marriage, including 

slaves and captives, is aligned with the marital expectation of the Roman ruling class and 

would have been recognised by his audience. In drawing implicit parallels between the 

Jewish and Roman ruling elite it could be that Josephus is anticipating the restoration of the 

Temple cult and suggesting that, like the senatorial class, the Jewish priestly class are the 

natural rulers of Judaea. 

In our fmal passage. Antiquities IV: 257-259, Josephus turns his attention to the female 

prisoner of war in Deuteronomy 21: 10-14. Here, as with our second passage, Josephus has 

provided his readers with an interpretation of the Pentateuchal text but he has added and 

omitted material. I have shown that omissions from the biblical text, such as God's 

deliverance of the enemies of the Jews and others, were made either to avoid offending his 

audience or simply to remove details that were difficult to explain or unnecessary for 

conveying the meaning of the passage. His additions served to shape the passage into a form 

that would have been familiar to his readers. I have shown that Antiquities IV: 257-257 is not 

a reiteration of the biblical text as in the case of the Temple Scroll's version but that it is 

similar to Philo's treatment of the text that amplifies the text and smoothes out and clarifies 

irregularities. 

The purpose of Josephus' reinterpretation of the Deuteronomist also has parallels with Philo's 

treatment of the text, although in Josephus we can again detect an apologetic motive. Both 

authors sought to demonstrate to their audience that the laws of Moses were humane, 

compassionate and concerned with male and female morality and the legitimacy of children. 

Josephus' narrative is clearly not a straightforward retelling of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14, and, 

bearing in mind his elite readers would have baulked at the prospect of marriage to female 

war captives it could have been omitted altogether. Josephus has, however, provided a 

carefully considered interpretation of the passage. 
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The preceding investigation shows an inconsistency in Josephus' thought on marriage and 

sexual relationships between free men and female slaves in the context of his discussions on 

prohibited marriages generally. It is my view that this inconsistency arose from Josephus' 

desire to represent the basic values of biblical marriage law alongside contemporaneous 

Jewish practice in a form that would have been inoffensive to his non-Jewish audience and at 

the same time satisfy his apologetic motivation for writing the history of the Jews. 

The narrow focus of Josephus' representation of slavery in the Pentateuch is not the sole 

concern of his passages or of the two biblical texts from which in two cases he drew his 

material. The representation of free-slave marriages is the thread that links the diverse 

passages in this investigation. By considering Josephus' representation of marriages and 

sexual relationships with this category of woman in the context of the other prohibitions in the 

passages, his interpretative technique and agenda has been disentangled from the wider 

narrative. 
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Chapter Three: Josephus & the Hasar Narratives 

Introduction 

Of the female slave characters represented in the Pentateuch, Hagar's is the most 

comprehensively narrated, hi the first episode, Genesis 16: 1-16, the narrative speaks of her 

ethnicity; it tells us that she becomes Abraham's secondary wife alongside her mistress, 

Sarah, that she bears Abraham's first son, that she flees fi-om Sarah and that she is visited by 

two angels, and that she communicates with God. In the second episode, Genesis 21: 1-21, 

the narrator tells us that she is expelled by her master and mistress, that she and her son 

almost perish in the desert and that Hagar, through her son Ishmael, becomes the progenitrix 

of the great Arab nations. The story of Hagar and Ishmael also tells us much about how 

Genesis portrays the personalities of Abraham and Sarah, their faults and failings. Both 

episodes speak of a matriarch who is jealous of her slave's fecundity. Sarah is portrayed as a 

barren, scheming, uncaring and domineering woman who manipulates her husband and their 

relationship to achieve her own ends. Abraham, the patriarch, on the other hand, is the 

passive observer of the actions of his wife and her interactions with her slave. Abraham 

rarely participates in any significant way in either of the Hagar episodes 

The questions addressed in this chapter are these. Firstly, how has Josephus modified the way 

in which Genesis 16 represents the sexual relationship between Abraham and Hagar? 

Secondly, how has Josephus altered the slave-mistress relationship between Sarah and Hagar? 

How has Josephus recast the characters and events in this portion of the Genesis narrative in 

which two women, one of whom was a slave, occupy the centre of the action and not the male 

patriarch? The Hagar episodes must have been problematic for Josephus as an elite Roman 

audience was unlikely to be impressed by a Jewish hero who appears in parts of the biblical 

narrative to be of secondary importance to his wife and, worse still, her slave. 

The following analysis will ask three fundamental questions of Josephus' retelling of the 

Hagar narratives. Firstly, what methodology and rationale does Josephus employ in his re-

presentation of the narratives? This question will be addressed by comparing and contrasting 

his passages relating to Hagar with the presentations of the slave woman in the Genesis of MT 

and LXX. Any differences between Josephus' retelling and the Hebrew and Greek texts that 
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arise will be checked against any likely secondary sources that also engage with the Hagar 

narratives. This will provide a detailed summary of where Josephus has deviated from the 

Hebrew and Greek Pentateuch and where he has followed the text. It will also show whether 

Josephus was dependent on non-biblical texts for all or part of his retellings of the Hagar 

episodes. This leads directly to my second question. Does Josephus' retelling of the 

narratives offer the reader a careful and consistent interpretation of a known MT or LXX 

source or has he haphazardly and carelessly manipulated the material to suit the requirements 

of his audience? This is connected to my third issue. Is it possible to reconstruct Josephus' 

agenda from the manner in which he has treated his source material? 

The results of these analyses suggest that Josephus' treatment of the Hagar material was 

inspired by Graeco-Roman cultural ideals rather than reflecting the concerns of the biblical 

authors or those of other Second Temple Period writers. Although the social and legal issues 

surrounding the relationships between the characters in the Genesis narratives were acceptable 

from a Jewish perspective, from an elite Roman viewpoint these foreign traditions would have 

been deemed illegal, immoral and degenerate. I will show that in order to avoid an assault on 

the sensibilities of his elite Roman audience, Josephus has recast the characters, language and 

events in the biblical text in his retelling to conform to Graeco-Roman social and cultural 

stereotypes. The following sections compare and contrast Josephus' retelling of the first 

Hagar episode. Antiquities I: 186-191, with Genesis 16: 1-16 of the Masoretic Text and the 

Septuagint. 

Section One: The First Hagar Episode: Antiquities I. 186-191 

Josephus: 

Josephus first mentions Hagar dX Jewish Antiquities I. 186-190: 

Abraham was living near the oak called Ogyges, a place in Canaan not 
far from the city of the Hebronites, when distressed at his wife's 
sterility, he besought God to grant him the birth of a male child. 
Thereon God bade him be assured that, as in all else he had been led out 
of Mesopotamia for his welfare, so children would come to him; and by 
God's command Sarra brought to his bed one of her handmaidens, an 
Egyptian named Agar, that he might have children by her. Becoming 
pregnant, this servant had the insolence to abuse Sarra, assuming 
queenly airs as though the dominion were to pass to her unborn son. 
Abraham having thereupon consigned her to Sarra for chastisement, she, 
unable to endure her humiliations, resolved to fly and entreated God to 
take pity on her. But as she went on her way through the wilderness and 
angel of God met her and bade her return to her master and mistress, 
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assuring her that she would attain a happier lot through self-control, for 
her present plight was due to her arrogance and presumption towards her 
mistress; and that if she disobeyed God and pursued her way she would 
perish, but if she returned home she would become the mother of a son 
hereafter to reign over that country. Obedient to this behest she returned 
to her master and mistress, was forgiven, and not long after gave birth to 
Ishmael, a name which may be rendered "Heard of God," because God 
had hearkened to her petition. 

Appapoq 5t KOTWKEi |j£v TTEpi Tqv 'Dyuyhv KaAou|j£vriv 5p0v, eori 5t Tqg Xavavaiag to 

Xojpiov oil rroppo) ifjg'Eppcjoviwv TToAewg, Gucrcpopwv 5s: erri yuvaiKi pQ Kuouan iKETEUEi 

Tov eeov yovqv auitu traiGog apoevoq TrapaaxeTv. toO BA SeoO GapaeTv auiov 

TrapaK£A£uo[j£vou loTg t£ aAAoiq auaaiv thq £tt' ayaGoTg auiov airo Tfjg MEaoiroTapia^ 

nvijevov Kai TToiGwv eaopevwv, l a p p a toO SeoO KsAEUcravTog ettikAi'vei piov Twv 

GEpmraivlBwv Ayapqv ovopa yEvog ouaav Aiyunriav wg e^ auTfjq Trai5oTroir|ao|j£va). Kai 

y£v0|j£vr) EyKupwv n GEpoTraivig E^uppi^Eiv Elg Tqv lappav EToApnoE paaiAi^ouaa, wq 

rng ny£|Joviag tr£piatr)ao|j£vng sig tov utt' aurng texgqoopevov. 

A(3pa|j0u 5£ a u T q v r r p o g aiKiav r r a p a S i S o v T o g Tfl l a p p g Gpaopov ETrE(3ouAEuaEV oux 

uttopevouoa tag TaAairrojpiag Kai tov Geov Iketeuev oiktov auTfjg AaPsTv. uiravria^ei 6i 6ia 

Trig epHPOu TTpo'ioOaav auTtiv ayyEAog BsTog keAeuwv rrpog Toug GEorroTag ETraviEvai-

piou yap jjEi^ovog TEU^EoGai oojcppovoOaav- Kai yap vOv sig rqv SEorroivav ayvwpova Kai 

auGaSr) yevopevnv ev TOUTOig eIvoi ToTg KOKoTg- TTapoKououaav pev toO GeoO koi 

TTpoawTEpw xwpouaav sAEyEV OTToAETaGai, vooTqoaaav 5t auTqv otriow yEvnaEoGai 

prjtepa TTOiSog tf|g yqg EKElvrig paaiAEuaovTog. TOUTOig TTEiGsTai koi ETravEAGoOaa 

i rpog Toug GEorroTag auyyvwpng etuxe- tiktei 5i |jet' ou ttoAu 'IgpanAov, GeokAutov av Tig 

eTttoi, 5ia to EiaaKoOaai t6v Geov Tfjg iKEoiag. 

Josephus locates the action at a place he calls Ogyges^ in Canaan. We are told that Sarah is 

sterile and that on God's orders she gave her slave, Hagar, to Abraham so that they might 

have a child between them.'' In due course Hagar becomes pregnant and begins to assume 

"queenly airs" because of her belief that Abraham's dominion would pass to her unborn son. 

Abraham is clearly unhappy with Hagar's attitude and wishing to right the situation consigns 

Hagar to his wife for punishment. The slave woman is badly treated by Sarah and she flees 

into the desert and asks God's help.^ 

Whilst in the desert an angel of God intercepts Hagar and tells her to return to Abraham and 

Sarah. The angel assures her that she would be happier in their household if she exercised 

some self-control and that her present condition was of her own making brought on by her 

own arrogance and presumption towards Sarah. Josephus tells us that the angel issues a 
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warning to Hagar that if she refuses to return to her master and mistress she will die in the 

wilderness. The angel then tells Hagar that in compensation for returning to Sarah she will 

become the mother of a great people.^ Hagar complies with the angel's commands and 

returns to Abraham and Sarah who forgive her. Hagar gives birth to a son named Ishmael, so 

called because God helped in the desert. Abraham, we are told, was eighty-six years old 

when Ishmael, his first son, was bom/ 

Genesis of MT and LXX: 

Now let us look at how Josephus' most likely sources for the first Hagar cycle in Genesis 16: 

1-14 represent this episode. The MT and LXX texts for this episode, as for all the other main 

biblical texts which underlie Josephus' presentations on female slavery can be found in the 

Source Appendix. In the Pentateuchal narrative Abraham and his wife had settled in the land 

of Canaan (v. 3). Sarah has been prevented by God's will from bearing children (v. 1). In 

order for Sarah to obtain a son she gives her Egyptian slave, Hagar,^ to Abraham as a wife so 

that they might provide the heir (v.2).^ After conceiving, Hagar adopted a superior attitude to 

her mistress for which Sarah punished her with Abraham's consent (vs. 4-6). Hagar then flees 

whilst pregnant from her mistreatment (v. 7). 

A messenger of God finds Hagar by a well and enquires where has she come from and where 

was she going. Hagar tells him of her plight and he replies that she must return to Sarah and 

accept her punishment. In return the angel promises that she will be the mother of a people 

through her son Ishmael: he then describes Ishmael's personal and physical characteristics. 

Hagar calls the name of God, "God of Vision" (MT) or, "Thou art God who seest me" (LXX). 

Because of this the place acquires its name "The Well of the Living One Seeing Me" (MT) or, 

"The well of him who I have openly seen" (LXX). Abraham gives his son the name Ishmael, 

who was bom when Abraham was eighty-six years of age (vs. 8-16). 

It is useful at this point to engage with a discussion about the vocabulary used in MT, LXX 

and Josephus which denotes Hagar's slave status in the texts, especially since in the MT the 

terms change between chapters 16 and 21. This discussion also has significance for the slave 

vocabulary of the various texts compared to Josephus in the following Zelpha and Balla 

chapter because Josephus alters the designation that MT (n&N and nnow) and LXX (naiSioKT]) 

apply to the women and tells us that, instead of being slaves, they are instead the 

"subordinates" of Rachel and Leah. Let us begin with the Hebrew slave vocabulary. The 
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Hebrew language has three words for slave; 13%, which applies to males only;'° and and 

nox, referring only to females." Despite this limited vocabulary, application of these terms is 

flexible in terms of the contexts in which the individual words can be found in the bible and 

other Hebrew texts. Thus, 13%, nax and nnD# can mean slave in the sense of the ownership of 

one individual by another, but can also denote an individual's subservient status in relation to 

another such as to a king, or to God.'^ The words for female slave, naK and nnDW, are 

synonymous substantives but can be distinguished in the following ways; nnDW" denotes a girl 

who is not free but who is still a virgin, whose duty it was primarily to serve the woman of the 

house (Gen. 16 and 29).'^ nnx is a woman who is not free, and who could be a man's 

secondary wife, as well as the wife of a fellow slave (Gen. 16: 2, 5; 25: 12; 35: 26, 26; 30; 4). 

Less often it refers to the master of a concubine (Gen. 29: 24, 29), and is generally used to 

denote menial s e rv i ce .Acco rd ing to Jepsen, these words designate two classes of people 

which can be clearly differentiated fi-om one another, but they would both be used together 

when women were spoken of as slaves. Accordingly this led to the words no longer being 

used with their original distinctive meanings. 

However, some interpreters conclude that noK and nriDu; show no discemable differences in 

social status and are used interchangeably in the MT passages that are examined in this 

thesis. Robert Alter, for example, suggests that the only evident difference is that DDK is the 

more international of the terms as it is often found in administrative lists, whereas nnow 

occurs more frequently in contexts that are more narrative and popular in character.'' 

However, it could also be that the differences in Hebrew terminology for female slave arise 

from the regional linguistic preferences of the J and E authors that make up the component 

parts of the biblical t e x t s . M o d e m commentators generally translate these terms to mean 

'maid' or 'handmaiden' in an attempt to impart "a misleading sense of European gentility on 

the sociology of the story" in which the term appears when in fact one should read "slave" in 

most instances.'^ 

In the Greek Genesis nox and are consistently rendered as TcaidioKrj in almost all cases 

and it is this word that is used to denote the slave status of Hagar, Zelpha and Balla. The 

frequency with which TcaiSiatcT] occurs is perhaps a reflection of the fact the two Hebrew 

terms appear, as stated above, to be synonymous in the Pentateuch of MT.^° The meaning of 

naiSioKT] is derived as a diminutive of ndis, a young girl or maiden (Xenophon). In 

Herodotus and Hellenistic Greek, which belong to the context in which the Greek Pentateuch 
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developed, naiSioKT] is a young slave or sometimes courtesan/' In Greek literature naiSiaKT] 

is always of the servant class (as also Herodotus, papyri and Philo) so reflects Hellenistic 

usage.^^ According Wright the translation of slave terms from the Hebrew to the Greek 

Pentateuch present scholars with "something of an enigma":^^ SovXo's, the most common 

Greek word for slave and most obvious choice for the translation of iiv, does not appear at all 

in Genesis, Exodus and Numbers, whilst in Leviticus it appears only twice/'' and 

Deuteronomy only once/^ Instead the translators preferred a number of alternatives: ndis^^ 

diKsvrjs and perhaps OspaKcov as rough synonyms for the Hebrew term. Similarly, the 

Septuagint translators consistently used the term TtaiSiOKrf^ to denote the slave status of 

Hagar, Zelpha and Balla and the females included in the slave legislation as synonyms of nax 

and 

Josephus, in common with other Hellenistic Jewish authors such as P h i l o , e m p l o y s a 

broader range of Greek slave vocabulary than the Septuagint, the most common words 

(5ouAo9, ndi'S, diKsvqg and Ospancov represent the majority of his uses.^° Josephus makes no 

attempt to differentiate between Jewish and non-Jewish slaves in his choice of slave terms, 

they are used universally.^' However, in the case of his vocabulary used to denote the status 

of Hagar, Zelpha and Balla his vocabulary is restricted to Ospanaivi^ (A. J. I: 188) and 

5ovXrj£ (A. J. I: 215) for Hagar, and OepanaiviSes for Zelpha and Balla. Josephus uses this 

term in contradistinction to SovXai (slave), which he states that they are not. In his comments 

on slave law Josephus uses SovXrjv (A. J. Ill: 276), 5ovXas (A. J. IV: 244), di^QxaXcoxov (A. 

J. Ill: 276 and IV: 257). These terms are substituted in all cases for TtaiSioKT] in LXX, which 

Josephus uses only in Antiquities IV: 248 and XVIII: 40. 

Generally speaking the two main studies of Josephus' use of slave vocabulary have concluded 

that the author did not distinguish very carefully among his words for slaves, rather he used 

them interchangeably as rough s y n o n y m s . T h i s can be most clearly demonstrated by 

comparing the vocabulary he employs in parallel passages from different works. For 

example, at Jewish War I: 233, Herod sends his diKXsvqg ahead of him on the pretext of 

preparing a meal: when he reiterates this event at Antiquities XIV: 291 the slave is denoted as 

Ospancov. Likewise at Jewish War I: 620 some informers come from the oiKSxai of 

Antipater's mother. In the same event in Antiquities these individuals are termed as SovXdi 

(A. J. XVII: 93). Furthermore, in the story of Joseph, Josephus consistently substitutes the 
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Hebrew "as? and the Septuagint's nais with 5o01o? and its variants. There are, however, 

occasions where, contrary to the conclusions of Gibbs and Feldman, and Wright, Josephus 

does make a hard distinction between his uses of slave terms. In his portrayal of the 

characters of Hagar, Zelpha and Balla vocabulary he uses the term Oapanaivig (personal 

servant) to indicate that there is a relationship between their mistress and subordinate other 

than that of ownership in the sense of chattel slavery. As I pointed out above, Josephus 

reinforces this distinction when he tells us that the Ospanaivi^ of Rachel and Leah are not 

5ovXai. However, when Josephus wishes to harden the opinion of his audience against Hagar 

during her exile from Abraham's household,^^ her status changes from Ospanaivis (personal 

servant), to SovXr], the chattel slave in Greek slave terminology. As we have seen, Josephus 

reserves the 5ot3Aos word group to denote the chattel status of slaves in his summary of the 

Pentateuchal slave laws. 

Josephus and Genesis: A Comparison: 

A comparison between Josephus' retelling of the first Hagar episode and the Pentateuch 

shows that Josephus has condensed much of the biblical story and has made many significant 

alterations to the Pentateuch's representation of the characters in the ways in which they 

interact with one another. The following sections summarise Josephus' alterations. 

• Setting: 

Josephus begins his retelling of the first Hagar episode with an earlier reference. Genesis 14: 

13, which allows him to locate Abraham at the oak which he identifies as "Ogygian" (n)v 

'Dyvyrjv) in Canaan, not far from the city of the Hebronites.^"^ Despite two previous 

references to the oaks ofMa^ppf i (Mamre), Genesis 13:18 and 14: 13, this is the first time 

Josephus mentions them and he effects a name change from Mafufipj] to 'QyvyT]?^ This 

location appears in the Masoretic Text as KIQD which the Septuagint transliterates as 

Mafifipj]. In the present context it appears that he is using the name of a mythical Greek king 

who was associated with a story of a primeval flood.^® According to Thackeray, however, the 

adjective "Ogygian" was used in Greek to mean primeval or antediluvian and was more likely 

to have been what Josephus wrote/^ Josephus also mentions this oak in Jewish War IV; 333 

where he states that the oak had stood "since the creation".^^ It may be that Josephus has 

deliberately used "Ogyges" in order to associate the character of Abraham and his setting 
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with characters and locations in Hellenistic literature which were likely to have been 

recognisable to an educated elite Roman audience/^ 

® Abraham's distress 

After his historical contextualization of the story, Josephus' resumes his retelling of Genesis 

16 informing us of Abraham's distress at the childlessness of Sarah, the patriarch's wife. The 

patriarch's distress is not mentioned at this point in the biblical text. Josephus has lifted this 

emotive notion fi'om the preceding chapter (Gen. 15:2). hi the Pentateuch it is in fact Sarah 

who is in distress at her own barrenness and it is she who instigates the plan to have a child 

for herself via Abraham and H a g a r h i Josephus' account, however, the child is being 

produced in this manner for Abraham and not Sarah. There is no mention in Josephus' 

paraphrase of Hagar being Abraham's wife as she is termed in Genesis and Josephus 

presumes Abraham's desire for a son. Genesis is not gender-specific on this point, 

mentioning only children. 

® Chronology of events: 

Josephus continues with an account of Hagar's pregnancy; her contempt for Sarah, 

Abraham's deliverance of her to Sarah for punishment, the abuse of Hagar by her mistress 

and her subsequent flight. This chronology differs slightly from the Genesis account of 

events. Hagar is said by Josephus to have revealed her contempt for Sarah by assuming 

"queenly heirs" (fiaoiXi^ovaa),^^ because of her belief that Abraham's dominion would pass 

to her unborn son. Genesis does not describe Hagar's attitude in this manner, and the 

reference to Ishmael's inheritance does not appear in the Pentateuch until Genesis 21: 10. 

Josephus omits Sarah's complaint to her husband, making it appear that Abraham took the 

initiative to right the situation before he consigns Hagar to his wife for punishment."^^ 

Josephus omits the location of "Shur" (Gen. 16: 7) for Hagar's encounter with the angelic 

messenger and narrates their dialogue in a rather straightforward moralizing tone rather than 

quoting the more nuanced version from his source/^ In so doing the angel in Josephus' 

retelling is emphasising Hagar's blame for her predicament.'*^ Josephus, in common with 

Genesis, offers Hagar no choice but to return to Abraham and Sarah. He omits however, the 

promise in Genesis of enormous numbers of descendants, and the account of Ishmael's 

character and future as a ruler. Josephus also ignores Hagar's calling of God's name 

preferring, in an extra-biblical comment, that she simply returns to her master and mistress 
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and receives their forgiveness. Finally, according to Josephus, Hagar gives birth to a son, 

Ishmael, meaning "heard of God (OSSKXOTOV)".'̂ ^ Josephus does not say how the naming 

took place, whereas in Genesis, the name was commanded by the angel and given to the child 

by Abraham (Gen. 16: 11 and 15) 

What emerges from this comparison is that Josephus' retelling of the first Hagar episode 

retains the substance of the MT and LXX versions but sections of the chronological 

framework of his narrative are his own invention. Moreover, Josephus has added material to 

clarify aspects of the narrative while subtracting material he thought was either irrelevant or 

not suited to the wider aims of his Antiquities as a whole. In addition to structural and 

chronological changes this analysis also reveals that Josephus re-presented the way that the 

Hebrew and Greek biblical texts characterise Hagar, Sarah and Abraham and their 

relationship to one another. The alterations will be noted in the following comparisons 

between Josephus' retelling and the Masoretic Text and Septuagint representations. 

a) Matriarch or Housewife? Genesis & Josephus on Sarah. 

i. Genesis: 

The character of Sarah in the biblical narrative emerges from the text as a woman of power, 

prestige and self-determination. Indeed, the force of Sarah's personality overshadows that of 

the other characters. The matriarch's centrality in the scene is immediately impressed upon 

the reader because, contrary to the word order in the Hebrew and Greek Pentateuch, the 

opening sentence places Sarah's name as the subject before the verb, immediately 

establishing her dominance in chapter 16.̂ ^ 

Furthermore, Sarah acknowledges in verse 1 that it is God who has prevented her from 

bearing and under her own initiative she takes steps to rectify the situation through the use of 

her slave, Hagar, so that she may have a child for herself. The fact that Hagar is Sarah's 

property is emphasised in the language of both the Masoretic Text and Septuagint. For 

example, whenever Sarah is designated as Abraham's wife, Hagar's slave status and non-

Hebrew nationality are also stated placing the women as social opposites in the narrative 

(Gen. 16: 1; 3). Elsewhere the vocabulary of Genesis 16 (MT nnow, LXX naiSioKr]v) 

confirms Hagar's low status in relation to Sarah and her possession by her mistress. 
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The meaning of the Hebrew phrase n]55 nnx ("I may be built up (that is, build a family) 

through her" (vs. 2)), is unclear but is generally thought to indicate that the child will be 

Sarah's heir/ess and not Abraham's.'^^ The Septuagint translator seems to have 

acknowledged that Sarah's intention needed explanation and clarification. In the Septuagint 

the Masoretic version of verse 2 is reworded thus: "I (Sarah) may get children for myself 

through her". Sarah's plan commands Abram's silent acquiescence as he "listened to 

[obeyed] the voice of Sarah" (16: 2). Once pregnant by Abraham, Hagar becomes disdainful 

of her mistress (v. 4) as, inevitably, Hagar's enhanced status as the pregnant 'wife' of 

Abraham leads to a corresponding decline in the status of the barren 

In order to rectify this situation and reassert her authority Sarah reproaches Abraham in the 

first instance and not Hagar directly. Prior to her entreaty to God for judgement between her 

and her husband (v. 5), Sarah repeats the vocabulary used by the narrator in verse 4 to record 

Hagar's response to her pregnancy. From Sarah's mouth, however, the words take on a far 

more pejorative mean ing .Abraham ' s response in verse 6 is to effectively return Sarah's 

property, her slave Hagar, so that she can administer punishment as she saw fit. This is the 

only time Abraham is given direct speech in Genesis 16. Where we would expect his power 

as the patriarch to come to the fore to remedy his wife's distress and decline in status, he 

passively absolves himself of responsibility for his part in Sarah's plan. Sarah then "dealt 

harshly" with Hagar, causing the slave to flee into the desert. The focus of Genesis 16 now 

shifts from Sarah, the subject of the narrative so far, to Hagar who has so far been the object. 

ii. Josephus: 

In Josephus' retelling of the narrative we find that the strength of Sarah's personality and the 

significance of her role in Genesis are diminished. To begin with Josephus mentions 

Abraham's and not Sarah's name first in his introduction to the passage marking him rather 

than his wife as the dominant subject of the passage. In Josephus it is God who makes the 

decision to give Hagar to Abraham and not Sarah herself It is possible that Josephus 

projected the change into this context 6om the divine backing Sarah receives from God to 

dispossess Hagar at Genesis. 21: 12.^' By overriding Sarah's decision to rectify her 

childlessness, Josephus makes it appear that, in contrast to Genesis, Sarah has no control over 

the people or events with whom she is engaged in the narrative. These are now the sole 

responsibilities of God. According to Josephus, Sarah gives Hagar to her husband so that he, 

Abraham, and not Sarah herself, as in Genesis, can acquire a son. Because of the possibility 
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that Sarah was concerned here for her own lineage and not that of her husband, Josephus 

further diminishes the matriarch's significance in his passage. 

Finally, Josephus omits Sarah's somewhat aggressive complaint to Abraham and her appeal 

to God to judge between her and Abraham, thus silencing the woman. We can see from this 

reading of Josephus' paraphrase of Genesis that he presents Sarah as a weaker character, 

stripped of her legal rights, unable to remonstrate with her husband and generally subordinate 

to Abraham in a manner not expressed in Genesis. 

b) Slave-Matriarch or Insolent Slave? Genesis & Josephus on Hagar 

i. Genesis of MT & LXX: 

Hagar's status, ethnicity and actions are central to the continuing plot of the Genesis 

narratives. She is Egyptian rather than Hebrew but her ethnicity does not preclude her from 

Sarah's considerations for providing Abraham an heir (vs. 1-4).^^ She is mute in the presence 

of Sarah and Abram, given no dialogue in Genesis until her encounter with God's messenger 

at verse 7.̂ * Furthermore, neither Abraham nor Sarah utter a single word to Hagar 

throughout Genesis 16. She is passed like property from Sarah to the elevated status of 

Abraham's second, and probably secondary, wife, for the sole purpose of providing her 

mistress with a c h i l d . H a g a r is the object of the narrative until she becomes pregnant with 

Abraham's child (v. 4). At the point of conception she becomes the subject and her status is 

significantly enhanced. She becomes accustomed to this new status and acts in an 

unspecified manner that correspondingly lowers the status of her mistress "in her eyes" (v. 5). 

The Hebrew expression "her mistress was slight (or trifling) in her eyes" has resulted in a 

variety of interpretations as the verb hhp (slight)^^ and its meanings are problematic to 

determine precisely. Some commentators have attributed a legitimate, but unnecessarily 

harsh, meaning to the verb, such as to show contempt or disdain, based on the reversal of the 

women's status. Many translators have attempted to resolve this by altering the syntax to 

make Hagar the subject of the verb. Thus we see variant readings such as, "when she became 

aware of her pregnancy, she looked on her misfress with d i s d a i n , o r "but when she became 

aware that she was pregnant, she looked down upon her m i s t r e s s " . H o w e v e r , if the 

verb/subject order of the Hebrew is restored, less harsh reading emerges, "her mistress was 

slight [lowered] in her eyes [esteem]". 
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It is after Hagar flees from the household (vs. 6) that her status is enhanced in the MT and 

LXX Genesis. During her sojourn in the wilderness, an angel of God appears and tells Hagar 

to return to face her mistress's anger (vs. 7-9.). The angel's questions, "Hagar, maid of Sarai, 

where did you come from? And where do you go?", enhance Hagar's profile in the narrative 

as this is the first character to speak to Hagar directly and to use her name. The angel, 

therefore, acknowledges the individuality or "personhood" of Hagar whereas Abraham and 

Sarah do not. However, the angel also reaffirms Hagar's slave status with the addition of the 

phrase "maid of Sarai", thus removing any hope of her redemption from slavery as 

recompense for her ill treatment.^' 

Instead of liberating Hagar from abuse the angel commands that she should "return to your 

mistress, and submit yourself under her hand" (v. 9), in other words, to return to a state of 

slavery. In recompense for this action the messenger promises that he "will exceedingly 

multiply your seed, so that it shall not be numbered for multitude" (v. 10). In so saying the 

messenger has enhanced Hagar's importance in Genesis even further. Whilst the promise of 

multitudinous offspring is made to all the patriarchs, Hagar is the only woman ever to receive 

it in scripture. Hagar responds to the angel's revelations not by calling upon the name of 

God/^ but by calling out the name Yahweh, an act attributed to no other character in the 

bible.®^ Despite the uniqueness of Hagar's experience in the desert, her story completes the 

circle and she must return to her mistress, Sarah. 

ii. Josephus: 

Josephus' treatment of the character of Hagar is very different from her portrayal in Genesis. 

In his retelling of the story Sarah selects "one of her handmaidens" for the task of producing a 

son for Abraham. Genesis, on the other hand, gives the impression that Hagar is Sarah's only 

handmaid, which could indicate that there is a closer relationship between her and Sarah than 

Josephus' retelling acknowledges. Josephus also omits Hagar's status as Abraham's "wife" 

altogether and in so doing he has altered her status from Sarah's slave to something akin to 

Abraham's concubine.'^ 

Genesis 16: 5-6 makes Hagar's dismissal for relatively minor indiscretions seem heavy 

handed and unwarranted. Sarah's actions denote her as the villainess of the piece. However, 

in Josephus' retelling he is careful to reverse this depiction by informing his audience that 
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Hagar's abusive attitude towards Sarah derives from her incorrect assumption that her son has 

a right to inherit a share of Abraham's estate. This scene has been imported into this context 

from Genesis 21: 10. In the biblical text we can see that Sarah was well aware that 

inheritance was Ishmael's legal right and not a concept of Hagar's invention. 

It is precisely because of this assumption, however, that Josephus tells us that Hagar became 

"insolent" (s^v^pi^eiv) and abusive towards Sarah and that she assumed "queenly" 

affectations {pacn?ii^siv).^^ These carefully chosen words tell us much about how Josephus 

wished to emphasise and exaggerate the faults in Hagar's character and to provide 

justification for her expulsion to his readers. PaaiXsia, indicates the attributes of a queen or 

p r i n c e s s , a n d is set in contrast to Oepanaiva meaning handmaid, or female slave. By 

employing these particular words in contradistinction, Josephus is suggesting that Hagar has 

assumed that, just because she is pregnant with the patriarch's son, an honour denied to his 

wife, her status has automatically risen from the lowest to the highest possible for a mortal 

woman. Thus Hagar appears to have assumed a 'royal' status equal to or superseding that of 

her mistress. This is a notion certainly not represented in such language in Genesis where 

Sarah is merely 'lowered' or deemed 'slight' in the eyes of her slave. 

A more damning assessment of Hagar's attitude can be witnessed in Josephus' use of 

s^vPpi^siv to describe the slaves' behaviour and its impact on Sarah. The meaning of vjipi's 

in ancient Greek literature is varied but does have several overriding features in common, that 

is, various actions by an individual or group that results in the loss of self-worth and honour 

of a n o t h e r . T h e pseudo-Platonic Definitions provide this brief and simple example by way 

of definition: vf5pi£ aSixia Tupos an/j-iav (j)£povaa expressing the idea that injustice leads to 

dishonour (415el2). Similarly Aristotle's treatment of hubris in his Rhetoric (1378b 23-35) 

highlights the intentional nature of the concept and how it diminishes the honour and self-

worth of its victim. We also find in classical Greek literature that v^pis is always followed by 

some form of punishment for the perpetrator of hubristic acts. Two examples offered by 

Aristotle from the Iliad demonstrate how Achilles was the victim of Agamemnon's hubristic 

words and actions. 

The ideas encapsulated in the term hubris - that excess and disobedience lead to punishment -

are also to be found in scripture; Deuteronomy 32: 15, for example, demonstrates that satiety 
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leads to the abandonment of God/° The Septuagint, however, does not use hubris in this 

context. Indeed, as Daniel Levine has noted, the Septuagint only uses hubris twice in the 

whole of the Pentateuch, at Genesis 49: 4 and Leviticus 26; 19. Josephus uses the word 46 

times in his treatment of the first five books of the bible but never where it is found in the 

Septuagint. In fact Josephus omits Genesis 49: 4 and Leviticus 26: 19 altogether in his 

paraphrase/' 

Following the Greek literary model, the concept of hubris in Josephus' writing invariably 

accompanies the acquisition of wealth, excesses committed as a result of abundance,pride, 

sexual indiscretion,^'^ the effects of natural forces^^ and combinations of all of these elements. 

In Josephus all of these hubristic events are met with eventual disaster or punishment. Thus, 

where Josephus has used the word and its inherent conceptual meaning in his paraphrase of 

the biblical text it was for the express purpose of making aspects of the narrative "intelligible 

and concrete for his readers",^® that is the members of his Greek-speaking audience. 

So how do the various Greek strands of the concept of hubris impact on Josephus' depiction 

of the character of Hagar? As we have seen, the biblical version of the expulsion appears 

harsh and unfair to Hagar, arising as it does through Sarah's jealousy rather than Hagar or 

Ishmael's behaviour towards her. The reverse is the case in Josephus' paraphrase of the 

event. Hagar's behaviour is intolerable and unwarranted from a social inferior. Sarah's 

reaction is therefore justified. Thus the crime and punishment paradigm encapsulated in the 

model of the classical Greek concept of hubris is present in Josephus' narrative. By choosing 

to use hubris to describe the slave's treatment of Sarah, Josephus is laying the blame for her 

ill treatment and subsequent expulsion at the feet of Hagar herself Put simply, Hagar is 

getting her just reward for her outrageous and excessive behaviour towards her social 

superiors. This concept would have been fully appreciated by Josephus' Greek-speaking 

audience. 

In order to further minimise Hagar's role in his paraphrase of the Genesis narrative Josephus 

omits sections of the desert sequence within which, it must be remembered, the biblical 

account bestows a unique experience upon Hagar's character. Although Josephus reiterates 

Hagar's experience of epiphany and theophany, he robs her of her voice and generally neuters 

the significance of the event as it is portrayed in scripture. Josephus' angel tells Hagar that 

'her present plight was but due to her arrogance and presumption towards her mistress' {A J. 
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I. 189). Here then Josephus has the divine messenger confirm Hagar's, rather than Sarah's, 

blame for her plight - a notion absent from Genesis. Indeed Josephus turns the kindly angel 

of Genesis into an altogether sterner apparition who advises Hagar to exercise "self control" 

in order for her to improve her lot. In fact, Josephus' angel goes as far as to proffer a dire 

warning to Hagar that if she does not obey him she will die alone in the wilderness! 

Finally, in a Josephan diversion from the Genesis narrative, Hagar returns to Abraham and 

Sarah "was forgiven" and gave birth to Ishmael, so called because it means "Heard of God", 

because he had listened to her plea for salvation in the desert. Whilst Genesis makes no 

mention of Hagar receiving the forgiveness of her master and mistress, it is conceivable that 

Josephus made this expansion to the text to make sense of the context of the narrative. What 

is surprising, however, is that he has omitted the important scriptural detail that it was 

Abraham and not Hagar who names the child. Ishmael simply becomes Ishmael the son of 

Abraham {A J. I. 190). 

c) Husband or Hellenistic Hero? Abraham in Genesis & Josephus 

i. Genesis of MT & LXX: 

In Genesis Abraham's importance, participation and power are distinctly limited in the scene 

until the final verse. The opening sentence, "And Sarai, Abram's wife, did not bear to him," 

immediately marks him as the object of the entire chapter. Next he listens to, and colludes 

with, Sarah's command, "go in now to my slave girl; perhaps I may be built up from her" (v. 

2), that he and Hagar should produce a child for his wife's benefit. Although it must be 

acknowledged that the birth of a child within his childless family, regardless of the method of 

acquisition, was also in his best interest, I have shown previously that this child was not 

destined to be Abraham's own, but that of his wife. 

The narrator then tells us that Sarah gives Hagar to him as a "wife". By taking this action 

Sarah ensures that her husband is denied the opportunity to exercise his right to take a 

concubine in order to provide a child for himself (v. 3). The structure of verse 3 finds 

Abraham completely encircled and dominated by the actions of the two women: 

"And Sarai, Abram's wife, took her slave girl, Hagar, the Egyptian, and 
gave her to her husband Abram to be his wife." 
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At verse 5 he passively allows himself to be berated by Sarah, his first and primary wife for 

the negative attitude assumed towards her by his new "secondary wife". His only direct 

speech, "See, your slave girl is in your hand. Do to her what is good in your eyes" (v. 6), 

stems from his exasperation at Sarah's attack upon him, rather than an attempt to take control 

of the situation. Abraham has thus returned Hagar, his pregnant new "wife" to the control of 

Sarah so that she can administer punishment to her slave, according to her own wishes (v. 6). 

He does not appear to have any real power over Hagar as a "wife". Even with this new found 

status it appears that she remains above all else Sarah's property. 

Genesis 16 concludes, however, with a plot twist that appears to re-establish the importance 

of Abraham's character within the context of the wider patriarchal narrative of the Book of 

Genesis. At verses 15 and 16 Sarah is removed from the action. In a reversal of the structure 

of verse 3 we are told: 

"And Hagar bore a son to Abram, and Abram called the name of his son 

whom Hagar bore, Ishmael. i6 And Abram was eighty-six years old when 

Hagar bore Ishmael to Abram." 

There are two issues to consider here. Firstly, after the statement of fact, that is Hagar giving 

birth to Ishmael where she is the subject, we see that the two male characters now encircle the 

only female who remains in the closing section of the narrative. Hence, the woman is now 

the object to two male subjects. Secondly, the use of the possessive "his son," coupled with 

the repeated assertion that Ishmael is Abram's son indicates that somehow Hagar's child is 

not Sarah's in accordance with her plan but is now Abram's. The ramifications of this and 

other issues will be discussed in the following analysis of the social and legal dynamics of 

Genesis 16. 

ii. Josephus: 

The character of the patriarch Abraham emerges from Josephus' account in a much stronger 

position than in the biblical account. Josephus' imported notion of Abraham's distress at his 

wife's sterility from Genesis 15:2 includes his prayer to God for a son. This replaces Sarah's 

acknowledgement of God's role in her barrenness and her wish to rectify the matter for 

herself, through Hagar, her slave. Josephus makes it appear that God has intervened on behalf 

of Abraham's need for a son, rather than following Genesis's account that values Sarah's 

legal right to a child via her slave's womb. Thus, any child bom to Abraham and Hagar 

becomes the child of the Patriarch and not Sarah. The absence of Sarah's complaint to 
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Abraham suggests that the patriarch is in control of the dispute between Hagar and Sarah, 

rather than the reverse as presented in Genesis. 

Summary of Section One: 

So what can we make of Josephus' treatment of the first Hagar cycle? We can see from the 

above analysis that he has significantly altered the characterisation of the individuals as they 

appear in Genesis and, moreover, Josephus has shifted the power dynamics between Hagar, 

Sarah and Abraham. Firstly, we notice that Josephus' reworking of the character of the 

matriarch Sarah has ensured that her relationship with God is undermined and, furthermore, 

she is no longer portrayed as in control of her destiny, of her lineage or of her husband's 

relationship with her slave, hi Genesis 16 all of these characteristics combine to express 

Sarah's assertive and independent persona. We can surmise that the portrayal of assertive 

and independent biblical Hebrew women was not at the fore of Josephus' agenda whilst 

composing Jewish Antiquities 

Secondly, and in contrast to his treatment of Sarah, Abraham's position is subtly but 

significantly elevated under Josephus' redirection of the chronological order of the biblical 

events. His relationship with God and God's interest in his need for a son, imported from 

elsewhere in Genesis, is greatly enhanced in Antiquities. Josephus' passage reahgns the 

original intention of Genesis, which is to provide Sarah with a child, in order to ensure 

Abraham acquires a son. Moreover, by omitting Sarah's complaint to Abraham, Josephus 

alters Abraham's character from passive observer to active participant. This, as we have 

seen, is not present in Genesis. Thus it is Josephus' purpose to sfrengthen the great 

patriarch's role and participation in the Hagar narratives. 

Finally, what of Hagar? The slave is presented in an entirely different light in Antiquities 

than she appears in biblical Genesis. Because of Josephus' omission of her status as 

Abraham's second 'wife', and because of her sexual relationship with Abraham, she can now 

be viewed as his concubine whose sole purpose is to breed with him to produce a son. 

Josephus portrays her as aggressively abusive to Sarah and makes her appear to anticipate an 

absurdly high opinion of her own status, as well as that of her unborn son. Her experience in 

the desert is degraded by Josephus' angel who presents Hagar with a stark choice - return to 

Sarah and suffer, or continue into the desert and die. 
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Section Two: Josephus & the Second Hagar Episode: Antiquities I: 215-221 

Josephus: 

Josephus narrates Hagar's second appearance in Antiquities as follows: 

Sarra at the first, when Ishmael was bom of her servant Hagar, 
Cherished him with an affection no less than if he had been her own son, 
seeing that he was being trained as heir to the chieftaincy; but when she 
herself gave birth to Isaac, she held it wrong that her boy should be 
brought up with Ishmael, who was the elder child and might do him an 
injury after their father was dead. She therefore urged Abraham to send 
her and her son away to settle elsewhere. He, however, at first refused to 
consent to Sarra's scheme, thinking nothing could be more brutal than to 
send off an infant child with a woman destitute of the necessaries of life. 
But afterwards, seeing that Sarra's behests were sanctioned also by God, 
he yielded and, committing Ishmael to his mother, the child not yet being 
of the age to go alone, bade her take a skin of water and a loaf and be 
gone, with necessity to serve as her guide. She went her way, but, so 
soon as her provisions failed her, was in evil case; and the water being 
well nigh spent, she laid the little child, expiring under a fir tree and 
went farther on, that she might not be there when he gave up his spirit. 
But she was met by an angel of God, who told her of a spring hard by 
and bade her to look to the nurture of the young child, for great blessings 
awaited her through the preservation of Ishmael. These promises gave 
her new courage, and, meeting some shepherds, she through their care 
escaped her miseries. 'When the child reached manhood, his mother 
found him a wife of that Egyptian race whence she had originally 
sprung; and by her twelve sons in all were bom to Ishmael, Nabaioth(es), 
Kedar, Abdeel, Massam, Masmas, Idum(as), Masmes, Chodam, 
Thaiman, Jetur, Naphais, Kadmas. These occupied the whole country 
extending from the Euphrates to the Red Sea and called it Nabatene; and 
it is these who conferred their names on the Arabian nation and its tribes 
in honour of both their own prowess and the fame of Abraham. 

Zappa 5S yevvqgevta tov lapaqAov EK tqq BouAqg autf|g AYapng to pev TrpwTov 

£ot£py£v ousev aTToAEiTTOuaa tqg irpog T5iov uiov cuvoiag, etpecpsto yap etti to 

Tqg nyepoviag 5ia5oxn, tekdOctq 5' auin TovlaoKov ouk ri^iou TrapaTp£cpEa9ai 

TOUTO) TOV 'iCTpanAov ovTQ TTpECTPuTEpov Koi KaKOupyETv GuvopEvov ToO TTaipoq 

auTOIg cnroBavovTog. etteiSev ouv tov 'Appapov elg arroiKiav ektteptteiv outov 

petq tqg phtpog. 6 Se koto psv apx&G ou trpooeti'geto tqv qutoO yvwprjv oiq n 

Zappa EaTTOuSaKEi iravTwv wpoiorov qyoupEvog Eivai rraTSa vhttiov Kai yuvaka 

anopov twv ovayKaiwv ektteptteiv. 

uoTEpov 5£, Koi yap 6 GEog npEOKETO roTg UTTO Tng lappaq TrpocrraTTopEvoiq, 

TTEiaGEii; TTapE6i5ou tov lopaqAov tq MHTpi PHTTW 6i' auToO xwpEiv SuvapEvov, 

u5wp TE £v aoKW Kai apTov (pepopevqv ekeAeuev arriEvai 65nyw tfj avayKQ 

xpwpevqv. (JJG 5' amoOaav ettiAeAoittei to avayKoTa, ev KOKoTg qv, uSorog 66 
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OTTOvi^ovTog utt' sAarn nvi 0eTaa t o TraiSiov iiiuxoppayoOv, tog pq Trapouang 

Tqv i+juxnv acpfj, Trponsi noppwTEpw. cruvruxwv 5' aurfl SeTog ayyehoq TrriYnv te 

cppa^ei TrapaK£ip£vr|v Kai keAeuei TrpovoeTv Tqg avaipocpfig toO noiBiou- peyaAa 

yap auTiiv ayaGa TrepipevEiv ek Tfjg lopaqAou awiripiag. n 6' eOapaqae roTg 

TrpoKaTnyyeApevoig Kai aupPaAoOaa Troipeai 5ia tqv qutwv ErripEAEiav 

SiacpEuyEi Tag TaAanrwpiag. 

AvSpwGEVTi Se to) TTai5i y u v a i o v a y E i a i to y s v o g AiyuTTTiov, evBevSe q v Kai autii 

to apxaTov, ê  ou TraTBcq ' l a p a q A w y i v o v T a i 6w5eka rravteg, NapaicoGng 

KqGapog ApSEnAog Maaaapog Maapaaog 'IGoupag Maopn^og X65apog 

©Ejjavog 'lEToOpog Nacpaiaog KaSpaaog. outoi rraaav tqv drr' E u c p p o T o u 

K a G q K o u a a v r r p o g T q v ' E p u G p a v G a A a a a a v KaToiKoOcri N a p a T r j v n v Tqv x w p a v 

o v o p a a a v T E g . s i a i Se outoi, o'l to twv A p a ^ w v s G v o g Koi T a g c p u A a g ott' autwv 

K a A o O a i 5 i a te tqv a p E T q v autwv Kai to A p p a p o u d ^ i o j p a . 

At Aritiquities III: 215 Josephus informs us that Sarah regarded Hagar's son, Ishmael, as her 

own child, treating the boy as Abraham's heir. Once she had given birth to her own son Isaac, 

however, this attitude changes. Sarah is concerned that because the boys were raised together 

as equals, Ishmael, as the older son, might harm Isaac in order to protect his status as his 

father's heir. Sarah counters this potential problem by asking Abraham to send Ishmael and 

Hagar away: Abraham refiised because committing such an act upon an infant and a woman 

was inhumane. Abraham, realising that Sarah's request was supported by the will of God, 

changed his mind about banishing Ishmael and Hagar, and sent Ishmael and his mother into 

the desert with bread and water to sustain them (A. J. Ill: 216). 

Hagar and her son soon find that their lives are in jeopardy when the food and water become 

exhausted. Hagar, realising that Ishmael was close to death, laid him under the shade of a fir 

tree and removed herself from the scene so as not to witness Ishmael's death (A. J. Ill: 218). 

Hagar was visited by an angel of God who told the slave that a spring of water was close by 

and that great honours would be bestowed upon her if Ishmael's life was preserved by her 

actions. This prophesy encourages Hagar to continue, and, after meeting some shepherds in 

the desert who took care of the mother and son, both survived (A. J. Ill: 219). 

Josephus concludes his narrative with an account of Ishmael's adult life and the historical 

background of the Arab peoples. He tells us that the Egyptian Hagar found a bride from her 

own people for her son, and that she bore Ishmael twelve sons whose names are listed. These 

sons became the progenitors of what became the Arab nations who colonised the territory 
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from the Euphrates to the Red Sea - the land of Nabatene, The names of the Arab tribes were 

derived from the names of Ishmael's sons in honour of Abraham. 

Josephus and Genesis: A Comparison 

Let us now compare and contrast Josephus' retelling of the second Hagar episode with its 

presentation in his most likely sources, MT and LXX Genesis. The Hebrew and Greek 

versions contain slight variations which will be discussed in footnotes. The MT and LXX 

passages can be found in my Source Appendix. 

Chapter 21 of Genesis narrates the birth, the naming and the circumcision of Isaac on the 

eighth day (vs. 1-7), and the child's weaning feast (v. 8), before embarking on telling the 

story of the expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael. Genesis presents this information as a simple 

account of the fulfilment of God's promise in the conception and birth of a son to Abraham 

and Sarah. At Isaac's birth Abraham is one hundred years old and Sarah is ninety. Josephus' 

account, Antiquities I: 213-4, gives the substance of the narrative but it is retold with an 

altered chronological framework and additional historical data.^^ Josephus glosses over 

Isaac's weaning feast and whatever Sarah may have seen happening between Isaac and 

Ishmael that disturbed her (v. 8-9) and moves straight on to tell us of Sarah's attitude towards 

Ishmael. 

Sarah's thoughts here are developed by our author from her speech to Abraham at Genesis 

21: 10. Josephus, in contrast to the Genesis narrative, makes Sarah appear more kindly and 

reasonable. He tells us in an extra-biblical comment that she cherished Ishmael as her own 

son and saw to it that he was trained as Abraham's heir but that she feared that if the boys 

were allowed to remain together the elder might harm the younger after her husband's 

d e a t h . I n Josephus, Sarah merely 'urges' the expulsion of Hagar and her son. In Genesis 

this sequence is rather more sinister. Sarah perceives that Ishmael's behaviour towards her 

son is in some way inappropriate and demands that Abraham 'drive out' Ishmael and his 

mother. It is Isaac's inheritance that is at issue here and not the harm Ishmael might do to his 

brother. In the biblical account the demand for the expulsion of Hagar and her son is abrupt 

and emphatic and unlike Josephus' gentler 'resettling'. 
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Josephus and Genesis agree that Abraham is unhappy at his wife's suggestion. God however, 

sanctions this move and so the patriarch agrees with his wife. Both Josephus and Genesis, 

however, represent this scene in different ways. Genesis gives a rather emotional account of 

Abraham's reaction to Sarah's demand to expel his son and his mother. The deed is y"i 

"evil"; "crushing"; 'grievous'; distressing) for Abraham.®® The pathos in the text strongly 

implies that the patriarch has developed an emotional attachment to his first bom son and is 

reluctant to do Sarah's bidding. God's speech to Abraham is tenderly narrated and his 

conscience is eased by God's assurance that if he acquiesces to Sarah, Ishmael and Hagar will 

begin a new nation from his seed. It is part of God's grand d e s i g n . T h e next morning 

Abraham takes bread and water, puts the supplies and Ishmael onto her back and sends her 

and her son, reluctantly one suspects, into the wilderness of Beer-Sheba to face an uncertain 

future (vs. 11-14). 

Josephus' retelling lacks the pathos of Genesis and borders on the melodramatic. Our author 

expresses Abraham's invented thoughts that there was nothing more brutal than to treat a 

woman and a small child in this way without adequate means of sustaining life in the 

wilderness. In Josephus, God merely sanctions Sarah's demands without qualifying 

agreement with her. Josephus' narrative suggests that the expulsion was perfunctory as she 

appears to be made to leave immediately. She is made to take her bread and water, rather 

than being given it by Abraham, and is left helpless 'with necessity to serve as her guide'. As 

it is Ishmael and not Hagar that Sarah really wants to be rid of it appears that Josephus 

evidently felt the need to explain why the slave must also go. He tells us that Ishmael is too 

young to go alone. Josephus omits Genesis' reference to the location, Beer-Sheba.^^ 

The next scene has the pair wandering in the wilderness. The water was finished and Hagar 

is aware that with no water her son's life was in danger so she placed him under a shrub and 

removed herself from the scene to avoid witnessing his death. She raises her voice and 

weeps. Ishmael must also weep because an angel hears him too. The angel reassures Hagar 

that no harm will come to her or the boy and that she should nurture him so that the prophecy 

made in chapter 16 will be realised. God makes a well of water appear to Hagar who fills the 

skin and gives water to Ishmael (vs. 15-19). In Josephus' retelling Ishmael is placed under a 

'fir-tree' before Hagar removes herself Josephus omits Hagar's weeping and the angel's 

response to Ishmael's crying. The angel simply meets Hagar, tells her of the well and advises 
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her to care for Ishmael since blessings await her rather than her son. Josephus omits to refer 

to Hagar's use of the well. 

Genesis concludes by telling the reader that God was with Ishmael as he grew up in the 

wilderness, that he became an archer and that Hagar found him an Egyptian wife. Josephus' 

conclusion is somewhat different. He tells us that Hagar and Ishmael met some shepherds in 

the wilderness who took care of them.^^ Our author seems to have no interest, as does 

Genesis, in Ishmael's growing up but he does recount that Hagar chose him an Egyptian wife 

and that he had twelve sons. The latter inclusion has been appropriated by Josephus from 

Genesis 25: 12-16 according to the order in which they are found in the biblical text. 

Josephus and Genesis disagree on the territories the sons held. In scripture they colonised the 

region from Havilah to Shur, whereas Josephus locates them from the Euphrates to the Red 

Sea, a land called Nabatene. It is, according to Josephus in an historical aside, the 

Ishmaelites who gave their name to the Arabian nation and its tribes in honour of their own 

prowess and the glory of Abraham. This notion is absent from Genesis. 

The previous comparison shows that, in general terms, Josephus' retelling of Genesis 21 

includes the substance of the biblical text but that the chronology of events is of his 

invention. It is also evident that he has omitted and added sections of text in his retelling of 

the second Hagar cycle. Josephus also appears to have found it necessary to amplify and 

explain parts of Genesis that are confusing and would otherwise make little sense to its 

readers. Josephus' retelling also shows that he has reordered the way in which the writers of 

Genesis wished to convey their characterisations of the protagonists in the narrative. As with 

my analysis of the first Hagar episode the following profiles on Sarah, Hagar and Abraham 

unpack Josephus' portrayal of these characters as compared to the way they are represented 

in Genesis of the MT and LXX. 

a) Protective Mother or Cruel Mistress? Genesis & Josephus on Sarah 

i. Genesis in MT and LXX: 

Let us begin with Sarah's role in the second Hagar cycle. The matriarch figures only very 

briefly in the second Hagar cycle and only then to move the narrative along towards its 

conclusion. The brevity of her appearance, however, does not diminish the strength and 

power of her persona as compared to how she is represented in the first cycle at chapter 16. 
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By verse 9 of Genesis Sarah appears to be a fiilfilled woman. She has a son by Abraham and 

her slave woman and she and Abraham have, at advanced ages, produced their own child, 

Isaac. However, in the introduction to the scene the narrator's use of language suggests that 

further tension exists between Hagar and Sarah on account of their sons. 

Sarah is concerned on two levels. Firstly, she is clearly anxious in some way not defined by 

the writers of Genesis about the nature of the interaction between Ishmael and his younger 

brother, Isaac (v. 9). Sarah moves to protect her interests and those of her son. She demands 

that her husband expel Ishmael and his mother to ensure that the slave's child would not 

inherit with her own son. In eliminating the pair, Sarah's dialogue simultaneously raises her 

status in the narrative and lowers Hagar's and Ishmael's: 

Drive away this slave girl and her son, for the son of this slave girl 
shall not inherit with my son, Isaac, (v. 10) 

This verse is an unequivocal demand and one that Sarah expects her husband to carry out 

without argument and in this respect he has little choice but to do her bidding as God 

commands that he listens (obeys) to his wife. The phrase "her son," without the addition of the 

name Ishmael, counters "my son...Isaac." Sarah's description of Hagar as "this slave girl," 

without the possessive used in the first cycle "my slave girl" and without reference to 

Abraham's role in the birth of Ishmael, deliberately increases the distance between the two 

w o m e n . O f course Sarah's demands are carried our by Abraham and she disappears from 

the narrative, her character having completed its task in the chapter. 

ii. Josephus: 

Sarah, in Josephus' retelling of the second Hagar cycle, is an altogether different character than 

in Genesis. The author's representation robs her of her speech and he replaces it with an 

expanded narrative that is intended to relate the matriarch's thoughts in a manner that Josephus 

preferred his audience to be party to. Sarah's emphatic demand that Abraham send Ishmael 

and Hagar away is transmuted in Antiquities into a softer form that makes it appear that she is 

suggesting the option to her husband rather than ordering him to carry out her wishes. In 

Josephus, Abraham only takes the initiative to carry out the expulsion because God, and not his 

wife, has sanctioned it. 
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b) Slave Woman or a Nation's Progenitrix? Genesis & Josephus on Hagar 

i. Genesis in MT and LXX: 

Hagar is first mentioned in Genesis 21 at verse 9 and remains at the heart of the action until 

her role becomes redundant at the conclusion of the chapter at verse 21. Hagar's introduction 

into the narrative is surrounded by conflict. Her mistress, it seems, has no further use of her 

fecundity, having produced a child of her own. Hagar's continued presence with Ishmael in 

Abraham's household is a threat that Sarah is determined to circumvent. Sarah's exit from 

the narrative, however, precipitates Hagar's centrality to the plot and as such her importance 

within the narrative gradually increases but she is also belittled by both Abraham and God. 

According to Genesis, although Abraham disapproves of Sarah's demand and is distressed at 

the thought of the expulsion, the language of the narrative minimises his relationship with 

both Hagar and his first son, Ishmael. God, in his dialogue to the patriarch, refers to Ishmael 

as "the lad" rather than "your son" (v. 12a). Furthermore, Hagar is referred to by God as 

Abraham's "slave woman" and not your wife (v. 12a); this description echoes the vocabulary 

of Sarah at Genesis 21: 10.'°^ It is not just Sarah who undermines Hagar; God's words 

interrupt the narrative to confirm the matriarch's order (v. 12b). Hagar and her son, after 

some prevarication by Abraham, are subsequently expelled. 

It is at this point in the narrative that Hagar's character in the second cycle is at its most 

important. Through the pronoun she, the slave woman becomes the subject of active verbs 

for the first time in Genesis 21. The narrative focuses upon Hagar's activities and recognises 

her personhood (vs. 14-16)/°^ At verse 16 Hagar's despairing thoughts are narrated and she 

is given speech as she raised her voice and wept at Ishmael's impending death. However, 

God's response is to Ishmael's voice, which is not narrated, and not Hagar's, which is. This 

change first appears in the Septuagint translation of the bible and there are several modem 

interpretations that either ignore or attempt unsuccessfiilly to justify the anomaly/ 

As Phyllis Trible notes, the changes to the Hebrew form in translations of Genesis falsely 

alter "...the unambiguous feminine verb forms to masculine constructions." In so doing the 

masculine emendations to the verse erroneously make Ishmael lift up his voice and weep, 

when in fact the "...host of feminine verb forms throughout this section (vs. 14-16)" 

unambiguously witnesses Hagar's grief'°^ Furthermore, fi-om verses 17 to 19 Hagar's 
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importance in the narrative begins to diminish as the focus of the chapter switches to her son, 

Ishmael. It is God's recognition of the boy's weeping that signals the change: Hagar wept 

loudly, but God responded to a silent child. Even though God speaks directly to Hagar the 

narrator does not allow her to reply and the content of the speech concentrates singularly on 

Ishmael's future and his mother's duty in ensuring his survival. 

Hagar's diminished importance in the Genesis narrative is further indicated by a change in 

vocabulary. Whilst speaking to her about her son, God never uses an equivalent to the noun 

son or the adjective ;̂ owr, and God, like the narrator, refers to Ishmael as the lad undercutting 

Hagar as his mother. Hagar's character is also undermined at verses 18-19. Here God 

promises to make a great nation of Ishmael in a reversal of the promise made to Hagar to 

make a nation of her at Genesis 16: 10. Thus Hagar's importance in the narrative recedes 

into the background as Ishmael's character comes to the fore. Hagar, however, is charged 

with ensuring that God's prophesy is realised by her continued care of her son. 

In the conclusion to the second episode Hagar remains in the background for it is God who is 

with Ishmael in the wilderness as he becomes an expert bowman (vs. 21-2la). Her 

importance in the Hagar narratives is, however, briefly reasserted. The choice of an Egyptian 

wife for her son highlights Hagar at the close of the episode. This is the last reference to her 

in the Hebrew scriptures and the first time she is called "mother". The consequence of her 

final act is significant. Her choice of wife for Ishmael has ensured that the innumerable 

descendants promised by God to Hagar (Gen. 16: 10) and Ishmael, Abraham's son (Gen. 21: 

18), are Egyptian rather than Hebrew. 

ii. Josephus: 

If we engage with Hagar's role in Josephus' retelling of Genesis 21: 9-21 we can see that her 

role in this cycle has been limited by our author. Josephus uses Hagar's name only once in 

his narrative as a means of re-introducing her character and her status to his audience. In the 

remainder of his retelling she is referred to in the third person. At Antiquities I: 216-218 

Josephus moves perfunctorily through the Genesis chronology of Hagar and Ishmael's 

expulsion, appearing not to be acquainted with the pathos or emotional content of the biblical 

narrative. Moreover, Josephus limits the significance of Hagar's second desert experience by 

omitting her contact with the deity. In his abbreviated retelling, an angel meets Hagar and 

commands her subsequent actions. This replaces Genesis' chronology whereby Hagar is 
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spoken to by God and then has contact with an angel (A. J. I: 219). In Josephus, the angel 

tells her that a spring of water is to be found nearby, implying that Hagar must get up from 

where she is sitting and look for it. Genesis, on the other hand, describes the appearance of 

water in miraculous terms - God opened her eyes and a well of water had appeared before her 

(V.19). 

Josephus retains the promise that great things would come to Hagar with the survival of 

Ishmael. Josephus does not allow Hagar to save her son's life single-handed. In an addition 

to Genesis, the author speaks of some shepherds without whose help Hagar and Ishmael 

would have perished (A. J. I: 219). Josephus concludes his retelling of the second Hagar 

cycle by restating that she chose for Ishmael an Egyptian wife. Hagar is then dropped from 

the narrative. Ishmael's sons are listed and, in complete contrast to Genesis, the prestige of 

the nations that arose from these sons, according to Josephus, brings honour and increased 

fame to Abraham. Hagar is forgotten. 

c) Humane Patriarch or Uncaring Master? Genesis & Josephus on Abraham 

i. Genesis in MT and LXX: 

The character of Abraham in chapter 21 appears in the narration of Isaac's birth in verses 1 to 

8 and the expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael at verses 11 to 14. Given no speech in the entire 

chapter the patriarch's function is to move the action from one scene to another. Abraham 

may not be the most prominent cast member in the drama but he, along with Hagar and 

Ishmael, provides the emotional content of the chapter. At verse 5 he appears to be horrified 

at the prospect of having to carry out his wife's order to banish his son and the child's mother 

with him. The narrator describes Abraham's anguish as if he is "crushed" at the prospect of 

losing his son. He cannot, however, seem to muster the authority to refuse to comply with 

Sarah's wishes. Hagar seems not to figure in Abraham's thoughts. God acknowledges the 

patriarch's concern echoing the narrator's terminology. God tells Abraham not to be 

"crashed" because of his son and implies that Hagar deserves his concern too (v. 12). 

Abraham is also told by the deity to do as his wife has requested and promises him that if he 

does both of his sons will be the progenitors of a nation. 

The following and final scene in which Abraham is a participant reinforces the narrator's 

desire to portray Abraham as a sympathetic humanist. Verse 14 takes place the morning after 
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Sarah demands the banishment of the pair. We hear that Abraham, forced by God's will to 

comply with Sarah's demand, gathers together a pitiful ration of bread and water to sustain 

his son and the child's mother during their expulsion into the wilderness. The patriarch 

places both the rations and Ishmael onto the shoulder of the slave woman and sends them off 

into an uncertain future. Abraham does not feature again in chapter 21 of Genesis. 

ii. Josephus: 

hi contrast to Genesis 21, the character of Abraham in Josephus' retelling of the second 

Hagar cycle is more robust and dominant but significantly less emotionally based. At 

Antiquities I; 216 Abraham pointedly refuses to comply with Sarah's demand to expel his son 

and Hagar. Josephus provides a reason for his resistance - such an act would be a "brutal" 

thing to perpetrate on a defenceless child and a woman. Josephus narrates God's message to 

Abraham that he should capitulate to Sarah's demand and implies in an extra-biblical 

comment that Hagar is to be banished with her son solely because he is too young to travel 

alone. 

In Josephus' account Abraham does not gather together the supplies and give them to Hagar. 

The slave woman is ordered to take water and a loaf and leave forthwith. The scene does not 

take place the following morning as in Genesis. Instead of disappearing from the narrative at 

Hagar's departure, Abraham is brought back into the action following Josephus' retelling of 

the desert scene to ensure that the entire second Hagar cycle concludes with comment on the 

distinguished patriarch. We are told that the honour and prowess of the progeny of Ishmael, 

the Arab nations, bestow "fame" upon their mutual ancestor, Abraham. This is an 

observation not found in the Pentateuch. 

Summary of Section Two 

So how has Josephus' treatment of Genesis 21: 9-21 reshaped the dynamics of the 

relationships between the main protagonists in the second Hagar cycle? Let us begin with 

Sarah. In her brief appearance in the scenes under discussion, her significance in the 

narrative is underscored by the fact that she is the only mortal character given direct speech in 

the entire episode. The matriarch continues to control the actions of both her husband and 

her slave. In this chapter Sarah's actions also determine the continuance of the stories of 

Ishmael's and Isaac's future. In this respect the subordinate characters have no choice but to 
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obey Sarah for she has the full support of God whose divine plan she is instrumental in 

fulfilling. 

Sarah's power in this chapter, as with chapter 16, is founded on her ability to manipulate the 

contexts, events and persons that surround her and her household. It is her will, supported by 

God, which influences the direction and ultimate outcome of the narratives. Josephus' 

characterisation of the matriarch in his retelling of the cycle does not portray Sarah as the 

writers of Genesis had intended. She is mute throughout; she is suggestive rather than 

demanding of her husband and she has lost divine support for her scheme to usurp Ishmael. 

Moreover, Josephus' invented reasons for the need for the departure of the pair and 

Abraham's concern for them imply that Sarah possessed a degree of neurosis on behalf of 

Isaac and heartlessness towards Hagar and her son. 

And what of Josephus' representation of Hagar? Although as we have seen the narrator of 

Genesis undermines Hagar's character through the words and deeds of Sarah and Abraham, 

she remains central to the plot and is the principal vehicle for moving the plot of both cycles 

towards their final conclusion. It is the conclusion that determines the ultimate successes of 

the slave and her son. As with Genesis 16, Hagar is spoken to by God and is visited by an 

angel; both events secure the uniqueness of Hagar's characterisation in the Pentateuch. 

Josephus, however, seems intent on retelling the basic details of Hagar's role in the narrative 

but is at pains to minimize the significance of the slave woman's character in the context of 

her relationship with Abraham and the founding of the Arabian tribes. To achieve this 

Josephus omits much of Abraham's concern for Hagar and Ishmael. The author has her 

gather together the means by which she is to sustain herself and her son in exile; he has her 

meet with a representative of the deity and not communicate directly with God; he omits the 

miraculous appearance of the life-saving well and he adds that the exile's survival was 

dependent not on Hagar's resourcefulness, but because of the intervention of men. These 

omissions and additions significantly diminish Hagar's prestige in the narrative. In a final 

effort to subvert Hagar's character Josephus reorders the final scene of the cycle and in so 

doing robs the slave woman of her status as progenitrix. Instead Josephus prefers to deflect 

the glory for the origins and successes of the Arab peoples to the character of Abraham. 
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Finally, how has Josephus retold Genesis' representation of Abraham in chapter 21: 16-21? 

It is clear from this analysis that, in contradistinction to his treatment of the female characters 

in the second cycle, Abraham's character is built up considerably. He is no longer the 

subordinate husband of a demanding and scheming wife. His emotional devastation at his 

wife's and God's request that he exile Hagar and Ishmael is replaced with stubborn 

acquiescence at the hands of Josephus. Abraham appears to be singularly unmoved by the 

loss of his secondary wife and his first-bom son beyond the fleeting thought that it was brutal 

for the child to travel alone. And there is no delay or time for prevarication. The slave 

woman and her son are summarily despatched into the wilderness without the patriarch 

bothering to assemble even the most inadequate of supplies. 

In order that Josephus' readers were sure to perceive that the entire cycle was central to 

telling the life story of Abraham, josephus has the patriarch return in the final scene to 

accept due praise as the progenitor of the A r a b s . J o s e p h u s ' retelling of the action and 

events in both the first and second Hagar cycles ends, not with the exaltation of a female 

slave as in the Pentateuch, but with a radical re-presentation of the story of the patriarch 

Abraham. 

Section Three: Possible Secondary Sources for Josephus' Retelling of Genesis 16 and 21 

The previous analysis has shown how and where Josephus' retelling of the Hagar cycles 

differs from their representation in the Hebrew or Greek Pentateuch, his most likely sources 

for this material. Josephus is not the only extant source to have rewritten versions of the 

Hagar episodes. Hagar also appears in surviving retellings of Genesis in the writings of Paul 

of Tarsus, the Book of Jubilees, Philo of Alexandria and Pseudo-Philo. These works are all 

roughly contemporary with Josephus and may possibly, therefore, contain material or 

concepts that Josephus was conversant with. The question being addressed in this section is 

whether Josephus' understanding of the Hagar story shows resemblances with these other 

contemporaneous traditions of biblical interpretation. The following, therefore, will compare 

and contrast Josephus' retelling of the Hagar cycles in his Antiquities with sources that he 

may, or may not, have been acquainted with. 
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a) Hagar in Galatians 4: 21-31: 

The Epistle to the Galatians is the only place in the New Testament in which reference is 

made to Hagar. The epistle is generally thought to have been written towards the end of the 

first half of the first century CE.'°^ Whether Josephus would have known Paul's writings or 

even whether they would have been available to him cannot be stated certainly, but is 

unlikely. However, his Antiquities was published in 93 CE, some forty years after the writing 

of the epistle, so it is not impossible that Josephus may have known of it. On the basis that 

this assumption is correct and that the literary genre of the epistle was not unique to Paul but 

may have been common in Josephus' time, I have included it in this examination of sources. 

The epistle, the text of which can be consulted in my Source Appendix, includes an 

allegorical interpretation of the Genesis story of Hagar and Sarah. It is Paul himself who 

calls his interpretation 'allegorical' (v. 42), meaning that the entities in the story represent 

something other than what the story expresses at face v a l u e . I t is unclear whether this 

sense of the narrative was intended by Paul or whether it is the contribution of the 

in terpre ter . 'Even if this is so, the interpretation gives the impression that he is bringing out 

Paul's true intentions."' Within the allegory the distinction is clearly made between Sarah 

"the freewoman," and Hagar "a slave," for the express purpose of St Paul's presentation of 

the antithesis of the "old covenant" and "the new."''^ Sinai, the mountain of the Law, which 

was in Arabia, the dwelling place of "the son of Hagar" is set in contradistinction against 

Mount Sion, the mountain of gracious promise, and the home of the true Israel."^ 

On the one hand, Paul's expansion of the story can be seen as a literary reproduction of the 

traditional hostility felt by Jews towards Arab tribes whose constant inroads upon the 

southern border of Judaea appeared to repeat the conduct of Ishmael towards Isaac. On the 

other hand, the allegory speaks of two branches of Abraham's family - the slave, and the free. 

Thus Paul may have intended to induce the Galatians to recognise that they were joining the 

wrong (slave) branch of the family."^ 

Did the tradition of biblical reinterpretation practised by Paul impact on the work of 

Josephus? This is highly unlikely. The Epistle to the Galatians is completely different in 
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style, genre and purpose. Whereas Josephus' remit was to provide a representation of the 

historical biblical narratives to an audience of gentiles and possibly some Jews, the Hagar 

section in Galatians is highly interpretative and purely allegorical, designed to promote the 

attitude of the early church to scriptural law to a narrowly defined audience. It in no way 

constitutes a paraphrase of the early history of the Jews as characterised in Genesis 16 and 

21. 

b) Hagar in Philo 

Philo was a Jewish author of philosophical works who was bom in Alexandria around 20 

BCE and who died there sometime after 41 CE. An educated aristocrat, Philo's writings 

employ philosophy as a vehicle by which he could exegete the Greek text of the Pentateuch in 

accordance with a long tradition of Alexandrian Jewish theology.''® The views expressed in 

his writings often reflect the attitudes and prejudices of the elite and intellectual class to which 

he belonged. Almost all of Philo's writings consist of treatises on material from the 

Pentateuch. As a student of philosophy and as a writer he used Greek philosophical concepts 

to exegete aspects of the biblical narrative. Philo, like Josephus, intended to interpret biblical 

laws and narrative in a maimer acceptable to Hellenistic thinking but within the limits 

imposed by the role of the exegete. For Philo, Greek philosophy supplied the language of 

reason to examine the deeper meaning present in scripture itself."^ An Alexandrian, he 

almost certainly used a Greek translation of the Hebrew Pentateuch as his source for the 

biblical narratives. In one example, Philo's retelling of Genesis 16; 1-2 is as follows:"® 

"Now Sarah the wife of Abraham was not bearing him children, but she 
had an Egyptian handmaiden named Hagar, and Sarah said to Abraham, 
'Behold the Lord hath closed me that I should not bear. Go in unto my 
handmaid and beget children from her,'" {De Congr. 1)''^ 

" l a p a 5£ n Yuvii APpaajj ouk etiktev autw. qv 56 aurfi TraiSiaKn AiyuTnia, fj 

ovojja Ayap. drre Se lapa npog Appadjj- l5ou, ouvcK\eiot fjc Kupiog roO pq 

ti'kteiv, eicteASe irpoq Tqv TtaiSiaKriv pou, iva TEKvoTTOinan? auTqg" 

Later Hagar is referred to in Philo's narrative thus: 

This is why Moses does not say that Sarah did not bear, but only that she 
did not bear for some particular- person. For we are not capable as yet of 
receiving the impregnation of virtue unless we have first mated with the 
handmaiden, and the handmaiden of wisdom is the culture gained by the 
primary learning of the school course. (De Congr. 9) 
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5ia toOto ou cpqai pf| tikteiv tî v l a p a v , daa' aiitw tivi jjq TiKTeiv. ou yap EopEV iKavoi 

5£^aa9ai uto yovag apETf]^, ei jjq TrpoTspov evTuxoipev auTqq Tfj GEpcrrraiviBi- SepaTraivig 

5e aocpiag n 5ia Twv TrpoTraiGEupcrrwv eykukaio^ 

IJOuaiKti. 

It is immediately clear from these excerpts that Philo is not offering a re-presentation of 

Hagar's story as it appears in Genesis in the same manner as Josephus' retelling. It is widely 

accepted that Philo's view on s lavery'follows the Stoic school of philosophy, put simply, 

that there are two kinds of slavery - physical and spiritual or moral, and that slavery is not 

necessarily a natural human state. Every Good Man is Free 17-19, which may be consulted 

in my Source Appendix, sets out the bones of the Philonic/Stoic view. 

Philo's understanding of the Hagar narratives is presented in De Congressu as a philosophical 

discussion about the differences between higher and lower forms of learning, the Encyclia and 

philosophy. Hagar, the slave (Ospanaiva) represents the encyclical studies, or the middle 

stage of educat ion ,whereas Sarah, the mistress (SsoTtoivay^^ is philosophy. This follows 

a well-established historical literary precedent. The Stoic, Austo of Chios, following 

Aristippus, describes the encyclical studies as handmaids to the mistress, philosophy. Philo 

then is reinterpreting the scriptural narrative to make sense of it to a particular audience whose 

interest was philosophical discourse rather than history, which is the case for Josephus' 

audience. He has symbolically characterised Hagar and Sarah to fit an established Hellenistic 

philosophical model that may have been well known to his readers. 

Elsewhere in Philo's writings it is evident that his views on Hagar's character diverge 

fundamentally from those of Josephus. One significant example should suffice. Philo, unlike 

Josephus rejects the biblical notion that Hagar, as an Egyptian, can experience a theophanic 

visitation in no uncertain terms. In De Somn. I. 41 Philo states 'Being Egyptian by descent 

she [Hagar] was not qualified to see the supreme cause', or that by being an Egyptian, Hagar 

was disqualified from obtaining prophesy directly from God. As we have seen previously, 

although Josephus seeks to minimise Hagar's role in both Genesis 16 and 21, he does retain 

the theophanic and epiphanic aspects of the story in his paraphrase. 

So can Philo of Alexandria be acknowledged as a source for Josephus' representation of the 

Hagar cycles? This connection is almost certainly doubtful. There is no certainty, despite 
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Feldman's assertions to the contrary,'^® that Josephus was famihar with Philo's works, even 

though he certainly knew of him/^^ Moreover, Philo's and Josephus' lives and works are 

separated both geographically and by their respective fields of specialisation. Philo was a 

philosopher, Josephus a historian. As such both authors wrote with very different 

interpretative styles and agendas. Philo adopted the Hagar character in order to construct and 

illuminate particular philosophical arguments. He, unlike Josephus, is not offering an 

apologetic retelling of a biblical narrative. 

c) Hagar in Jubilees: 

We now turn our attention to references to Hagar in the Book of Jubilees, generally thought to 

have been composed in Hebrew between 153 and 105 BCE.'^^ Jubilees takes the form of an 

enlarged Tar gum, or translation of scripture, of Genesis and part of Exodus, within which 

some parts of the narrative have been condensed whilst other have been omitted. In other 

places, however, the authors have expanded and recast the text significantly.'^^ In the light of 

this purpose and methodology, and because this work was extant in Josephus' time, we must 

consider it as a potential source for Josephus' retelling of the Hagar episodes. A translation of 

Jubilees 14: 21-24 can be consulted in my Source Appendix. 

If we compare the Hagar narrative of Genesis 16 with the version in the Book of Jubilees we 

find that it is highly truncated and bears little resemblance to its canonical parallels. Jubilees 

14:21-24 deals only with Genesis 16: l-4a and 15-16. Omitted is Sarai's distress at her 

sterility that she attributes to God (16: 1), Hagar's mistreatment of Sarah, her complaint to 

Abram, Sarai's appeal to God to make judgement over her dispute with Hagar; Sarai's harsh 

treatment of Hagar and her flight into the desert (16: 4b-6), Also missing from Jubilees is the 

entire desert sequence. The reasons behind this drastic paraphrase will not be entered into 

here; instead I will evaluate, so far as is possible given the brevity of the piece, whether its 

author has altered the dynamics of the relationships between the characters. 

Sarah remains the dominant character in Jubilees paraphrase. Jubilees is explicit in 

maintaining that Hagar is the property of Sarah in accordance with Genesis. It is she who 

suggests her husband uses Hagar to provide a child so that she "shall build up seed unto thee 

by her." Abram agrees with his wife's plan and Sarah gives Hagar to him as "his wife." 

Abram remains the object of the action although Jubilees implies at 14: 24 that Abram's 
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disappointment at not being a father prompted Sarai's decision to use Hagar as a surrogate 

mother. He agrees with this plan and duly obtains his son through his wife's slave. Here 

Jubilees agrees with Genesis in that ultimately Abram names Ishmael instead of Hagar and 

the child becomes Abram's rather than Sarai's. Hagar's role in the narrative has been edited 

to the barest minimum. The absence of the desert sequence, so profoundly important to the 

biblical Genesis, strips her of her voice and her religious experience in the wilderness. Her 

role as the mother of the progenitor of a great people is lost. She is reduced to a mere adjunct 

to the continuation of the patriarch's story, a vehicle by which Genesis 16 and 21 can be 

linked. 

Let us now compare Josephus' retelling of the second Hagar episode with that of Jubilees. A 

translation of Jubilees' account can be found in my Source Appendix. Jubilees 21 f f , closely 

follows the Pentateuchal narrative and although the Jubilees narrative introduces the second 

episode with an expansion of Genesis, the author continues to follows the chronology of 

events and reflects the power structures and interpersonal dynamics as they appear in the 

biblical text. The narrator of Jubilees clarifies Ishmael's behaviour towards Isaac stating that 

the boys were "playing and dancing" together and adds that Abraham was happy to witness 

his son's interaction. Sarah's response and motivation, however, is retold according to 

Genesis. She demands Hagar's and Ishmael's expulsion so that Ishmael cannot inherit with 

Isaac. Abraham, as in Genesis, resists until God gives his backing to the matriarch's plan and 

reiterates the promises of nations to be bom of both sons. 

Jubilees also closely follows Genesis' expulsion and desert sequences. Hagar is ejected the 

morning after Sarah's demand is made and it is Abraham who provides the mother and son 

with their supplies. Ishmael's near demise is retold with few deviations from the Genesis 

narrative. Hagar's weeping is retold in the form of spoken words that, similarly to Josephus' 

account, are responded to by an angel of God rather than the deity. However, the angel in 

Jubilees is clearly relaying God's words to Hagar and her son rather than omitting any 

reference to God in connection with the expelled slave woman as does Josephus. The well of 

water apparition remains a miraculous event. The details of the remainder of Jubilees 

retelling of chapter 21 adheres to the chronological framework of the Genesis narrative. 

This comparison between Jubilees and Josephus shows that any influence from this source on 

our historians' work is unlikely. As I have shown previously, Josephus is at pains to 
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minimise the roles of both Sarah and Hagar in his paraphrase whilst at the same time 

strengthening the characterisation of Abram. Jubilees, on the other hand, is content to 

maintain the status quo of the dynamics of the biblical relationships, albeit in greatly 

abbreviated form. Moreover, Josephus retains the primary features of the desert sequence 

despite the fact that these scenes, although adding colour and emotional depth to the 

narrative, are not essential in moving the greater thrust of the narrative forward onto the next 

phase. It would seem likely to me that had Josephus used Jubilees as a model for his 

paraphrase of Genesis 16 he would have followed its example in omitting Hagar's 

empowering desert experiences. 

In most important respects Jubilees retelling of the second Hagar cycle follows the 

chronology and events of the biblical text. It also maintains Genesis' portrayal of the 

characters and the manner in which they interact with one another. The similarities between 

the texts imply, therefore, that Josephus' retelling diverges as much from Jubilees 

representation as it does from Genesis. The most significant similarity between Jubilees and 

Josephus, the absence of direct speech from God to Hagar, is not compelling enough for a 

direct connection to be made. The author of Jubilees attributes the angel's words to God, 

whereas Josephus omits God's role in the desert scene entirely in connection with Hagar. 

d) Hagar in Pseudo-Philo:'^° 

Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities'"^^ exist in Latin manuscripts from the eleventh and 

fifteenth centuries. The erroneous attribution of the texts to Philo of Alexandria occurred 

because the Latin texts were transmitted along with Latin translations of the Alexandrian's 

works. Pseudo-Philo is in fact generally thought by scholars to have a first century CE 

Palestinian origin and to have been authored initially in Hebrew before its subsequent 

transmission in Greek and finally L a t i n . B i b l i c a l Antiquities is an imaginative retelling of 

the history of Israel from Adam to David. The text interweaves biblical incidents and 

legendary expansions of these accounts utilising material from Genesis, Exodus, 

Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges and several other biblical books. Pseudo-Philo, as 

Charlesworth indicates, reflects the shared religious and cultural outlook of the Palestinian 

synagogue at the turn of the first century CE as its reinteipretation of scripture has little in 
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common with the literary activities of other Jewish groups of the same period; the Qumran 

community; Samaritans; Gnostics and others. 

The question in the context of this chapter is, of course, whether a connection between 

Pseudo-Philo and Josephus can be detected in their respective retellings of the Hagar 

narratives. Let us look at Hagar in the Biblical Antiquities as compared to Josephus' Jewish 

Antiquities'. 

I Now Abram went forth from there and dwelt in the land of 
Canaan and took with him Lot his nephew and Sarai his wife. And 
since Sarai was sterile and had not conceived, then Abram took 
Hagar his maid and she bore him Ishmael. 2 Now Ishmael had 
become the father of twelve sons. The Lot separated from Abram, 
and dwelt in Sodom. But Abram lived in the land of Canaan. And 
the men of Sodom were very wicked men and great sinners. 3 And 
God appeared to Abram, saying, "To your seed I will give this 
land, and your name will be called Abraham, and Sarai, your wife, 
will be called Sarah. And I will give to you from her an 
everlasting seed, and I shall establish my covenant with you." And 
Abraham knew Sarah, his wife, and she conceived and Bore Isaac. 
{Biblical Antiquities 1-3) 

Chapter 8 of the Biblical Antiquities is a heavily redacted version of the Genesis version of 

the history of Israel's origins from Abraham's settlement in Canaan to the descent of Jacob's 

sons into Egypt. Pseudo-Philo's account of the Hagar cycles has reduced the narrative to a 

skeleton outline of events with no attempt made to flesh out the substance of either of the 

episodes to the reader. Its author combines events from the first and second cycles in verse 2; 

the entire Lot episode that divides the Hagar narratives is retold in verses 2 b and c. God's 

promise to Abraham is combined with his renaming of the patriarch and matriarch, whilst the 

significance of Hagar's character is ignored beyond an acknowledgement of her giving birth 

to Ishmael. 

What of Pseudo-Philo as a source for Josephus' Antiquities'? The most elementary 

comparison between these retellings of the same narratives makes it clear that Pseudo-Philo's 

Biblical Antiquities was not a source for Josephus' retelling of the Hagar cycles in his Jewish 

Antiquities. The construction of Pseudo-Philo's representation of the Hagar episodes is 

completely different both from Genesis, Josephus and, for that matter, any of the other 

examples that have been looked at in this section. Pseudo-Philo has no interest in the 

characters and their interactions, giving no insight whatsoever into the personalities of Hagar, 
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Abraham or Sarah or in reteUing Genesis in a coherent form, hi these respects it is 

improbable that Biblical Antiquities can be connected with Josephus' retelling of the Hagar 

narratives. 

Summary 

The above comparisons between Josephus' retelling of the Hagar episodes and the manner in 

which other authors have engaged with the subject shows that none of them are likely 

candidates as a source for Antiquities. None of the sources re-present the material in the 

same way as Josephus. For some the purpose of their interpretation is to exegete 

philosophical constructs, whereas in other sources the retellings appear more as literal 

interpretations of scripture for purposes other than apologetics. 

Conclusions 

Let us return to my initial queries. Firstly, what is Josephus' methodology and rationale for 

his retelling of Genesis 16: 1-16 and 21: 9-21? The above analysis of Josephus' treatment of 

the Hagar narratives has demonstrated that our author applies three main methodological 

criteria to his primary version: 

a) Josephus subtracts material that he considers to be irrelevant, confusing, non-essential 

or which conflicts with his understanding of what is acceptable for consumption by 

his audience. Similarly he has added material that was likely to conform to the 

cultural expectations of his audience. 

b) Josephus has reworked the narratives in order to structure them in a coherent stylistic 

framework, thus smoothing out some of the inherent eccentricities of his primary 

source. 

c) Josephus has recast the fundamental features of the personalities of Hagar, Sarah and 

Abraham as portrayed in his primary version. Where the characters of Genesis stray 

from Hellenistic societal norms, Josephus redevelops them in conformity with the 

cultural expectations of the dominant Mediterranean society. Abraham is maximised, 

recast as a morally pure and dominant head of his household. Sarah is minimised, 

recast as the submissive mute adjunct to her husband. Hagar, like her mistress is also 

minimised, recast as a typically slave-like and troublesome subordinate to the other 

major characters. 
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I will now address my second question. Does Josephus' manipulation of his primary version 

offer the reader a carefully considered interpretation of the Hagar episodes or has his retelling 

compromised the integrity of the primary version's narrative and characterisations of its 

players? It is clear that Josephus' retelling is not a straightforward representation of the 

biblical narrative. For the most part the texts are abbreviated, their chronology altered and 

their characters are remodelled to conform to their appropriate social status. On the other 

hand, however, the essence and integrity of the plotlines as represented in his primary version 

are retained by Josephus. The events and outcomes in both sources are very similar, in most 

cases, identical. This is in marked contrast to the retellings of the narratives by other writers 

in antiquity. I have shown that with the exception of the representation of the Hagar 

narratives in the Book of Jubilees the other representations of the Hagar episodes have altered 

the biblical text beyond all recognition. Antiquities I: 186-191 and 215-221, in comparison, 

constitutes a reflective reading and rewriting of his primary version. The fact that his 

retelling maintains the integrity of his source's plot and demonstrates painstaking care and 

attention in his re-presentation of the characters shows how important Josephus perceived the 

Hagar cycles to be and how seriously he wished his audience to regard the stories. 

If the story was so important to Josephus why change it at all? What was it about the 

narratives that he and his audience were so likely to find so profoundly distasteful? This 

brings me to answer my final query. If Josephus' retelling of the Hagar cycles is careful and 

considered, can we isolate his reasons for retelling the narratives in this manner? 

Given that I argue in my introduction that Josephus wrote Antiquities as an apologetic it is 

reasonable to assume motivation for remodelling the bible's characterisation of Hagar, 

Abraham and Sarah and the context of their relationship was to make the narrative conform 

to Graeco-Roman traditions. My analysis of his retelling has identified key themes in 

Josephus' reconstruction of the relationships and power dynamics between the characters, 

particularly with reference to the relationships between the slave woman Hagar and 

Abraham. 

I propose that Josephus has adjusted Genesis' portrayal of the characters in Genesis 16 and 

21 according to Hellenistic typological m o d e l s . I n so doing he has presented his audience 

with a vision of the 'correct' social order - a strong hero,'^^ a submissive heroine and a 

villainess s l a v e . T h i s , he must have been aware, would have suited the tastes of his 
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Hellenized r e a d e r / A s we have seen, Josephus was faced with the task of retelling two 

biblical cycles in which the character of the first patriarch, Abraham, is subordinate to the 

actions of two women, his wife and her slave. This would not have made comfortable 

reading for a Roman male audience. To redress the balance Josephus added and subtracted 

material to soften the character of Sarah and make the character of Hagar more discemibly 

s l a v e - l i k e . H i s first action was to transform their direct speech into a narrated paraphrase 

of their thoughts and feelings. This silence serves to show that Judaism in Josephus' time 

observed the cultural norms of the wider society in which Jews of the period l i v e d . H i s 

second was to delegate the few acts of independent initiatives given to the women in the 

biblical narratives thus disempowering them. 

Sarah appears to need God's permission to bring Hagar to her husband's bed, rather than 

simply exercise her own right to do so (A. J. I: 187). Sarah becomes the victim of her slave's 

abuse and unfounded assumptions {A.J. I: 188). This is in stark contrast to the jealous wife 

and spiteful mistress of the portrayal of her character in Genesis 16. In chapter 21 we are told 

that Sarah cherished Ishmael as if he was her own son. Josephus then substitutes Sarah's fear 

for Isaac's safety for the harsher biblical motive of her wish to prevent Ishmael from 

inheriting with Isaac for expelling the slave and her son (A. J. I: 2 1 5 ) . T h e expulsion (Gen. 

21; 10) is recast by Josephus fi"om a demand &om a domineering wife to the urging of a 

woman uncertain of what action is necessary (A. J. I: 216). 

Both Hagar and Sarah are permitted assertive action in Josephus' retelling of the Hagar 

episodes. The women, however, are only allowed to exercise this assertiveness on behalf of a 

son. The portrayal of Sarah's character as silent in public, submissive in nature and guided 

by maternal concern is wholly appropriate for a respectable Hellenistic woman and wife. 

These traditional virtues enhance Sarah's femininity and bring honour to her husband. 

Josephus applies the reverse methodology to his treatment of the character of Abraham as 

compared to his representation of the female characters. In contrast to the mute and 

submissive patriarch in Genesis we are presented with a man of humanity and integrity who 

is in control of the actions of the women who surround him. But what would a Roman 

audience have made of Genesis' characterization of Abraham if Josephus had not re-

presented the role of the patriarch in his retelling of the Hagar cycles? 
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Josephus was compelled to omit the Genesis reference to Hagar as Abraham's secondary 

wife. In the Roman context bigamy was neither socially acceptable nor legally possible. The 

patriarch would have had to indulge in serial marriage, divorcing Sarah and marrying Hagar 

before her son was bom otherwise the child would have no legal claim on him as Josephus 

suggests in his retelling of chapter 21.'"^^ There was no moral objection for Roman men to 

have sexual relationships with female slaves or to take them as concubines/'*'' but the 

problem here is that marriage between an aristocrat, as Josephus doubtless wished Abraham 

to be perceived by his audience, and a slave woman in Roman law was equally as impossible 

and unacceptable as b i g a m y . A u g u s t u s ' marriage laws, the Lex Julia de maritandis 

ordinibus of 18 BCE, prohibited marriages between senators, their children and descendants 

in the male line even with freed slaves and others who were considered disreputable.''^ 

In order to circumvent this problem and present Abraham as morally virtuous Josephus has 

God, and not the matriarch, dictate events. This move has the effect of side-stepping Sarah's 

connivance and imparting to the narrative the notion that Abraham was part of a divine plan 

over which he had no control but to which he was compelled to submit to. 

The next problem Josephus had to deal with was Abraham's apparent inability to deal with 

Hagar's attitude towards his wife {A. J. I; 188, cf. Gen. 16: 5). Instead of Abraham's 

acknowledgement of Sarah's ownership of Hagar and right to punish her as she saw fit, 

Josephus overplays the severity of the slave's treatment of Sarah. Abraham then consigns 

Hagar for punishment at the hands of the offended party whose retribution is so harsh that the 

slave woman flees the household. In this treatment of the scene, Abraham is portrayed as 

respectful of his wife and is distanced from the cruelty meted out by her. The humanity of the 

patriarch is emphasised in his appearance in the second cycle. Abraham is said in an extra-

biblical comment to have resisted Sarah's request for the expulsion of Hagar and Ishmael. 

Not because he was distressed on account of the boy and his mother but because this act was a 

brutal thing to do to a child as young as Ishmael and a woman. Josephus places emotional 

distance between Abraham and his son and slave woman by removing Genesis' emotive 

content and by the addition to the scene of his detached attitude to the expulsion and provision 

of rations. 

So, Abraham is transformed by Josephus into a stereotypical Hellenistic hero,'^^ detached 

from his slave woman/concubine and deferred to by his submissive wife. Josephus has, in my 
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view, skilfully handled his retelling of the Hagar narratives, at once maintaining the integrity 

of the biblical story and re-presenting it in a novelistic format that would have been 

understandable to his audience. 

^ LSJ s.v. Dyuyzos, meaning Ogygian, or from Ogyges, a mythical king of Attica, hence generally primeval, or 
primal. 

5 
"AJ. I: 187. 
',4.7.1: 188 

I: 188-189. 
V: I: 190-191. 

® There is a further implied contradistinction between Sarah and Hagar in the Genesis narrative. Sarah is free 
and a freebom elite member of her society whereas Hagar is a slave, but also foreign, which makes her status 
lowlier still. Additionally, Genesis comments upon Sarah's great beauty (Gen. 12: 11), whereas Hagar's looks 
are never commented upon; we are told of Abraham's deep love for Sarah, whilst Hagar elicits no emotional 
response from Abraham. See Athalya Brenner, "Female Social Behaviour: Two Descriptive Patterns within the 
BiAh of a Hero Paradigm", FT 35 (1986), pp. 257-273 (260). Later Jewish traditions describe Hagar as the 
daughter of Pharaoh {Bereshit Rabbah 45; 1; Yashar 42, 44; Yalqut tehilim 750). These traditions generally have 
Hagar given directly to Abraham when he is given "male and female slave" by Pharaoh at Gen. 12: 16. Islamic 
traditions on the other hand do not consider Hagar to have royal connections and view her very much as a slave. 
See Reuven Firestone, "Difficulties in Keeping a Beautifiil Wife; The Legend of Abraham and Sarah in Jewish 
and Islamic Tradition", JL/S 42-43 (1991-91), pp. 196-214 (208-9). 
' The custom of a woman alleviating her childlessness by the surrogacy of her slave was apparently widespread 
at this period in biblical history. A wife could bring to her marriage a personal slave (as do Rachel and Leah 
Gen. 29) who was not available to her husband as a concubine in the same way as his female slaves were. The 
child bom to the wife's slave was considered to belong to the wife. The slave gave birth "on the knees" (Ch. 30: 
3, 9) of the wife so that the child came symbolically from the womb of the wife herself See Gerhard von Rad, 
Genesis (London: SCM Press LTD, 1971), p 191. See also the articles by J. van Seters that set out the origins 
and applications of this law and how it was applied in the Pentateuch, see van Seters, "The Problems of 
Childlessness in Near Eastern Law and the Patriarchs of Israel", JBL 87 (1968), pp. 401-408; and van Seters, 
"Jacob's Marriages and Ancient Near East Customs", HTR 62 (1969), pp. 377-95. 

BDB s.v. "rny. See, for example, 1 Sam. 19: 4. 
" BDB s.v. nriDC is synonymous with HMK meaning maid, or maid servant belonging to a mistress, as is the case 
with Hagar, Zelpha and Balla. nnow is also a term of humility towards a social superior. KB s.v. slave-
girl; making a self-deprecating introduction into the presence of someone holding a superior social position. 

BDB s.v. can mean both servant and slave with clear differences in what it denotes about an individual's 
status depending on the context in which it is used. See, for example Gen. 44: 9-10 where Joseph's brothers use 
7357 as courtly language of self-abasement after stealing his silver cup (v. 9). However, when Judah, at v. 10, 
offers himself and his brothers as slaves they are actually proposing to surrender their freedom and enter a 
condition of actual servitude. can also mean chattel slave as in the case of Hagar, Zelpha and Balla and the 
women mentioned in the slave laws of the Pentateuch, or denote a woman's subservience to a person of higher 
social standing. See for example, Abigail's reference to herself as David's HOX (1 Sam. 25: 24, 25, 28, 31, 41); 
the 'wise woman' who refers to herself as Joab's HDX even though she does not know him (2 Sam. 20: 17); Ruth 
refers to herself as Boaz's HON (Ruth 3 9: 9); Bathsheba refers to herself as king David's H/OS (1 Kings 1: 13, 14). 
Similarly with nilDtl?, Hannah emphasises her humble bearing in her address to Eli as his nriD© (1 Sam, 1: 27). 

See also Ps. 123.2; Pr. 30: 23; Isa. 24: 2. 
Exod. 11:5. See also of Abraham's maidservants in Egypt (Gen. 12: 16; 24: 35); Abimelech gives Abraham 

maidservants, Jacob has many maidservants (Gen. 30: 43; 32: 6). Finally, the curse in Deuteronomy 28: 68, that 
in Egypt you will offer yourselves for sale to your enemies as male and female slaves, but no one will buy you. 
Parallel with lav in Genesis 12: 16 and Deuteronomy 28: 68. 

A. Jepsen, "Amahund Schipcha", KT 8 (1958), pp. 293-279 (296). 
See B D B s.v. HMK: maid, handmaid lit. maidservant = nilDtt?, but sometimes more servile than (Gen. 30: 3; 

31: 33), and is parallel with it in Genesis 29: 24, 29; 30: 4 f , and Exodus 2: 5. Parallel with 7317 in all of the 
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following examples; Exod. 20; 10, 17; 21: 20, 26, 27, 32; Lev. 25: 6, 44; Deut. 5: 14, 18; 12: 12, 18; 15: 17; 16: 
11,14. 
" Robert Alter, Genesis: Translation and Commentary (New York, London: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996), 
p. 67. 

See also Jackson's comments on the differences between the contexts in which the slave legislation of Exodus 
and Deuteronomy use the male slave term in the Hebrew scriptures. Jackson, "Biblical Laws of Slavery", p. 99. 

Alter, Genesis, p. 67. See also Teubal's unconvincing argument that nns© represents some kind of elevated 
status for the holder of the title, Savina J. Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood: The Lost Traditions of Hagar and Sarah 
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 1990), pp. 49-62. 

Wright, "AovXog and JTcci? as Translations of "7317", p. 268. See also BDB s.v. nnow. 
See LSJ s.v. naiSioKf]. 

^ naiSiaKT] is used of Hagar in Gal. 4: 22 f , and Philo, All. 3. 244, reflecting LXX. See W. Amdt and F. 
Gingrich, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, s. v. naiSiuKT]. 

Benjamin G. Wright, "AovXos and Urns as Translations of 721?", p. 266. 
^"Lev. 25: 44 and 26: 13. 

Deut. 32: 36. Wright, ''AODXOS and IJais as Translations of 131?", p. 266, rejects Walther Zimmerli's 
assertion that SouAos in the Greek Pentateuch is reserved for especially severe forms of bondage on the grounds 
that the three contexts in which the term appears do not seem to bear this out. See Zimmerli and Joachim 
Jeramias (nai?) in Gerhard Kittel and Gerhard Friedrich (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament 
(Grand Rapids: William, B. Eerdmans, 1967). 
^ See na i s above. 

LSJ s.v. naiSioKT]-. young female slave, bondmaid; generally maidservant. 

Wright, "AouXos and J i m s as Translations of 7317", p. 268. 
Wright, "Aovko'S and Flais as Translations of my", pp. 273-277. See also his summary of Philo's use of 

slave vocabulary in, '"Ebed/Doulos: Terms and Social Status", pp. 100-105. 
Wright, '"Ebed/Doulos: Terms and Social Status", p. 98. 
Outside of his vocabulary for Hagar, Zelpha and Balla three main terms are used to denote the type of slave or 

the method by which individuals or groups were enslaved. These are, firstly, the SovXos group that applies to 
household, agricultural and general slave groups; secondly, the di'Xp.aXoro^ group that refers to slaves obtained 
as a result of captivity through war or other forms of involuntary captivity {B. J. I: 16; IV: 311; A. J. XI: 43). 
This term also implies that, for Josephus, submission to captivity brought with it the status of slave. And finally, 
the avSpanoSov group that encompasses the selling of slaves by traders or individuals for profit (A. J. II: 32, 
189).^' Three sub-groups of persons of servile status can also be identified in Josephus these being ndi^ 
(servant), O'spancov, a slave that was very close to their master, for example, a valet or butler. See Gibbs and 
Feldman, "Josephus' Vocabulary for Slavery", p. 91. Eunuchs (euvouxot) also appear as servile individuals 
within the domestic sphere in the writings of Josephus and can also undoubtedly be classified as slaves because 
their castrated state was unlikely to have been submitted to with their consent. The random use of these terms in 
the works of Josephus, especially the <5ouAos and noil's group show that he made no careful distinctions between 
types of slaves and other servile people and found no need to apply a precise meaning to a given term. This is 
especially evident in his reference to the people of Canaan in which he designates them as both nd i t and 
diKsvais (slave). See Gibbs and Feldman, "Josephus' Vocabulary for Slavery", p. 96. Discussions of Josephus' 
terminology and that of other extant first century Jewish sources can be found in Benjamin G. Wright 
'Ebed/Doulos: Terms and Social Status in the Meeting of Hebrew Biblical and Hellenistic Roman Culture', in 
Richard Horsley, Allen Callahan and Abraham Smith (eds.). Slavery in Text and Interpretation, Semeia 83/84 
(2001), pp. 83-111, especially 98 f The aforementioned article is an expanded version of Wright's earlier paper 
on the subject, 'AouXos and Uai? as Translations of Lexical Equivalences and Conceptual 
Transformations', in Bernard Taylor (ed.), Proceedings of the IXth Congress of the lOSCS (Cambridge, Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1997), pp. 263-277. 

John G. Gibbs and L. H. Feldman, "Josephus' Vocabulary for Slavery", JQR 16 (1986), pp. 281-310 (288); 
see also Wright, "'Ebed/Doulos: Terms and Social Status", p. 108. 

A. J. I: 188 and 255 respectively. 
See LSJ s.v. Qyvyios-
See also & J. IV: 533. 
Feldman, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, p. 70, 

" See n. a, in Thackeray's, Jewish Antiquities Books /-///, p. 93. 
Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities p. 138. 
See Feldman's discussion of the relevance of'f2yvyri in Hellenistic literature, Flavius Josephus: Translation 

and Commentary, p. 70. 
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Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities p. 138. 
LSI s.v. jiaaiXeia'. queen; princess. 
Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities",^. 139. 
Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities", p. 138. 
Feldman, Flavins Josephus: Translation and Commentary, p. 71. 
LSJ s. V. OEOKXVTO?: calling on the gods; heard by God, cf. Ishmael. Philo also understands this to mean 

"heard of God", De Mutatione 37: 202. 
^ Phyllis Trible, Texts of Terror: Literary Feminist Readings of Biblical Narratives (Philadelphia: Fortress 
Press, 1984), p. 10. 

See verses 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9. 
Savina J, Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood: The Lost Traditions of Hagar and Sarah (Athens; Ohio University 

Press, 1990), asserts that the legitimacy of this practice is echoed later in Genesis. Rachel uses the same 
terminology when she acquires a child through her slave girl (p. 84). Indeed Rachel also asks to be "built up" 
(Gen. 30: 1), meaning her own lineage and not Jacob's. According to Teubal, when Rachel plaintively cries 
"Give me children or I will die" this is not a literal premonition of her own demise, Rachel is warning that 
without heirs her 'house' will die out (p. 60). In direct parallel to the present context the children of Zelpha and 
Balla become the heirs of the slave girl's mistresses and not of the slaves themselves (p. 54). See also von Rad, 
Genesis, p. 191; van Seters, "The Problems of Childlessness in Near Eastern Law", pp. 401-408, and "Jacob's 
Marriages", pp. 377-95; Glaus Westermann, Genesis 12-36: A Commentary (London: SPCK, 1984), pp. 233-
244. 

Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 12. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 12. 
Franxman claims that Josephus may have known of alternative traditions that endow Sarah with the powers of 

a prophetess along with Miriam, Deborah, Hannah, Abigail, Hulda and Esther {Megillah 14a). Furthermore, that 
he might have known of the rabbinic tradition that says that, Abraham, "hearkening to Sarah in this present 
context was in fact hearkening to the voice of God", see Franxman, Josephus and the "Jewish Antiquities ", fti. 
12, fx 138-9. 

Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood, p. 21. 
Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood, p. 46. 
Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood, p. xxi. 
van Seters, 'The Problem of Childlessness in Near Eastern Law", p. 403. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 11. 
BDB s.v. be slight, swift, trifling, despise or dishonour. Westermann (1984) prefers the phrase "her 

mistress lost cast in her eyes" in favour of "looked with contempt" or "despised" which is the translation of 
many commentaries because the passage is referring to a loss of status rather than aggression on Hagar's part. 
See Westermann, Genesis, (1984), p. 240. 

Vawter, On Genesis, p. 213-4. 
Westermann, Genesis, p. 122. 
Such is the reading of Alter, Genesis, p. 68. Phyllis Trible's reading appears here in parentheses. Texts of 

Terror, pp. 14-17. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 15. 
See Genesis 12: 18 and 13:4. 

® Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 18. 
This omission by Josephus has gone unnoticed by Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities ", p. 138. 
LSJ s.v. PaaiXi^EW. this is the only use of this verb in Josephus. It is used in middle form in later Hellenistic 

Greek to mean 'to assume the state of a king'. LSJ citing Josephus and App. Bella Civilia 3. 16. 

LSJ s. v. jiaaiXka. 
LSJ v.s. Ospanaiva. 
LSJ s.v. vppts : wanton violence arising from pride of strength or from passion; insolence, mostly of the 

suitors, outrage on the person, especially violation, rape. 
® Daniel. B. Levine, "Hubris in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities 1-4", HUCA 44 (1993), pp. 51-87. For more on 
the range of uses of hubris in classical sources see Levine, pp. 52-55. 

This passage of Deuteronomy refers to the satiated state of Jeshunun. 
Levine, "Hubris", p. 51. 
The excesses of Cain, A. J. I. 60-61; the Sodomites, A.J. I. 194 and Pharaoh ,4.7.1. 166 
See Josephus' definition of the hubris of the children bom to angels and women in his paraphrase of the Flood 

narrative, A.J. I. 72-103. See also hubris and the builders of the Tower of Babel, A.J. I. 113-114. 
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Sex and hubris seem to be a favourite theme for Josephus. Among his many examples are: Cain A.J. I. 60; 
Pharaoh and Sarah, A.J. I. 162-63; Abimelech and Sarah, A.J. I. 208: Joseph and Potiphar's wife, A.J. II. 42, 54 
and 56; homosexuality, A.J. III. 275. 

At Antiquities III.; 133, Josephus adds extra-biblical detail that the coverings of the Tabernacle and the 
gateway protect them from the ill affects of heat and the hubris of rain {A.J. Ill: 133). This follows the Greek 
notion that animals, vegetation and natural forces could be destructive and excessive, thus in need of human 
correction (punishment?) See examples of these phenomena in Levine, 'Hubris", p. 69. 
^^Levine, 57. 

James Baily has suggested that Josephus' recasting of the character of Sarah was intended to show her in a 
favourable light and to Hellenize the stories in which she appears generally. He concludes that in Josephus' re-
presentations Sarah appears as an idealised but realistic character. See, Baily, "Josephus' Portrayal of the 
Matriarchs", in L. H. Feldman and G. Hata (eds.), Josephus, Judaism, and Christianity (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1987), pp. 154-179. See in Particular his section on Sarah and Sarah and Hagar, 157-161. 
Similar kinds if "Hellenizations" have been detected in his treatment of the Hasmonaean women in his later 
books of Antiquities and in the Jewish War. See, Joseph Sievers, "The Role of Women in the Hasmonean 
Dynasty", in L. H. Feldman and G. Hata (eds.), Josephus, the Bible, and History (Detroit: Wayne State 
University Press, 1989), pp. 132-145. 

See Feldman, "Abraham the Greek Philosopher in Josephus", especially pp. 143, 145, 152, and, 
"Hellenizations in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities: The Portrait of Abraham", pp. 133-153, especially 135 f 

See Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities", pp. 152-54. 
^ Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities", advances the theory that Josephus' explanation might be 
based on his understanding of Genesis 21: 9, p. 154. 

According to Robert Alter, Genesis 21 :9 tells us that sometime after having held a feast to celebrate Isaac's 
weaning (21: 8) Sarah observes the interaction between her son Isaac, and Hagar's son Ishmael. She is clearly 
not pleased with what she witnesses, that is, Ishmael 'mocking' (pniJQ) Isaac or 'laughing' at him. Determining 
that this apparently harmless behaviour is in some way deleterious to Isaac Sarah demands that Abraham expel 
Hagar and her son adding, "the son of this slavegirl shall not inherit with my son, with Isaac" (Gen. 21: 10). 
The precise meaning of the verb {metsaheq) pnyo in the context of this passage has proved difficult for both 
ancient and modem interpreters alike: it can have different meanings and wildly varied connotations. Metsaheq 
is the same verb that meant 'mocking' or 'joking' in Lot's meeting with his son's-in-law at Genesis 19: 14. 
Elsewhere in the Pentateuch it connotes adult sexual play and playful childish behavior. Taking the sexual 
element further, presumably to fmd justification for Sarah's apparent overreaction to Ishmael's interaction with 
Isaac, some medieval exegetes construed the verb to imply that Ishmael had made homosexual advances 
towards his half-brother. It would seem that the translation and interpretation of this verb was also problematic 
for the authors of the Septuagint version of Genesis, who translated pnan to the Greek naii^ovxa. The Greek 
verb loosely alludes to a kind of sporting or competitive playfulness between the boys. This divergence 
between the texts is surprising because up to this point the Masoretic and Septuagint versions are virtually 
identical; but neither the Hebrew term meaning, 'mocking/joking', nor the Greek 'sporting/playing', seems to 
justify Sarah's reaction. Alter, Genesis, p. 98. 

^ BDB s.v. y"l; evil, distress, misery, injury, calamity. Vt generally infers evil as reflected in Alter's usage. 
Genesis, p. 99. This has been translated by other scholars as 'grievous'. Driver, The Book of Genesis, p. 211; 
'troubling' or 'troubled', Westermann, Genesis, 153; and as 'distress', Vavrter, On Genesis, p. 247. 

Despite God's apparent concern for Hagar and Ishmael his sympathy appears to be limited: his dialogue is 
generally disparaging towards them both. As if to reinforce Sarah's denigration of Ishmael as the 'son of this 
slave-girl' at Genesis 21:10 God also minimizes Abraham's relationship to Ishmael calling him 1573 ('the boy' 
or 'the lad'), indicating His recognition of Ishmael's low status. We can begin to detect at this point that the 
attitude of God towards Hagar takes on a different, harsher tone than that expressed in chapter 16. At Genesis 
21: 12 God refers to Hagar not as Abraham's wife as we know her to be from Genesis 16, but as his slave-girl, a 
designation that reflects Sarah's vocabulary at Genesis 21:10. These differences may be accounted for in 
viewing Genesis 16 as derived from the Yahwistic source, and Genesis 21 from the pen of the Elohistic source. 
Occasionally the P or Priestly source is evident, thought to date from as late as the sixth or fifth centuries BCE. 
Known as the Documentary Hypothesis, this theory variously has J and E as either composed 
contemporaneously, around the tenth century BCE, or places E a century later than J. E is believed to derive 
from the Northern kingdom, Israel, whilst J originated in the southern kingdom, Judaea. The Jahwist and 
Elohist sources, therefore, reflect slightly different regional and cultural approaches to their subject matter, 
differences that were accepted and adopted by the final redactors of the biblical books. The Jahwist authors of 
chapter 16, presumably in accordance with their particular social and cultural traditions, were content to portray 
Sarah as a slave owner, Hagar as Abraham's wife and Ishmael as Abraham's legitimate son. The Elohists may 
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have adopted somewhat androcentric traditional values whereby the patriarch owns and controls the slave whose 
status now resembles that of a lower status concubine rather than that of a second wife. Thus even God's 
vocabulary redefines Ishmael's status; he becomes the 'lad', the son of a concubine, rather than Abraham's son 
by his second wife. Hence, although clearly upset by what he has to do, but on account of Ishmael only, 
Abraham acquiesces to Sarah's demands and God's endorsement of them without protest. See, Alter, Genesis, 
p. 99; Teubal, Ancient Sisterhood, p. 52; and Trible, Texts of Terror, pp. 22-23. 

Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities ", p. 155. 
Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities", concludes that Josephus' addition of the shepherds may 

have evolved from a pardonable misreading of the Hebrew text, p. 155. 
Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities", p. 156. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 21. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 22. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 23. 
See, Alter, Genesis, p. 100; Vawter, On Genesis, p. 249; Westermann, Genesis, p. 155; John Skinner, A 

Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Genesis (Edinburgh: T. &. T. Clark, 1969), pp. 248-49. But see also 
Speiser's alternative reading in E. A. Speiser, Genesis, Anchor Bible (Garden City, New York: Doubleday & 
Co., 1977), pp. 155-56. 

Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 24. 
Trible, Texts of Terror, p. 25. 
For a study of Josephus' interpretation of the terms Ishmaelites/Arabs throughout his writings see, Fergus 

Millar, "Hagar, Ishmael, Josephus and the Origins of Islam", JJS 44-45 (1993-4), pp. 23-45. 
For a general assessment of the form and structure of Galatians see, Charles H. Cosgrove "The Law Has 

Given Sarah no Children", NT 29 (1987), pp. 219-235. See Further, Donald Guthrie, Galatians, (London; 
Thomas Nelson & Sons LTD, 1969), pp. 129-134. 

For a concise summary of the philosophical influences in Paul's writings see, Gamsey, Ideas of Slaveiy from 
Aristotle to Augustine (Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp. 173-188. See also Scott S. Bartchy, First-
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Chapter Four: Josenhus & the Zelpba & Balla Narratives 

Introduction 

The Jacob story in Genesis is a complex narrative that records the life and times of this great 

biblical patriarch. One of the most complex episodes of Jacob's life-story is the record in 

Genesis of his marriages to the daughters of his maternal uncle, Laban, and his sexual 

relationships with their slaves at Genesis 29 and 30. The episodes that narrate the stories of 

Zelpha and Balla, the slave women of their mistresses Rachel and Leah, are in many respects, 

highly reminiscent of the relationship between Hagar and Sarah in Chapters 16 and 21 of 

Genesis. As was the case with the matriarch Sarah, Rachel and Leah discover that they are 

unable to conceive and enlist the help of their slave women, given to them by their father 

Laban, so that they might act as surrogate mothers. Jacob, like his grandfather Abraham, 

acquires part of his family from sexual encounters with these slave women. 

Unlike Hagar, however, the slave women in Laban's story are not presented in the text as 

fully formed characters. They are, as we will see, mere adjuncts to the desperate plotting of 

the sisters as one sister/slave pairing contrives to outstrip the fecundity of the other in a bid to 

attract their shared husband's love. Despite their subordination in the narrative, the slave 

women's story is of great significance for the wider story of the early history of the nation of 

Israel as it is from them that the eponymous twelve tribes of Israel are created. 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the nature of Josephus' retelling of this portion of 

the Jacob story from the Pentateuch. As we will see Josephus alters the narratives in which 

the slave women make their most significant appearance in his retelling of Jacob's marriages 

and the births of his children dit Antiquities I: 303-308. Of greatest interest to this thesis is the 

historian's extra-biblical comment that explicitly informs the reader, in an unqualified 

statement, that the slave women were not the sisters' slaves, but were their social inferiors. 

The authors of Genesis 29 and 30, however, are equally as explicit in their designation of 

Zelpha and Balla as slaves. 

The principal question of this chapter, therefore, is this. Why is Josephus so concerned to 

misinform his audience in the seemingly small matter of the social status of two female slave 
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characters in the Pentateuch? The search to recover Josephus' agenda in this matter begins, as 

with my investigation of the Hagar narrative, by asking three key questions of our author and 

his retelling of the biblical narrative. 

First, what methodology and rationale underpins Josephus' retelling of the characters of 

Zelpha and Balla in his wider exposition of the Jacob story? This can be discovered by 

conducting a comparative analysis of his retelling and that of his most likely primary version. 

In this case I will show that his primary version was almost certainly a version of the Hebrew 

or Greek bible that is very similar to that available to us. Other sources that retell the story of 

Zelpha and Balla will also be included in the comparative analysis to see if they can provide 

clues for Josephus,' re-presentation of the slave woman. This type of analysis will provide a 

detailed picture of where Josephus appears to have followed his primary version and where he 

has departed from it; and where he has made omissions and additions. This leads directly to 

my second question. Does Josephus' retelling of the Zelpha and Balla episodes provide his 

audience with a careful and thorough interpretation of the Hebrew or Greek Pentateuch or a 

text like it? If not, has his reconstruction of the events and characters in the narrative 

subordinated the integrity of his source for the Pentateuch in favour of providing his non-

Jewish audience with a version of events that would not challenge their cultural sensibilities? 

My third question arises from the preceding analyses. Is it possible to recover and reconstruct 

Josephus' technique and agenda from this type of comparative redaction critical approach? 

These questions can be answered by engaging in the following methodological processes. 

Firstly I will conduct a detailed analysis of Josephus' passages in which the slave women are 

featured. This will be followed by an analysis similarly constructed from the Genesis texts. 

A thorough comparison of these analyses should reveal the extent of Josephus' alteration of 

Genesis in his retelling in Antiquities. 

In conclusion I will show that it is probable that Josephus was dependent entirely on primary 

versions of the Jacob narratives that are similar to the Hebrew or Greek translations of the 

Pentateuch available to us today. Moreover, what I will argue is that the innovations in his 

representation of the Zelpha and Balla narratives are not derived from the retellings of 

contemporaneous sources. Josephus' version is, I will conclude, constructed with a particular 

agenda in mind. Finally, this chapter will show that Josephus' alterations to the plot and his 

recasting of the status of the slave women is entirely consistent with his aims as a Jewish 

apologist - he has Hellenised the characters and the context of their interpersonal 
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relationships. Furthermore, I will show that Josephus' treatment of the biblical text carefully 

maintains the integrity of his primary version whilst providing his audience with a retelling of 

the events and personalities within the narratives that they could understand and identify with. 

Section One: Josephus on the Zelpha & Balla Narratives: Antiquities I: 303-308 

Josephus: 

Josephus' retelling of the story of Jacob's sexual relationship with Zelpha and Balla is as 

follows: 

The two sisters had each a handmaid given them by their father - Leah 
had Zelphah and Rachel Balla - in no way slaves but subordinates. 
Now Leah was grievously mortified by her husband's passion for her 
sister, and hoping to win his esteem by bearing children she made 
continual supplication to God. Then a boy was bom and, her husband's 
affection being constantly drawn towards her, she called her son Rubel, 
because he had come to her through the mercy of God; for that is the 
meaning of the name. Three more sons were bom to her later: Symeon, 
the name signifying that God had hearkened to her, then Levi(s), that is 
to say a "surety of fellowship," and after him Judas, which denotes 
"thanksgiving." Rachel, fearing that her sister's fecundity would lessen 
her own share of her husband's affections, now gave as concubine to 
Jacob her handmaid Balla. By her he had an infant, Dan, which might 
be rendered in Greek by Theocritus ("adjudged of God"), and after him 
Nephthali(s), that is to say "contrived," because his mother had 
outmanoeuvred her sister's fecundity. Leah responded to her sister's 
action by the same stratagem: she too gave her own handmaid as 
concubine, and of Zelpha was bom a son Gad(as) - "Godsend" we may 
call him - and after him Aser, or as we may say "Beatific," because of 
the addition to the woman's fame. {Antiquities I: 303-308) 

'Hoav 5' EKQTEpaig 8£paTTaivi5eg toO TraTpog Govrog ZeAcpa pev Aeiag PaxnAag Se BaAAa, 

SoOAai |j£v ouGapwg UTroTETaypEvai 6e. kqi rfig aciag nTTTETo Geivwg 6 rrpog Tqv dSEAcpqv 

epwg ToO dv6p6q trpoaesoka te rraiGwv yevojjevwv eaeogai ripia Iketeue te tov Seov 

5ir|VEKwq. Kai yEvopEvou rraiGog appcvog Koi 5ia toOto npog auTqv £TrEcrrpa|jp£vou toO 

6v6p6g 'PouPnAov 6vopa(£i tov uiov, 5i6ti kqt' eAeov aurfi toO GeoO yevoito- toOto yap 

aqpaivEi to ovopa. TEKVcOvrai 5e auroTg Kai rpETg ETEpoi ijeto xpovov- ZspEwv, awoaqpaivEi 

5£ TO ovopa to ETTqKoov auTfl tov Seov y£yov£vai, eTtq Asuiq, Koivwviag oTov pepaiwtqq, 

|je6' ovlouGag, Euxapioiiav toOto GqAoT. PaxnAa se cpopoupEvr), ph 5ia tî v eutekviov trjg 

aseacpfji; qnovog rrapa tavgpoq p o l p a g tuyxavn, trapakatokaivei tw 'lokobpcij tqv quth^ 

SEpaTTGiviSa BaAAav. eyeveto 5e rraiSiov ê  autfjg Aav, beokpitov a v tiveg etttoiev koto tqv 

EAArivwv yAwrrav-

Kai pet' auTov NEcpOaAsig, prixavriTog oiov, 5ia to a v m s x v a a a a d a i Tipoq Tqv eutekvIov Tng 

aGEAcprji;. to 5' auTO Koi Asia ttoieT TTpog to T% aSEAcpq^ spyov dviiTExvaaapEvr)-
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TrapaKaTaKAivEi yap Tqv auTfj^ GEpcnraivov yivETai te Kai ek Trig ZcAcpng uioq raGag, 

TUXOTOV a v Tig KoAECTEiEV QUTOv, Koi pET* QUTOV A a q p o g , poKapKn^g AEYOIT' a v w v r r p o g 

eukAEIOV TrpoaEAapPavE. ' P o u p q A o u 5t TOO rrpEapuTaTou Twv uiwv A s i a q pavSpayopou 

p f j A a Kopi(ovTog r f j MHTpi, ' P a x n A a S E a a a p E v n r rapaKaAET p E i a S o O v a i 6i' EiriGupiag TOO 

ppwpaTog YEvopEvr ] . Tfjg 6 ' o u TTEiGopEvriq, dpKETaBa i 5 ' auTqv a & o u o ^ g , o n i f i i g Tiprjg 

auTqv dcpEAoiTO i r a p a TOO av6p6g, ' P a x q A a iTETrqivouaa T O V 9 u p 6 v aSsAcpng 

TTapaxwpqoEiv a u T f j TovSpog eAeve KOipr|oropAvou Trap' a u r f i KQT' EKEivr|v T ^ v EOTTEpav. 

ting Se ttpoaiepevqg tqv xapiv 'laKWpog auyka8eu5ei rfi Adg 'PaxnAg xap'^dpcvog. ttqAiv 

guv yivovTai tratseg auTf), loaaxapHG PEv arjpalvwv tov ek pia6ou yEvopEvov, ZapouAwv 

5t nvexupaapevov Euvoi'g tq Trpog auTriv, GuyoTtip 56 AeTvq. xpovoig 5' uoTEpov Kai 

'PaxnAg yivETai 'IwaqTrog uiog- rrpoaBtiKriv yEvqaopEvou Tivog 5r|AoT. 

This passage is only a small part of Josephus' retelling of the entire Jacob narrative in Jewish 

Antiquities 1. In order to place the passage in its proper context I will provide a brief resume 

of the narrative's action from the point when Jacob, after a disagreement with his father and 

brother, is sent by his mother to marry the daughter of one of her relatives in Mesopotamia at 

Antiquities I: 278. 

a) Josephus' on Jacob's Journey & Laban's Deception 

When Jacob arrived in Mesopotamia^ God visited him in a dream and told him that great 

things were to come to him in his life, most importantly God would bless him with children in 

his forthcoming marriage who would multiply and inherit the land and live in prosperity. 

Genesis is somewhat vague in the designation of Jacob's destination, but Josephus makes this 

specific identifying the place as Mesopotamia. Jacob, however, would have to suffer many 

trials but he would overcome these with God's help (A. J. I: 279-283). Spurred on by this 

prophecy, Jacob continued to Charan^ where be encountered a group of shepherds at a well. 

Char an is where Jacob had his dream in Genesis 28: 10. Josephus' retelling assumes that 

Jacob already knows the name of the place where he meets the shepherds. 

Furthermore, Josephus mentions that there are both men and women gathered at the well; 

Genesis 29 is not specific on the gender of those gathered. Josephus also omits the bibhcal 

description of the well at Haran being covered by "a great stone", which necessitates the help 

of many shepherds to move to reveal the water beneath (Gen: 29: 2-3; 8). Genesis has Jacob 

ask the shepherds where they are from, to which they reply "from Haran." Jacob asked the 

shepherds if they knew of the whereabouts of his mother's relative, Laban. Josephus, 
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omitting the question of the shepherds' place of origin (Gen. 29: 4), has Jacob ask the 

shepherds if Laban was still alive, rather than if his uncle was "well" (Gen. 29: 6). Those at 

the well respond that they did indeed know Laban and that he was the type of man that 

everyone would know. The latter statement is absent from the biblical account. 

At this juncture Josephus introduces into his narrative Laban's daughter, Rachel, who was 

about to water her flock at the well (A. J. I: 285-287). In Josephus the shepherds wonder why 

Rachel has not arrived to water her sheep and in direct speech to Jacob they tell him that it is 

from her that he would learn about Laban. In Genesis, Rachel's arrival is noted by the 

shepherds (Gen: 29; 6). Josephus also omits Jacob's question to the shepherds and their 

answer (Gen: 29: 7-8), so it is while the shepherds are still speaking to Jacob that Rachel and 

other herds people arrive at the well. 

Jacob and Rachel meet and, on the realisation of their close relationship to one another, 

Rachel reacts with joy. Jacob, acknowledging Rachel's rare beauty, immediately falls in love 

with her {A. J. I: 288). There then follows a description of how their respective families are 

connected {A. J. I: 289-291). In Genesis Jacob describes himself as Laban's kinsman and 

Rebekah's son (Gen. 29: 12). In Josephus this becomes the first statement of a long 

expansion of the biblical text. Rachel, overcome with emotion, excitedly embraces Jacob and 

tells him that his coming was the dearest wish of her parents. Josephus' account of this 

meeting is significantly altered by Josephus. In Genesis, Jacob sees Rachel and her flock, 

removes the stone from the well, he then kisses Rachel and weeps inexplicably. Antiquities 

recasts this scene so that the shepherds tell Rachel that Jacob had asked of her father, while 

Rachel with childish joy asks about Jacob's identity, his family, his purpose in coming and 

tells him of her hope that her family can fulfil his wishes. Josephus, in order to emphasise the 

romantic element of the meeting, leaves Jacob unmoved by his kinship with Rachel as in the 

Genesis account, instead he is impressed with her exceptional beauty, as compared to that of 

her contemporaries. 

Rachel then brings Jacob to meet Laban (A. J. I: 292). Here is another substantial alteration 

by Josephus. Genesis 29: 13 has Rachel call out to her father, who comes out to meet, 

embrace, and kiss Jacob. In Antiquities Rachel remembers her father speaking affectionately 

of Rebekah and longing to have word of her. This becomes too much for her and she is 

reduced to another display of emotion as she embraces Jacob. Laban asks Jacob why he has 
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made the journey and Jacob gives his reply (A. J. I: 293-4). Laban assures Jacob that he will 

be afforded every kindness and that he would make Jacob the master of his flocks. Should 

Jacob wish to return to his parents he would return with gifts from Laban. Jacob agrees to 

stay with his uncle, not in return for wages, but for the hand of his daughter, Rachel. The 

period of service is set at seven years. The conversation between Jacob and Laban is 

considerably lengthened in Josephus and our author omits the content of two of Genesis' 

verses in this context (Gen. 29: 15-19). When Jacob's seven years of service had been 

completed, Laban prepared for the wedding as he had promised (A. J. I: 294-300). 

Josephus now narrates Laban's deception. When Jacob was intoxicated and asleep during the 

pre-wedding feast, Laban brought Leah to Jacob's bed and he had sex with her. By daylight 

Laban's trickery in substituting his daughters was uncovered. Josephus' excuse that Lab an's 

deception worked because it was dark and Jacob was drunk is not stated in Genesis. Laban 

claimed that this was not a malicious act but that there was a more powerftil motive. Josephus 

has Laban apologise for his deception, claiming that it was done for good reason; he does not 

elaborate on this comment. In Genesis, however, Laban's does not apologise but excuses his 

actions by claiming that his people do not give the younger daughter in marriage before the 

older (Gen. 29: 26). This would, however, not prevent Jacob's marriage to Rachel - provided 

Jacob lived with Laban for a further seven years. Being in love with Rachel, Jacob agreed to 

this plan (A. J. I: 300-302). 

b) Josephus' Retelling of Jacob's Sexual Relations with Zelpha & Balla 

We now arrive at the passages that are the focus of this chapter. In this passage Josephus tells 

his audience that Rachel and Leah's father, Laban, gave each of his daughters a handmaid 

{OEpanaivis)', Leah was given Zelphah and Rachel was given Balla. These handmaids, we 

are assured, are not slaves but were in some unspecified way the women's 'subordinates' 

{vKoxaoaco (A. J. I: 303)).^ Josephus goes on to say that Leah was jealous of Jacob's love for 

her sister and in an attempt to win some of his affection for herself prayed to God for children 

by him (A. J. I; 303). Her prayers were answered when she gave birth to a son. It is at this 

point that the narrative proceeds to catalogue Leah's children by Jacob and describe the 

meaning of each child's name, Rubel, Simeon, Levi and Judas {A. J. I: 304). 
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Josephus' narrative now turns its attention to Rachel. She, being dismayed at her sister's 

ability to provide her beloved husband with children and fearing that this may lessen his love 

for her, gave Balla to Jacob as a concubine so that children would come to her through her 

handmaid's surrogacy. This was apparently successful and Balla's children are also listed; 

Dan and NephthaH(s) (A. J. I: 305). Leah, we are told, countered her sister's action with the 

same strategy. She too gave her handmaid, Zelpha, to Jacob as his concubine and the children 

frorn this union are listed as Gad and Aser (A. J. I; 306). 

hi his conclusion to this section of his narrative relating the birth of Jacob's children, 

Josephus tells us of the disagreement between Leah and Rachel over some mandrakes that 

Rubel had given his mother. Rachel tried to persuade Leah to let her eat them. Leah refuses 

telling her sister that she should be content with robbing her of her husband's esteem. Rachel, 

seeking to make peace with her sister, lets Leah sleep with Jacob that night. Jacob, to comply 

with Rachel's wishes, spends the night with Leah. The result of Jacob's renewed sexual 

relationship with Leah was two more sons, Issachar and Zabulon, and a daughter, Dinah. 

Later, Josephus tells us Rachel bore Jacob's eleventh son, Joseph (A. J. L 307-308).'' 

Genesis in MT and LXX: 

Let us look at how Josephus' likely primary version for his retelling of this part of the 

narrative presents the story of the birth of Jacob's children. For texts see Source Appendix. 

The Hebrew and Greek versions of Genesis 29 and 30 vary very little. In this analysis my 

comments will compare Josephus with the Hebrew and Greek versions of the Pentateuch 

noting any variations between them.^ 

Genesis 29: 29-35 and 30; 1-24 narrates the birth and naming of Jacob's children^ and is 

generally thought to be constructed from a conflation of parallel stories from Jahwist and 

Elohist sources.^ hi their current form, it is difficult to distinguish between the original texts. 

However, it is generally supposed that one text recorded the genealogical material whilst the 

other told the story of Rachel and Leah's rivalry (Gen. 29: 31-32; 30: 1-6, 14-18, 22-24).^ 

The essence of the narrative is to list the eponymous ancestors of the Israelite tribes, that is, 

the different peoples who came together to make up what later became known as the nation of 

Israel.^ 
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At verses 23-29 Genesis reports that Laban brought Leah to Jacob's bed and Jacob slept with 

her. Laban gave Leah one of his slave girls, Zelpha, to be his daughter's personal slave. 

Jacob, on realising Laban's deception is told by his father-in-law that local tradition forbids 

the giving of the youngest daughter in marriage before the eldest. Jacob then labours for 

Laban for another seven years. After this time Rachel was given to Jacob and, like his gift of 

a slave to Leah, gave to Rachel, Balla, another of his slave girls. Verses 30 and 32 make two 

connections - Jacob's love for Rachel with the couple's joint hatred of Leah'° and God's 

alleviation of Leah's unhappiness making her fecund in contrast to making Rachel barren. 

The narrative which follows reports Leah's bearing of four sons to Jacob: Ruben, Simeon, 

Levi and Juda^' after which she "ceased from bearing" (Genesis 29; 32-35).'^ 

Genesis 30 turns its attention to Rachel's childlessness and her strategy for overcoming it. 

Jealous of her sister, she demands that Jacob gives her children. If he does not do this she 

tells him that she will "die" (v. 1). Jacob angrily admonishes her, saying that it is not within 

his power to grant her wish, but God's (v. 2).'^ Rachel decides to give her husband Balla as a 

secondary wife so that she can acquire children through her slave's surrogacy (v. 3). Jacob 

appears to acquiesce as he sleeps with Balla. The plan works. Balla falls pregnant and bears 

two sons, Dan and Nephthalim (vs. 4-8). Leah, at verse 9, realises that she too has become 

incapable of bearing children and copies Rachel's strategy. She gives her slave, Zelpha, to 

Jacob as his wife so that children could be bom from their sexual relationship. The slave 

woman Zelpha bore Jacob two sons. Gad and Aser. These names reflect the happiness and 

blessings bestowed upon Leah through their births (vs. 10-13). 

The narrative continues by telling us that, at the time of the harvest, Ruben, Leah's first-bom 

son, brought mandrakes to his mother (v. 14). This event incites an exchange between the 

women during which Rachel strikes a bargain with her sister: Leah will give the mandrakes to 

Rachel to increase her fertility and, in return, Rachel allows her sister to sleep with Jacob. 

Issachar, Zabulon and Jacob's only daughter, Dinah, were bom because of this bargain (vs. 

15-20).''* God, however, had not forgotten Rachel. She was made fertile by God and bore 

Jacob his eleventh son, Joseph (vs. 23-24).'^ 

We turn next to compare Josephus' retelling of the story of the birth of Jacob's children in the 

Book of Genesis. 
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Josephus & Genesis: a Comparison 

We have already noted Josephus' omissions and alterations to Genesis' account of Jacob's 

travels to Charan and his initial encounter with Rachel and Laban. It is evident just by 

comparing the length of his subsequent account with the Genesis episodes that the Zelpha and 

Balla stories have been subject to significant and substantial redaction at the hands of our 

author. Let us look at how Josephus has achieved this. 

The authors of Genesis 29: 24 and 29 introduced the characters of Zelpha and Balla, the 

respective slaves of Rachel and Leah, at each of Jacob's marriages to the sisters. Josephus, 

however, delays introducing the slaves until he begins his retelling of the birth of Jacob's 

children. It is here that our author adds his crucial statement that these women are "in no way 

slaves but subordinates {vnorpxaynsvai)" in A. J. I: 303.^^ This is in direct contradistinction 

to the way in which the status of the slave women Zelpha and Balla are depicted in Genesis. 

The MT designates them as and whereas the LXX renders these as TcaiSiOKr] in 

all cases, and as I have said in my discussion of these slave terms in the Hagar chapter 

previously, all of these terms denote the status of chattel slave. 

Next, in a somewhat over-dramatised departure from the Genesis depiction of events, 

Josephus tells us that Leah was so distressed by Jacob's obvious love for her sister Rachel that 

she prayed continually to God for a share in her husband's esteem. In Genesis Jacob's 

preference for Rachel is clearly stated at 29: 30. Leah's discomfort can only be ascertained 

from the various statements made of her at the places in the text where she names her 

children. Josephus' addition of her prayers to the deity replaces the Genesis depiction in 

God's initiative to grant the woman children. Furthermore, the narrator of Genesis tells us 

that Leah was hated and that Rachel was sterile (Gen. 29: 31): Josephus chooses to omit these 

statements in his retelling preferring to accentuate Jacob's passion (spcD^) for R a c h e l . A f t e r 

the births of Leah's sons Rachel is fearful that her sister's fecundity would undermine her 

own relationship with her husband. To counter this she gives her slave, Balla, to Jacob and in 

so doing Josephus omits the entire argument scene between Rachel and Jacob at Genesis 30: 

1-3. Thus Rachel's envy of her sister is changed in Josephus retelling to a fear of Jacob's 

alienation from her.^^ 
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At Antiquities I: 307 Josephus follows the chronology of Genesis' narrative when he begins 

his retelling of the story of the births of Leah's last three children with the discovery of the 

mandrakes (fiavSpayopoo However, unlike Genesis 30: 14, Josephus does not 

indicate that this took place at harvest-time. This omission was possibly made to circumvent 

addressing the problem of the dual terms in the Hebrew and Greek primary versions. 

Although the fruit of the mandrake ripens at the same time as the wheat harvest it may also 

have been omitted simply because our author thought such detail was irrelevant for his 

audience's understanding of the narrative. Josephus calls the mandrakes "apples of the 

mandrakes" in line with the description of the Septuagint.^^ Josephus then recasts part of the 

argument and bargaining of Rachel and Leah (Gen. 30:15). Rachel is said by Josephus to 

have made the proposal in order to placate Leah's anger and Jacob's consent to the plan was 

given expressly to please his favoured wife.̂ "^ Josephus concludes his retelling of the births of 

Jacob's children by speaking of the birth of Joseph to Rachel, omitting, however, God's part 

in helping her to become pregnant (Gen. 30; 22). 

So what can we make of this comparative analysis of Josephus' retelling of his primary 

version? Our author's alterations to Genesis can be arranged into two categories; firstly, his 

rearrangement of the Pentateuchal material; secondly, his recasting of the Genesis 

characterizations of the main protagonists of the narrative. Let us engage with the first of 

these issues. 

Category One: Josephus' Modifications: Omissions 

o By introducing Zelpha and Balla into his text simultaneously Josephus has cut out 

Genesis' repetition of this event at 29: 24 and 29. 

® Similarly, his omission of both Rachel's and Leah's anguish, jealousy and exaltations 

that Genesis narrates after the birth of each of their children at Genesis 29: 32, 33, 34, 

35, and 30: 6, 7,11, 13,18, 20,23 and 24. 

• Josephus has omitted almost all of Genesis 30: 1- 5, the somewhat heated discussion 

between Rachel and her husband, replacing it with a single sentence that simply states 

that Rachel gave Bilhah to Jacob. As we will see in my discussion in the following 

category, there is an additional motive behind this omission. 

0 Josephus has also greatly reduced the scene (Gen. 30; 14-16) where Rachel and Leah 

argue over possession of the mandrakes. Genesis' reference to the harvest has been 
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omitted, as has all of verse 16 where Leah encounters Jacob returning from the fields. 

This, we can presume, was irrelevant to Josephus. He does, however, selectively and 

purposefully add material to this particular episode as we will see in the following 

category. 

• Finally, Genesis 29: 29-35 and 30: 1-24 contains variations of the phrases "And he 

went into....", and "And she conceived and bore a son...." approximately eighteen 

times collectively. Josephus has avoided this repetition preferring instead to state the 

quantity and names of the children. 

Category Two: Josephus' Recasting of the Characters: Additions 

Josephus' treatment of the characters in Genesis 29 and 30 differs markedly from his primary 

version. Let us look at each characterization individually. 

a) The Husband and Father: 

If we observe his retelling of the character of Jacob it would appear that Josephus is intent on 

minimising Jacob's participation in the scene but at the same time his imperative is to portray 

him in a positive light. 

• Firstly he removes Jacob's only direct speech made in dialogue with Rachel at 

Genesis 30: 2. It is a general principle of biblical narrative that direct speech is an 

empowering factor in the characterisation of a biblical personality and its use normally 

establishes the dominance of an individual character in the n a r r a t i v e . J o s e p h u s 

employs the tactic of removing direct speech as a method of disempowering and 

marginalizing female characters in his retelling of the biblical narrative. We have 

already seen examples of this in our author's treatment of Sarah and Hagar in the 

previous chapter and it is significant that he has applied this approach to Jacob. 

• A second point, allied to the previous observation, is Josephus' avoidance of the 

portrayal of Jacob's anger towards Rachel after her aggressive demand that he provide 

her with sons (Gen. 30: 1-2). Unlike Abraham's acquiescent response to Sarah's 

demands at Genesis 16: 5-6 that marked him as a passive character in the scene, 

Jacob's retaliation emphasises his importance in the text. Josephus' omission of 

Jacob's hatred of Leah (Gen. 29: 31) and his loss of temper (30: 2) is a vehicle by 

which Josephus could imply that Jacob was a character of great moderation and self-
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discipline. This was also a concern of Philo as he explicitly states at De Congressu 

6.24.^^ The narrator of Genesis, however, does not allow Jacob complete dominance 

over his wives. At Genesis 30: 3 -4 Jacob, like Abraham and Sarah before him, obeys 

Rachel's command that he should have sexual relations with her slave in order that she 

should have children. He also sleeps with Zelpha at Leah's behest and the resulting 

offspring we may presume were also to be Leah's. 

a Thirdly, a character's importance in the biblical texts is emphasised by the direct use 

of the individual's name. In Genesis 29: 29-35 and in chapter 30 the name 'Jacob' is 

used eleven times and he is referred to by the less important secondary term 'husband' 

(MT LXX avripf'^ five times. In Josephus' retelling of this narrative the 

character of Jacob is referred to only five times in total, four times as 'husband' and on 

one occasion as 'Jacob'. In this single instance, however, his name is only used to 

narrate the character's thoughts and not in connection with his interaction with the 

women. 

• A final peculiarity of Josephus' representation of Jacob is the author's apparent 

reticence with regard to his directly stated involvement in sexual activity with his 

wives and their slave women. Prior to some of the births in the Genesis story the 

narrator informs the reader that Jacob "went in" to his wife or slave At other birth 

references Jacob's participation is acknowledged immediately after the event. In 

Josephus, Jacob's character is distanced firom direct association with the sexual act 

with either his wives or their slaves. 

It is clear then that the high degree of dominance of Jacob in Genesis 29: 29-35 and chapter 

30 with respect to his interaction with the women in the narrative is not reflected in Josephus' 

retelling of this episode of the wider Jacob narrative^ This is peculiar when we consider that 

Josephus is at pains to re-present Jacob in a manner more suited to his apologetic agenda 

elsewhere in his depiction of the patriarch. 

b) The Wives: 

Let us now look at Josephus' portrayal of Jacob's wives, Rachel and Leah. These characters 

in Genesis are presented in a similar manner to the matriarch Sarah at Genesis 16, although 

Leah's character is less well developed than that of her sister, Rachel. 
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In the Pentateuch both women are portrayed as slave owners whose primary concern, once 

they discover their infertility, is to build up their own families by the use of their respective 

slave women's wombs. The children bom from this arrangement, as was the case for Sarah 

and Hagar, are considered to be the adopted children of the mistresses. This is clarified at 

Genesis 30: 3 where it is stated "...give birth on my knees, so that I, too, shall be built up 

through her".^° Like Sarah, however, Rachel and Leah's sterility is alleviated on the initiative 

of God. Furthermore, although the sisters are forced into their bigamous marriage because of 

the deceit of their father, both women take the opportunity to compete for the esteem of their 

shared husband. This competition lends Genesis 29 and 30 its drama and pathos. 

As I have stated previously, direct speech is an indicator of the significance of a character in 

the biblical narratives, moreover, a character's first recorded speech has a particular defining 

force as a characterisation.^' Josephus' omission of Rachel's first speech at Genesis 30: 1 

marks her character as submissive in relation to that of her h u s b a n d . B a s e d on this 

principle, however, it is clear that for the authors of Genesis, Rachel and Leah are of central 

importance in the episodes relating to the births of Jacob's children. Compared with most 

female characters in the Pentateuch, or indeed the rest of the bible, they are positively chatty 

as both women converse with their shared husband and also with each other. The majority of 

this speech occurs as each woman names her newborn child according to the circumstances of 

its conception/^ However, both Rachel and Leah also have something of substance to say in 

the narrative. It is through the medium of direct conversational speech that the narrator has 

imbued each of Jacob's wives with three-dimensional personalities that demonstrate great 

depth and strength. 

Through the medium of direct speech the younger of the sisters is portrayed in Genesis as the 

more forceful and cunning of the female characters. Rachel, jealous of her sister and 

devastated by her own barrenness, demands that her husband rectify the situation. Jacob's 

anger in his reply does not perturb her. She commands that he sleep with Bilhah and he 

o b e y s . N e x t , in order to rectify her sterility, Rachel asks her sister for the mandrakes that 

her son gave to her. Leah's reply implies that she believes that Rachel would take everything 

that is important to her; her husband and the mandrakes. Rachel bargains with Leah -

continue sexual relations with Jacob in return for the item that would ensure her fertility. 

Leah capitulates with Rachel's demand as had Jacob previously. 
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The tenor of the speeches made by the elder and less beautiful sister, Leah, attracts the 

reader's sympathy. Unloved and less attractive than her sister she monopolises her fecundity 

in an attempt to secure the love of their shared husband. When this fails she attempts to buy 

his love in exchange for the mandrakes. Her dialogue with Jacob when he returned from the 

fields excites the pity of the observer as she tells him that she has bought his sexual attention. 

If we compare the above with Josephus' retelling of the role of Rachel we notice that her 

participation in the scenes is sharply limited whilst our author shows virtually no interest in 

Leah at all.^^ He robs Rachel of God's unsolicited intervention in curing her sterility, whereas 

Leah retains the help of the deity but is made to pray continually before divine assistance is 

forthcoming. As is common in his writings Josephus strips the women of their direct speech 

and its associated prestige and pathos. Without direct speech it is impossible for the reader to 

get a sense of the individual personalities of Jacob's wives. Thus, in Josephus, the thoughts 

and actions of the women are conveyed solely through the conduit of his substantially 

redacted narration of the scenes. 

Josephus' retelling of the Zelpha and Balla story smoothes out the Genesis portrayal of 

Rachel and Leah's distinctive personality traits simply by omitting the Pentateuch's 

description of these traits from his account. Jacob's emotional preference for Rachel and his 

ambiguous relationship with Leah, as characterised in Genesis, is likewise minimised. 

Josephus' Leah is not hated, in fact, at Antiquities I: 304 we are told that, as a consequence of 

the birth of her son, Jacob held her in affection. In contrast to Genesis where Rachel is 

jealous of Leah's fertility rather than fearful that Jacob may not love her, Josephus' Rachel 

fears that she is losing her husband's love because of her infertility. This, according to 

Josephus, is the justification for her giving her slave as Jacob's concubine {A. J. I; 305). 

c) The Slave Women: 

In terms of status, the Genesis depiction of the characters of Zelpha and Balla is very similar 

to that of Hagar in Genesis 16 and 21. They are, like Sarah's slave, nnow and nBX. the Hebrew 

terms for female chattel slaves, and as such they are the property of their mistresses and can 

be used by their owners to provide children for them in the event that they are unable to 

conceive themselves.^® Unlike Hagar, however, their personalities are not developed in the 

narrative. There is no description of any form of interaction with any other character except 

for their perfunctory and mechanical sexual contact with their mistresses' shared husband. 
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However, despite the relative anonymity of Zelpha and Balla, the authors of Genesis do 

accord the slave women some status in the narrative. As with Sarah's giving of Hagar to 

Abraham as a secondary wife, Genesis 30: 4 and 9 also designates the slave women as Jacob's 

secondary wives. 

Josephus' treatment of Zelpha and Balla is very different to that of Genesis 29 and 30. He 

appears concerned to portray them and their relationship with the other characters, particularly 

Jacob, in a very different context. Firstly, he tells us that they are not slaves; instead he 

defines their status as "subordinates", which implies that they are free women but of a lower 

social status than Rachel and Leali. Josephus' retelling, therefore, omits Laban's transference 

of the slave women from his ownership to that of his daughters, thus completely reordering 

the nature of the women's relationship with Rachel and Leah. Secondly, Josephus designates 

Zelpha and Balla as Jacob's concubines and not as secondary wives as they are depicted in 

the Pentateuch.^' 

This summary of Josephus' method of recasting of the characters in Genesis 29 and 30, 

especially Jacob and Rachel, sits in stark contrast to his treatment of them at Genesis 29; 9-14. 

Josephus shows little interest in Leah's character, despite bearing five of Jacob's sons and his 

only daughter and he marginalises her character from the outset. At the scene of Laban's 

deception of Jacob, Josephus introduces her as character as being "older and devoid of 

beauty" {A. J. I; 301). Genesis however, only tells us that Leah's eyes were "weak" (Gen. 29; 

17) and not that she was unattractive.^^ 

Thus, Josephus appears intent on drawing his audience's interest and sympathy away from 

Leah at her initial appearance in his retelling. The only concession that Josephus makes to her 

character is to imply that Jacob, to a limited extent, holds her in his affection (A. J. I; 304), but 

does not hate her as Genesis would have it (Gen. 29: 31). This change was effected, I suspect, 

not for the benefit of the reader's perception of Leah but to portray Jacob in a favourable 

light. 

Josephus' treatment of Jacob and Rachel in the birth narrative is also very different from the 

scene in which the couple first meet at Genesis 29: 9-14. At the earlier scene our author 

recasts both characters and their actions in a Hellenistic literary-type hero/heroine mould. 

Rachel is beautiful, submissive and silent; Jacob is strong, stoic and unemotional.^® In so 
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doing, Josephus alters the dynamic of the relationships as compared to the representation in 

his primary version:'"' Jacob a 

principals in a romantic drama. 

his primary vers ion : Jacob and Rachel are recast by our author as the male and female 

Josephus' Rachel, in contrast to the independent actions ascribed to her in the biblical 

characterisation, is portrayed through the eyes of the man who will eventually marry her as 

impetuous and overtly affectionate. Before ascertaining who Jacob is she greets him with a 

"childish delight" (A. J. I: 284) that soon makes her burst into tears and embrace him {A. J. I: 

291). This is markedly different from Genesis' Rachel who is the quiet observer of Jacob as 

he rolls back the stone at the mouth of the well and waters her flock (Gen. 29: 10). In 

Genesis, it is Jacob and not his future wife who, on the discovery of their blood relationship, 

takes the initiative to kiss Rachel and it is he who inexplicably weeps with emotion. 

Genesis' depiction of the scene was clearly was not satisfactory for Josephus so he re-presents 

the scene by transferring its overt emotional content from the male character to the female."' 

Hence in Antiquities I: 291, the weeping characterises the over-excited happiness of a 

youthful heroine and not the unexplained, perhaps sorrowful remorse of an inadequate hero-

figure.''^ 

Summary of Section One 

The preceding analysis has isolated where Josephus had made omissions from and additions 

to his most likely primary version, resembling the Masoretic Text and/or the Septuagint. I 

have shown that Josephus has removed sections of the narrative that he considered to be 

repetitive or irrelevant and that the dialogue between the characters has either been deleted 

completely or significantly edited. Furthermore, I have shown that our author has 

comprehensively recast Genesis' characterisations of the individuals. 

I have noted above that Josephus' careful hero/heroine alterations to the characters in his 

account of Genesis 29: 9-16 seem to have been temporarily abandoned in his retelling of the 

birth narratives. My previous analysis of Josephus' treatment of them shows that he has 

minimised Jacob's participation in the vitally important birth scenes of the progenitors of the 

twelve tribes of Israel; his wives do not name the children, they only bicker and compete with 

one another. Their slave women are not slaves or his co-wives but his concubines. 
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It is within the context of Josephus' redaction of the Pentateuchal text and his non-bibhcal 

approach to the characters in the narrative that we must judge his recasting of the status and 

roles of the slave women, Zelpha and Balla. However, before addressing the specific issue of 

Josephus' portrayal of Jacob's sexual relationships with the slave women, the central theme of 

this thesis, it is necessary to ask the following fundamental questions of his Vorlage(n). 

Firstly, given that our author's retelling of the marriages of Jacob and the birth of his children 

is so very different from Genesis 29 and 30, is it possible that his alterations were inspired by 

the retellings of secondary versions? Secondly, if not directly influenced by these sources, is 

it possible that Josephus and the other authors shared an otherwise unknown non-biblical 

interpretative tradition? 

Section Two: Possible Secondary Sources for Josephus' Zelpha & Balla 

Narratives 

I have shown in my introduction that the slave terminology in the MT and the LXX is 

unambiguous in their representations of Zelpha and Balla as chattel slaves. Where the 

Masoretic text uses HDK or nnsw to describe the women, the writers of the Greek Genesis have 

consistently substituted for both the Hebrew terms the Greek TvaidioK-q, a term that they 

considered to be the appropriate slave term when making references to Zelpha and Balla/^ 

For a full discussion of these terms see my Hagar chapter. 

The following section compares Josephus' retelling of the birth of Jacob's children by Zelpha 

and Balla with extant secondary versions of the biblical story to see if these accounts may 

have provided source material for Antiquities I; 303-308. The main interest of this section 

will be the nature of the various authors' representation of the sexual relationship between 

Jacob and Zelpha and Balla and whether these authors designate the women as Rachel and 

Leah's slaves or Jacob's secondary wives or concubines. If these sources present the 

relationship between Jacob and the slave women in the same manner as the Pentateuch and 

use similar slave vocabulary to denote the status of the characters it will show that, based on 

the evidence of extant sources only, Josephus has made unique innovations in his retelling of 

the narrative. If these comparisons show that he has innovated, the next question will be to 

ask why he has done so. 
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a) Zelpha & Balla in Philo'*'̂  

Philo uses the characters of Zelpha and Balla to illustrate particular philosophical points of 

view in several of his w o r k s T h e subject of the slave women and the text we shall engage 

with here appear in De Congressu Quaerendae Eruditionis Gratia (Congr.): 29-33/^ For text, 

see Source Appendix. De Congressu takes its starting point from the story of Hagar and 

Abraham. Here Philo interprets their sexual union, or "mating", as a symbol of Abraham's 

journey towards wisdom through the "preliminary studies" represented by Hagar (Congr. 22-

24). Philo envisages the Hagar/Abraham/ coupling as parallel to the Jacob/Zelpha/Balla 

scenario and tells us that the individual "whose mind is set on enduring to the end of the weary 

contest in which virtue is the prize, who practises continually for that end, and is unflagging in 

self-discipline, will take to him two lawful wives and as handmaids to them two concubines" 

(comgr. 24). 

Thus at Congr. 24 £, Philo juxtaposes and contrasts two pairs of women - Leah and Rachel, 

the legitimate wives aox r ] f of Jacob, and Zelpha and Balla, Jacob's slaves and concubines 

{KaXXaKai). From this juxtaposition Philo exploits the illegitimacy of the slave women's 

offspring, as he does in Congr. 22-23, where he treats the relation of Sarah (virtue) to Hagar 

(education) in the same terms - the mistress (Ssonoiva) to the servant (OspaTzaiva), lawful 

wife (yvvf] dari)) to the concubine (naXXaKij) (23). The point, in context, is actually to show 

the relationship between the lower education - likened to a sojourner (i.e. without citizen 

rights, but not wholly foreign and outside), and knowledge, wisdom and virtue - native-bom, 

indigenous, citizens (22). 

Philo's style of writing and his appropriation of scripture for his specific allegorical purposes 

differs greatly from Josephus' modus operandi. There is no obvious evidence that the 

Alexandrian's works can be counted as a secondary version for his retelling of the birth of 

Jacob's children. A reading of Philo's text, however, is certainly rewarding with regard to his 

perception of the social status of Zelpha and Balla. In all of his references to Zelpha and 

Balla, Philo uses four words to designate the status of the slave women. Two words, naiSioKrj 

(Legum Allegoria II: 94); Oepanaivi^ {Congr. 24, 29, 30), are translated by Colson as 

"handmaid(en)". The other two designations in Congr. 31 and 33: 
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"With all the aforesaid faculties the Man of Practice mates, with one 
pair as free-bom legitimate wives, with the other pair as slaves and 
concubines (cug SovXai^ icdi naXXaKicnv)" 

Again, the context is allegorical: - with the concubines representing bodily functions which the 

man Jacob needs for the hfe of the body. Balla signifies "swallowing", representative of life 

sustained by food and drink (30), whereas Zelpha signifies "a walking mouth", or uttered 

speech, needed for the journey towards the thought of the mind. The context between slave 

and free has an important role in the symbolic interpretation of Jacobs 'matings' en route to 

the perfection of knowledge. 

We have seen that Josephus only uses Ospanaivis and a variant of nakXaKrf^ to describe the 

status of Zelpha and Balla and tells us that the women are categorically not SOVXT]. It would 

seem that to Josephus the term Bspanaivis signals that Zelpha and Balla are retained by their 

mistresses as hired help rather than as chattel slaves. Philo on the other hand uses the multiple 

terminologies set out above, which leaves the reader with no doubts about the status of the 

women particularly in his use of 5ovA,ri, a variant of the generic Greek term for chattel slave, 

Philo's juxtaposition of dovXo^ and naXXaKis in the context of Jacob's symbolic 

'mating' with Zelpha and Balla affirms that he is referring categorically to slave women who 

have sexual relations with their master/^ 

b) Zelpha & Balla in Pseudo-Philo 

As I have stated in my Hagar chapter,Pseudo-Philo's first century CE date, Palestinian 

provenance and authorship in Hebrew place the work as a potential secondary source for 

Josephus' retelling of the story of the birth of Jacob's c h i l d r e n . A s we will see, however, its 

representation of the birth narratives is so completely different to Josephus' account as well as 

the primary version that any dependence by our author upon this text is unlikely. Pseudo-

Philo relates the birth narratives as follows: 

Now Jacob took for himself as wives the daughters of Laban the Syrian, 
Leah and Rachel, and two concubines (concubinas), Billah and Zilpah. 
And Leah bore to him Reuben, Simeon, Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, 
and Dinah, their sister. Now Rachel brought forth Joseph and Benjamin. 
Billah bore Dan and Naphtali. And Zilpah bore Gad and Asher. There 
are the twelve sons of Jacob and one daughter. (Pseudo-Philo 8: 6) 

Pseudo-Philo's retelling of Genesis 29 and 30 compresses the entire story of Jacob's marriages 

and the births of his children to his wives and their slaves into one highly abbreviated 
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paragraph. The passage contains none of the narrative detail of Genesis and the children's 

births are recorded in the order in which each mother produced them and not according to the 

chronology of the canonical Pentateuch and most other sources. If we look at verse 8 in 

context with the chapter in which it is situated, however, the author's technique and his agenda 

become clear. 

Chapter 8 briefly summarises biblical history from Abraham's settlement in Canaan (Gen. 12: 

4 f ) to the descent of Jacob's sons into Egypt (Gen. 46: 20-22) mentioning only the people 

and events that served to move the narrative forward. The author's primary interest in this 

chapter is to catalogue the genealogies of the patriarchs rather than to retell the narrative 

histories of the individuals. Because Pseudo-Philo has omitted all of the content of Genesis 

that Josephus has altered and gives no sense of the individual characteristics of the 

personalities in the texts, or their interactions, we can presume that Pseudo-Philo's work is an 

unlikely source for Josephus' retelling of the Zelpha and Balla episodes. There is, however, 

one point of relevance for comparison - the designation of the status of Zelpha and Balla. 

The Hebrew and Greek versions and their respective designations of the slave women are lost 

to us. The Latin text at 8. 6. 24, however, tells us that Jacob took two of Laban's daughters 

as wives and "two concubines, Billah and Zilpah", (duas concubinas Balam et Zelpham).^^ 

Pseudo-Philo does not mention that they were the slaves of Rachel and Leah or that they were 

given by their mistresses to be Jacob's co-wives. The designation "concubina" infers the 

meaning of a sexual union between a married man and a woman whose social status was 

subordinate to the m a n ' s . T h i s single term is supposed to convey to the reader the context of 

the relationship between Jacob, Rachel and Leah and the slave women. As we have shown in 

my introduction the terminology of the Hebrew and Greek Pentateuch confirm the women's 

slave and co-wife status. The Latin Genesis, which almost certainly would have been 

consulted by the Latin translators of Pseudo-Philo, also designates the status of Zelpha and 

Balla with a range of servile terms from ''ancilld",^^ (Gen. 29: 24; 30: 9); ''servem",^^ (Gen. 

29: 29); "familia",^'^ (Gen. 30: 9). The status of the slave women as Jacob's co-wives is 

indicated by the term "conjugium" inferring a close (sexual) union but relating to marriage. 

Thus it seems likely that for the author of Pseudo-Philo the term '''concubinas", that is low 

status women engaged in a sexual relationships with higher status men, encapsulated all the 
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information that was necessary to convey the nature of the relationship between Zelpha and 

Balla and Jacob. 

c) Zelpha & Balla in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs 

The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs^^ were composed in Greek, probably in the second 

century BCE by a Hellenized Jewish author, probably from S y r i a . T h e Testaments purport 

to be the final words of the twelve sons of Jacob and are similar to the model of Jacob's last 

utterances at Genesis 49. The texts portray a scene where each patriarch, in his last hours, 

gathers around him his offspring and relates his past honours and misdeeds and advises his 

family to avoid sin and follow the path of virtue. The texts conclude with predictions about 

the future of Israel and with instructions for the patriarch's burial. Each of Jacob's sons 

advocates that special honour to be paid to Levi and Judah, the founders of the priestly and 

kingly lines of the Jewish people. 

Barring The Testament of Naphtali, none of the Testaments contain anything other than 

fleeting references to the slave women Zelpha and Balla. Of specific interest to this chapter, 

however, is the description of the origins of Naphtali's immediate ancestors {Test. Naph. 1: 9-

12), as follows: 

9 But my mother was Bilhah, daughter of Rotheos, Deborah's brother, 
nurse of Rebecca; she was bom the very day on which Rachel was bom. 
10 Rotheos was of Abraham's tribe, a Chaldean, one who honoured 
God, tree and well bom, 11 but he was taken captive and bought by 
Lab an, who gave him Aina, his servant girl, as a wife. She bore a 
daughter and called her Zelpha from the name of the village in which 
she had been taken captive. 12 After that she bore Bilhah, saying, "My 
daughter is ever eager for new things: No sooner had she been bom than 
she hurried to start sucking," (Test. Napht. 1: 9-12). 

'H hi pHTrip pou eoti BaAAa, Guycrrrip 'PojOeou, aSeAcpoO Aepoppag, rnq rpocpoO 

'P£(3£KKaq- fjTig ev pig npepg ^rexSn, ev n kol q 'PaxnA. O 5e 'PoGeog £k tou 

YEvoug fjv AppaaiJ, XaASaToq, GEoasPng, sAeuBepog Koi Euyevn?. Kai 

alxiJaAwTiaGciq f^opaaGq urro Aa(3av- kqI eSojkev quto) Aivav Tqv iraiBiaKnv 

auToO Eig YuvaiKO- f)Tig eteke GuyarEpa, Kai imhzozy auTqv ZsAcpav, ett' ovopari 

Tqg Kwpng, ev fj nxMaAwTEuGr;. 'E^ qg eteke rqv BaAAav, ktyijjv- Kaivdcmouddg 

pou n Buyarqp- suBug yap lExBETaa EarrEuSE BqAa^Eiv. 

This passage makes many interesting additions to what Genesis has to say about the slave 

women. Firstly, it portrays them as sisters. Secondly, the author of the Testament seems keen 
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to stress that Bilhah is related to the Abraham-Isaac-Jacob clan in order that Naphtali should 

have a proper place in the tribe's destiny. The author traces her lineage back to the time of 

Abraham when he lived among the Chaldeans (Gen. 11: 27-28). It is impossible to be sure 

whether the author of the Testament was following an existing tradition with regard to the 

origins of parents of Zelpha and Balla, that is now lost to us, or whether he is simply creating 

an independently imagined context to account for the women's origins. 

Most interesting of all is the author's description of the background of Naphtali's mother, 

Bilhah, and his grandparents. We are told that Rotheros, Naphtali's free-born (eAeu^spog), 

high status (svysvqs)^^ maternal grandfather and relative of Abraham, was taken into slavery, 

presumably as a war captive (di^a?iC0Tio6si£) and was bought by Laban (rjyopctoOT] vnb 

AdjSav). Laban gave him a wife, Aina, already a slave (TtaiSioKr}), who became Naphtali's 

maternal grandmother. The slave couple produced two girls, first Zelpha and second, Bilhah. 

This expansion of the biblical text shows the unselfconscious way in which the author of the 

Testament of Naphtali was content to portray the characters of Zelpha and Balla in his 

writings. Rotheros was the purchased slave of Laban. Laban, in accordance with the slave 

laws of Exodus 21:4, partnered his new slave with one of his slave girls. Zelpha and Balla, 

bom out of this relationship, automatically become the slaves of their parent's master, Laban. 

Thus the Testament of Naphtali unambiguously speaks of the women's social and legal status 

as the slave-property of Laban. This property, as we have seen, was transferred to his 

daughters on the occasion of their respective weddings. Under the ownership of Rachel and 

Leah, their sexual services could be required at the bidding of their mistresses. It is clear 

therefore that the author of the Testament does not share Josephus' conviction that Zelpha and 

Balla were merely 'subordinate' to the other characters in the narrative. As such, the 

Testament of Naphtali could not have influenced Josephus' retelling of the story. 

d) Zelpha & Balla in Jubilees 

As I have stated in my Hagar chapter^^ the purpose and methodology of the authors of Jubilees 

and the fact that the work was extant in Josephus' time means that it is possible that our author 

was aware of its existence. Thus its references to the birth of Jacob's children can be seen as a 

possible secondary version for Josephus in his retelling of the Zelpha and Balla stories. 
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Jacob's arrival in Mesopotamia, his marriages and the birth of his children are recorded in 

chapters 28 and 29 of Jubilees; the full translation of the text is in the Source Appendix. 

Jubilees is very similar to the Jacob narrative as we find it in versions of the Hebrew and 

Greek Pentateuch, although there are some significant and less significant alterations. The 

author of Jubilees omits Genesis 29; 1-19 and leads straight in to the episode at verse Genesis 

29: 20 at the point of Jacob's completion of his seven years of service to Laban and his 

marriage to Rachel. The details of Jacob's travels, the circumstances of his first encounter 

with Rachel and Laban and his bargain with Laban for Rachel's hand were of no importance 

to this author. The description of Rachel and Leah at Genesis 29; 16 is not given until after 

Jacob has discovered Lab an's deception (Jub. 28: 5). The passing reference in Genesis to 

local marriage customs being behind Lab an's deceit (Gen. 29; 26) is greatly expanded at 

Jubilees 28; 6-7 and the reference to Leah being hated is given as the reason for Rachel's 

sterility (Jub. 28: 12), whereas in Genesis Leah's compensation for being hated is her 

fecundity (29: 31). 

Furthermore, throughout Jubilees' retelling of Genesis the author has omitted the Pentateuch's 

explanations behind the children's names. In place of this, the author has added the extra-

biblical calendrical material. Moreover, in general terms the author of Jubilees rarely follows 

the biblical narrative with any degree of accuracy, whereas Josephus is often very faithful to 

the text.^ So, because of the similarities between Genesis and Jubilees and the lack of parity 

between the text and Josephus with regard to the Zelpha and Balla narratives, it is unlikely that 

Jubilees was a source for Josephus' recasting of the characters of the slave w o m e n . T h e text 

is useful for this study, however, because the author has transposed the context of Laban's 

relationships with Zelpha and Balla into their retelling without much interference. At 28: 3 

and 9 Laban gives his slave women, Zelpha and Balla, to Rachel and Leah as 

handmaids/slaves for themselves. At 28: 17,18 and 20 the authors of Jubilees have followed 

the context of Genesis' narration of the giving of Zelpha and Balla to Jacob for sexual 

purposes as his secondary wives. 
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e) Zelpha and Balla in Demetrius the Chronographer 

Fragment 2 CEusebius. Praevaratio Evanselica 9.21. 1-19) 

It is generally held that Demetrius was writing in Alexandria around the last half of the third 

century BCE.^® There are only six extant fragments, written in Greek and preserved in 

Eusebius' Praeparatio Evangelica, that can be ascribed to the chronographer^^ and all of them 

are concerned with determining the biblical chronology of the Old Testament. Fragment 2 is 

the longest of the collection and concentrates on patriarchal chronology, relating Jacob's 

career and the birth dates and ages of his children. However these are not extensive remains 

of the former text and in places the text is c o r r u p t . T h e fragment ends by briefly retelling the 

main events of Joseph's period in Egypt and with the chronology of Moses' a n c e s t o r s . ( S e e 

Source Appendix for the frill text.) 

Demetrius' retelling of the birth of Jacob's children is a sharply abbreviated version of the 

Genesis narrative. In common with Jubilees, Demetrius omits all details of Jacob's journey to 

Mesopotamia and the emotional meetings with Rachel and Laban. He too begins his account 

with the issue of Jacob's marriage. Fragment 2 of Praeparatio Evangelica, however, merges 

both wedding episodes into one at the close of Jacob's first seven years of service for his 

uncle, Laban. The children, according to Demetrius, are all bom in the second seven-year 

period that Jacob agrees to work for Laban (3). Furthermore, the mandrakes episode is 

skimmed over and Leah does not bear the twins, Zebulon and Dinah. Instead, Demetrius has 

them bom as the result of two separate pregnancies (4-5). 

Demetrius' interests in retelling the Genesis narrative were very different from those of 

Josephus, and his methodology and approach to the Jacob story was unlikely to have inspired 

our authors retelling. Important biblical material is omitted, abbreviated or mentioned only 

casually. Moreover, Demetrius, in direct opposition to Josephus' preoccupations, had no 

literary interest in the bible for religious or moralistic purposes but for its historical value in 

documenting birthdates, genealogies and other matters of chronological in t e res t .Demet r ius 

does, however, have some significance for this study, for omits the Septuagint's formula "the 

handmaid of. . ." when introducing the slave women to his narrative, and instead introduces 

them only when they are required to carry the narrative forward. In so doing the status of one 

of the women is unclear in his account: he only mentions Balla by name and not by status, 

whereas, Zelpha is designated as nai&iGKr] (3-4), but both women have been given to Jacob 
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as a concubine. The verb napuKOi^iQw means to "make to lie with"7^ The translation into 

"concubine" is the most convenient method of transmitting the context of the passage. 

However, there is no difference in the context of the women's relationship with Jacob so there 

is no reason to suppose that in not designating Balla as naiSioKr] Demetrius was inferring an 

alternative status upon her. So, if we couple naiSicKr] with the literal meaning of Demetrius' 

napaKoijJiQco, "to lie with", or "to have sexual intercourse with" in association with his 

retelling of the births of Jacob's children, we see that he is following the precise context of 

Genesis 30. Thus, it seems that Demetrius' understanding of the relationships between Jacob 

and the slave women follows that of the biblical narrative and not of Josephus'. 

Summary 

I have shown above that all Josephus' possible secondary sources emphatically designate 

Zelpha and Balla as both slaves and concubines either in their use of slave vocabulary in their 

respective languages or by their reiteration of the context of the story as it is portrayed in the 

Pentateuch. Josephus' contrary designation is a lone voice among extant sources that retell 

the story of the birth of Jacob's children. 

Conclusions 

This investigation and analysis of Josephus' retelling of the biblical representation of the 

slave women, Zelpha and Balla, has yielded a significant amount of data with regard to his 

sources, methodology and agenda. Let us therefore, return to the questions I asked of 

Josephus and his retelling of the Zelpha and Balla episodes in my introduction to this chapter. 

1). What was the methodology and rationale for Josephus' retelling of Genesis 29 and 30, and 

what primary version(s) and/or secondary versions were likely to have been his Vorlage(n)l 

I have shown that Josephus executed a major rewriting of his primary version and has made 

significant alterations to the characterisations of the main protagonists in the scenes. This is 

in marked contrast to his retelling of the scenes that precede and follow the birth narrative 

where, as Franxman and others have noted, Josephus has followed Genesis fairly closely and 

has added material in an attempt to emulate a Hellenistic literary style. Furthermore, in 

Section One, I have shown that is highly unlikely that Josephus relied upon sources other than 

versions of the Hebrew and/or Greek Pentateuch that are very like those available to us today. 
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All of the extant contenders for possible secondary versions for our author have been 

discounted in the analysis conducted in Section Two. 

2). This leads us to engage with our second question - does Josephus' retelling provide his 

audience with a careful and thorough interpretation of the canonical Genesis, or something 

like it, or has he re-told the characters and events of this part of the Jacob narratives in a 

manner intended to satisfy the expectations of his anticipated Roman audience? Josephus' 

retelling of the story of the birth of Jacob's children has substantially undermined the integrity 

of the narrative that we know of from the Masoretic Text and the Septuagint. The versions 

from the Pentateuch offer a sensitively constructed portrait of two women whose lives and 

future expectations revolve around producing children by the husband they are forced to share 

because of their father's dishonesty. The story of the birth of Jacob's children is imbued with 

envy, jealousy, anger, joy, love and hatred between the three protagonists in the scene. Each 

woman's sterility at different points in the narrative forces Rachel and Leah into a 

competition. Each wife, in order to beat the other, co-opts the sexual services of their slave 

women from whose wombs are bom more of Jacob's children. 

In Josephus' diluted re-presentation of this story the tension between the characters has been 

omitted except for the mandrake scene. Josephus simply narrates the bare bones of the 

Genesis story by informing his audience which wife or slave bore Jacob's children and how 

their sterility was overcome. His main aim seems solely to explain how the eponymous 

patriarchs received their names. 

3). Arising from this is my third question as to whether it is possible to recover and 

reconstruct Josephus' technique and agenda from the comparative redaction critical 

examination of his passages? Josephus' technique was to present the two main protagonists 

of narrative preceding the birth of Jacob's children, Jacob and Rachel, in a romantic 

Hellenistic hero/heroine mould. Thus the character of Leah is virtually ignored whilst aspects 

of the Genesis narrative that did not show Jacob in a good light is removed or transposed onto 

another c h a r a c t e r . A major problem for Josephus was Genesis' designation of Zelpha and 

Balla as the slaves of Rachel and Leah and the secondary wives of Jacob. But why was this 

perfectly acceptable Pentateuchal relationship, in this particular context, an issue our author 

found unacceptable for his audience? After all, Josephus was content to portray Hagar's 
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parallel sexual relationship with Abraham in a slave-master context, albeit with the removal 

of her status as his secondary wife. Where did the unacceptable difference lie? 

In order to answer this I suggest we need to look closely at the comparative long-term 

consequences of these slave-master sexual relationships. In the case of the slave woman 

Hagar and the patriarch Abraham, their child Ishmael becomes the progenitor of a non-Jewish 

people. Hagar's son carries forward the history of the Arab nations. 

Hence I have shown that Josephus is content to portray the Abraham/Hagar relationship to his 

Roman audience as the somewhat foreign and exotic but ultimately legitimate, lawful and 

socially acceptable sexual relationship between a male slave owner and his female 

slave/concubine. However, the legitimate child, Isaac, bom from Abraham's sexual 

relationship with his primary, legitimate wife Sarah, sires Jacob, the progenitor of the 

eponymous twelve tribes of Israel. Embodied in the character of Isaac is the seed of the 

future history of Israel. For Josephus, Isaac's background must be demonstrably impeccable. 

So too must be the background of the children of Jacob. But what if Josephus' retelling had 

incorporated the substance of Jacob's relationship with Zelpha and Balla in his retelling of the 

story of the birth of Jacob's sons? How would his audience have perceived it? Let us address 

the issues of the Genesis text from the Roman cultural, ethical, moral and legal standpoint. 

How would Josephus' elite Roman audience have viewed the sexual relationship between 

Jacob and the slave women? Roman society would have had no moral or ethical objections to 

Jacob's sexual relationship with Zelpha and Balla but taking them as wives, as Genesis 

suggests, would have not have been acceptable or legally possible. Furthermore, children bom 

in contuhernium took the status of the mother, thus, children bom of a mother who was still a 

slave were slaves themselves/^ Bigamy was also unacceptable, so in a Roman context Jacob 

would have had to engage in serial marriage, divorcing one wife and marrying the next before 

any children were bom otherwise the child would be illegitimate and have no legal rights to 

inheritance.'^ 

Josephus smoothes out this problem simply by designating the slave women in terms that his 

Roman audience would comprehend and find, if a little unusual, morally and legally 

acceptable. In designating Zelpha and Balla as concubines (napaKataKXivsi), and not as 

nax and nnDW (MT), or naiSicxicrj (LXX), Josephus has made their sexual relationships with 
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Jacob appear respectable to his Roman audience/^ Aristocratic Roman men were legally 

restricted to marriage within their social class^^ but concubines were always the social 

inferiors (generally slaves) to the males to whom they were associated, and, although 

concubinatus was not covered by law, it was an openly acknowledged sexual relationship 

with rules of its own/^ This is signalled by Josephus' designation of the women, not as 

slaves, but as Leah's and Rachel's subordinates {SobXai j^ev ovSa^a^ VTroTsrayi^svai 5s).^^ 

Concubinage, therefore, "made marriage possible in all but name to those whom Augustus' 

laws forbade to marry". 

Despite the disparity in social class, however, it was expected that a concubine would receive 

the respect of her partner, his family and friends. Indeed the emperor Domition is criticised 

by a hostile source for his public lack of respect for his father's concubine.^' Many 

aristocratic Roman men, emperors among them, are known to have kept concubines; 

Vespasian and Marcus Aurelius are the most n o t a b l e . A s Abraham's grandson, Jacob 

represents the Bible's aristocracy, thus Josephus' designation of Zelpha and Balla as 

concubines of a lesser social rank to Jacob would not have caused a Roman eyebrow to be 

raised. 

There are two aspects of this type of association that Josephus was unable to satisfactorily 

reconcile in his re-presentation of the relationships between Jacob and Zelpha and Balla. The 

first is that a Roman man who took a concubine was almost always widowed, divorced or 

previously unmarr ied , the second, the birth of children from such relationships is generally 

not attested in the s o u r c e s . T h e principal reason for the avoidance of children would have 

been to prevent inheritance disputes between the father's legitimate heirs and the children of 

the concubine on the death of the children's father. 

Despite this potential stumbling block for Josephus, many married aristocratic Romans kept 

concubines as mistresses or were sons of concubines themselves^^ and "...despite the fact of 

illegitimacy, [there was] no great stigma about being a concubine's son,"^' moreover, children 

bom from concubines had a recognised status as 'natural children' in Roman law.^^ Indeed, 

the welfare of the concubine and her children was often a cause for the concern of the 

concubine's partner. 
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I have demonstrated in this chapter that Josephus' technique of retelling the bibhcal narratives 

was governed by his apologetic agenda, that is, to portray the characters and contexts of the 

birth of Jacob's children in the best possible hght to his Roman audience. Our author has 

achieved this by the adoption of two methodological processes. Firstly, Josephus has 

presented the personal characteristics of the main protagonists of the narrative as Hellenistic 

stereotypes whilst omitting aspects of the Genesis text that were likely to have compromised 

his ability to recast the characters in this manner. 

Secondly, in an effort to make Jacob's relationship with the slave women, Zelpha and Balla, 

conform to Graeco-Roman social, moral and legal expectations, Josephus has recast the slaves 

as Jacob's concubines. This enables the audience to perceive Jacob's sons by the slave 

women as Jacob's legitimate heirs and, therefore, moral, virtuous and legitimate progenitors 

of the twelve tribes of Israel. Problematic elements of this relationship have been partially 

resolved by Josephus by his limitation of Jacob's participation in the birth narratives and his 

substantial abbreviation of the birth scenes in general. Our author's preoccupation in this part 

of his retelling was to narrate essential details of the births of Jacob's children but to gloss 

over aspects of the narrative that were potentially damaging to the image of the patriarch and 

the history of the Jews that Josephus wished to portray to his Roman audience. 

' Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquities" of Flavins Josephus, p. 188. 
^ (Gen. 29: 4). 
^ LSJ s.v. unorhaaca'. to place, or arrange under. 
" Josephus retells the birth of Jacob's twelfth son, Benjamin, at A. J. I: 343. 
^ See Appendix of Sources for the MT and LXX texts. 
^ The last of the twelve male children is born much later at Genesis 35: 16-20. 
' Vawter, On Genesis, p. 324. 
^ Westermaim, Genesis, p. 209 
® Vawter, On Genesis, p. 327. 

According to Alter, Ae hatred of Leah by Jacob and Rachel seems to have an emotional implication, as Leah's 
words at verse 33, "my husband will love me..." suggest. However, the Hebrew term is also a technical legal 
term for the un-favoured co-wife. The pairing of the unloved wife with a barren but much loved co-wife sets the 
stage for a variant of the annunciation type-scene such as that of Peninah and Hannah at I Samuel L See Alter, 
Genesis, p. 155. See also Driver, The Book of Genesis, p. 272, who states that the word should be understood in a 
relative sense to mean that Leah was "less loved" than Rachel. Driver, The Book of Genesis, also cites other 
occurrences of this usage, Deuteronomy 21: 15 and Matthew 6; 24. Vawter, On Genesis, states that the Hebrew 
is not given to fine distinctions and the verb "hated" should be given the softer reading of "unloved", p. 327. 
' ' The names of Jacob's sons are given popular etymologies in the biblical texts but have no correspondence 
with 'real' history, however, they serve as links between the twelve tribes and the only history ever written about 
them. See Vawter, On Genesis, p. 327. This process will receive no more attention in this study but see the 
various readings by biblical commentators: Driver, The Book of Genesis, pp. 159, 273-4, 275-6; Westermann, 
Genesis, pp. 209-211; Alter, Genesis, pp. 159-160, 162. There is no naming etymology for Dinah but this is not. 
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as some commentators have claimed, because Genesis 30: 21 is derived from a different source. The naming 
speech is omitted because she is a daughter and will not be counted as the eponymous founder of a tribe as is the 
case for her brothers, Alter, Genesis, p. 161, 

Leah's sudden acquired sterility may simply have been the result of a natural process. However, the later 
mandrake episode may suggest that Jacob had ceased to cohabit sexually with Leah for long periods. Alter, 
Genesis, p. 157. 

See also 2 Kings 7. 
''' According to Vawter, verses 14-16 are an unfinished fragment that once belonged to a full account of how 
Rachel finally overcame her infertility with the application of this mythical remedy. He claims that the story was 
cut short by the redactor of Genesis because the values of his society would no longer have considered this 
action proper or appropriate, On Genesis, p. 328. 

The birth of Benjamin, Jacob's twelfth son, is narrated at Gen. 35: 16. 
According to later traditions the slave women in the Jacob narratives are Laban's daughters from his 

relationship with a concubine, see l&rgxxm.Pseudo-Jonathan on Genesis 29: 24 and Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezar 36. 
Another tradition, Midrash Genesis Rabbah 74: 13, also has the slave women as Laban's daughters but it does 
not enlighten us as to their origin. For Louis Feldman these traditions account for Josephus' extra-biblical 
identification of Rachel and Leah's social superiority over the slave women. As there is no evidence that 
Josephus was acquainted with any of these traditions, and not least because Philo identifies them as slaves and 
concubines {De Cong. 6. 31), the present investigation proposes a different explanation for this comment. See 
Feldman's comments, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, p, 114, n. 871. 

nnsty Gen. 29: 24, 30; 30: 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 18. 

nnx Gen. 30: 3. 
Feldman, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, n. 872, p. 114. 
LSJ s.v. spcos'. love, mostly of sexual passion. Josephus' comments explaining the naming Jacob's children 

and their etymologies will not be discussed here. For a detailed examination of this process see, Franxman, 
Genesis and the 'Jewish Antiquities', pp. 192-5; Feldman, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, n. 
875-6, 878, 880, p. 115; n. 883-4, 885-7, 888-9, 890-2, 895-6, 897-8, 899-900, p. 116; and Thackeray, 
the Man and the Historian, p. 147 (n. c-g). 

Franxman, Genesis and the 'Jewish Antiquities', p. 194. 
^ LSJ s.v. i^avSpyopa^: mandrake. The similarity between Josephus and the LXX in this identification could 
indicate that he was reliant upon the LXX or a LXX type text for at least this part of his retelling. 

The mandrake has been thought to have aphrodisiac and fertility-giving propertied for many thousands of 
years. According to Feldman, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, n. 893, p. 116, Josephus equates 
the mandrake with "love apples" because he knew of the association between the goddess of love. Aphrodite, 
and Hesychius' identification of her as MavSpayopm^. However, the medicinal properties of the mandrake 
were derived from both the root of the plant and from its tomato or plum-like fruit. It is more likely that 
Josephus and the authors of the Septuagint, like the European settlers in America, called the fhrit of the plant 
"love apples" to distinguish them from the medicinal root that often takes human form. 

Feldman, Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, p. 195. 
Alter, Genesis, p. 158, 
Indeed Philo, De Sacrificiis 4: 17-18, claims that Jacob was named on the basis of his discipline as was Esau 

for his folly (cf. De Cong. 31.175-6). 
TDOT s.v, WX: man, husband, 
LSJ s.v. avfip: man or youth, context decides meaning; husband. 
See Amaru, "Portraits of Biblical Women", p. 44. 
Alter, Genesis, p, 159; Vawter acknowledges this act as surrogate childbearing, p, 328; see also Driver, The 

Book of Genesis, p, 273 who also quotes instances of this in Genesis 50: 23 and Job 3: 12, 
Alter, Genesis, p. 158. 
Amaru, "Portraits of Biblical Women", p. 151 states that Rachel's lack of speech is "the signature of a 

submissive female element". Conversely Amaru points out that Josephus allows Rachel "extensive movement 
and activity" and this character trait represents the "signature of an assertive, albeit not on behalf of self, female 
element". 

For Leah see Genesis 29: 33, 34, 35; 30: 11, 13, 18, 20. For Rachel see Genesis 30: 6, 8, 24, 
Genesis 30: 1-4. 
Amaru, "Portraits of Biblical Women", p. 151. 
In Genesis 29 Zelpha and Balla are designated as iiriDU/ (MT), or naiSioKrj (LXX). At chapter 30: 3 BiUiah is 

designated in the sole instance in this episode as HDX (MT) and both slave women are designated as TIUDU/ in the 
remainder of the chapter. Genesis 30 of the Septuagint designates both as naiStOKT] throughout the chapter. As 
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I have demonstrated in my discussion of the various designations of Hagar in the previous chapter the Hebrew 
and Greek terms convey the sense that Zelpha and Balla are slaves inasmuch as they are subject to the rights of 
ownership of their mistresses cf John William Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Genesis, Septuagint and 
Cognate Studies 35 (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press 1993), p. 217. 

LSJ s.v. napaKaraKXivco, meaning "he lies down beside". 
Josephus may have had the same difficulty with interpreting the Hebrew term as the Septuagint translators and 

modem commentators. According to Alter, Genesis, p. 153, the precise meaning of the adjective n m in this 
context is unclear but niDT is an antonym of "hard" and means tender, gentle, soft or in a few instances, weak. 
The Septuagint translates this adjective as aadsvrts implying in this context the meaning weak or sickly and that 
Leah may have suffered from some impairment (Wevers, Notes, p. 465). Modem commentators variously 
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Chapter Five 

Concluding Remarks 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate how, Josephus deals with the 

Pentateuchal laws and narratives that engage with the relationships between slave 

women and their Jewish masters noting where Josephus agrees with the canonical 

versions of the Pentateuch and where he presents considerable variations. As we have 

seen, much of the analysis of these topics has been concerned with thorough critical 

comparisons between Josephus' version of the legal and narrative material of the 

Pentateuch. This analysis has shown the extent to which Josephus rearranges, 

modifies, combines and omits material from the text of the Pentateuch, and the extent 

to which he, in common with other Second Temple Period writers, engage with the 

retelling of scripture. The subject of Josephus' rewriting of the Pentateuchal material 

on female slaves has been addressed by attending to the following significant issues. 

Firstly, Josephus' modifications to the characterisations of the principle and 

secondary characters in the Genesis stories, secondly, his attitude to slaves and 

slavery, thirdly, Josephus' general attitude towards women in his rewriting of the laws 

and narratives in question. Furthermore, I have looked more broadly at the wider 

context of Josephus' Antiquities paying special attention to questions of why Josephus 

wrote as he did and whether his work on female slaves gives us an indication of the 

identity of his readership, particularly to an elite Roman audience. 

This study presents a substantial comparative analysis of Josephus' treatment of the 

Pentateuchal laws and narratives that refer to female slavery, and establishes where 

Josephus deviates from his biblical source, where he omits material, where he 

expands his source and where he rearranges and modifies the narratives. These 

comparisons reveal the extent of Josephus' recasting of events and characters, his 

attitude towards slaves and slavery, as well as his views on social class and gender. I 

also present a comparison of Josephus' retellings with those of other Second Temple 

Period sources that engage with the slave laws and narratives in order to establish 

whether these sources informed Josephus' interpretations. I have shown that it is 

unlikely that Josephus was influenced by sources other than the Pentateuch of the MT 
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or LXX. In the absence of any similarities between Josephus and the non-biblical 

sources I have argued that Josephus made his modifications to the slave laws and 

narratives to suit an elite Roman audience. 

The discussion of Josephus' treatment of the laws of the Pentateuch that governed 

marriage and sexual relationships between slave women and free Jewish men asked 

two main questions of Josephus: firstly, the nature of the relationship between 

Josephus and the biblical texts, and secondly, the extent to which his views were 

influenced by non-Jewish traditions. It is clear from the examples of Josephus' legal 

interpretation studied in Chapter Two that his comments on slave law represent a 

combination of Josephus' own invention and a considerable amount of modification. 

In my first example I examined Josephus' statement in Antiquities IV: 244-245 in 

which he tells his audience that Jewish men of marriageable age are forbidden in 

Mosaic law to marry divorcees, female slaves and prostitutes, and that the preferred 

brides of Jewish men are the virgin daughters of the elite. As we have seen, this has 

no parallel in the Pentateuch of the MT, LXX or any other extant source that he may 

have been familiar with. Thus, in this instance, Josephus is not representative of any 

written Jewish tradition, but, he may represent contemporary Jewish practice. By 

comparing the individual details of Josephus' innovative law with Roman marriage 

traditions a pattern emerged that showed that in almost every respect his 

recommendations (marriageable age, desirability of virgin brides, the rejection of 

slave women and prostitutes as wives) comply with contemporaneous Roman, rather 

than traditional Jewish, practices. Moreover, that his statements were meant to 

impress the Roman social elite is evident in the fact that Josephus framed his 'laws' 

within a context that this group would have readily understood as seen in such details 

as: firstly, the family of the ideal prospective bride should be of the elite class as 

should the groom; and secondly, I argue that this 'law' contains many features which 

are resonant of Stoic philosophy. By setting his 'law' in this context it is likely that 

Josephus is placing the supposed traditions of the Jewish social elite on a par with 

those of their Roman counterparts. 

My investigations of Josephus' interpretation of two laws of the Pentateuch which 

govern: a) priestly marriage, and b) the treatment of the 'beautiful captive', began 

with detailed comparisons between Josephus' statements and the corresponding 
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guidelines in the Pentateuch of the MT and LXX. The analysis demonstrated the 

extent to which Josephus had supplemented, modified and clarified the Pentateuch in 

a manner not represented in any other extant Second Temple Period source. 

Josephus' treatment of the Levitical text is primarily interpretative, and his 

modifications reflect the Jewish priestly social conventions of his time. Moreover, I 

suggest that Josephus' representation of the Levitical statutes in terms of elite Roman 

social values reflects his apologetic aims and also was intended to promote the 

interests of his own elite priestly social class in the wake of the Jewish war with Rome 

(66-70 CE). 

Similarly, I demonstrate that Josephus' representation of the law regarding the 

'beautiful captive' in Deuteronomy 21; 10-14 is, to a significant extent, true to the 

Pentateuchal tradition but that it has nevertheless, been modified. In relation to other 

sources (1IQT, Philo), the following points emerged: I showed that the Temple Scroll 

closely follows Deuteronomy of MT (and in one instance LXX) with none of 

Josephus' modifications and was, therefore, unlikely to have informed his retelling of 

the law in the Antiquities. However, my comparison between the Antiquities version 

of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14 and that of De Humanitate revealed some striking 

similarities: all of Josephus' additions to Deuteronomy are present in Philo's 

rendering. Similarities may be attributed either to a common source for Deuteronomy 

now lost to us, or the common purpose of both authors is portraying the philanthropy 

of Moses and his laws in a positive light. Furthermore, I suggest that Josephus' 

omissions to Deuteronomy arise, in part, from his desire not to offend his Roman 

audience, but also primarily to smooth out some of the inherent textual difficulties 

within Deuteronomy 21: 19-14 of MT and LXX, as Philo did before him. 

As to Josephus' agenda in these cases the following conclusions may be suggested: 1) 

that hi& representations of these laws are, to variable degrees, aimed at convincing an 

elite Roman audience that in matters of marriage and sexual relationships Roman and 

Jewish law and practice were highly compatible; 2) that in drawing both explicit and 

implicit parallels between the Jewish and Roman slave practice and tradition, 

Josephus is conveying two overarching concerns to his readership. Firstly, that the 

laws of Moses were humane and compassionate, and that they, like Roman laws, were 

concerned with elite male and female morality and the legitimacy of children. 
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Secondly, that in significant aspects of social class and moral ethics, with regard to 

marriage and various other (female) social inferiors, the practices and expectations of 

the traditional Jewish priestly ruling elite were parallel to the Roman senatorial class. 

Josephus' agenda is presented as sub-text within the wider methodological context of 

an interpretation of the Pentateuch which, although at points appears to be extremely 

loose, retells, often accurately, the essence of biblical law. 

Let us return to my initial questions with regard to Josephus' interpretation of the 

Hagar narratives; what is Josephus' technique and agenda for his retelling of Genesis 

16; 1-16 and 21: 9-21? We have seen that Josephus substantially alters the Hagar 

episodes in order to present his readers with a stylistically coherent structure by 

modifying many of the apparent inconsistencies of MT or LXX on Genesis. To 

achieve this, the narratives are often highly abbreviated by josephus, and their 

chronology altered. Moreover, Josephus reverses the power structures that exist in 

Genesis between Hagar, Sarah and Abraham, and minimises the significance of the 

female actions in the narratives in favour of enhancing Abraham's. I have argued 

that, in the instances in Genesis where these individuals and their actions stray from 

the social and cultural expectations of his high-status Roman audience, Josephus 

modifies them accordingly in his retelling. I have shown that, in direct opposition to 

their characterisations and the extent to which each individual participates in Genesis 

of MT and LXX, Josephus has recast Abraham as the morally pure and dominant 

head of his household, whereas Sarah's character is reduced in the Antiquities', she 

becomes a subservient, acquiescent adjunct to Josephus' portrayal of her husband. 

Likewise, Hagar's character, as with Sarah, is minimised and recast as a typically 

slave-like and insubordinate social inferior of both Abraham and Sarah. I have 

demonstrated that, among the wide variety of extant sources that deal with the Hagar 

episodes, Josephus is the only interpreter of these stories to reshape them in this 

manner. 

Although Josephus' interpretation often presents considerable variations from MT 

and LXX Deuteronomy, I argue that in fact he offers his readers a carefully 

considered retelling of the Hagar episodes that originates from, and is constructed 

around, his apologetic motives as an interpreter of biblical history. My analysis of 

Josephus' treatment of the Hagar episodes identifies key themes in his reconstruction 
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of the relationships and power dynamics between the characters, and I have suggested 

that Josephus reinterpreted the manner in which Genesis portrays the characters 

according to Hellenistic typological models. Thus, Josephus provided his elite 

Roman audience with a representation of a 'correct' Hellenistic social order in a 

Jewish context by remodelling the characters to conform to their appropriate social 

status: a strong male hero, a submissive heroine and a villainess slave. 

In the final chapter we saw that Josephus' interpretation of the scenes that narrate the 

birth of Jacob's children amounts to a substantial rewriting of the canonical version of 

Genesis, in the process of which he made significant modifications to the 

characterisations and status of the main protagonists as we know them from the 

biblical accounts. I showed that, as compared to extant sources that also engage with 

the birth of Jacob's children, Josephus stands alone among the other interpreters in 

portraying the narratives in this manner. What precedes and follows the birth 

narratives in the Jacob story in the Antiquities is an interpretation that adheres to the 

content and chronology of his Genesis source, but is retold by Josephus in the form of 

a Hellenistic literary love story. The birth scenes themselves, however, are radically 

foreshortened and reshaped. This led me to ask three fundamental questions of 

Josephus: what has been altered, how has it been altered, and why has he altered it? 

The narratives in canonical Genesis offer a sensitive portrait of Rachel and Leah 

whose sole importance in this part of the Genesis narrative is to produce, either from 

themselves or via their slave women, the ancestors of the eponymous twelve tribes of 

Israel in circumstances that were complicated by the dishonesty of their father. The 

narrator of Genesis infused the story with elements of drama and pathos, which, as I 

have shown, has been reduced by Josephus who made substantial cuts in his retelling 

of the story so that only the basic outline of the chronological order of which child 

was bom to which mother remains. 

Of primary concern in this chapter was how to account for Josephus' modification of 

the status of Zelpha and Balla from slave women (MT and LXX) to the 

"subordinates" of Rachel and Leah, and the concubines of Jacob. Josephus, by 

comparison with any other extant source, is unique in so designating Zelpha and 

Balla. Thus, I argue that this modification was made in this instance, and not in his 

retelling of the parallel Hagar story, because of its negative ramifications for the 
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continuing account of patriarchal history, and indeed the history of the Jews. I 

suggested that Hagar's status remained unchanged by Josephus because it is 

Abraham's 'legitimate' son, and not his son by a slave woman, that advanced the 

Abraham narratives, hi the case of.Jacob's children, all of his sons, whether the issue 

of his wives or their slave women, go on to found the twelve tribes of Israel. So, how 

did Josephus prevent his elite Roman audience from perceiving that a large proportion 

of Jews are descended from the bastard children of slaves? I demonstrate that 

Josephus circumvents this problem by simply recasting the status of Zelpha and Balla 

in terms that would appear, although somewhat unorthodox, morally and legally 

acceptable. I argue that this explanation also demonstrates Josephus' agenda, that is, 

to provide an interpretation of the birth of Jacob's children which portrays the 

characters and contexts of the Genesis narratives in the best possible light to his 

Roman audience. This he achieved by recasting the actors in the narrative as 

Hellenistic literary and social stereotypes and by excising material that may have 

compromised the social, moral and legal sensibilities of his Roman audience. If we 

are to judge from the extent of Josephus' editing, the quantity of unsatisfactory 

material in the Zelpha and Balla stories, as compared to the Hagar episodes, was 

considerable. 

Beyond that which has so far been revealed with respect to Josephus' method and 

reasons for his rewriting of the Pentateuch in this study, a considerable amount of 

supplementary data has come to light that demonstrates his techniques of biblical 

interpretation, his agenda, as well as his attitude to a number of issues that he either 

directly, or indirectly, addresses in his accounts of the Pentateuchal slave laws and 

narratives. 

Firstly, it is evident that Josephus' interpretations of the Pentateuchal laws and 

narratives discussed in this thesis constitute a sensitive and reflective reading and 

rewriting of the Pentateuch of MT and LXX. Josephus' retellings, in almost all cases, 

accommodate the integrity of the structure, events and chronology of his source. This 

demonstrates that, although his interpretations of Pentateuchal slave laws and 

narratives in Antiquities I-IV are not simply translated from the Hebrew scriptures as 

he claims, his methodological processes show his concern to rewrite the Bible as 

authentically as possible within the parameters of his apologetic agenda. Moreover, 
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Josephus' meticulous care and attention in his re-presentation of the slave laws that 

govern free/slave relationships, and his recasting of the events, individual characters, 

and their personal interactions shows how important Josephus perceived the 

Pentateuchal stories to be, and how seriously he wished his elite Roman audience to 

regard them. 

Secondly, if we view the extent of Josephus' reworking of the male and female 

subjects of the laws and narratives under discussion in this study in the light of his 

apologetic motivations we are faced with a potential problem. Given that I argue that 

one of the primary reasons behind the creation of the Antiquities was to show elite 

Roman men that Jewish and Roman ethics, morals and social discriminations were 

comparable in most respects, are Josephus' writings on the subject of gender roles a 

reflection of his own views, or have they been constructed solely to appeal to his 

audience? Certainly the scant amount of scholarly attention paid to Josephus' 

attitude towards women, to which this thesis makes a small contribution, goes some 

way to affirming that his views were misogynistic, but, until a full survey of his 

statements with regard to women is conducted we are not in possession of the full 

picture. However, the majority of Second Temple Period literature which pertains to 

women suggests that Jews, like their Graeco-Roman contemporaries, viewed women 

as subordinate to men in practically all aspects of life. Thus, it is reasonable to 

conjecture that Josephus' comments on women in his interpretation of the slave laws 

and narratives examined in this study, presupposes that his view of women generally 

reflects the androcentric values of wider Hellenistic society. 

Finally, my investigations in this thesis represent the first steps towards a proper 

understanding of Josephus' view of slaves and slavery, albeit limited to the question 

of female slaves in the Pentateuch. On this topic, it could be that we are faced with 

the same potential problems as in the preceding discussion: is Josephus expressing 

personal views; those of wider Jewish tradition and practice; or those of elite Roman 

law and society? However, the merits or disadvantages of slaves, slave ownership or 

slavery as a social or philosophical construct are not engaged with by Josephus 

anywhere in his writings as an independent argument or discussion, something that is 

a feature of other Hellenistic Jewish writers such as Paul and Philo, and non-Jewish 
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literature in antiquity. Josephus' references to slaves and slavery, other than in his 

interpretation of the Pentateuchal slave laws, are purely incidental. He refers in 

passing to slaves who appear in his sources for his retelling of biblical narratives, 

when they have been of use to a character in his historical narrative, where they are 

complicit in murderous or criminal activity, or when he refers to, in particular, the 

enslavement of Jews by foreign armies. That slaves are otherwise unremarkable to 

Josephus demonstrates that the concept of slavery is unquestioned and accepted by 

him, and, moreover, that the existence of slaves in his social setting is normal, natural 

and inevitable, hi the context of the Graeco-Roman world of the First Century CE, it 

would appear that elite Jews such as Josephus had fully embraced Hellenistic slave 

traditions and practices. 
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Appendix of Biblical and Other Texts 

Chapter Two: Slave Law in the Pentateuch 

MT of Deuteronomy 21: 10-14: 

10 When you go out to battle against your enemies, and Jehovah your God has given them 
into your hands and you have taken them captive; 11 and you have seen in the captivity a 
woman of beautiful face, and you desire her, even to take her to you as a wife, 12 then you 
shall bring her into the midst of your household. And she shall shave her head, and prepare 
her nails, 13 and shall remove the clothing of her captivity from her, and shall live in your 
house, and shall bewail her father and her mother a month of days. Then afterwards you shall 
go in to her, and shall marry her; and she shall be a wife to you. 14 And it shall be, if you do 
not delight in her, you shall send her away at her desire; and you shall not at all sell her for 
silver; you shall not treat her as a slave, because you have humbled her. 
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LXX of Deuteronomv 21: 10-14: 

10 And if when thou go est out to war against thine enemies, the Lord thy God should deliver 
them into thine hands and thou shouldest take their spoil, 11 and shouldest see among the 
spoil a woman beautiful in countenance, and shouldest desire her, and take her to thyself for a 
wife, 12 and shouldest bring her within thine house: then shalt thou shave her head, and pare 
her nails; 13 and shalt take away her garments of captivity from off her , and she shall abide in 
thine house, and shall bewail her father and her mother the days of a month; and afterwards 
thou shalt go in to her and dwell with her, and she shall be thy wife. 14 And it shall be if thou 
do not delight in her, thou shalt send her out free; and she shall not by any means be sold for 
money, thou shalt not treat her contemptuously, because thou hast humbled her. 

10. kav 66 eiQ TTolepoiv eirl Toug exQpout; oou Kal irapaSw aoi Kupiog 6 Geoq oou e i ; xaQ 
Xeipac oou ical irpompeuoei; rriv Trpopojdriu avtcSu 
11. Kctl 16%); ev Tfj Trpovofi^ yuvaiKa kkXtiv xy eiSei Kal evGunTi&qq ocuTfj; Kal Xapric autriv 

oauTcS ywaiKa 
12. ical eioa^etc autrjy ep5oy ei? vfju oLKLau oou Kai ^vprjoeiQ vfju KecpaXrju autfjg Kcci 

irepiopuxLElq auTTiv 

13. Kal irepieXetg va l i ia t ia xr\Q a lxna lwoia ; auTfjg air' auTfj; Kal KaGCetaL ev tfi oiKia oou Kal 
KXamexai xbv Trarepa Kal xr]u pritepa (irjV'Of; fniepa; Kal [ieta TaOta eioeXemr\ irpot; autriv Kal 
owoiKioGtiOT] auxfi Kal eoxai oou yuvfj 
14. Kal eoxai eav p,f] SeXî g auxfiv e^anooTeMi; autfiv eXeuGepav Kal irpaoei ou irpaGfjoGxai 

apyupLOU ouK kQ^x^a^ic, ahx^v S t o t t erate'ivcjoaQ amr)v 
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Chapter Three: The Hagar Chapter 

The First Hagar Episode: 

Genesis 16: 1-16 

Now Sarai, Abram's wife, had borne him no children. But she had an Egyptian 
maidservant named Hagar; ^ so she said to Abram, "The LORD has kept me from having 
children. Go, sleep with my maidservant; perhaps I can build a family through her." 

Abram agreed to what Sarai said. ^ So after Abram had been living in Canaan ten years, 
Sarai his wife took her Egyptian maidservant Hagar and gave her to her husband to be his 
wife. He slept with Hagar, and she conceived. 

When she knew she was pregnant, she began to despise her mistress. ^ Then Sarai said to 
Abram, "You are responsible for the wrong I am suffering. I put my servant in your arms, and 
now that she knows she is pregnant, she despises me. May the LORD judge between you and 
me." 

56:6 "Your servant is in your hands," Abram said. "Do with her whatever you think best." 
Then Sarai mistreated Hagar; so she fled from her. 

The angel of the LORD found Hagar near a spring in the desert; it was the spring that is 
beside the road to Shur. ^ And he said, "Hagar, servant of Sarai, where have you come from, 
and where are you going?" 

"I'm running away from my mistress Sarai," she answered. 

Then the angel of the LORD told her, "Go back to your mistress and submit to her." 
The angel added, "I will so increase your descendants that they will be too numerous to 
count." 

The angel of the LORD also said to her: 
"You are now with child 
and you will have a son. 
You shall name him Ishmael, 
for the LORD has heard of your misery. 

He will be a wild ass of a man; 
his hand will be against everyone 
and everyone's hand against him, 
and he will live in hostility 
toward all his brothers." 

She gave this name to the LORD who spoke to her: "You are the God who sees me," 
for she said, "I have now seen the One who sees me." That is why the well was called Beer 
Lahai Roi; it is still there, between Kadesh and Bered. 

So Hagar bore Abram a son, and Abram gave the name Ishmael to the son she had 
borne. Abram was eighty-six years old when Hagar bore him Ishmael. 
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Genesis 16: 1-16 of LXX 

1. Zapa 6e n Yuvii Agpqu ouk etiktev outcj). qv 5e autq TraiGicnoi AiyuTrria, n ovopa Ayap. 

2. eiTTEV 6£ Zapa npdg APpap 'l5ou auvEKAsiaiv pe Kupiog t oo pq ti'kteiv eicteAOe ouv npog Tqv 

TraiSiaKqv pou, iva TEKVOTroinan*; eC auTqg. unqKOuaev Se APpap Tqg (pwvf)g Zapag. 

3. Kai AaPoOoa Zapa q yuvq APpap Ayap Tqv AiyuTniav Tqv EauTqg TraiSiaKqv - psTO SEKa a q toO 

oiKqoai APpap ev yq Xavaav - Kai eswkev auTqv Appap Tip 6v5pi auTqg auTU) yuvaka. 

4. Kai EiaqAGEv Trpog Ayap, Kai ouveAoPev Kai eisev oti ev yaoTpi exei, Kai qTipaoGq q Kupia EvavTlov 

aut%. 

5. eTttev 5e Zapa npog Appap ASiKoOpai ek aoO- Eyw s e s w k a Tqv TraiSicjKnv pou cig tov 

koAttov ctou, iSoOoa 56 oti ev yaorpi exei, qnpoCTGqv evavTi'ov auTqq- Kpivai 6 GEog ava pectov spoO Kai 

ctoo. 

6. eittev 6e APpap TTpog Zapav 'l5ou q TTaiGiOKq ctou ev Taig XEpaiv ctou- x p w auTfj, wg 

av CToi apECTTOv q. Kai ekokcjoctev auTqv Zapa, Kai OTTESpa otto TrpoCTWTrou auTqg. 

7. EupEv Se auTt)v dyyeaog Kupiou ETTI Tqg TTqyqg tou udarog ev Tfl Epqpw, ETri Tqg nqyqg ev Tfi 65(1) 

Zoup. 

8. Kai eIttev auTQ 6 ayyEAog Kupiou Ayap TraiSiCTKq Zapag, trogev spxq Kai ttoO TTopEuq; Kai eittev Atto 

TTpOCTcbrrou Zapag Tqg Kupiag pou Eycb dnroBiSpoCTKW. 

9. eIttev 6E auTf) 6 ayysAog Kupiou ATrocjrpacpqTi Trpog Tqv Kupiav ctou Kai TaTTEivtJbGqTi utto Tag xeipag 

auTqg. 

10. Kai EiTTEv auTfl 6 ayysAog Kupiou flAqSuvajv irAqGuvou to OTTEppa ctou, Kai ouk apidjjqBqoErai arrd 

ToO TrAqGoug. 

11. Koi EiTTEv auTfi 6 ayyEAog Kupiou 'l5ou ctu ev yaorpi exeig Kai TE q̂ ulov Koi KaAECTSig t o ovopa aiiToO 

lopaqA, OTI rnqKouoEv Kupiog Tq TOTrEivcoCTEi ctou. 

12. ouTog Eorai aypoiKog avGpwTrog- ai xcTpsg aiiToO ETri TravTog, Kai ai XEipsg rravTWv ett' outov , Kai 

KOTO TTpOCTWtTOV TTOVTWV t(i)v 66ea(pwv outoo KOTOIKqCTEI. 

13. Kai ekoAectev A y a p t o ovopa Kupiou toO AaAoOvTog Trpog auTqv Zu 6 Gsog 6 ettiscjov pE- on eTttev 

Kai yap EvioTTiov eisov ocpGEVTa poi. 

14. EVEKEV TOUTOU ekoaeCTEV TO CppEOp OpEOp OU EVWTTIOV eISov" i50U OVO pECTOV KoGqg Kai (ava pECTOV 

Bapa5. 

15. Kai etekev Ayap t ( j Appap uiov, Kai ekoAectev APpap t o ovopa toO uiou auTou, ov etekev auT(̂ ) 

Ayap, iCTpaqA. 

16. APpap 5t qv oygoqkovto e^ £T(I)v, qviKa etekev Ayap tov iCTpaqA ti^) APpap. 
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The Second Hagar Episode: 

Genesis 21: 1-21: 

And Jehovah visited as He had said. Yea, the Lord did to Sarah as he had spoken. 2 And Sarah 
conceived and bore a son to Abraham in his old age, at the time appointed, that which God 
had spoken with him. 3 And Abraham called the name of the son who was bom to him, Isaac. 
4 And Abraham circumcised his son Isaac, a son of eight days, as God had commanded him. 5 
And Abraham was a son of a hundred years when his son Isaac was bom to him. 6 And Sarah 
said, God has made laughter for me; and all who hear will laugh with me. 7 And she said to 
Abraham, Will Sarah suckle sons? For I have borne a son to his old age. 8 And the child grew 
and was weaned. And Abraham made a great feast on the day that Isaac was weaned. 9 And 
Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian, he whom she had bom to Abraham, mocking. 10 
And she said to Abraham, Drive away this slavegirl and her son, for the son of this slavegirl 
shall not inherit with my son, with Isaac. 11 And the thing was very crashing in the eyes of 
Abraham, on account of his son. 12 And God said to Abraham, Let it not be crashing in your 
eyes because of the boy, and on your slavegirl. All that Sarah says to you, listen to her voice, 
for in Isaac your seed shall be called. 13 And also I will make a nation of the son of the 
slavegirl, for he is your seed. 14 And Abraham started up early in the morning and took bread 
and a skin of water. And he gave to Hagar, putting them on her shoulder, and the child, and 
sent her away. And she left and wandered in the wilderness of Beer-sheba. 15 And the water 
from the skin was finished, and she put the boy under one of the shrubs. 16 and she went and 
sat down opposite him, about a bowshot away. For she said, Let me not see the death of the 
boy. And she sat opposite and raised her voice and wept. 17 And God heard the voice of the 
young boy. And the angel of God called to Hagar out of the heavens. And he said to her. 
What ails you, Hagar? Do not fear, for God has heard the voice of the boy, there where he is. 
18 Rise up; lift up the boy and make your hand strong on him, for I will make of him a great 
nation. 19 And God opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water. And she went and filled 
the skin with water, and gave drink to the young boy. 20 And God was with the boy. And he 
grew up. And he lived in the wilderness and became an archer. 21 And he lived in the 
wilderness of Parah. And his mother took a wife for him out of the land of Egypt. 
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Genesis 21: 1-21 ofLXX: 

1 m l KUpioq eTTe0Kei|;aT0 -rfji; Zappav KaGa ei-rrev Kcci eiroLTioev Kupio; Zappa Ka8a 
elaA-rjOGv 

2 Kal ouAXopouoa &eKev Zappa TW Appaap uloy ek TO yfipat; e k TOi/ Kaipov mGa eAalr|OGi; 
auTcp KUplO^ 

3 Kal EKaleoev APpaap, to 8yotJ,a roO ulou auTOU Tou yeyopevou auT($ ov MeKGV aikw Zappa 
loocaK 
4 -!TepLeT6(i€u 66 Appaap. vbu laaaK tfj oySoT] fifiepa kkGoc eveTeiXaTO autw 6 Geo; 
5 Appoajj, 5€ fji/ GKaioy eTWi/ f]i;LKa eyevETo autc^ loaaK 6 ul6(; auToG 
6 eiirey 5e Zappa yeA-wra |j,OL eiroirioey Kupio; og yap &v aKouoT] ouyxapel-cai p,oi 
"^Kal etTTEv TLQ avayyeA-gi -[($ APpaap bii 8iiA^(ei iraiSiov Zappa OTi eiEKOv ulov ev TU 

yiipei (iou 

8 ical Tiû TiGrj ro iraLSioi/ Kal aTreyalaKTLoQii Kal ATTOuiioev APpaap. 5o%f)y tieyaXT|i/ fipiepa 
atreyaAaKTLoGT] loaaK 6 uloq auioO 

9 iSouoa 6e Zappa Tov ulov Ayap T% AlyuTTTiaQ 6q eyei/e-co ru APpaap TraLCoi/za peta 
loaaK Tou uloD auzfiQ 

10 Kal elirev T($ APpaa|J, &paA.e -[fjy miSLOKTii/ zauTTi]; Kal Tov ul6v auTf); ou yap 
K^Tipovonfioei 6 ulo; "cfji; iraiSLOKTî  i;auTT|(; peTa Tou uloD |J,ou loaaK 
11 OKlTjpov 66 6(()ai/ii TO pqua o(|)66pa eyayriov APpaa|i -rrepi ToO uloG auToG 
12 elirev Se 6 Geo; Tw Appaap, nn OKlnpo^ TO pfina evai/Tiov uou irepl icG TTccLSici; Kal 

TTspl Tfj; iraLSioKTî  TTay-ra ooa eav eLiTT] oou Zappa aKous %% (|)wvf|(; au-cfig OTi ey loaaK 
KlriGriogTai ooi oirepua 
1 3 Kal Tov ulov 6e %% iraLSioKii; TauTT]; e l ; eGyoq pgya tToifiow auTO]; otL OTrepiia oov eoTLV 
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14 aveaxr\ 6e APpaajJ. t o rrpcol Ktxl eAaPev aprout; kkI doKov uSatog kkl eSwKev Ayap Kal 
6-ft60r)k6y eirl t oy wpov kal t o traiSiov kal dtreateilev aurqw duelBouaa 5e eirlavato ttiu epri|iov 
kttta to 4)peap tou opKou 

1 5 g^eXLirey 6e t o uSup ck tou doKou Kal eppuj/ey t o iraLSLoy uiroKocTW pirn; e l d r q ; 

1 6 direXGouaa 6e e^dO^TO direyayTi auTOu [laKpoGey cooel to^ou poX'qy einey ydp ou [iti l6w Toy 
GdyaToy tou tral6[ou pou Kal eK&Gioey direyayTL auToO dyapofjoay 56 t o iratsloy eKAauaey 

1 7 6l0f]kouo6y 56 6 Geo; tfjg cjjwyfic; tou iraiSiou 6k tou tottou ou f jv kkI kKaXeoev ayyeloi; toO 
Geou ttiy A yap & toO oupayou Kal eitrey autfi xi eoTiv A yap pt] c|)opo0 knaKr\Koeu ydp 6 Geo; tfjc 
^(iyvx\Q tou ttaislou aou & rod tottou ou eoriu 

18 dudovri&L Xa^e to m i S i o y Kal KpaiTpoy Tfj %Gipi oou auTo elg ydp eGyog jieya iroLiioa) autoy 

19 Kal avkb^lev 6 Geo; Toug o^^a l^oug auTfjC Kal elSey #peap uSaTog CwyTo; Kal CTopeuGri Kal 
enxqoey Toy doKoy uSaTo; Kal ctot laey to iraiSLoy 

2 0 Kal fjy 6 Gebg pern tou -rraiSiou Kal r|u^iiGri Kal KaTcoKiioey kv t t ) epiipw eyeysto 6e xoi6xr\q 

21 Kal KaTUKrpey kv t t ] epf|pw tt] $ a p a y Kal elapey auTW f] piiTtip yuyaiKa & yf j ; AlyuiTTOU 

Paul's Epistle to the Galatians 4: 21-31 

21 Tell me, you who want to be under the law, are you not aware of what the law says? 22 For 
it is written that Abraham had two sons, one by the slave woman and the other by the free 
woman. 23 His son by the slave woman was bom in the ordinary way; but his son by the free 
woman by bom as the result of a promise. 24 These things may be taken figuratively, for the 
woman represents two covenants. One covenant is from Mount Sinai and bears children who 
are to be slaves: This is Hagar. 25 Now Hagar stands for Mount Sinai in Arabia and 
corresponds to the present city of Jerusalem, because she is in slavery with her children. 26 
But the Jerusalem that is above is free, and she is our mother. 27 For it is written; 

"Be glad, O barren woman, 

who bears no children; 

break forth and cry aloud, 

you who have no labour pains; 

there are more children of the desolate woman 

than of her who has a husband." 

28 Now you, brothers, like Isaac, are children of promise. 29 At that time the son bom in the 
ordinary way persecuted the son bom by the power of the spirit. It is the same now. 30 But 
what does the Scripture say? "Get rid of the slave woman and her son, for the slave woman's 
son will never share in the inheritance with the free woman's son." 31 Therefore, brothers, we 
are not children of the slave woman, but of the free woman. 

2 1 AeyeT6 pot , ol utto yo^oy QeXovxec, e lyai , Toy yopoy ouk dkouere; 

2 2 ygypaiTTai ydp, o t l A P p a d p 6uo uloug eya €k tfjc traisioktjg, kkI eua & T% 

eAeu6€pa(;. 
2 3 aXX' 6 pey 6k Tfjt; miSioKrig Kwia odpKa yeyeyyqTai, 6 Se & Tî g eAeuGepag 5 id t t ) ; 

&ayyeAia<;. 
2 4 dTiyd eoTiy d l l ^yopoupeya- a u t a t ydp eLoiy a t 6uo SiaG^Kai" p i a pey diro opoug Eiyd, eiq 

SouA-eiay yeyywoa, ^XIQ eaxiv A ydp. 

2 5 t o ydp A y d p S tyd opog eot ly kv tf | A p a p i a , 0u0t0i%el 6e t^ vuv 'IepouaaA.iip, Souleuei 6e 

pcTd Twy T&ywy aurqq. 

2 6 fi 5e dyw 'IepouoaA.Tip eleuGepa eotiy, iitlc; eotI p f ^ ^ p irdytcov •npcoy 
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27 ycypa^TKi yap, EucfjpavBriTL, ampa f) ou XLKTouocf pfî ov Kal p6r|00v, f) ouk wSivouoa' oil 
TToXXa ta xeKva tfic ep^^ou \xccXXov t] ifjc 6%ouô ; tov avSpa. 
2 8 fiiaeXt; 6e, dSelcj^oi, mxk 'laam kmyyeXiaQ xeKva ka\xk.v. 

29 &11' djoirep tote 6 Kaia oapKa yewriGelg e6(wK€ tov Kara nyeOjaa, outgo kkI vOv. 

30 KXXK TL leyei f| ypa^^ ; "EKPaXe r f jv iraiSLOKriy KOX toy ulov autfig, ou yap |ifi Klqpoyô qo% 
6 ULo; tfj; mi5LoKr\c, (xeta toO ulou tfl; eXeuQepaq. 

31 apa, a6eA,cj)oi, ouk ka^ev Tro:i5iOKr|; xeKua, aXXa tfjc kXevBepaQ. 

Hagar in Philo's Every Good Man is Free 17-19: 

Slavery then is applied in one sense to bodies, in another to souls; bodies have men for 
masters, souls their vices and passions. The same is true of freedom; one freedom produces 
security of the body from men of superior strength, the other sets the mind at liberty from the 
domination of the passions. No one makes the first kind [sc. Of slavery] the subject of 
investigation. For the vicissitudes of men are numberless and in many instances and at many 
times persons of the highest virtue have through adverse blows of fortune lost the freedom to 
which they were bom. Our inquiry is concerned with characters which have never fallen 
under the yoke of desire, or fear, or pleasure, or grief; characters which have, as it were, 
escaped from prison and thrown off the chains which bound them so tightly. Casting aside, 
therefore, specious quibblings and the terms which have no basis in nature but depend upon 
convention, such as 'homebred', 'purchased', or 'captured in war', let us examine the 
veritable free man, who alone possesses independence, even though a host of people claim to 
be his masters. 

5ouAeia Toivuv q |JEV ipuxwv, q Qs owpoTwv AeyeTai- SeorroTai 5e Twv pev aojjJaTOJV dv0pwTTOi, ^uywv 

5e KQKiai Koi Tra6n. K a r a l au ra 56 Koi £A£u6£pia- n pev yap aSciav awpoTWV arr' avGpwirwv 

SuvoTWTEpwv, n 5e Giovolaq ekcxeipiav airo trig twv rraGwv GuvaoiElag | epya^etai. to pev ouv 

irpoTEpov ou5e eig CrteT- pupiai yap al avgpwttwv tuxai, Kol rroAAoi rroAAaKiq KoipoTg apouAqTon; twv 

acpodpa aoTEi'wv tqv ek ysvoug orrEPaAov eaeusepiav- aAA' ecttiv n okeipig TTEpi tpottwv, oug out' 

ettigufjiai cute (p6j3oi oud' qSovai cute AOnai KOTi^Eu^av, (bcmsp eipktqg rrpoeAriAuBoTiov koi geopwv 

oTg ETTEOcpiyyovTO SiacpEipEvojv. dvEAovTEg ouv EKTToSwv Ta<; irpocpaaicrriKa? cupEuiAoyiaq Ka'i m cpuaeug 

pEV aAAoTpia 56Sng 5' nptrnjeva ovopoto oikotpi'pwv q opyupwvqTwv n ai'xpaawtwv tov dqjEuSojg 

eAeuBepov ava(r|twpev, 4) povto to autokpoteg rrpoaEcrri, kqv pupioi ypacpwai seorrotaq eoutoug. 

Hagar in Jubilees 14: 21-24: 

And Abram rejoiced and made these things known to Sarai his wife [God's promise of 
progeny]; and he believed that he would have seed, but she did not bear. And Sarai advised 
her husband Abram, and said unto him: 'Go in unto Hagar, my Egyptian maid: it may be that I 
shall build up seed unto thee by her.' And Abram hearkened unto the voice of Sarai his wife, 
and said unto her, 'Do (so).' And Sarai took Hagar, her maid, the Egyptian, and gave her to 
Abram, her husband to be his wife. And he went in unto her, and she conceived and bare him 
a son, and he called his name Ishmael, in the fifth year of this week; and this was the eighty-
sixth year of his life. 
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Hagar in Jubilees 17: 1-14 

In the first year of the fifth week Isaac was weaned in this jubilee, and Abraham made a great 
banquet in the third month, on the day his son Isaac was weaned. And Ishmael, the son of 
Hagar, the Egyptian, was before the face of Abraham, his father, in this place, and Abraham 
rejoiced and blessed God because he had seen his sons and had not died childless. And he 
remembered the words which He had spoken to him on the day on which Lot had parted from 
him, and he rejoiced because the Lord had given him seed upon the earth to inherit the earth, 
and he blessed with all his mouth the Creator of all things. And Sarah saw Ishmael playing 
and dancing, and Abraham rejoiced with great joy, and she became jealous of Ishmael and 
said to Abraham, 'cast out this bondwoman and her son; for the son of this bondwoman will 
not be heir with my son, Isaac.' And the thing was grievous in Abraham's sight, because of 
his maidservant and because of his son, that he should drive them from him. And God said to 
Abraham 'Let it not be grievous in thy sight, because of the child and because of the 
bondwoman; in all that Sarah hath said unto thee, hearken to her words and do (them); for in 
Isaac shall thy name and seed be called. But as for the son of this bondwoman I will make 
him a great nation, because he is of thy seed.' And Abraham rose up early in the morning, 
and took bread and a bottle of water, and placed them on the shoulders of Hagar and the child, 
and sent her away. And she departed and wandered in the wilderness of Beersheba, and the 
water in the bottle was spent, and the child thirsted, and was not able to go on, and fell down. 
And his mother took him and cast him under an olive tree, and went and sat her down over 
against him, at the distance of a bow-shot; for she said, 'Let me not see the death of my child,' 
and she sat and wept. And an angel of God, one of the holy ones, said unto her, 'Why 
weepest thou, Hagar? Arise take the child, and hold him in thine hand; for God hath heard thy 
voice, and hath seen the child.' And she opened her eyes, and she saw a well of water, and 
she went and filled her bottle with water, and she gave her child to drink, and she arose and 
went towards the wilderness of Paran. And the child grew and became an archer, and God 
was with him, and his mother took him a wife from among the daughters of Egypt. 

Chapter Four: The Zelpha and Balla Chapter 

Genesis 29: 23-35: 

23 And it was even, and he took his daughter Lea, and brought her in to Jacob, and Jacob went 
in to her. 24 And Lab an gave to his daughter Lea, Zelpha his handmaid, as a handmaid for 
her. 25 And it was morning, and behold it was Lea; and Jacob said to Lab an, What is this that 
thou hast done to me? Did I not serve thee for Rachel? And wherefore hast thou deceived me? 
26 And Laban answered. It is not done thus in our country, to give the younger before the 
elder. 27 Fulfil then her sevens, and I will give to thee her also in return for thy labour, which 
thou labourest with me, yet seven other years. 28 And Jacob did so' and fulfilled her sevens; 
and Laban gave him his daughter Rachel to wife. 29 And Laban gave to his daughter his 
handmaid Balla, for a handmaid to her. 30 And he went in to Rachel; and he loved Rachel 
more than Lea; and he served him seven other years. 31 And when the Lord God saw that Lea 
was hated, he opened her womb; but Rachel was barren. 32 And Lea conceived and bore a son 
to Jacob; and she called his name Ruben; saying. Because the Lord has looked on my 
humiliation, and has given me a son, now then my husband will love me. 32 And she 
conceived again, and bore a second son to Jacob, and she said. Because the Lord has heard 
that I am hated, he has given to me this one also; and she called his name Simeon. 34 And she 
conceived yet again, and bore a son, and said, In the present time my husband will be with me, 
for I have bom him three sons, therefore she called his name Levi. 35 And having conceived 
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yet again, she bore a son, and said. Now yet again this time I will give thanks to the Lord; 
therefore she called his name Judah; and ceased bearing. 

LXX Genesis 29: 23-35 

23 Kai Wirepa ical lapwv Aapav AeLKv TTjy Quyaiepa auTou eioiiyaYev auifju irpbc; 
laKuP KKi gLof|A.8ei; irpoi; auTf|i/ locKup 

24 eSuKgy 66 AaPai; Aeia GuyccrpL auTou Zel(|)av if]!; irraiSLOKriy auioG aiiT-q TraiSioKin/ 
25 EYEveTO 66 TrpwL ical l5ou fji/ AeiK elTrev 6e laKwp tcp Aopay Ti -COUTO eTTOLiioai; |j.0L ou irepi 

PaxriA. €5ouA.euoa trapa ooL tcai Ti TrapeA-oyLow |ie 

26 Elirev 5e Acupav ouK EOTii/ ourw; ei; T(p TOiTLp f)p,wv 6ouvai ifiv vewTepav irpiw T] "cfiv 
irpeoPuTepai/ 

27 owreXeooy oijy m epSona TauTq!; Kai 6uow ooi KccL -cauTTiv avci Tfj; epyaoia; fi; epya irap' 
G|iOL ETL ETTTa eTq eTepa 

2 8 eiT0iT]06v 6e laKwp ouTUt; Kal ayetTAqpcjoei/ Ta epSopcc Tau-cr)^ Kai eGwKew ocuTU AaPay 

PK%T|A rr |y QuyKTepa autrou auTcip yuwaiKa 

2 9 e6wKev 56 Aapai / Pc(%q/L Guyccrpi Kuiou -[fjv iTai6ioKr|v aDtoO auT'^ TTociSLOiciii/ 

30 KCCL ELO-nlGev -rrpoq Pa%iil fiyaTrqcrgv ge Pa%r|A. |j,&A.A.oy f] Aeiav KKL e5ouA.6uoev auzw eTna 
6T11 Mepa 

31 L6uTv 86 Kupiog OTL iiioel-cai Aeia Tf]i/ pî Tpay auTfjc Pa%Til 56 -qv oTeipa 
32 Kai. owelaPev Aeia Kai eTEKev uloy Tĉ  laicwp gKmAeoei/ 8e TO owopa auTou PouPfiv ISYOuoa 

6L6TI el5ev pou Kupioq TTjv TaiTgLi/woii/ yui/ pe 6 aî fip pou 
33 KKL ouvelapev iraA-iv Aeia Kai e-CEKey uioy 6€UT6pov Tw IctKwp KKi elTrev OTi fjKOUoev 

Kupuo; OTL piooOpai Kai TTpooeSwKsy poL Kocl ToOroy 6K<%AeoE]; 5e TO ovopa auToO Zupewv 
3 4 KKL o w e l a p e v eTi Kocl e-csKey ulov KKi gZirgi/ ei/ T($ i/ui/ KaLp($ iTp6<; epoD eoTKi 6 avi ip pou 

6T6KOV yap aijTU Tpelq uloug 6i& toOto eKaXeaev TO ovopa amov Aeu i 

3 5 KKL ouAAapoDoa M i ^TEKev ulov Kal elirey vui/ e t i TOUTO E^opoloyi ioopa i Kupiw Sua -[oD-co 

TO ovopa auToij louSoc Koci eoTr] roD iLKTeii/ 

MT Genesis 29: 23-35 
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Genesis 30: 1-24: 

1 And Rachel having perceived that she bore Jacob no children, was jealous of her sister; and 
said to Jacob, Give me children; and if not I shall die. 2 And Jacob was angry with Rachel, 
and said to her, Am I in the place of God, who has deprived thee of the fruit of the womb? 3 
and Rachel said to Jacob, Behold my handmaid Balk, go in to her and she shall bear upon my 
knees, and I also shall have children by her. 4 And she gave him Balla her maid, for a wife to 
him; and Jacob went in to her. 5 And Balla, Rachel's maid conceived, and bore Jacob a son. 6 
And Rachel said, God has given judgement for me, and hearkened to my voice, and has given 
me a son, therefore she called his name Dan. 7 And Balla, Rachel's maid, conceived yet again, 
and bore a second son to Jacob. 8 And Rachel said, God has helped me, and I contended with 
my sister and prevailed; and she called his name Nephthalim. 9 And Lea saw that she ceased 
from bearing, and she took Zelpha, her maid, and gave her to Jacob for a wife; and he went in 
to her. 10 And Zelpha the maid of Lea conceived, and bore Jacob a son. 11 And Lea said. It is 
happily: and she called his name. Gad. 12 And Zelpha the maid of Lea conceived yet again, 
and bore Jacob a second son. 13 And Lea said, I am blessed; and she called his name Aser. 14 
And Ruben went in the day of barley-harvest, and found apples of mandrakes in the field, and 
brought them to his mother Lea; and Rachel said to Lea her sister. Give me of thy son's 
mandrakes. 15 And Lea said. Is it not enough for thee that thou hast taken my husband, wilt 
thou also take my son's mandrakes? And Rachel said. Not so: let him lie with thee tonight for 
thy son's mandrakes. 16 And Jacob came in out of the field at even; and Lea went forth to 
meet him, and said, Thou shalt come in to me this day, for I have hired thee for my son's 
mandrakes; and he lay with her that night. 17 And God hearkened to Lea, and she conceived, 
and bore Jacob a fifth son. 18 And Lea said, God has given me my reward, because I gave my 
maid to my husband; and she called his name, Issachar, which is. Reward. 19 And Lea 
conceived again, and bore Jacob a sixth son. 20 And Lea said, God has given me a good gift 
in this time, my husband will choose me, for I have bom him six sons: and she called his name 
Zabulon. 21 And after this she bore him a daughter; and she called her name Dinah. 22 And 
God remembered Rachel, and God hearkened to her, and he opened her womb. 23 And she 
conceived, and bore Jacob a son; and Rachel said, God has taken away my reproach. 24 And 
she called his name Joseph, Let God add to me another son. 

LXX Genesis 30: 1-24: 

1 I5o0oa 56 Pa%r|A. o t l ou tetoKev t(3 laKwp Kal eCTiAwoev Pa%r|l t t iv d6€A,ct)T]v auifiq KCtl elirey 
laKcop 66; [ioi tcKva ei 6e [if] TeleuTfjOW eyw 

2 eeu|iw0r| Se laKwp tfi Pa%ir|A. Kal elirev auxfi lit] avtl Qeou eyco o; koxkpr\okv oe KctpTTOî  
KoiX'iac, 

3 elvev 6e Pa%r|A tw IdckcoP l6ou f) wiGLOKTi |iou BaXAa eioelQe irpog am^v kal te^eia l ctI t u v 
yoyaxwy pou Kal TeKVOiroLTiaoiiaL Kayw eg aut f jc 

4 Kal 'iSuKeu a u t w BaXAav t t iv tTai6iOKr|i/ autfiq autco yuvalKa eLofilGey trpog auxriv laKwp 

5 Kal auveXapey B a l l a f| miSLOKt) Pa%r|l Kal 'etcKev tc3 laKwp u l o v 
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6 KKi et-new Pa%r|X |J,0L 6 8e6(; Kat, etniKOuoey T% ((iwyfif; jiou KKu eSwtcev iiou ulov Sua 
TOUTO emXeaev t o bvo\ia a u t o u Aav 

7 KCci ouyeA,ap€v eiL Bailee f) TTaiSioKr; PaxTjA. Kai g-ceKey uloi; 5euT€poi/ laKwp 
8 KKi elTTEv PaxTjA. ouvelc^eTO po i 6 8e6( KKi oui^aveoTpaijiriv a6€A())^ |j,ou Kai fiSuvaoGTiv Kcci 

GKaleoev To ovojia auTOu Ne(j)8alL 

9 ei6ev 6e Aeicc OTu eo-cri ToO TiKTeiy KKi gAaPei/ -[fji/ TraLSioKrii/ «UT% ical eSwicei; au-cfjv 

TW IKKUP 

1 0 elof|18€v 6e irpo; auTqw IccKwP Koci o w e l a p e v Zelcjia f] iraLSioKT) Aeia(; Kcci ETEKG]; Tu IctKwp 

ulov 

11 KKL elirey A e i a Av TUXT] KctL &ww6naoey no o v q i a auToO F a S 

1 2 KKi o w e l a p e v ZeA.i|)a f] iraLSioK'n Aeiaq KKL eireKei/ e i i I«Kup uloi/ 5euT€poi/ 

1 3 KKi elirey Aeua p,aKap(o: eyw OTi naKapiCowiiv a i Kod eKaleoei/ i b oyojia a u i o u 

AoriP 
1 4 ETTopeuBT) 66 Poupiiv ev fjiiepaLQ 8epLO|J,oD i rupuy Kai eupei/ pf|Aa p,Ki;6paY6pou ev Tcp aypw 

KKL '"'P0( Aeiai; Tf]iv priTepK auTou elirev 6e PaxT]! Aeia 66; |j.oi Tuv p.ay5paYopui/ 
TOU uiou oou 

1 5 eiTTev &€ A e i a oux licai/ot/ ooL o n TOi; aySpoc pou |ifi Kal Tou; pavSpccYopi^; "cou 

|j,ou A.iipi|;'r| elTrey 6e Paxiil 06% ou'[W(; K0LtJ,r|8iiTw ê-ca ooD -cfiv i/UKTa TKU-crii/ (ivTi iwr 
iiav5paYopwv -coO ulou oou 
16 eiofiA8ev 5e laKwp CYPO*̂  eoirepai; KCci Aeua elq ouvavTT|oiv auTcp Koci eiirei/ irpo; |j,€ 

eloeleuoT] ofip.epov |j,€HLo8w îai y^p oe &i/Ti -cwi/ ̂ iavSpKyopwv loD uloD pou Kai eKOLnfiBTi |j,6T' 
0:61:% TT)!/ l/'UKTO: eKSllVTlP 

17 KKL eirfiKOuoev 6 8ebq Aeia; Kocl oulAaPouoa eieKEw Tw locKup ulbiv iT6|j,tn:oi/ 
18 KKi elirev Aeuo: eSuKev 6 8ebi; ibi/ 1̂0801/ (lou d:i;8' ou eSwKa Tf|y TraiSiOKriv |j.ou tcp avSpC p,ou 

KKi TO oi/op,a auTou Iooa%ap 0 eoTiv MioGoq 
19 KKL owelKpev en AcLK Koci e-cGKev ulbv &Tot/ Tĉ  locKwp 
20 KKi el-rrev Aeia SgSwpTiTaL poi 6 8€b<; Swpo]; KKloi; ev T($ i;Di; Kocip^ alpeTLei p,6 6 avî p |j,ou 

ezEKOî  y&p KUTĉ  ulouq Koci EKaXeoew TO ovo|j,a muTOU Zapoulwv 
2 1 KKl p,eT& TOUTO T̂GKEV GuyKTepK KKl €KaA60€I/ TO l̂/O îO: «UT;% Al l / a 

2 2 eni/tioGri Se 6 Seb^ i;f|(; Po:%Til KKi etTTiKouoey auif ig 6 8gb(; Kcci avecp^ev auTf j ; -[fiv liinTpaw 

23 KKi ouAAaPouoa ETEKEV TW locKwP ul6v eliTGy 6e PaxT]! a(t)eiA.ev 6 8e6(; |iou -co oveiSoi; 
24 KKi EKaleoGV "cb bvojia auToO Iworjcl) leyouooc 'n'poo8eTW 6 8e6i; iioi ulb]; eirepoy 

MT Genesis 30: 1-24: 
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Philo: De Consressu Quarendae Eruditionis Gratia'. 

29 Necessarily then Leah will have for her handmaid the faculty of expression by means of 
the vocal organs, and on the side of thought the art of devising clever arguments whose easy 
persuasiveness is a means of deception, while Rachel has for her 's the necessary means of 
sustenance, eating and drinking. 30 Moses has given us, as the names of these two 
handmaidens, Zilpah and Bilhah. Zilpah by interpretation is "a walking mouth," which 
signifies the power of expressing thought in languaand directing the course of an exposition, 
while Bilhah is "swallowing," the first and most necessary support of mortal animals. For our 
bodies are anchored on swallowing, and the cables of life are fastened to it as their base. 31 
With all these aforesaid faculties the Man of Practice mates, with one pair as free-bom 
legitimate wives, with the other pair as slaves and concubines. For he desires the smooth, the 
Leah movement, which will produce health in the body, noble living and justice in the soul. 
He loves Rachel when he wrestles with the passions and when he goes into training to gain 
self-control, and takes his stand to oppose all the objects of sense. For help may take two 
forms. 32 It may act by giving us enjoyment of the good, the way of peace, or by opposing 
and removing ill, the way of war. So it is Leah through whom it comes to pass that he reaps 
the higher and dominant blessings, Rachel through whom he wins what we may call the spoils 
of war. Such is his life with the legitimate wives. 33 But the Practiser needs also Bilhah, 
"swallowing," though only as the slave and concubine, for without food and the life which 
food sustains we cannot have the good life either, since the less good must always serve as 
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foundation for the better. He needs Zilpah too, the gift of languagiving expression to the 
course of an exposition, that the elements of words and thoughts may make its twofold 
contribution to the perfecting process, through the fountain of thought in the mind and the 
outflow through the tongue and lips. 

dvayKaiwg ouv trjg jjev rrpoTEpaq ecnrai GEpairaivig n 5ia iwv (pwvqTnpiwv opyavwv EpiJnveuTiKn 

Suvapii; Koi q AoyiKn aocpiopaTWV eupeaig Eucrroxv iTiOavoTnTi KaToyonTEUouoa, Tfjg 5i avayKaTai 

Tpocpai, TToaii; T£ Koi Ppwmg. ovdjjara 5c qpTv Twv SueTV GEpanaiviGwv aveypaipe, ZsAcpav te Koi 

BaAAav (Gen. 30, 3. 9). n psv ouv ZEAcpa fJETaAncpOETaa ttopeu6|J£VOV KaAErrai ot6(ja, Tfjg eppnveutikfjg 

Koi 6ie^o6ikr|g aufjpoAov Guvdp&wg, n Se BaAAa katairoaig, to rrpwiov Kai avavkaiotatov BvriTcbv 

^cbojv EpEiapa- KaraTToaEi yap l a a w p a r a npwv EvoppEi, kqi to toO (qv tteia^jata ek lautqi; wg arro 

KpnTTiSo^ E^qmai. n a a a i g ouv loTg Eipn|J£vaig Suvapsaiv 6 aaKqTqg EvopiAsT, Taig psv wg EAEuGApaig 

Kai doraTg, raFq Se wg GouAaig Koi irraAAaKiaiv. EcpiETOi pcv yap Tfjq Asiag KivnaEwg - Aeia 5t Kivr^aig ev 

|j£v owpoTi yivojJEvn uyEiav, ev 5t ijjuxn KaAoKayaSiav Koi SiKoioauvriv a v epyaaaiTO - , 'PaxqA 5£ 

ayairg irpoq TO Tra9r| iraAaiwv Koi npoq syKpoTEiav aA£icp6|j£vo<g Koi Toig aioGriToTi; rraaiv 

avTiTOTToiJEVGg. 5iTToi [JEv yap wcpeAciag ipoTTOi, n KOTO arroAauaiv ayaGwv wg EV Eipqvn fi Kara 

dvTiTa^iv Kai ucpaipcaiv KOKCOV CBG iv ] rroAEpqj. A£ia jjsv ouv imi , koG' qv aujjpaivEi ra TrpEapuTEpa Kai 

ny£|Jov£uovTa dyaGa Kap-rroOaGai, PaxnA 5c, koG' qv rd wg av £k TTOAepou Adcpupa. ToiauTq (J£V q irpoig 

Tdg dcrrdg ouppiwaiq. XPfl^ei 5e 6 daKqTiig BdAAag |J£V, KcrrmrocrEwq, dAAd wg GouAqg Kai TTaAAaKi'Soc; -

dvEU ydp Tpocpng Kai (wng ou6' av TO EU (qv TTEpiyEvoiTO, £Tr£i5q rd IJECTO TWv djJEivovwv d£i GspEAioi - , 

XPtl^ci 5c Kai ZEAcpaq, 5iE^o5iKqg cpijqvciag, iVa TO AoyiKOv auTW 5IX6Bev auvEpavi^qrai rrpog TEAEiwoiv, 

ek TE Tqg KOTd Sidvoiav rrqyqg Kai ek Tqg iTEpi TO (pwvqrqpiov opyavov anoppoqg. 

The Book of Jubilees 28: 1-24: 

Jacob is given Leah as a wife 

1 And he travelled to the land of the East, to Lab an, Rebecca's brother. And he was with him 
and served him for Rachel, his daughter, one week. 2 And in the first year of the third week, 
he said to him "Give me my wife for whom I have served you seven years." And Laban said 
to Jacob, "I will give you your wife." 3 And Laban prepared a banquet and he took Leah, his 
elder daughter, and he gave her to Jacob as a wife. And he gave to her Zilpah, his handmaid, 
as an attendant. But Jacob did not know it because he assumed that she was Rachel. 4 And he 
entered into her and behold, she was Leah. And Jacob was angry with Laban and said to him, 
"Why have you treated me thus? Was it not for Rachel that I served you, and not for Leah? 
Why have you offended me? Take your daughter, and I will go because you have done evil 
against me." 5 For Jacob loved Rachel more than Leah because the eyes of Leah were weak, 
but her appearance was very beautiful, and Rachel (had) good eyes and good appearance and 
she was very beautiful. 

The rule regarding the marriage of the elder daughter first 

6 And Laban said to Jacob, "It does not happen thus in our land, to give the younger woman 
before the elder." And it is not right to do this because thus it is ordained and written in the 
heavenly tablets that no one should give his younger daughter before the elder because he 
should first give the elder and after her the younger. And they will write it down as a sin in 
heaven concerning the man who acts thus. And no one who does this thing will be righteous 
because this deed is evil before the Lord. 7 And you command the children of Israel so that 
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they will not do this thing; "Let not the younger woman be taken or given without the elder 
one being first (given) because that is very evil." 8 And Lab an said to Jacob, "Let the seven 
days of banquet for this woman continue and then I will give you Rachel so that you might 
serve me another seven years (and) pasture my sheep just as you did the previous week." 

The marriage to Rachel and the birth of children 

9 And on the day when the seven days of Leah's banquet passed, Laban gave Rachel to Jacob 
so that he might serve him another seven years. And he gave to Rachel, Bilhah, the sister of 
Zilpah, as an attendant. 10 And he served seven years more on account of Rachel because 
Leah had been given to him gratis. 11 And the Lord opened the womb of Leah and she 
conceived and bore him a son to Jacob, and he called him Reuben, on the fourteenth of the 
ninth month, in the first year of the third week. 12 But the womb of Rachel was closed and the 
Lord saw that Leah was hated, but Rachel was loved. 13 And Jacob again went into Leah, and 
she conceived and she bore another son to Jacob, and she called him Simeon, on the twenty-
first of the tenth month and in the third year of this week. 14 And Jacob went in again to Leah 
and she conceived and she bore the third son to him and he called him Levi, on the first day of 
the first month, in the sixth year of this week. 15 And again Jacob went into her and she 
conceived and she bore the fourth son to him and he called him Judah, on the fifteenth of the 
third month, in the first year of the fourth week. 16 And in all of this Rachel was jealous of 
Leah since she was not giving birth, and she said to Jacob, "Give me sons." And Jacob said, 
"Have I withheld from you the fruit of your womb? Have I forsaken you?" 17 And when 
Rachel saw that Leah had bourn four sons to Jacob, Reuben and Simeon and Levi and Judah, 
she said to him, "Go into Bilhah, my maid, and she will conceive and bear a son for me." 18 
And she gave Bilhah, her maid, to him so that she might be his wife. And he went into her 
and she conceived and she bore a son to him, and he called him Dan, on the ninth day of the 
sixth month in the sixth year of the third week. 19 And Jacob went to Bilhah a second time, 
and she conceived and bore another son to Jacob, and Rachel called him Naphtali, on the fifth 
of the seventh month, in the second year of the fourth week. 20 And when Leah saw that she 
was sterile and was not bearing children, she took and she also gave Zilpah, her attendant, to 
Jacob as a wife. And she conceived and bore a son to him, and Leah called him Gad, on the 
twelfth of the eighth month in the third year of the fourth week. 21 And he went in to her 
again and she conceived and bore another son to him, and Leah called him Asher, on the 
second of the eleventh month in the fifth year of the fourth week. 22 And Jacob went into 
Leah and she conceived and she bore a son and she called him Issachar, on the fourth day of 
the fifth month in the fourth year of the fourth week. And she gave him to a nurse. 23 And 
Jacob went into her again and she conceived and she bore twins, a boy and a girl, and she 
called the boy Zebulun and the girl's name was Dinah, in the seventh day of the seventh 
month in the sixth year of the fourth week. 24 And the Lord had mercy upon Rachel and 
opened her womb. And she conceived and bore a son and called him Joseph, on the first of 
the fourth month in the sixth year of that fourth week. 

Demetrius the Chronographer Fragment 2 (Eusebius, Praevaratio Evanselica 9. 21. 2-5): 

2 Jacob, then set out for Haran in Mesopotamia, Having left his father Isaac, who was then 
137 years of age, while he was himself 77 years old. 

3 Then after spending 7 years there, he married two daughters of Laban, his maternal uncle, 
Leah and Rachel, when he was 84 years old. In seven more years, 12 children were bom to 
him. In the 10*̂  month of the 8*̂  year Reuben [was bom]; and in the 8^ month of the 9^ year, 
Simeon; and in the 6*̂  month of the lO"" year, Levi; and in the 4"" month of the 11^ year, 
Judah. And since Rachel did not bear, she became envious of her sister, and gave her own 
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handmaid [Bilhah to Jacob as a concubine, who bore Dan in the 4"̂  month of the 1 y e a r , and 
in the 2""̂  month of the 12"̂  year, Naphtali. And Leah gave her own handmaid] Zilpah to 
Jacob as a concubine, at the same time as Bilhah conceived Naphtah, in the 5"̂  month of the 
11**" year, and he begot a son in the 2"'' month of the 12^ year, whom Leah named Gad; and of 
the same mother in the 12"̂  month of the same year he begot another son, whom Leah named 
Asher 

4 And in return for the mandrake apples which Reubel brought to Rachel, Leah again 
conceived, as did her handmaid Zilpah at the same time, in the 3'̂ '' month of the 12̂ ^ year, and 
bore a son in the 12"' month of the same year, and gave him the name Issachar. 

5And again Leah bore another son in the lO"' month of the 13^ year, whose name was 
Zebulun; and in the 8"̂  month of the 14'̂  year, the same Leah bore a [daughter] named Dinah. 
And at the same time as Leah [conceived] a daughter, Dinah, Rachel also conceived in her 
womb, and in the 8"̂  month of the 14"̂  year she bore a son whose name was Joseph, so that in 
the 7 years spent with Laban, 12 children were bom. 

acpopMncrai ouv TOV 'LAKCBP EIG Xappav RNG MEAOTTOTAPIAG, TOV |J£V TRATEPA KaraAiTrovTa 'laaaK ercov 

EKOTOV TpiaKovra ETrra, autov SE OVTQ ETWV spBoMnKovTa Eirra. 5iaTpii|javTa ouv AUTOV EKET ETrra Eirj 

Aapav ToO [jriTpc^ou 5uo 8UYCRR6PAQ YHMCii. Asiav KQI 'PaxnA, ovra ETWV O Y S O N K O V T A TEoaapwv- Kai 

Y E V E A S A I EV Emra ETECTIV aAAoiq AUTW TTAIBIA ip#- 6Y56CO JJEV ETEI pnvi SEKQTCJJ'Poupiv- Kai TW ETEI 5 £ T($ 

EVOTtx) PQVI OYSOOJ IU|JEWV- Kai TW ETEI 66 T(T) SEKOTTI) lJr|VI EKTCO A E U I V T ( I ) 5e EVSEKOTO) ETEI pqvi TETOpTCO 

'lou5av. ' P A X N A TE P Q TIKTOUOAV (qAwoai TI^V dSEAcpnv Kai TrapaKoi|jiCTai T W 'LAKCBP TQV EAUTNG Trai5IaKr|v 

ZEAcpav, T 0 AUT(I) xpovcp 4) Kai BaAAav auAAapETv TOV NscpSaAEliJ, T Y EVSEKQTCI) ETEI jjnvi TTEPTRRW, Kai 

TEKETV TW 5OJ5EKATQJ ETEI pqvi B S U T E P W uiov, 6v urro AEiag FoG 6vo[jaa0f|var Kai EK TI^G auTfjc; TOO OUTGU 

ETOUG Kai PQVOG SCJOSEKOTOU ETEpov TEKETV, 6V Kai auTov TrpoaaYop£u9nvai UTTO AEiaq Aaqp. Kai AEIOV 

iraAiv avTi TWV pqAwv Twv pavSpaYopou, a PouPqA EIQEVEYKETV Trapa 'PaxnA, auAAapsTv Kai TI^V 

Trai5iCTKr|v ZEAcpav T ( $ auro) xpovip, T^) SCJOSEKOTC^ ETEI p r^ I TpiToj, Kai TEKETV TOO OUTGO ETOug HHVog 

5 W 5 E K A T O U uiov Kai ovopa AUTT^J GEoGai 'laaaxap. Kai TTOAIV AElav TIP TPIOKAIGEKOTIP ETEI (jrivi SEKOTCO 

uiov aAAov TEKETV, w ovopa ZaPouAwv, Kai tî V auTi^v t^) TEoaapEOKaiGEKaTw ETEI pqvi OYGoip TEKETV 

uiov ovopa Aav. EV el) Kai 'PaxnA AOPETV EV yaorpl Ti$ A U T W xpovw, w Kai A E I O V TEKETV S U Y O T S P A AEI'VOV, 

Kai TEKETV TCP TECTAAPEOKAISEKATCIJ ETEI pqvi OYSOCIJ uiov, 6v ovopaoGnvai 'Iworicp, WOTE YEYOVEVOI EV TOTG 

Errra ETEOI TOTG rrapa Aapav 6 W 6 E K A rraiSia. 
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